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Abstract
(Eine inhaltsgleiche, deutsche Fassung dieser Übersicht ist ab Seite 243 zu finden.)
The design of current operating systems and their kernels shows deficiencies in respect to the structuring approach and the flexibility of their protection systems. The
operating systems and applications suffer under this lack of extensibility and flexibility. The protection model implemented in many operating systems is not powerful
enough to represent arbitrary protection conditions on a more fine-grained granularity than giving read and/or write access to an entire object. Additionally current
operating systems are not capable of controlling the flow of information between
software units effectively. Confinement conditions cannot be expressed explicitly
and thus confinement problems can only be solved indirectly.
Further complications with the protection system and especially the software
structure in modern operating systems based on the microkernel approach are
caused by the use of the out-of-process model. It is extremely difficult to specify access rights appropriately, because the client/server paradigm does not easily
allow a relationship to be established between the role of the client and the permissions of the server. Focusing on client/server structures favours a single, central
server implementation. Specifying a software design and communication model
for applications at the operating system level impairs their structure.
In reaction to this observation, SPEEDOS follows the in-process model. Processes
are the abstraction of activity and are orthogonal to the information-hiding objects.
This model is part of the design of many object-oriented programming languages
and a few operating systems. The method call does not switch processes, it transfers execution to another object in a controlled fashion. This model is almost equivalent to the out-of-process model, but the in-process model provides advantages,
because the process identifier correlates to a subject. However this only helps with
protection, but does not magically improve the protection system.
The two major deficiencies identified and addressed in this thesis are the versatility of access right specification and the structuring of the operating system in
conjunction with the applications. The SPEEDOS design places the emphasis on
balancing the duties and powers of the kernel and the applications, in order to
obtain a flexible and extensible overall system.
SPEEDOS supports freely programmable protection checks for individual method
invocations. These checks are implemented with bracket methods, which intercept
other method invocations. The concept was invented in the context of componentoriented programming languages, which are meant to improve the software structure beyond the state of the art in object-oriented programming languages. In the
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operating system context this is a new concept which allows the implementation
of protection checks and similar code in user-level code. Bracket methods may e.g.
deny access to the target method based on arbitrary rules or may implement access
monitoring. In other operating systems it is not possible to implement these cases
completely with user-level code.
Brackets may also serve as a basis for implementing confinement, by checking the
client and target module identity and the information that is passed between the
modules. In SPEEDOS there is a further mechanism which allows confinement rules
to be enforced. This additional mechanism, which can be expressed through bits in
the module capability used to invoke the target module, complements the bracketbased confinement. Both mechanisms have different strengths and weaknesses.
Another important aspect of the SPEEDOS design is the delegation of many operating system duties to individual application software modules. The design of the
kernel explicitly restricts the duties of the kernel to security-related basic mechanisms. All policy decisions are made in user-level modules. The delegation of operating system duties to the individual application modules is only sensible for duties
which can exploit application knowledge and do not need global knowledge. Certain resource management duties need to be implemented in centralised modules,
otherwise the allocation efficiency would suffer. Making decisions as decentralised
as possible avoids many structural problems of microkernels, which also attempt
to delegate functionality to user-level servers, but results in a completely different
and less flexible and extensible operating system and application structure.
The kernel implements only policy-neutral mechanisms and delegates all policy
decisions to user-level code, in order to minimise the size of the kernel. As an intentional side-effect this maximises the flexibility and extensibility of the user-level
modules. Effectively the complete operating system characteristics are determined
by user-level code. The result is an operating system kernel that implements only a
few mechanisms in the form of kernel instructions that enhance the base processor
instruction set. Most such kernel instructions deal with aspects related to protection. The SPEEDOS kernel implements the in-process model, which avoids many
protection problems, because processes represent users, not services. The orthogonal design of modules and processes is the key to a flexible, freely programmable
protection system, based on capabilities and bracket methods.
In the prototype implementation it is shown that the virtual memory model used
to describe the module structure can be mapped efficiently to the current pagebased memory architecture implemented by the standard processor architectures
available today. It is not necessary to design a custom processor architecture, although certain improvements in the virtual memory implementation provided by
the processor hardware would be desirable. This observation confirms the experiences made by the designers of other single-address-space operating systems.
The design description in this thesis reflects the experiences made during the
implementation of the prototype. The prototype helped identifying small errors
and inconsistencies in the design, however the changes could not be incorporated
in the prototype due to time constraints.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nature does nothing uselessly.
(Aristotle, 384 – 322 BC)

Modern operating systems consist of a complicated software structure which does
not adequately separate and protect the individual subsystems, such as memory
management, process management, persistent file store and inter-process communication. The result is that control over both the complexity of the operating system
and the security of application software is lost.
The previous paragraph seemingly referred to protection and security indiscriminately. However there is a distinction between these terms that relates to the
scope. Security is a notion for a set of matching protection definitions, while protection is the mechanism that controls access to an individual piece of information.
Security is defined in the introduction to the European ITSEC guidelines [74] as
the combination of
confidentiality: prevention of the unauthorised disclosure of information;
integrity: prevention of the unauthorised modification of information;
availability: prevention of the unauthorised withholding of information or
resources.
This definition is not directly realisable in the context of an operating system
design, as security requires a number of matching protection decisions. Thus the
notion protection plays a more important role in the design of an operating system.
In this thesis new models for representing protection in the structure of an operating system and for structuring both the operating system and the application
software are presented. These models are used to design a new operating system
kernel and, based on the kernel, an outline of an operating system architecture.

1.1 Motivation
Compared to the situation in the 1970s and 1980s the number of research projects
in the operating system area today has decreased drastically. Is this an indication
that all important problems are solved?
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In my opinion this is not the case. The current state of the art in commercially
available operating system is based mainly on the microkernel architecture developed in the 1980s, which improved the structure of an operating system implementation somewhat, but did not address the problems associated with security,
complexity, flexibility and extensibility. Instead the aim is limited to reaching approximately the security and functionality level of systems developed in the 1970s,
such as UNIX. This argument applies to all popular operating systems, since all of
them have severe security problems that are implicitly part of their structure.
While research operating systems do not share this resistance to fundamental
changes, they focus today to an alarming extent on solving the efficiency problems
introduced with the microkernel architecture. This obsession on performance was
justified when processors were slow and expensive, but today the biggest challenge
is to design systems that are secure. Proof of the failure of the current operating
systems with respect to security can be taken from the news, which reports more
and more frequently on security breaches, viruses, worms, fraudulent representations in electronic mail messages and so on.
The provoking article “No Silver Bullet—Essence and Accident in Software Engineering” [35] by Fred Brooks urges us to reconsider the current work in software
engineering in the Aristotelian terms essence and accident. In this paper he describes
four essential difficulties that any software engineering project has to face:
Complexity: Constructing a software system is inherently complex, because no
two parts are similar. The design of software differs fundamentally from the
design of a concrete object in that it is not built using several identical, standardised parts as components. Software systems have a huge number of states
that all need to work correctly.
Conformity: Software systems have to conform to the conventions defined by humans. The conventions are often both arbitrary and constantly changing, e.g.
because of adjustments in the legal system. This limits the design space of the
software designer and intrinsically makes the software more complicated.
Changeability: Software is easily changeable and thus changing it is perceived
as a simple task, as the alternative would be to change the other systems to
which the software system must conform. Additionally software often is used
for a much longer time than the designers have anticipated. This requires
that the software does not preclude change in its environment.
Invisibility: It is not possible to visualise software. While certain aspects of software can be visualised, software has no inherent or obvious relationship to
space. This hinders communication among the designers and implementors
of a software system.
This fundamental criticism is taken into account in this thesis, and plays a key
role in the analysis of the current state of the art in operating system design, which
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appears in chapter 3. As we shall see in this analysis, operating systems are relatively static software systems that force a potentially inadequate structure on the
software systems which are written for them.
Application software designers are so used to the constraints that they rarely
perceive them at all. Operating systems are themselves complicated software systems, but this does not lead to simpler applications. So both parts of a system have
undesirable properties. This thesis attempts to redefine the separation of duties
between the operating system and applications. The aim is to simplify both sides.
At the same time the static, arbitrary structure and functionality of the operating
system will be replaced by uniform, flexible and extensible software units that eliminate the distinction between the operating system and its applications, narrowing
the semantic gap between both parts of a complete software system.
The SPEEDOS acronym indicates the intended core functionality and the target
structure: Secure Protected Execution Environment for Distributed Object Systems.
This emphasises that this thesis does not aim for a single ideal system design, but
that the results should be generally applicable for a wide variety of systems.

1.2 Aims of SPEEDOS
The aim of this thesis is to present a new architectural design for an operating system, consisting of a small, flexible kernel and a set of user-level modules which
characterise one possible style of operating system. The focus is on the role of the
kernel and its functionality, and the characteristics of the actual operating system
may be independently chosen by the designer of the operating system, in accordance with the requirements of application software.
Protection, flexibility and extensibility are taken into account at the lowest possible level, the operating system kernel. While this does not directly correlate to
the complexity of the system, it actually removes many complexities that are today
part of operating systems. Selecting uniform, orthogonal and powerful abstractions
is the key to a clearer and more secure overall system design.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis consists in essence of three parts: an analysis of the current state of the
art, a description of new software system models that solve structuring problems
of operating systems, and a description of a kernel and operating system design.
The analytical part describes fundamental operating system concepts and existing operating system and kernel designs. Chapter 2 discusses the concepts typically
incorporated into all operating systems. A selection of eleven important, unusual
and influential operating systems and their principles are summarised and evaluated in chapter 3. This survey includes both conventional operating systems, some
of which are still in use, and more experimental research operating systems that
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focus on special aspects of operating system design. The evaluation reveals that all
the operating systems analysed have structural deficiencies, which make the overall
system more complicated than necessary. In most cases the high system complexity
is also accompanied by a lack of protection, flexibility and extensibility.
The second major theme of the thesis proposes an improved model for structuring software, a uniform software structure for relatively large objects with a strictly
enforced semantical interface. This model has two parts.
The first part is concerned with eliminating the limitations in the protection systems of the analysed operating systems by introducing qualifying objects, as described in detail in chapter 4. Qualifying objects change the behaviour of the qualified target object with which they are associated by intercepting method calls.
Qualifying objects are separately protected objects which may implement arbitrary
access checks or supplement the protection system by implementing access monitoring. Any functional modification that can be expressed by adding a prelude
and/or postlude to a call to the target object or by making the invocation of the
target object subject to an arbitrarily defined condition can be implemented.
The second part of the proposed improved software structuring model, discussed
in chapter 5, comprises a mechanism to represent composite objects, consisting of
several independently protected sub-objects. This software structure is the basis
for the delegation of most operating system and kernel functionality to individual
objects. The improved protection model also applies to the operating system.
The third major theme of the thesis is described in chapters 6 and 7. In these
chapters a new kernel design and important aspects of the envisaged operating
system architecture are described, based on the proposed software structuring concepts. In chapter 6 the emphasis is placed on the kernel, providing the mechanisms
needed to implement a secure system, comprised of both the operating system and
the applications. The major effects of the SPEEDOS kernel design on the operating
system architecture are presented in chapter 7 and illustrate that the structural improvements work as expected. The new software structures are applied to selected
operating system elements in order to assess their potential.
The separation of policy and mechanism used throughout the SPEEDOS design
allows the construction of a very flexible and extensible operating system kernel
that is a suitable basis for implementing a highly secure system.
Important aspects of the prototype implementation of the kernel on the Intel Pentium architecture are discussed in chapter 8. Implementing a secure operating system on a conventional processor architecture poses special difficulties and requires
making compromises to achieve an efficient implementation. The most important
result is that the kernel may be implemented with an acceptable efficiency without
sacrificing the fundamental design. Thus it is possible to implement a highly secure
operating system for a cheap off-the-shelf processor. The implementation strategy
is compatible with most currently available processor architectures.
In the conclusion, chapter 9, the results of the thesis are summarised and possible
future research directions are outlined.
Finally a summary of the kernel interface specification appears in appendix A.
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Chapter 2
Operating System Concepts and
Application Issues
Most properties of an operating system emerge from only a few important design
decisions. The different choices and the resulting properties have been studied
thoroughly since the late 1950s. The research was driven generally by changing a
few decisions and occasionally trying a totally different approach. The large number of choices makes it impossible to systematically analyse the individual aspects,
especially since there are numerous interdependencies.
Certain combinations have been somewhat neglected as they did not fit well in
the designs of popular (both research and commercial) operating systems. There
are still valuable ideas in the “gene pool” that are worth looking at, especially if one
departs from the well-trodden paths followed by the few remaining commercially
successful operating systems, which have their roots in the 1980s and early 1990s.
This chapter analyses the currently established design space from both an OScentred and an application-centred viewpoint. I think that putting emphasis just
on the OS or application produces suboptimal systems. The semantic gap between
applications and the OS can only be reduced effectively if a compatible design
philosophy is used. An operating system is a means to an end, namely to free
applications from dealing with the complexity of actual hardware implementations.

2.1 What Is an Operating System?
There is no universally agreed definition of what an OS is, and definitions differ
much more than in cases of other large software (e.g. compilers, database systems).
Silberschatz [261] states in his book on operating systems quite aptly:
“In general, however, there is no completely adequate definition of an
operating system. Operating systems exist because they are a reasonable way to solve the problem of creating a usable computing system.
The fundamental goal of computer systems is to execute user programs
and to make solving user problems easier. [. . . ]
There is also no universally accepted definition of what is part of the
operating system and what is not.” (p. 5)
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Why is this? Computers are applied to all sorts of problems today, and have
vastly differing processing, memory and peripheral resources. The duties and responsibilities of an OS for a microcontroller and for a mainframe computer initially
seem to have nothing in common. Obviously an OS suitable for microcontroller
use with at most a few kilobytes of code and a mainframe OS with several hundred
megabytes of programs cannot have the same functionality.
Yet there are two common features. An OS provides an abstract machine that
is easier to use than the raw hardware. On the other hand an OS manages the
resources available in the system, making them available appropriately to the application programs.

2.1.1 The Operating System as a Resource Manager
One aspect of an OS is that it manages resources. A computer system has resources
(physical and virtual ones) such as CPU time, memory space, disc space and various
peripheral devices. Programs need a specific set of resources, some of them in
exclusive use, some in shared use to be executed.
The OS manages these requests and allocates the resources to specific programs.
Allocations may be conflicting, so the OS must decide which programs can run.
This is performed with a certain policy, e.g. priority-based, maximising efficiency
or fairness.
The two most important properties of an OS are that it should be easy to use1
and efficient in its own resource consumption. A variation of the resource manager
viewpoint is the notion of a control program. The OS controls the execution of
application programs to prevent errors and misuse of the computer.

2.1.2 The Operating System as a Virtual Machine
An actual implementation of a computer system typically has an architecture (instruction set, memory organisation, peripherals) that performs well for a certain
task, but is far too complex for the average programmer to deal with. We no
longer program in machine language, and try to stay away from direct programming of peripheral device registers for most applications. The OS is a collection
of hardware-dependent pieces of code that has a (mostly) hardware-independent,
easy-to-use interface. The level of abstraction that can and should be provided depends on many system characteristics, including the processor speed and memory
size. After all, the virtual machines have to be “run” on real hardware.
One aspect of providing abstract interfaces to the hardware is the opportunity
to make applications hardware-independent. Today many software packages can
be used on vastly differing computers, with different processor architectures and
peripherals. The applications use standardised services provided by the OS.
1 The user in this context is both the end user and the application programmer,

ing depending on the purpose of the computer system.

with varying weight-
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Designing these hardware-independent OS interfaces is not an easy task. It involves deciding which details are relevant and which are not. Sometimes perfect
foresight would be required to make the right decisions in an environment that is
changing ever more quickly.
The virtual machine aspect of an OS is closely related to its structure, and the
layered approach that is inherent with the virtual machine idea is just one of the
many possibilities. Operating system and application structures will be discussed
in more detail in section 2.8.
Application software reuse through porting to a different OS is typically a complex job. The different operating systems provide slightly to totally different mechanisms and interfaces, which have to be reflected in the applications. This accidental complexity can be decreased with careful software engineering, making
portability of the software a design goal. The reward is that the overall application
development cost can be shared by a larger number of customers.

2.2 Memory Model
Probably the most research effort has been spent on exploring how to organise
the memory available to the OS and applications. A considerable amount of that
research seems to be futile from the current assumption “memory is cheap”. Personal computer systems with hundreds of megabytes of RAM are commonplace,
and even small portable devices like cellular phones have several megabytes of
main memory. Hard disc capacities in excess of 100 gigabytes are the norm and
generally affordable. Larger computer installations use a host of drives to achieve
aggregate capacities which can be 2–3 orders of magnitude larger.
With all this memory capacity available at comparably low prices, application
programmers and users scarcely think about the memory usage2 of their programs.
Such nonchalance is a luxury provided by modern operating systems. The cost
is a sophisticated memory management implemented in hardware, the OS and
libraries. Surprisingly everything still works, but the price of it is high, especially
the number of transistors in the CPU has mushroomed due to the large caches
required to accommodate today’s applications. The advances in microelectronics
have made cumbersome and bloated modern software systems possible.
Thrifty memory usage means a little more effort in the individual programs (and
sometimes better education of programmers is all that is needed), but is well worth
it. It unleashes the true power of modern processors, which suffer more and more
from the limited bandwidth for main memory accesses outside the currently cached
set of memory locations.
2 Strangely

enough many programs for UNIX or Microsoft Windows still use additional temporary
files. Twenty years of widespread availability of virtual memory were not enough to break the
habit of many programmers to create intermediate file representations of the bulk data processed
“to reduce memory usage”. This is somewhat surprising since it is usually not trivial to create a
linearised version of the internal representation of the data.
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The fast decreasing cost per transistor made many systems in Table 2.1 possible
in the first place, however in the current situation improving the structure of software systems has far more potential to enhance application efficiency.
System

Year Main memory Persistent memory VM size
Atlas
1962
96 KB
576 KB drum
6 MB
IBM S/360-67
1966
512 KB
8 MB drum
16 MB
Burroughs B6700
1969
1 MB
120 MB disc no limit
ICL 2900
1975
1.5 MB
200 MB disc
4 GB
Cray-1
1976
32 MB
n/a
n/a
IBM PC/XT
1984
128 KB
10 MB disc
n/a
Sun SPARCstation 1
1989
4 MB
200 MB disc
4 GB
DEC Alpha
1992
32 MB
500 MB disc
8 TB
Apple PowerMac 6100 1994
16 MB
500 MB disc
4 GB
Sun Ultra 1
1995
128 MB
4 GB disc
16 PB
IBM RS/6000 44P
2000
256 MB
9 GB disc
16 PB
Apple Power G5
2003
256 MB
80 GB disc
16 PB
standard PC
2004
512 MB
160 GB disc
4 GB
standard 64 bit PC
2004
1024 MB
200 GB disc 256 TB
Table 2.1: Typical size of available storage in a computer system
Today we process larger amounts of data, but resourceful program design will
make programs run faster even with limited resources. Operating system kernels
are about the only software category which is optimised [43] for minimum resource
usage. Kernels should use as little virtual memory address translation cache entries
and cache lines as possible.

2.2.1 Memory Hierarchy
Every current computer system implements several different classes of memory,
with vastly differing speed and size characteristics. The fastest memory available
are the registers. Their capacity is very limited, usually around 32 words. Registers
hold temporary values during program execution to avoid frequent memory accesses. The access time is typically a single clock cycle, a value that has seen vast
reductions, now (2004) reaching 0.3 ns, corresponding to a clock rate of 3 GHz.
Main memory (also called physical memory) is reasonably fast, with access times
in the order of 10–100 cycles and a high capacity in the order of several megabytes
to several hundred megabytes. Technology improvements were mostly spent on
increasing capacity, and therefore the gap between processor clock rate and main
memory clock rate is ever increasing. The prohibitive cost of an access to main
memory triggered the invention of memory caches. Caches reduce the frequency
of main memory accesses in typical applications by two orders of magnitude.
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A cache is a (mostly) transparent partial copy of the main memory content in fast
memory (access times in the order of 1–10 cycles). The cache memory is faster, but
also more expensive per bit. Modern processor implementations often have several
levels of cache memory with varying speeds and sizes to optimise the cache miss
rate (which is usually less than 2%). Typically one or two of the fastest caches are
included on the processor chip to avoid time-consuming off-chip accesses.
The simplest model for caches is an associative memory, holding pairs of memory
addresses and values. Since operating systems have little control over caches, this
model shall suffice here.
It should not be forgotten that caches contribute significantly to the number of
transistors and therefore to the chip size of current processor implementations. An
extreme example is the Intel Itanium 2 processor (code name Madison), where
approximately 93% of all transistors are used to implement caches and only 7% to
implement the actual processing unit (30 million transistors for the CPU on a chip
with overall 410 million transistors3 ). In a few years this could be the norm. Just
taking up space without further costs would be acceptable, but cache (being very
fast memory) also contributes to the overall power consumption.

2.2.2 Non-Virtual Memory Organisation
As soon as processors became fast enough to be shared4 , there was a pressing need
to allocate memory to different running programs. Initially this was done statically
to avoid the run-time cost of memory allocation. It soon turned out to be a problem
to effectively determine the amount of memory usage statically.
Dynamic memory allocation seems to be a solution, but it creates just another
problem: the free space becomes fragmented if one allows arbitrary allocations
and deallocations. There would be enough free space, but it is scattered all over
the main memory. Only a contiguous block can be used by a program. Compacting
memory by copying blocks of allocated memory to be adjacent could solve this,
yet very few systems actually used this approach. The practical problems (pointers
between all allocated blocks have to be changed) made it too expensive.
Another issue that is hard to solve is to separate different users’ process address
spaces effectively. If processes potentially modify each other’s memory, then errors
in one program can cause another program to crash unexpectedly.
There were several solutions implemented (such as the fence register in the HP
2100A, the limit register in the ICT 1900 or the protection key approach in the
IBM S/360), which were however soon superseded by a new concept called virtual
memory. This provided a more powerful model capable of solving protection and
allocation issues in a single step.
3 Numbers

taken from the Intel Distinguished Lecture 2003 “Billion Transistor Processor Chips in
Mainstream Enterprise Platforms of the Future”, by Dileep Bhandarkar, October 2003, available at
http://www.he.educationinindia.net/Distinguished Lecture 2003.pdf.
4 Whether the primary aim was to reduce the cost of operating a computer system only or to use
the full capacity of the processor is irrelevant.
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2.2.3 General Virtual Memory Organisation
Virtual memory (see also [56]) has been introduced to allow (a set of) programs
to be executed that are larger than the physical memory. This relieved the application programmers from dealing with disruptive mechanisms such as overlays [214]
or splitting programs along functional boundaries into several phases5 . Virtual
memory made all these mechanisms obsolete and allowed the programmers to focus on the application program, not on how to fit it into memory.
This positive effect blends today with the thoughtless and wasteful attitude mentioned above and creates an exploding need for physical memory. The caches need
to grow even faster, to make up for the increasing gap between processor and main
memory clock rate. Also the TLB (the virtual memory address translation cache)
becomes a bottleneck if the working set of programs becomes too large, resulting
in performance loss due to thrashing effects.
The first implementation of virtual memory was in the Atlas system [158, 113,
159] constructed by the University of Manchester with Ferranti. The system was
operational in 1963 and was a predecessor of mainframe computers.
Interestingly they envisaged a single level store mechanism6 from the beginning,
an idea that since has been almost forgotten (notable exceptions to this are e.g.
MULTICS [212] and MONADS [238]). The concept of directly addressable persistent virtual memory will be discussed in more detail in section 2.2.5.
Conceptually virtual memory introduces an additional step in memory addressing, namely the translation from a virtual memory address to a physical memory
address (see Figure 2.1). Since the relation between virtual memory addresses and
physical memory addresses is partial, the translation may fail.

virtual address

address translation
mechanism

physical address
or
interrupt

Figure 2.1: Translating between virtual address and physical address
Failed attempts to translate virtual addresses to physical addresses cause an interrupt. This is usually handled by the OS to implement demand paging (and
to terminate programs that try to access nonexistent parts of the virtual memory
space). Different strategies to load and discard parts of the virtual memory have
been devised (e.g. in [24]), and today most systems implement a variant of the
5 This design is still present in many C compilers,

a reminiscence of times when a complete compiler
did not fit into physical memory.
6 The drum storage used for backing the virtual memory was not the true persistent storage implemented with file systems that most current systems provide. Atlas only made the comparably small
drum storage available, but not paper or magnetic tapes, which held the bulk of persistent data in
systems of that time. Drum storage was too expensive for bulk storage, while tape storage is by
construction a sequential access medium and therefore not suitable for backing virtual memory.
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“least recently used” strategy, which selects the least recently used portion of the
virtual memory present in the physical memory as a replacement candidate. This
strategy requires a little work to implement with the current processors since they
do not directly support it, but the performance benefit is usually much higher than
the cost. Spending a few CPU cycles to avoid thousands of idle cycles waiting for a
disc access is usually a good tradeoff.
The fundamental basis for implementing virtual memory efficiently is the observation that most of the memory used by a program is used repeatedly for some time
(temporal locality) and that programs usually process several data items stored in
close proximity (spatial locality). If the main memory is used as a cache for virtual
memory, it exhibits the same properties as other parts of the memory hierarchy. The
main memory has to be large enough to hold a certain part of the virtual memory,
called the working set [55], to avoid thrashing.
There has been research on program optimisations for efficient virtual memory
usage [45, 102, 82], minimising the working set by reordering code and data to
maximise locality. Due to the efficient virtual memory implementations and the
large amounts of physical memory available in current computer systems this is
an almost forgotten part of the state of the art. Only OS kernels are currently
manually optimised to obtain the least working set possible to reduce the penalty
due to displaced cache and TLB entries. The idea of (semi-)automatic optimisation
of locality properties has been used from time to time, but was never incorporated
into the average compiler. This issue is considered important enough only in the
context of high-performance computing, where clever use of virtual memory can
greatly improve the utilisation of the caches and main memory.

2.2.4 Virtual Memory as Extended Computational Memory
Virtual memory was usually regarded exclusively as an extension of the computational memory, which loses its content after a system shutdown. It needs a cheap
and reasonably fast direct-access medium as a backing store for currently unused
parts of the virtual memory. Initially this was magnetic drum storage, but was
replaced by magnetic disc storage when its performance had been improved to acceptable levels. Discs were substantially cheaper (both generally and per kilobyte)
than drums, and were therefore a very attractive replacement. Today drum storage
is a forgotten technology just as core memory or bubble memory.
So eventually both the persistent data and virtual memory were stored on the
same medium. Most operating systems made no attempt to unify both memories logically, since the virtual memory management hardware and software could
not cope even with the amount of persistent data stored on a single disc and extending the virtual memory space adds complexity to the OS. By the time VLSI
implementations of processor architectures became commonplace, this status quo
was so familiar that most software developers never realised that getting rid of
temporary files would make their job substantially easier.
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To implement virtual memory, a certain portion of the disc was set aside to store
the virtual memory content (see Figure 2.2). This meant that all currently running
programs are stored twice: once in the file system and once in virtual memory. This
duplication of memory content between virtual memory and file store is typical,
since at least programs are part of both worlds. Originally they were loaded into
memory with regular file operations. Sometimes the shortage of physical memory
forced most of the new virtual memory content immediately back to disc.

main memory

extension to main memory

computational storage
file store

persistent storage
Figure 2.2: Traditional breakdown of computational and persistent storage
Many operating systems (e.g. UNIX) have since introduced memory mapped files,
which essentially is a stripped-down version of directly addressable files. This cured
the duplication of program files, but is not as flexible or versatile as MULTICS files.

2.2.5 Direct Addressability
In the previous section the separation of virtual memory and file storage played
an important role. To date most processor architectures have trouble supporting
a virtual memory that can hold all data stored on persistent media, commonly
called persistent virtual memory (there are also persistent programming languages,
which have their origins in the key paper on orthogonal persistence [17]). Discs
have grown to hundreds of gigabytes in size, yet most processor architectures only
support 4 gigabytes of virtual memory space. Obviously this is not enough for a
real-world system, however the virtual memory space can be conceptually much
larger by mapping only active segments into the virtual memory of the processor.
MULTICS [212] was the forerunner of systems that provided direct addressability [26, 50], but it also contributed to the general belief that this approach is
too expensive to be used in a real-world system. The initial implementation was
not very efficient, and although this has been remedied later, the prejudice stuck.
The General Electric GE 645 processor it ran on did not support the large number
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of segments that would have been needed to represent every file. Therefore the
programs had to select which files they wanted to access (at this point the access
rights were checked) and based on this information the segment tables were set
up. Programs generally need access to very few files at a time.
Other systems adopted this idea, and e.g. in the MONADS system it was complemented with (at that time) a huge virtual address, 60 bits wide, resulting in a
system that can represent all its persistent store as virtual memory (see [2]). Programmers no longer have to worry about the transformation of the internal data
structures to a persistent representation (be it files or databases).
The idea was later generalised to encompass distributed systems [137, 174], by
allowing page faults to be resolved from remote discs (DSM). This needs a few bits
in the virtual address to identify the node, and creates a programmer-friendly way
to communicate in a distributed system without explicit network programming.
Implementing DSM is not as simple as it seems at first. In real life systems it
is common that objects change their location to optimise system performance or
to deal with crashed discs (see [139]). Synchronisation, consistency and stability
become major issues. Synchronisation cannot easily be enhanced to cross node
boundaries. Providing an acceptable memory consistency model to applications is
also not trivial. It must be possible to shut down a node and restart it later, without
disturbing the other nodes (as long as they do not need data from this node), and
unexpected crashes or failed links should not take down the whole system.
Determining a strategy for creating snapshots of the virtual memory for recovery
purposes (commonly called stability) is still under research [16]. For an overview
of the initial work in the MONADS project see [106, 125]. The use of algorithms
borrowed from database systems (such as creating dependency graphs of pages
involved in transactions) seems promising, as the problems are closely related.

2.2.6 Segmentation
In the early computer systems (after multiprogramming became standard but before virtual memory became commonplace) a popular way to manage memory was
to divide it up into variable size blocks as requested by the applications.
With such a scheme programming errors can be detected (if the hardware checks
the segment boundaries) that result in accesses to memory locations outside the
bounds of a segment. It simplifies the linking of programs (also called binding in
some systems) since all references are relative to the start of a particular segment.
Only the table of segments needs to be constructed when the program is loaded,
reflecting the actual memory layout of the program. Protection is straightforward
if segments are classified into code, constants and writable data. The hardware can
easily check for errors, improving system resilience. Segments represent logical
units of the software and are therefore the natural basis for protection mechanisms.
In such a segmented memory model constants can be protected from unwanted
modification, and likewise execution of code can be restricted to areas that actually
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contain code. And it provides a basis for implementing virtual memory: just an
extra present bit to a segment table entry (see Figure 2.3) is needed, which (if
unset) causes an interrupt for accesses to the segment. The OS handles this by
loading the segment off the disc (potentially displacing other segments).
Address

Length State: present/changed Access Rights: e.g. read/write/exec

Figure 2.3: Segment table entry for pure segmentation
A segment table entry contains the information to calculate the main memory
address of every word (or byte) within a segment, plus status information and
access rights. In a virtual memory context, the status bits indicate if the segment is
present or not, or if it has been changed since it was loaded. To translate between
a virtual address (consisting of the segment number and the offset) and a physical
address, an address translation unit (ATU) as shown in Figure 2.4 is needed.
virtual address
S
W

main memory

segment table
0
1
2
..
.
S
..
.
n

segment S
W

Figure 2.4: Address translation with segmented virtual memory
A severe drawback of managing memory in variable-sized chunks is that memory
is allocated and released repeatedly over the lifetime of the system, creating external fragmentation (as it occurs outside the allocated memory areas). Since there
is no guarantee that a released segment is directly adjacent to a currently free block
of memory, the memory available becomes more and more fragmented over time.
The amount of fragmentation (and also the run-time cost of finding the candidate
block) depends on the policy used to select the candidate free block from which the
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block to be allocated is taken from. Knuth [160] simulated the behaviour with random allocation sizes, but unfortunately the real-life allocation patterns [23] violate
this assumption. Usually there are very few small allocations, a huge number of relatively small allocations (in the order of 30–200 bytes), and few large allocations
(see [309]), which means that after a while almost all free blocks are very small.
A long-running program in a system with a simple segment allocation strategy can
end up with a huge number of tiny segments in its free list if the “leftover” part of
a segment from the free list is always put back into the free list.
As it has been mentioned in section 2.2.2, attempts at memory compaction are
costly and can themselves cause more problems than they solve. In the context
of virtual memory the biggest issues are I/O operations due to virtual memory
management. A segment must not be moved in physical memory as long as the
disc controller could make direct memory accesses to it, or the system integrity is
at danger. Since I/O operations are slow, this potentially causes long delays.
With the advent of RISC processors, segmentation became almost extinct. The
ATU is a little more complex than for paging (see next section) and it requires more
OS code, but that certainly does not warrant scrapping the idea.
The true cause is more likely the bad design of the “last” CISC processors in
the 1980s. A good example was the Intel iAPX432 [213]. It included hardware
support for every buzzword that was popular at that time (capabilities, multiprocessing, object-orientation and the high-level language Ada), but failed royally. The
execution speed was inadequate. Intel hastily developed a more conservative processor, the Intel 80286, delivered in 1982. The iAPX432 fiasco has been wiped from
history, e.g. in 2004 there was not a single reference to it in the Intel web pages
(earlier there had been a reference to it from the company history pages).
As a result, the baby was thrown out with the bathwater, and everything resembling a CISC idea was banned. The existing CISC architectures survived because
of software compatibility. The Intel x86 architecture dominates the PC market and
the Motorola 68000 architecture is often used in embedded systems. All truly new
designs from the mid-1980s have been RISC processors, without segmentation.

2.2.7 Paging
Management of the virtual memory based on variable-sized blocks is not the only
feasible option, in fact the first virtual memory implementation (see section 2.2.3)
used a page-based approach. Using a fixed-size block (a page of memory) as the
unit of transfer between virtual memory and physical memory simplifies the management and eliminates external fragmentation, but cannot reflect logical structures as easily as segmentation. Allocation based on fixed-size blocks is subject to
internal fragmentation, which means that usually more space than actually needed
is allocated in order to reach a block boundary. If page access rights are the only
option to implement non-overwritable code and read-only constants, this forces
putting different logical content in separate pages, increasing fragmentation.
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Implementing the ATU for paging (see Figure 2.5) is simpler than for segmentation, because the physical address computation is just concatenation instead of an
addition, and paging requires no limit check as with segmentation.
virtual address
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Figure 2.5: Address translation with paged virtual memory
The early implementations of paged virtual memory implemented the page table
on the processor, but that soon became impossible because the page table became
too large. Current RISC processors usually implement a translation lookaside buffer
(capable of holding a few dozen to around 100 frequently used page table entries),
and the rest is kept in a table in memory (depending on the implementation, the
page table could itself be paged, i.e. part of the virtual memory). The page table
is typically part of the process state, so each process has its “own” virtual memory,
isolating the processes from each other. Sharing of pages is possible, but incurs a
fairly high management overhead. If a shared page is to be displaced from main
memory, several page tables have to be updated to keep consistency.
A page table entry (see Figure 2.6) consists at least of the page frame number
representing the storage location in main memory and of a flag to indicate if the
page is really present in main memory, i.e. if this mapping is valid.
Page Frame# State: present/changed Access Rights: e.g. read/write/exec
Figure 2.6: Page table entry for pure paging
The size of a page is in current processor architectures typically 4 Kbyte or
8 Kbyte. Early systems used smaller pages of 256 or 512 bytes to save main
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memory, but this also increases the management overhead. The optimal page size
is slowly increasing with the availability of more physical memory, however since
changing the page size requires modifications to the OS (at least this is currently
the norm), it is done only very infrequently.
A good example of this slow paced evolution is the Intel i386, the first implementation (1985) of what is now called the IA32 architecture. It defined the page
size to be 4K. All subsequent implementations of the architecture use this page size,
including the Pentium 4 released almost 20 years later. Today the 4K page size is an
unsolved major efficiency problem7 . Many current (2004) processor implementations have 128 TLB entries, corresponding to 512K of virtual memory. Accesses
which do no fit in this working set cause costly TLB reload operations.
Why is paging more popular than segmentation? Above all it is simpler to manage due to the fixed size. To load a page, exactly one page needs to be displaced
(assuming that all page frames are allocated). This was not true in segmented system due to the vastly differing sizes of segments. Segments large in relation to page
size need a relatively long time to be loaded from disc, because the whole segment
must be loaded. Today segmentation is almost extinct. RISC processors implement
only paged virtual memory. Some RISC specifications mention segments, but that
only refers to a group of pages. The advantages of segments when it comes to
protection has taken a back seat, in today’s emphasis on performance.

2.2.8 Combined Segmentation and Paging
Both segmentation and paging have their merits and flaws. There have been attempts to combine both (e.g. suggested by Randell [225] or by Liedtke [176, 178]).
Most of them failed to avoid major shortcomings of the base schemes.
Keedy [134] proposed a scheme which combines both schemes orthogonally
without wasting too much memory due to fragmentation. The remaining internal
fragmentation is negligible as long as the external fragmentation remains low
(which is the case for static memory allocations). Dynamic memory allocation
can still cause external fragmentation, but this wastes only virtual memory.
In this model page and segment boundaries are decoupled. A virtual address
looks exactly the same as with segmentation (see Figure 2.7). This virtual address
is translated into an intermediate address using the normal segmentation approach,
i.e. by adding the segment offset to the segment start address.
Segment# S

Offset in Segment S

s bits

w bits

Figure 2.7: Virtual address for orthogonal segmentation and paging
7 In

1993 Intel added a 4M page size option to the Pentium processor. It is only meant (and usable)
for large memory mapped I/O device interfaces such as frame buffers, not for demand paging.
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The table of currently active segments is part of the process state (ideally kept
in processor registers). Entries in the segment table (see Figure 2.8) describe the
length, starting address and access rights. Note that there is no presence bit in a
segment table entry, as segments play no role in virtual memory swapping.
Address

Length

Access Rights: e.g. read/write/exec

Figure 2.8: Segment table entry for orthogonal segmentation and paging
The intermediate address (see Figure 2.9) is finally translated into a physical
address by using a page table (ideally in a single-address-space implementation).
Page# P

Offset in Page P

p bits

o bits

Figure 2.9: Intermediate address for orthogonal segmentation and paging
A page table entry (see Figure 2.10) describes the mapping between pages and
page frames. The access checks have already been done through the segment table.
Page#

Page Frame#

State: present/changed

Figure 2.10: Page table entry for orthogonal segmentation and paging
This combination of segmentation and paging retains the advantages of each
technique and minimises the disadvantages. The implementation effort required
both in hardware and software is moderate.

2.3 Process Model
Another area of ongoing research revolves around the problem of using a certain
set of processors (one in most systems, but some architectures support thousands)
effectively and efficiently to run a set of tasks that implement the system’s intended
functionality. The normal approach is to provide a “virtual processor” abstraction,
which creates the illusion of having a separate processor per process.
Initially all operating systems focused on this kind of approach, which naturally
creates a fairly secure environment by isolating processes from each other. Processes intending to cooperate with other processes must use OS functions to exchange information. The OS is responsible for controlling the flow of information
between processes. Since the meaning of messages is usually not known to the OS,
it can only do general access rights checks. This is enough to maintain OS integrity,
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and a reasonable level of self-preservation is (although rarely stated explicitly) the
most important aim of many operating systems.
In many systems, processes and virtual memory are intricately connected, in
the sense that every process has its own virtual memory. This design fits the current processor architectures, but it creates problems with sharing of information
between processes without going through the OS for every access.

2.3.1 Out-of-Process Model
Many popular operating systems (such as UNIX and Microsoft Windows) use this
model, in which every object (or program) has its own process. Objects are interpreted as being active, providing a service to other objects. The only means of
communication is by sending messages between processes.
Every service is executed by at least one process. A service that is executed by
a single process serialises the processing of requests and severely limits concurrent
activity of objects using the service. To avoid this bottleneck, a service is frequently
executed by several processes, which increases the number of processes substantially. The majority of processes are inactive, because the number of sources of
activity (e.g. user input) is much lower than the number of objects or services.
Process switches occur very frequently.
Sending and receiving messages between processes is fairly easy to implement
in the OS, since conceptually all that needs to be done is to copy the message from
the sending process to the receiving process, and activating the process that has
waited for a message to arrive. Services can otherwise remain completely isolated.
The out-of-process model favours having a separate address space per service.
The main drawback of the out-of-process model is that it favours having many
objects with many processes, which in the end creates a software maintenance
nightmare. It is very hard to describe the interaction between processes precisely,
taking all cases of concurrency into account. Testing is extremely difficult. Especially multi-process services carry a high risk of synchronisation errors.
Charging for resource usage (or any form of accounting) is very complicated, as
the activity of a user causes the invocation of various services, which themselves
might call other services. Most operating systems can only provide per-service
accounting, which aggregates all activities regardless which user caused them.
The message passing paradigm can be easily generalised to cross node boundaries using network links, creating a distributed system. Object identifiers just have
to be extended to include the node identifier. The OS can then select the applicable
local or remote delivery mechanism.
Defining message exchange functionality as the main OS kernel interface is a convention that became popular with the introduction of microkernels, which aimed
at removing most of the kernel functionality in an effort to make the kernel code
smaller, simpler and more efficient. Suffice to say that the first implementations
removed the functionality in a way that mainly the overhead remained.
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2.3.2 In-Process Model
An alternative is to use a “procedural” approach. Objects can be called in the
context of the current process (thus called in-process). Objects are interpreted as
being passive and can be part of the OS, the application or libraries. There is no
implicit process switch, which is much easier to understand and manage.
This style is very familiar as it is used in most programming languages. Programming with subroutine and method calls is very familiar. Most programmers
can easily devise an algorithm that solves a complex problem, assuming sequential execution. It is much harder to design an out-of-process solution, because it
intrinsically introduces concurrency problems.
An application calls other objects within the same process. Only the addressing
environment is changed to make the object accessible while it is executed. Processes typically represent users, so it is easy to implement per-user accounting.
New processes are created infrequently, only when a new parallel activity is required (in a persistent system typically when a new user is created). The in-process
model must not be confused with a single-process model. Concurrent execution of
processes is still possible. The in-process model does not preclude the use of more
than one process to implement a software system.
In an in-process system, several applications can call the same object, which
creates the opportunity to communicate through this shared object (or more fundamentally, the memory segment containing its data). An object can implement a
message queue that other objects may use, implementing message passing in the
context of an in-process system. The advantage is that there is no fixed, central
message passing mechanism, which suits many, but not all applications.
Generally an in-process system can be easily used to efficiently implement an
out-of-process system, but not vice versa. The large number passive objects in an
in-process system cannot be efficiently represented in a model that assumes active
objects and associates at least one process with every object. In most out-of-process
systems this would exhaust the supported maximum number of processes.
Microkernels do not have to implement the out-of-process model. Only the fact
that microkernels traditionally focus on message passing is what creates an out-ofprocess system. The microkernel idea can be applied also to in-process systems.

2.3.3 Evaluation of the Process Models
In the previous sections it was suggested that it is possible to simulate one model
with the other, however simulating an in-process system with an out-of-process
system is less efficient than simulating an out-of-process with an in-process system.
Lauer and Needham [169] claim the full semantics of both the in-process and outof-process models (although they use different notions) are completely equivalent.
In real-world systems the claimed equivalence of the models is not applicable.
As soon as processes are extended to be the basis of protection (and likewise with
accounting), then the entity having permission is important—and this is different in
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both models. In the out-of-process model, the owner of a server process frequently
is not the same as the owner of the client process, but the owner of the server
determines its access rights. A client could indirectly gain access to data, if the
server has more access privileges. To avoid permissions leaking this way, every
object access that is on behalf of a client must be checked explicitly.
In an in-process model, the currently active object defines the access rights, and
the owner of the object and the process are only relevant in the sense that somewhere earlier the process and the objects it invoked have access to this object. This
freedom can be used to simplify accounting, since the owner of a process is a true
representation for a certain user of the system.
Ramamohanarao [224] has a more elaborate comparison with the same results.
In particular he criticises the assumption of monitor-based synchronisation.

2.3.4 Persistent Processes
Making the process representation persistent enables processes to survive e.g. the
logout of their owner or system reboots (which in a conventional OS clear the
process table). Keeping the state of a process preserves the effort spent to create a
process and to set up the user’s environment. It allows e.g. to log out in the middle
of an editing session and later resume exactly in the same state. Some applications
on systems without persistent processes simulate this behaviour, but this requires a
fair amount of code and CPU time to reconstruct the process state.
An example of a system providing both persistent memory and processes is the
IBM System/38 [28] (today known as AS/400 or iSeries), a system designed for
database-intensive applications. The current implementations do not use hardware
memory management, but implement everything in software. Most of that software
is part of the run-time system included with the compiler. Such a compiler-based
security system requires a verified compiler without the opportunity to write assembly code, otherwise the security of the system would be compromised.

2.3.5 Address Spaces
In the context of processes, it is useful to discuss the global properties of the addressable virtual memory. The notion for this is the address space, the (potentially)
addressable part of the virtual memory. There have been many controversial publications on this issue, advocating certain models of address spaces. A relatively
recent attempt to generalise the address space models can be found in [184].
Many operating systems implement a per-process virtual memory. This (in principle) completely separates the processes, making protection a process-local issue.
It also simplifies the required hardware support, because it reduces the total requirements to just the needs of a single process. All deviations from this simple
model rely on access checks in the OS kernel to maintain protection. The message
exchange, file system and shared memory implementations need such checks.
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Another approach that has gained momentum in the last few years implements
only a single address space. All processes can potentially access all of the virtual
memory. Various protection mechanisms ensure that each process can only access
a subset based on the access rights assigned to it. These so called Single-AddressSpace Operating Systems (SASOS, e.g. Angel [197], Psyche [250] or Opal [42])
usually implement persistent virtual memory, some of them in a distributed system.
The advantage of decoupling the virtual memory from processes is that the virtual memory is not “destroyed” when a process terminates. This model corresponds
favourable with persistent memory and especially persistent processes.
Implementing a SASOS is not as straight-forward as the basic concept suggests,
mainly due to hardware limitations. If all processes share a single virtual memory,
then its capacity must be large enough to hold a reasonable amount of processes
each with a potentially large amount of virtual memory. The limitations arising
from the 32 bit address width of the most popular processor architecture are today
all too visible for special applications even in conventional operating systems (e.g.
database management systems). 4 Gbyte of main memory is no longer a technical
or financial problem (e 1000 in early 2005). SASOS with a virtual memory capacity
of only 4 Gbyte are clearly only useful in research systems, to bridge the (financial)
gap to the upcoming cheap systems with 64 bit virtual address width, giving a
much more reasonable 16 Exabyte virtual memory space. Even this huge space is
limited, requiring careful management of the virtual space consumption to avoid
running out of space (see [163]).

2.3.6 Multithreading
Processes in out-of-process systems are fairly heavyweight constructs. Process creation involves a substantial cost, in both processor time and memory consumption.
The strict separation between processes requires expensive kernel calls to establish
communication between cooperating processes. For applications which want to exploit parallel operation, this cost factor becomes unnecessarily dominant, because
the cooperating processes often do not require this high level of protection.
To overcome this structuring problem, lightweight processes were introduced,
called threads. A set of threads run within one protection domain (usually the addressing environment of a process) and can communicate through shared memory.
Thread switching is also much cheaper than process switching due to the smaller
amount of state information that must be saved and restored. Conceptually only
the normal user-visible register set must be swapped, and since the addressing environment is identical, the TLB entries do not have to be flushed.
The downside is that a program using multithreading must deal correctly with
synchronisation issues, or it will crash due to corrupted overall state information.
Another problem is that many popular library functions are not thread-safe.
Multithreading is essential to out-of-process system implementations. Without
the cheap parallelism provided by threads, the system would consist of a collection
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of bottlenecks. If only a single thread would handle all requests to a particular service, then all requests would be handled sequentially. Or, viewed from a different
angle, most threads in an out-of-process system are in the blocked state, waiting
for something to do. So out-of-process implementations of operating systems just
have more processes or threads, without actually achieving more parallelism.

2.3.7 Interrupts
Handling activities efficiently requires signalling that some event has happened.
The other option would be to use busy waiting, which wastes CPU time that can
be put to better use if another process is ready to run. Interrupts are therefore the
basis for implementing processes and the synchronisation with hardware devices.
The mechanism turned out to be useful for all kinds of events, both internal and
external to the CPU. Internal interrupts relate to the currently executed instruction,
and indicate that an error occurred that prevents the program from continuing.
External interrupts are caused by peripheral devices and other hardware.
Internal or program-related interrupts are triggered by the instruction being executed (typical examples see Table 2.2). Some errors are detected before the instruction has been finished, and thus the instruction can be restarted after the cause
of the error has been eliminated. Other errors prevent continuing with the current
process, and the only thing left to do is a more or less graceful cleanup.
Interrupt class
arithmetic error
addressing error

Typical causes
division by 0, overflow
access to memory areas that are not installed, writing
to a read-only memory area
debug breakpoint instruction or data is referenced (at some address)
invalid instruction privileged instruction in user mode
Table 2.2: Internal interrupt sources, related to instruction execution

External or system-related interrupts are triggered by sources external to a processor, with no relationship to the currently executed instruction. Typical examples
are in Table 2.3. Depending on the hardware devices issuing the interrupts, the interrupt rate can exceed 10000 per second (the timer interrupt alone occurs between
100 and 1000 times per second).
Interrupt class
I/O interrupt
timer interrupt
inter-processor interrupt

Typical causes
information is ready for reading or writing
a certain amount of time has passed
to synchronise individual processors in a multiprocessor computer

Table 2.3: External interrupt sources, related to hardware devices
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To be able to resume execution8 , the state of the currently executing process
needs to be saved. In many operating systems this is equivalent in cost to a process
switch, which makes the interrupt handling cost a very substantial part of the system load. Reducing the overhead of interrupt routines results in improved system
performance. On the other hand, handling interrupts in the context of the currently
executing process (and accounting it as used CPU time) strike the wrong one: the
cause is normally some other, currently sleeping process.
Applications generally do not want to handle interrupts themselves (except certain program-related interrupts to improve fault-tolerance). Interrupts are a lowlevel mechanism that collides with multiprogramming, since the event typically has
nothing to do with the currently running process. The kernel therefore takes care of
handling interrupts (and in systems where device drivers are executed in user mode
they are relayed), translating them into process activations and deactivations.
Some programming languages provide a similar mechanism called exceptions,
which should not be confused with interrupts. Some exceptions (such as in Java
NullPointerException) originally start out as interrupts, but generally they
are thrown by the program code to indicate an error situation. In programming
languages it is usually not possible to continue where the exception happened.

2.4 Device Drivers and File Systems
The biggest parts of any core OS are the device drivers and the file systems. In many
operating systems, both are given special treatment either for efficiency reasons or
because the kernel depends on the functionality. Frequently the kernel depends on
a set of drivers to implement the CPU scheduling policy and virtual memory.
Whether device drivers and file systems should be part of the kernel is an issue
that is discussed in section 2.8. Device drivers and file systems are core elements
of an OS in the sense that they control concurrency, communication, cooperation,
persistence and protection of all peripherals and long-term storage.

2.4.1 Device Driver Functionality
The duty of device drivers is to bridge the gap between the simple “computation
and memory” model of computers and real-world implementations, which need to
control peripheral devices. The zoo of peripheral devices invented over the years
frequently introduced new interface protocols. Correspondingly almost each and
every hardware device needs its own piece of software that controls its operation
and provides a reasonable interface to the OS and the applications.
Device drivers have the questionable honour of transforming the usually quite
arbitrary interface of a peripheral device, enriched with event signalling using interrupts, into something application programs can use. Being wedged between
8 External

interrupts are always resumable, except if they signal a catastrophic hardware failure.
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low-level bit manipulation, interrupt processing and high-level interfaces provided
to programs, the device driver is in charge of a large portion of the OS functionality.
At a first glance the majority of devices seem to be non-sharable (discs are obviously sharable). In fact most devices are sharable, e.g. keyboards, video cards,
sound cards, scanners and printers are shared between several interactive applications running under the control of a single user or multiple users. The sharing
protocols are actually much more complex than with discs.
Sharing policies used for particular classes of peripherals evolve over the years,
so for flexibility reasons the concurrency control part should not be part of the
core device driver, but a separate component. An example is video cards, which
first were used only locally, then remote display facilities (such as the X Windows
System) were introduced. Over the years lots of features (such as 3D acceleration)
were added, each with its own sharing policy. All this for a single physical device.
The current trend is to reduce the countless protocols used to communicate with
peripheral devices, phasing out the legacy implementations and replacing them
with standardised and flexible protocols. This leads to a highly structured, layered
protocol suite that provides the basis for many actual device drivers. Examples are
USB, Bluetooth, FireWire, Serial ATA/SCSI, conventional and wireless Ethernet.

2.4.2 Device Driver Interface
Some systems (such as UNIX) use the file system interface to access device drivers.
This simplifies the overall system structure considerably, but on the other hand
limits the device driver interface to the usual file operations, mainly open, close,
read, write, lseek and everything else that does not fit with ioctl.
The other extreme is a very elaborate interface that provides a customised interface for a particular hardware device implementation. The advantage is that it
can reflect all features with minimal overhead. The disadvantage is that there is no
abstract interface any more that would simplify the development of applications.
There is a tradeoff between a very detailed interface and a very abstract one,
and the applications tend to shift the balance towards abstraction. It would be
a nightmare if a new, improved version of the hardware requires all applications
using it to be rewritten. Object-oriented device driver interfaces with careful use
of inheritance between interfaces can help with this task, however the current programming languages are not yet completely up to this task. Currently no standard
programming language separates types and implementations enough not to mess
up the whole type system (cf. the criticism in [247, 143, 146]).
In the previous section the trend to unify the communication protocols and the
hardware interfaces was mentioned. This is reflected in the device driver interfaces,
focusing on fairly abstract interfaces for related, yet distinct classes of devices (e.g.
hard discs, floppy discs, WORMs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, DVD-R, DVD-RW and DVDRAM). This departs from the approach that only a single class of devices is analysed
when designing the interface, which would introduce subtle incompatibilities.
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2.4.3 File System Functionality
The purpose of a file system is to store (more or less structured) information on a
persistent medium. In a sense it is a special-purpose device driver, which specialises
in the storage of variable-length information.
Since discs conventionally have fixed-size blocks, managing the space is typically done with an approach similar to paging in the virtual memory context. This
does not necessarily mean that file systems are connected with virtual memory
management (today they are, through memory-mapped files). There is a tendency
towards very access-efficient, but computationally expensive schemes such as tree
structures [162]. CPU speed increases much faster than I/O bandwidth, and the
slowly decreasing latency of disc accesses dominates the file system performance.
A side effect of the intended functionality is the necessity to solve many problems arising from concurrent accesses by the different processes. Traditionally the
file system was the only sharable resource that allowed common access by several
processes. Consequently there was pressure to handle the parallelism between the
running applications in a secure, sensible way.
Locking protocols and transaction managers have been implemented in some
systems, improving the handling of concurrent accesses. Other systems (such as
UNIX) have consciously avoided the complexity of concurrency management, just
implementing a weak “advisory” locking scheme. Surprisingly this works fairly well
in real-world applications, and it minimises the cost of the overall implementation.
Starting in the 1980s, when central file servers were introduced for the personal
computers connected to the network, the file system concept was extended across
the boundaries of the local system. File systems were split in a client and server
component, giving access to a central file repository that is easier to manage than
the file systems on the local discs. The advances in network speed obliterated the
performance differences between local and remote file systems.
Today, file systems are in use for all sorts of tasks, ironically even for access
to non-persistent data (such as the proc file system in Sun Solaris or Linux that
represents the currently running processes in a directory structure). Many programmers are so used to the file system concept that they adapt it for more and
more purposes beyond the original concept.

2.4.4 File System Interface
The interface to the UNIX file system is comparably simple. Commercial systems
often have different access interfaces (e.g. index sequential). On many systems
several different implementations are available, with different properties and performance. The main functions (as implemented with UNIX, see also [232]) are:
open: Checks file access permissions, and allocates management structures and
I/O buffers in kernel. Optionally creates a new file.
close: Deallocates the kernel data structures associated with a file.
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read: Reads a certain number of bytes from a file into memory.
write: Writes a certain number of bytes from memory to a file.
lseek: Change the current file reading or writing position.
unlink: Erases the mapping from a file name to the file representation. The file
representation is deleted when all processes have closed the file.
flock: Place an advisory lock on a file, either a shared or an exclusive lock. All
the other processes intending to access the file must also use this call, or the
requested concurrency will be violated.
This represents the most frequently used portion of the file system interface.
There are about two dozen further functions dealing with files, providing means to
manage directories, inter-process communication, and program execution.
The UNIX file system interface is a very simple representative, other systems
have much more elaborate interfaces with even more artefacts (like the UNIX file
garbage collector) due to the more specialised functionality. This contributes to the
hard to predict behaviour of file systems, besides their inability to express the true,
generally non-linear nature of the data stored in files.
To partly overcome the limitations of the totally separated file storage mechanism, many operating systems introduced memory mapped files. This mechanism
bridges the gap between persistent store and virtual memory, although only in a
restricted way. Files are still considered flat byte streams. The only improvement
is that file read and write operations can be avoided by accessing the block of virtual memory the file has been mapped to. Different processes may use the file
concurrently, but it is impossible to store truly arbitrary structures with pointers or
references, because the mapping address is potentially different in the processes.
Persistent virtual memory provides the better solution for storing arbitrary structures. The CAP [201] system was one of the earliest attempts to move away from
the file system concept and replace it with a single virtual memory. The strong
influence of the file system idea is still visible in the notation used in that paper.

2.5 Resource Management
In most computing applications reasonable use of resources is the key to costeffective system designs. Most operating systems provide the “virtual processor”
abstraction to processes or threads, which gives them the illusion that they run
exclusively on a processor. Since it would be prohibitively expensive for most applications to require dozens of processors each with the processing power to handle
each process in a timely fashion, all processes are multiplexed onto a single (or a
few) processors through a process scheduler included in the OS. And the crux is:
most OS have a process scheduler that neglects other application-performance critical aspects such as physical and virtual memory usage or I/O bandwidth usage.
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This increasingly becomes a problem since currently there is a movement to consolidate several servers on a single computer system (essentially moving towards
a mainframe concept with standard PC hardware, reducing the maintenance work
necessary for several individual machines). Doing this with the usual operating
systems creates trouble, since they provide only control over the CPU usage of the
server applications, but no means to balance memory or I/O bandwidth usage.
It is impossible to have a low-priority memory-intensive service and high-priority
services using memory in an average way on a single machine. The high-priority
service would be slowed down by the memory hog.
Mainframe operating systems (such as OS/390 by IBM) were faced with these
problems [243] since the 1970s and therefore continually improved their functionality in this area. This does not mean that OS/390 detects and restrains applications
exceeding their allotted I/O or memory footprint quickly enough for interactive systems, but the implemented algorithms work well for the usual database-intensive
workload of these mainframe systems.
One can argue that this issue is not an essential part of a general purpose OS,
but reality proves otherwise. A low-priority process could degrade the performance
of other processes to almost zero if it causes memory thrashing. The resource
contention problem caused by it is generally unnoticed by the OS. Typically the
only resource the scheduler really cares about is CPU time, but today the bottleneck
is typically I/O performance (either disc accesses or network bandwidth).
Some researchers look at resource management from a different angle, trying
to guarantee a certain service quality level. Quality of service (QoS) can only be
achieved through effective resource management.

2.5.1 CPU Scheduling
An essential part of most operating systems is the process scheduler, the part of the
OS that provides the illusion that each process runs on a private virtual processor.
The implemented scheduling algorithms vary greatly, depending on the intended
application workload. The scheduler (and the scheduling policy) is usually part
of the kernel and thus not easily changeable. Some operating systems provide a
configurable scheduler, but they support only a predefined set of policies.
A very popular scheduling policy for general-purpose operating systems is round
robin, where every process runs for a certain time quantum (not necessarily constant or identical for all processes) and if that is elapsed, then the next process
from the ready queue is selected. This policy gives a fair share of the processor
time to all processes, suitable for interactive systems. A special property of all time
slice policies is that the scheduler needs a timing source. Either the kernel directly
accesses the timer hardware or the device driver transmits the information to the
kernel. All other policies can be implemented without a source of time information.
Real-time systems have very special schedulers that are usually based on priority
schemes, in order to guarantee timely execution of the set of processes comprising
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the application. The application is usually fixed and the workload can be predicted,
most of the time statically. Also real-time systems often have periodically occurring
tasks, something that is fairly uncommon (except maybe on a hourly to daily basis)
for general-purpose operating systems.
Process scheduling makes short-term decisions on which process is assigned the
CPU. In operating systems for large machines there is also a medium to long-term
scheduler implemented, called the job scheduler. Its task is to select which not yet
active user process (e.g. a simulation program waiting in a batch queueing system)
will be started. Job scheduling allows the CPU load to be controlled on systems
with a substantial non-interactive workload, making efficient use of the CPU while
minimising the short term scheduling overhead.

2.5.2 I/O Scheduling
Similarly to scheduling the CPU between different processes, it can be necessary
to share bandwidth-limited I/O devices. If certain applications need guarantees on
the available bandwidth and latency, others might need to throttle their usage.
Current research topics are quality of service guarantees for network services
(required for e.g. Voice-over-IP protocols). It can be applied to further I/O devices
that proved to be bottlenecks, such as discs. Some research operating systems focus
on resource scheduling issues, such as Nemesis [171] and Eclipse [37].
Generally a system that only schedules the CPU usage is bound to expose anomalies (so called QoS crosstalk), as described in the introduction to this section.
Trying to solve the problem via modifications to the CPU priorities is futile, as I/O
is generally much slower than the CPU. Unimportant processes can degrade system
performance by overloading the I/O system without noteworthy CPU usage.

2.5.3 Physical Memory Scheduling
The amount of physical memory allocated to a process determines to a certain
degree the execution speed, through limiting the working set available for virtual
memory usage. Depending on the priority of a process it could be useful to give
certain processes more physical memory than others.
Many operating systems rely on a very simplistic memory scheduling strategy,
which tries to be fair to all processes. Essentially it allocates an amount of physical
memory that is determined by the memory usage pressure the process generates.
The net effect is that if the overall working set of all processes exceeds the available
physical memory, then all processes start thrashing simultaneously.
To maintain responsiveness under high load, it is necessary to actively control
the physical memory allocation, at least for the important processes. Devising an
effective allocation strategy is not obvious. In some applications a lot of the virtual memory content is shared between processes, creating overlapping physical
memory allocations. The allocation priority of a particular page can change quickly.
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2.5.4 Virtual Memory Scheduling
When the working set of the currently running processes exceed the available main
memory size, the virtual memory discard and reload operations start to dominate.
More and more time is spent waiting for I/O operations instead of computing.
In most operating systems, thrashing affects the overall system performance.
Even processes which use little virtual memory are affected because the memory
hogs saturate the I/O system, blocking requests by unobtrusive processes.
This makes thrashing a global system problem, sometimes making the system
completely unresponsive. This is unacceptable, and therefore means to control the
I/O bandwidth used by a certain process are necessary. Very few operating systems
have the necessary accounting tools and facilities to react on these situations.
This is related to controlling the physical memory made available to a certain
process, but not the same thing (it is only if the system is thrashing). Even if plenty
of physical memory is available the I/O bandwidth usage of one process can negatively affect the performance of other processes that compete for I/O bandwidth.

2.5.5 Energy Management
Energy is a resource that has been neglected in the last decade. It went out of
fashion in the late 1980s, when CMOS technology took over, delivering low-power,
high-performance processors. Before that, power consumption of mainframes and
supercomputers often required liquid cooling.
Exponentially increasing processor clock speeds and consequently power consumption rising at approximately the same rate made power consumption again a
problem. An “average” Intel Pentium 4 processor (3GHz clock rate and 80W power
dissipation are commonplace) needs a large heatsink with fan. Apple is shipping
computers with built-in water cooling.
Managing the power consumption is a major research topic with the ubiquitous
battery-powered mobile devices that people find more and more uses for. All parts
of the OS (memory management, scheduling, device drivers etc.) have a great influence on power consumption and therefore have to be tuned to allow for different power policies. Sometimes the user is willing to accept degraded performance,
while in some situations the full processing speed is required.
Multi-processor systems can dynamically adapt their clock speed to the load,
saving on cooling in computing centres. Some computers support hot-plugging of
processors and memory, which requires control over resource allocation.

2.6 Communication
Applications often need to cooperate with other applications on the same or on a
remote system to provide their service. Many communication mechanisms have
been developed and implemented in various operating systems.
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Communication between computers bears a striking resemblance of communication between humans. There are many mutually incompatible protocols (corresponding to languages) which achieve essentially the same thing. The protocols
themselves are highly complex. The main reason for the complexity explosion is
the large number of possible error sources inherent in a distributed system.
This section deals with the fundamentals of communication systems, and does
not discuss particular models9 or implementations, e.g. [41].
Communication (often called inter-process communication, IPC) can either be
local to a node or with remote nodes. Generally local and remote communication
mechanisms differ both in the semantics and the provided interface. Ultimately this
is due to OS implementation differences and makes programming of distributed applications more work. Many operating systems provide an alternative interface to
local communication with the same interface as remote communication.
Today research in communication systems (at least the computer science part of
it) focuses mainly on loosely coupled systems, also called distributed systems. The
countless communication protocols proposed so far reflect the variety of communication styles that are useful in the various applications. The general properties
arise from the abstract communication properties, which can be classified into a
small number of categories (see Table 2.4).
Category
Addressing
Synchronicity
Buffering
Explicitness

Options
direct
indirect
synchronous asynchronous
unbuffered
buffered
explicit
implicit

Table 2.4: Classification of communication system properties
This section first classifies communication styles, and then discusses some important models of communication used in operating systems and applications.

2.6.1 Addressing
Perhaps the most important aspect in communication is to work out who to talk to.
Communication needs at least one sender and at least one receiver.
Naming the participants directly is the most obvious way to specify the communication partners. The identifier of each communication partner is the node address
it is running on and the process number.
The problem is that this type of addressing is very static. The process number of
the server may change over time (e.g. after a reboot). The clients would need to
be notified of the new address, which is an onerous task.
9 An

example of a protocol implementation model is the ISO/OSI reference model [124], which
defines a protocol stack consisting of seven layers, each layer providing a more refined service than
the lower layers.
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Many implementations of communication systems avoid the inflexible direct addressing and use indirect addressing. The sender names the receiver through a
logical communication endpoint (e.g. a port). The server process associates itself
with an endpoint, a setup that can be reinstated after e.g. a reboot. The server
node performs the mapping between the logical endpoint and the receiver.
A popular implementation of indirect addressing is the port abstraction. Ports are
logical connection endpoints managed by the OS. A port is allocated by a server and
can only be used by a single server to wait for incoming connections. It encapsulates the internal process number of the server process. Ports are uniquely identified by the node address and the port number assigned by the node. Processes may
send to and receive from several ports, implementing group communication.
The concept of communication ports should not be confused with sockets, the file
system representation chosen in UNIX. Sockets are resources allocated on behalf of
a process, and they represent ports. Sockets are always local resources, although
they can be connected to a remote port (in the case of a client process).
A more flexible and anonymous, but less controllable indirect addressing is used
with mailboxes. A mailbox is a globally known FIFO buffer that can be used like a
letter box. The sender can leave a message and the receiver can collect the message
whenever it is convenient. The mailbox allows for several senders and several
receivers to be active on a single mailbox. Only the mailbox identifier needs to be
known. Multiple receivers can share the workload of processing the messages.
The communication protocols can implement two variants of addressing (applicable to both direct and indirect addressing). The communication semantics of both
is slightly different. In the simplest case, each participant names its partner with
every communication primitive (including receive), called symmetric addressing.
This results in a connection between exactly two processes, because no unknown
senders are accepted.
With asymmetric addressing the client names the server it wants to send a message to and the server receives the client identification along with the message.
The server can maintain connections with several clients.

2.6.2 Synchronisation
Communication between separate entities running independently from each other
requires some coordination to make sure that communication can proceed orderly.
The precise semantics of this coordination between the sender and the receiver is
very important for the semantics of the overall communication protocol.
Message exchange can be either synchronous (sometimes also called blocking) or
asynchronous (also called non-blocking).
Synchronous communication implicitly synchronises the processes that are communicating. The sender blocks until the message has been delivered to the receiver
and an acknowledgement has been received, and likewise the receiver waits until
a message has arrived. This has two advantages: no additional synchronisation
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mechanisms are necessary between the sender and the receiver, and the buffering
requirements are minimised, saving management overhead and memory.
On the other hand, there are major drawbacks of synchronous communication:
• Parallelism between sender and receiver is limited, only sections of code
which do not use the message exchange facilities can run concurrently.
• The blocking receive semantics allows the receiver to wait for a single message source. This is very inflexible.
• The sender or receiver can block indefinitely. Timeouts can be introduced
to avoid this situation, giving up after a predefined time. But this makes the
error processing even more complex and introduces another problem, namely
what to do if the message is nevertheless delivered.
Blocking communication is suitable for simple communication scenarios, where
a client only needs to talk to one server, and this server uses one process per client.
Non-blocking communication establishes no synchronisation between the sender
and receiver. The send operation returns as soon as the message is stored in a
local transmit buffer, and the receive operation just provides a receive buffer to the
communication system. The receiver is notified through an interrupt or a similar
mechanism when a new message has arrived in the receive buffer.
The interfaces for asynchronous communication are less standardised than those
for synchronous communication, mainly because there is no standard event notification scheme across different operating systems.
Asynchronous communication also has specific drawbacks:
• Management of buffer memory is more complicated. A shortage of buffer
space could lead to a deadlock in the application. A priori it is unknown how
many buffers an application needs, and the usage can vary greatly over time.
• Switching to blocking operation in case of buffer shortage results in an inconsistent interface, but this is currently the standard.
• Programming complexity is greater, making the application longer and harder
to understand.
Due to the limitations of blocking communication, many applications are forced
to use non-blocking communication with all its complexity. The interface provided
by many operating systems leaves a lot to be desired in this area however.

2.6.3 Buffering
Certain communication styles place an assumption on the immediateness of the
information exchange. Some applications require immediate processing of data to
make sense, and therefore limit the amount of buffering, while others only make
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sense if information is stored (such as in email message protocols). The buffering
can occur at every level, from low-level packet buffers to buffering of applicationlevel information like an email message.
The simplest case for the OS is to define that messages are unbuffered. They
are only delivered if the receiver is currently waiting for a message to arrive. It
requires minimal memory overhead, but cannot handle high rates of messages,
since the receiver needs some time to process every incoming message, and during
that time any arriving message is discarded. This message loss can be fixed by
using a scheme that acknowledges the receipt of every message, but a certain loss
of bandwidth due to message retransmissions is unavoidable.
The simplest implementation possible for the OS results in considerable effort in
the applications. Every line of code saved in the OS is just moved somewhere else,
shifting the complexity to someone else’s code. From the overall system correctness
point there is nothing to be won with such an approach.
Higher performance and better bandwidth usage can be achieved by buffering
messages, using a certain amount of memory to store incoming messages until they
can be processed by the process. Message buffers are always a limited resource. To
avoid having to drop messages when the buffers overflow, a flow control scheme
helps making good use of the available buffers.

2.6.4 Explicitness
The interface to the communication system that is presented to the application has
a great influence on the structure and efficiency of the overall system. In some
situations it is natural to use communication directly, while in others it distracts
from the problem to be solved.
Traditionally, operating systems implemented all communication mechanisms
between processes. To use them, the processes have to call OS communication
functions. It is clearly visible to both the application and the OS (hence explicit
communication) that communication functionality is active. All data transfer goes
through the OS (often the data is copied from or to the kernel space). An extreme
case of explicit communication are UNIX signals [18], which convey no data.
Instead of communicating explicitly, one can also use the memory content to
communicate implicitly. The memory block needs to be accessible by the participating processes. This is commonly called shared memory, and can be seen as a
deliberate deviation from the isolation of processes that is the norm. One or more
processes change the content of the shared memory block, and the others observe
the changes. With a little OS support, efficient synchronisation can be implemented, e.g. using semaphores [60].
Other implicit communication methods are possible (anything that can be observed by more than one process is suitable), but the only other relatively common
mechanism is to use files. It predates shared memory using virtual memory, but is
not longer popular because of the clumsy file system interface.
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2.7 Security Model
The need to protect information on computers emerged before they left the stage
of batch processing and sequential card or tape-based operation. They became
powerful enough to run several programs seemingly in parallel, so several users
could work on a single computer. A method to protect processes against each
other was required. Also with the growing capacity of persistent storage it became
desirable to protect files and other resources by controlling access.
In the previous paragraph only the notion protection is used, and its meaning
can be summarised as a technical method to control access to individual objects.
On the other hand, security means a more general way to guarantee confidentiality, integrity and availability. Security has many facets and is not restricted to
managing access to certain file sets on discs, but also encompasses prevention of
eavesdropping on communication links, creation and management of backups to
avoid accidental data loss, strategies to control attacks regarding system availability
and similar objectives. Security generally cannot be achieved simply by technical
measures, but also requires organisational provisions not discussed in this thesis.
Managing security is not the same thing as protection (cf. [302]). Managing
security is giving people access to the documents they need, while protection is
concerned with giving a computer’s representation of a person (a process) access
to a computer’s representation of a document (e.g. a file or an object).
The objects available to a process at a certain time constitutes its domain of protection. A secure system design must minimise the domain of protection. It is
especially dangerous if new objects accessible by other processes can be created,
since this opens the system to attack by Trojan Horses.
Another, relatively unrelated topic (except that technical measures are valuable
aspects in its implementation) is privacy, a legal term that defines the rights of
an individual to control the use of personal data stored in a computer system.
Being a legal term, the precise definition of privacy varies between countries and
applications. It is useful to provide protection mechanisms that help implementing
and enforcing arbitrary privacy policies without having to change the OS.

2.7.1 Protection
Within a computer, protecting information is fairly simple to implement in hardware. The question is, what is worth protecting, and what mechanisms should
be provided in the hardware and in the OS. But before implementing protection
systems, one must be able to talk about them. This requires making usable models.
Needham [199] first proposed very fine-grained, dynamic privilege sets (a claim
adopted by few operating systems due to the cost of frequent access checks):
“Protection regimes are not constant during the life of a process. They
may change as the work proceeds, and in a fully general discussion they
should be allowed to change arbitrarily.”
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A later publication by Saltzer et al. [244] coined the term principle of least privilege, which defines the ideal protection system from a different angle:
“f) Least privilege: Every program and every user of the system should
operate using the least set of privileges necessary to complete the job.
Primarily this principle limits the damage that can result for an accident
or error. It also reduces the number of potential interactions among
privileged programs to the minimum for correct operation, so that unintentional, unwanted, or improper uses of privilege are less likely to
occur. Thus, if a question arises related to misuse of a privilege, the
number of programs that must be audited is minimized. Put another
way, if a mechanism can provide ‘firewalls,’ the principle of least privilege provides a rationale for where to install the firewalls. The military
security rule of ‘need-to-know’ is an example of this principle.”
Protection and security are still under active research, and new solutions for
today’s security problems have been proposed [248] (focusing on extensible applications such as Web browsers, e-mail programs and office software). The trend
is to use cryptography as a cure-all, without considering other, simpler solutions.
Security policies are constantly evolving, changing the protection requirements.
It is somewhat surprising that essentially no change in protection mechanisms was
regarded as necessary from the architectures developed in the 1970s. This could
be interpreted as an indication of maturity and suitability or that many software
systems have low security ambitions.

2.7.2 Lampson’s Access Matrix Model
Lampson described a conceptual protection model [165] that was a superset of all
protection systems known at that time.
According to the “access matrix” model, one can model a computer system in
terms of a set of subjects and a set of objects, assigning specific access rights for a
certain object to a subject. This can be represented in a matrix, where subjects and
objects are the rows and columns respectively. The matrix elements contain the
assigned access rights (see Figure 2.11).

subjects

O1
S1 r,w,x

objects
O2
O3

O4

-

r,x

x

S2

-

r,x

x

-

S3

-

r,w

-

r,w,x

Figure 2.11: Access matrix, describing the access rights of a subject to an object
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Subjects represent active elements (a user, a process or a protection domain)
and objects are passive elements (such as files, memory segments or generally resources). The notion “subject” is interpreted very broadly in many systems. They
do not have to be true users, but can also be associated with logical users, performing certain duties in the system. Certain programs can take the role of a subject by
switching to a different user (cf. the set user identifier mechanism in UNIX).
In fact Lampson’s paper discusses the concept of protection domains in great
detail and their relationship to processes, representing different process models.
The above is a simplified version, neglecting the fact that processes may switch to
different protection domains, which gives them different access rights.
The model in its original form only supports direct access rights. The size of the
table and the frequent dynamic changes make a direct implementation infeasible.
2.7.2.1 Access Control Lists
The most popular implementation of Lampson’s access control matrix is the access
control list (ACL). An access control list stores the list of users that may access a
certain object, giving each user a set of access rights to the object. Since the ACL is
stored logically with the object10 , it is simple to change the rights assignments.
Objects are frequently organised in (typically hierarchical) directories. This simplifies locating objects if one can browse through the directories. However this reveals information (such as file names) that should better be kept secret. File names
often give hints about the file contents, leading the way to interesting information
for a potential attacker. Many systems even make the ACL visible to everyone, so
the attacker even knows which accounts give access to the object. It also allows for
automated searches for incorrectly assigned access rights, i.e. if some subject has
write access to an object it would normally not need. ACL based implementations
are comparatively easy to attack by someone who has access to the system.
ACLs are popular because they are easy to manage. They are stored with the object, so the access rights can easily be changed by anyone (potentially any subject,
depending on the metarights) who knows the object identifier. Revoking access
rights is straight forward and can be done instantly. The change is effective (almost) immediately. Many implementations only verify the access rights on the file
open operation, but that is generally sufficient with the typical short lifetime of
processes. Files are implicitly closed when a process exits.
Almost all operating systems (such as all UNIX variants, Microsoft Windows and
Apple MacOS) use it to represent the access control for files end processes.
For some OS functions the ACL is fixed, i.e. there is a static rule defining who
may perform an operation, and for others it can be user-defined in a more or less
flexible way. UNIX restricts the access rights (ignoring many minor details) to read,
write and execute, and also only defines three classes of subjects, namely the owner,
10 Many

actual implementations store it in the directory entries used to organise the hierarchical
file system structure.
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group and others. Every ACL giving access to a UNIX file is represented by 9 bits,
plus the owner and the group setting for the file. There is an extension to this
limited ACL implementation in UNIX, specified in the (withdrawn draft) standards
IEEE POSIX 1003.1e [115] and 1003.2c [116]. These standards only improve the
file access rights system, but do not change the fixed ACLs for many system calls.
2.7.2.2 Capability Lists
Lampson’s access control matrix can be also represented differently, namely that
every subject has information on which objects it can access and with what access
rights. This implementation is called capability list.
A capability (first published in [58]) is a pair consisting of an object identifier
and the access rights granted on this object. When an operation is to be invoked
on an object, the capability has to be shown to prove that the access is legitimate.
Many ideas on capability-based operating systems are influenced by CAP [200,
202], which implements both the access rights system for segments and for more
complex software objects using capabilities. Persistent objects are managed with a
special file system, which is capable of storing capabilities securely.
In the first place, giving an access right for a certain object to a subject does not
mean that it can use this access right at any time. Capabilities can be managed
in different protection domains, according to the principle of least privilege. If a
capability is currently not accessible then the object it protects is also inaccessible.
Capabilities can be interpreted as sufficient [203] or necessary conditions for
gaining access. If a capability is sufficient for access, then the behaviour is more
predictable, but the system can be made more secure if further conditions can be
added before an access is possible, making the provision of a capability a necessary
condition. This can be used e.g. to restrict access to an object to office hours.
The controversial discussion on this context has not been settled so far. Capabilities in their original form are early-bound access rights decisions (i.e. having a
capability is sufficient). Once a subject has a capability, it is impossible (other than
by deleting the object and making sure that its identifier is never reused) to revoke
access without cooperation from the subject. This is the well-known capability revocation problem, which has plagued many capability-based systems.
Various solutions to this problem have been suggested. Most of them put an extra
level of indirection into the access rights lookup step, placing it under control of
the owner of the object. This is not a general-purpose solution, since it assumes a
fixed metarights assignment and also reintroduces centralised control.
There are two major implementation variants of capability lists. The variant
which encrypts the capability with a password (or more generally a cryptographic
signature) is popular because it allows capabilities to be stored [12] without further
protection. Their disadvantage is that this implementation is only probabilistically
secure against forging of capabilities. All such implementations need a central capability table in the kernel to verify the correctness of a capability (and sometimes
to retrieve the associated access rights if they are stored in the table).
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The other option is to store capabilities in a tagged architecture or in protected
segments, segregated or partitioned from normal data (cf. [173]). This is used in
CAL [167], CAP [200, 300, 301] and HYDRA [306, 308]. Integrity checks can be
omitted, at the expense of a more complex memory management. Operations on
capabilities can be implemented in microcode or the kernel.
The big advantage of capabilities is that they need no central information [136]
to verify the permissions. The access rights checks can be performed without finding the object. Capabilities are stored in the environment of the subject, who can
organise them in whatever way it likes. There is no system-defined structure (typically hierarchical) for objects, which can be browsed conceptually by every subject.
This minimises the target for attackers, since even if they get access to the account,
the capabilities may be organised so that they cannot be easily found or freely used.
The general concept of a capability should not be confused with the POSIX capabilities specified in the (withdrawn draft) standards IEEE POSIX 1003.1e [115]
and 1003.2c [116]. They are a very peculiar capability implementation to control
access to the UNIX system calls available to the superuser. They can be used to both
restrict the superuser and to give “ordinary” users some of the superuser’s powers.

2.7.3 Access Rule Model
Support for arbitrary access rules was proposed in [75], allowing arbitrary rulebased access models to be specified. This cannot be expressed with Lampson’s
matrix, but allows much more general and abstract definition of access rights and
can be used to confine the flow of information. Lampson’s access matrix is a subset
of the access rule model. Arbritrary conditions can be specified, using predicates
including quantifiers and similar mathematical abstractions.
Hence complicated preconditions can control the access rights a subject may
perform on an object, extending Lampson’s matrix model. The rules were written
as CONDITION: SUBJECT → OBJECT.ACCESS _ RIGHTS.
The examples in the original paper also used semantic access rights instead of
direct access rights. It fits easily into the object-oriented design method of current
software systems. So far however it has not been adopted by any of the popular
operating systems, but could remedy many security deficiencies.

2.7.4 Access Control
Different approaches to control access to objects in a system are used in software
systems, depending on the intended management style. The access control model
defines who is in charge of defining the access rights.
Currently access control models are being implemented that give the originator
of the information control over the access rights (intended to support licensing
of information or software). The current implementations of digital rights management (DRM) rely on cryptography. These are not covered in this thesis, but
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alternatives based on the access rule model will be shown.
The following access control models can both be implemented with direct (i.e.
specifying the rights explicitly on a case-by-case basis) and rule-based (i.e. specifying rules that determine the rights of users) access rights. These two aspects are
orthogonal. The common combinations are direct access control with discretionary
access right specification and mandatory access control with rule-based access right
specification, but the other combinations are also possible.
2.7.4.1 Discretionary Access Control
The simplest (although not the most secure) way to implement an access rights
system is to delegate all responsibility to the individual user, typically to the owner
of the data. This is the most appropriate implementation in a system where security
mostly means that the user gives other users access to his files as he sees fit.
Letting the owner of a file define the access rights to it at his discretion is appropriate in environments like a university, where each member of staff and each
student can make his own decision what to share or keep private. The lowest
common denominator in such an environment is to let the owner of a file decide.
In a personal computer system with typically a single user little emphasis is put
on protection. Microsoft Windows 3.x and 9x implemented only a single user security model that supported read-only files. However since every file belonged to
the single user, it is no problem to change the access rights, e.g. when a virus tries
to infect the system. To achieve a more robust system, it can be arranged that e.g.
the OS files belong to a separate user (usually called system administrator) and
the normal user does not have the right to overwrite these files. Even very simple
access control systems can prevent unintended modifications to certain sets of files.
2.7.4.2 Mandatory Access Control
Depending on the security policy required by the application, discretionary access
control is not appropriate. Generally every time the user handles information that
does not belong to him (in a very loose sense) but to the organisation he works for,
there is demand for a more central control over access rights. A typical example
are military information processing systems.
Mandatory access control enforces a global security policy that is defined by an
organisation. The access rights to individual objects may differ depending on the
subject, but the (typical) user may not change the access rights of an object.
The system takes care of all aspects of access rights, following a certain policy
typically expressed by a set of rules. It would be also possible to use direct access
rights, but this approach is not very common.
Many mandatory access control systems often follow the lattice model [57], designed to control the flow of information. Objects are classified into disjoint sets,
and the users are allowed to perform certain transfers of information between the
objects. It is a generalisation of the famous Bell-LaPadula model [25]. Another
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mandatory access control system that is used in business environments and legislative regulations to prevent conflicts of interest is the Chinese Wall policy [32].
Very few operating systems support mandatory access control directly, and even
those that do often also provide discretionary access control to accommodate both
types of customers. Having two access control mechanisms in place concurrently is
dangerous, because they can potentially be played off against each other.

2.7.5 Access Rights
In order to be able to check the access permissions of a subject, it must be known
what access rights this subject has. The set of access rights available varies considerably between systems. This section defines the notion properly and discusses
different access rights systems used in an OS context.
Some access rights are supported by the current processor architectures, while
others must be implemented in software, because they have no direct representation in the computer hardware. This implies that some access rights systems are
cheaper than others. However care must be taken not to compare apples with
oranges, since rights are checked at different places and with different frequencies.
2.7.5.1 Direct Access Rights
These access rights are derived from the low-level operations provided by the hardware or the core OS. Most operating systems implement read, write and execute
permissions both for memory segments and files. They have little in common with
the structure of the information to be protected. On the other hand, they are cheap.
Declaring this low-level mechanism an OS concept will result in a simplistic protection model that cannot represent the true protection requirements of real-life
systems. E.g. a user frequently should only be able to modify certain parts of a
file, but this cannot be represented with the file access rights. Splitting the file into
parts with separate access rights is not a general solution. Application-level access
rights checks are only effective if they are not circumventable.
2.7.5.2 Semantic Access Rights
Real-life security systems can be much more precisely defined by the abstract operations that are allowed to a user. In the 1970s, when the basic design of the current
operating systems has been laid, the programs were mostly unstructured amounts
of code to the OS.
Therefore the only choice was to define low-level protection mechanisms, in the
hope that programs use them internally to implement a certain security policy.
In the 1970s the idea of abstract data types appeared. First it was only used to
help with the growing software engineering problem, namely program complexity. Keedy [130] applied this to the whole system design, deliberately shifting the
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focus away from individual programs. It is impossible to access data directly, a
prerequisite for higher-level protection mechanisms.
The interface of an abstract data type (if it is well-designed) usually has operations which are part of a natural-language specification of the intended security
system. Thus they are an ideal basis for protection. The different kinds of modifications on the same file allowed to different users are easily represented by appropriate interface methods. An example is shown in Figure 2.12.
Open
Account

Name and
Address?
Overdraft
Limit?

Close
Account
Deposit

Set of Bank
Accounts

Current
Balance?

Withdraw
Add
Interest

Transfer
Authorise
Overdraft

Figure 2.12: Semantic access rights example: bank accounts interfaces
Using the interface methods as the basis for access rights allows a much more
fine-grained decision. The Table 2.5 shows possible access rights assignments.
Interface method
Open Account
Close Account
Deposit
Withdraw
Transfer
Authorise Overdraft
Add Interest
Current Balance?
Overdraft Limit?
Name and Address?

Teller
y
y
y
y
y
n
n
y
y
y

Branch
Manager
y
y
y
y
y
y
n
y
y
y

H.O.
Accountant
n
n
n
n
y
n
y
n
y
y

H.O.
Auditor
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
y
y
y

Table 2.5: Semantic access rights example for bank accounts
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2.7.5.3 Generic Access Rights
The set of access rights are usually complemented with a small set of access rights
that control access patterns common to all objects, such as create, copy and delete.
In simple implementations these operations are treated specially (e.g. in UNIX you
may create a new file if you have write access to the directory).
In a more general implementation using semantic access rights, the generic access rights can be treated just like the other semantic access rights. The only true
difference (but irrelevant for the access control system) is that the operation applies
to the whole object, while the usual operations access only a part of the object.
2.7.5.4 Metarights
Access rights systems in real life cannot be static. The purpose of the metarights is
to define who may change access rights. Special care must be taken not to create
loopholes by giving untrusted users the right to “help themselves”.
For simplicity reasons (for the OS, not for the user or application) the metarights
are often either fixed or only allow very simple rules. Frequently there is a superuser who has the implicit non-revocable right to change all access rights. This is
obviously very dangerous, since this makes the superuser the most trusted subject
in the whole system (whether that assumption holds in the real world is left to the
reader). Additionally, having an omnipotent superuser prevents secure sharing of
a single computer by clients with different security policies.
The result of an inadequate metarights system implemented in the OS is often
either a very loose security system or a very tight one (unless the application happens to fit into the template by chance). Both cases are a security risk, because in
the former too many users can change the access rights and in the latter too few
users can change them—putting a high management burden on the few users that
can do, creating the chance that incorrect modifications are accepted.

2.7.6 Implementing a Security Model
Choosing a realistic security model for a system is an important part of the system
design. Many systems are built on operating systems with a very simple protection
model. Widening the rules to what is directly implementable gives too much access
to the users, with the assumption that reducing the risk is not worth the effort.
The other option is to implement an additional security layer on top of what the
OS provides. This poses the risk of loopholes between the two layers.
Without a trustable implementation of the protection system (ideally in a small,
easily inspectable or even provably correct security kernel [11]), security is always
questionable. Interestingly, there are not many secure systems in common use.
In fact Microsoft Windows, UNIX and MacOS are fairly insecure operating systems,
intentionally so, because they sacrifice security for simplicity or convenience of use.
E.g. the security advantage of the Microsoft Windows kernel is lost this way.
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2.7.7 Confinement
Simple access rights systems can control who has access to a certain piece of information, but cannot control where the information flows to. Any user having
read access to information can copy it to another file. Actually any program started
by the user can be a Trojan Horse, which can try to steal information. The principle
of least privilege can narrow down the scope of the problem, but the loophole in
many systems is that creating new files is still possible.
Confining the flow of information is impossible in most security models. The only
model that is capable of expressing it in general is the access rule model, which has
a confined_to predicate to describe the allowed destinations.
Frequently confinement is needed when untrusted code needs to be executed.
Code from unknown sources (such as an executable email attachment that might
contain a worm) would be no longer a security threat. If the program is executed
in a very restricted environment it would pose no danger to security and would
show its behaviour quickly. Access to the user’s normal files and to the network
would be forbidden, to prevent spreading a potential worm. Some programs might
even be used permanently in such an isolated environment if the supplier is not to
be trusted, but the program is too useful to be scrapped.
Implementing confinement conditions is harder in out-of-process systems, as the
protection domain a process belongs to would need to change with every request.
With in-process systems the confinement conditions can be checked at the invocation of an operation. An unsolved problem is how further calls can be controlled.

2.7.8 Covert Channels
No matter how tight a security system is, restricting flow of information to only
the subjects who should have access, there are always unintended means of communication, called covert channels, which cannot easily be prevented or monitored.
Communication is possible if the receiver can somehow observe information. It
does not matter if this observation is intentional (as in the case of the usual communication, controlled with access rights) or unintentional.
A case of unintentional communication is that a Trojan Horse transmits information through the timing behaviour of its own (algorithmically correctly implemented) interface to the attacker. Information could be transmitted in something like
a “Morse code”, modulating and observing the run-time of an interface method
directly or indirectly accessible to the attacker.
In the literature two classes of covert channels are distinguished. The most obvious (although also typically with a lower usable bandwidth due to scheduler
interference) is a timing channel, where the information is deduced from temporal
behaviour. The other variant is a storage channel, in which the attacker can directly observe changes to an “attribute” that is normally deemed non-critical. This
can go as far as measuring the power consumption, which for modern processor
architectures is highly dependent on the code executed.
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Kemmerer [155] devised a scheme to systematically analyse a complete system
for covert channels. A separate step is deciding what to do against covert channels.
This scheme is used in a more practically oriented analysis of a system for covert
channels [190], developed in the context of military computer system security.

2.7.9 Trust
In the design of security-sensitive systems a lot of effort is spent establishing (or defining) trust relationships between components. Especially in the OS context trust
plays an essential role: at some stage users have to be given access to resources or
the whole system is not functional. Trust is the very base of security, in the sense
that an untrustworthy security system is as good as having none at all. A security
system should be trustable, and this demands a certain structural simplicity. Complex security systems always leave a trace of doubt, but the reverse is not generally
true. Very simple security systems are frequently not powerful enough to represent
the true requirements and are therefore insecure.
Establishing trust is one of the dilemmas that is impossible to solve with complete
generality. Specific functionality that should be trustable must be selected. Actually
there are two complementary problems: the system must be trustworthy for its
users and the system has to confirm the identity of the user. Most systems only
provide means for the latter, since security is generally viewed as protecting the
data from unauthorised access. In the context of privacy users also have to trust the
system. Confidence-building measures would increase the acceptance of a system.
Recently it became popular to use schemes based on public key cryptography
that certify that the code is authentic and has not been modified by anyone since
release. A hierarchy of digitally signed certificates (a so called public key infrastructure, PKI) is meant to automate the verification process for signatures. Operating
systems which use this approach refuse to accept unsigned code or at least complain loudly. With current implementations however this just shifts the weakness
into the certification process, which involves human factors that can lead to errors
(a prominent example is described in [92]).
Public key cryptography and PKI cannot automatically heighten security due to
the uncontrollable environment and the unclear definitions. The general approach
is sound, but the real-life implementation has problems: what does a signature
mean, what does a certificate actually certify? How can the computers involved in
the whole process be protected against Trojan Horses that misuse the secret key to
malicious ends? A general criticism of the PKI approach has been published in [68],
and a further article with a related topic is in [69].
Effectively it boils down to the moral of Ken Thompson’s Turing Award Lecture [283]: you can only trust software you have entirely written yourself (and
this already assumes that one makes no mistakes). Trusting development tools in
particular is dangerous, since if they contain self-replicating Trojan Horses, then
the whole system security is at peril.
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2.7.10 Authentication
Current operating systems care about authentication exclusively in an asymmetrical
sense: the OS ensures that only the genuine user gets access to the data, but does
not care whether the user trusts the OS.
This still applies to systems with the current hype around the technology [285]
developed by the trusted computing platform alliance, TCPA. It is technically implemented as a chip integrated into the computer to store and verify authentication
keys (used to verify the signatures for applications). Only trusted applications may
access this storage. Currently implementing digital rights management with this
basis is the most credible improvement over current operating systems. All other
promises (such as that just because of verifying signatures the security of applications will be improved) are hazy at best. The approach increases the control of the
OS over the applications, but not the trustworthiness of the system to the user.
Ideal operating systems should establish a trust relationship in both directions.
Otherwise any application program can e.g. mimic the login procedure of the system and reject it as invalid, to harvest username/password combinations.
An unusual approach has been used in the MONADS system [141], where every
user may define its own authentication method. The fact that the user’s process is
persistent is used to have a per-user authentication method that is invoked as the
process is reactivated. This makes it much easier for each user to detect a mock-up
login program, simply because it cannot copy behaviour it has no access to. There
is no central password table or other authentication credentials repository, which
makes it much harder to compromise more than one account.
Given the devastating, repeated results from surveys on the quality of passwords
and the complexity to protect central authentication information adequately11 , it
is mandatory to provide better security without nagging every user to “use better
passwords”. The decentralised authentication is very promising.
Accounting is closely related with authentication, as it requires trustable identification of the user that should be charged for resource usage. Many operating
systems cannot provide a suitable basis for accounting and therefore the accounting
is only a rough approximation. This also makes fine-grained auditing of activities
in the system very hard (e.g. security auditing). As a consequence, certain types of
attacks against the security system are almost impossible to detect.

2.8 Structuring
Choosing the right software structure to match the purpose of the system is a problem much harder than it seems initially. The result is that many software systems
11 Morris

and Thompson [194] found 1979 that only 14% of the passwords were secure, and in
1989 Riddle et al. [231] reconfirmed this. Feldmeier and Karn [81] demonstrated the technological
advances in brute-force password cracking, by improving the algorithm implementation and using
modern computer hardware. Fairly long passwords can be cracked within hours or days.
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use “the only possible” structure, which is one dictated by either the OS, a middleware framework, or the knowledge of the programmers.
Software engineering skills have improved considerably over the last decades,
however this has not resulted in guidelines for structuring large software systems,
but helped with decomposing a problem into manageable portions and class design
guidelines. While this has definitely improved the situation, there is still a gap
between the overall system structure and the design of the small components that
have to be implemented in the programming language selected for the project.
Middleware (such as ONC RPC [269], DCE RPC [211], CORBA [209], SOAP [304,
305] or .NET [220]) is adopted (or deployed) without considering the side effects
on the overall system design. This is especially severe since all the mentioned
approaches base on the message passing model and rule out all other models.
It should be noted that for a good system a balance between size, complexity,
efficiency and control must be found. Regularly it is proposed that operating systems must be made simpler, giving the applications more handle to use the available resources efficiently (e.g. by Lampson [164, 168]). This indicates a mismatch
between the services provided by the OS and those requested by the applications.
It must be carefully examined whether the application legitimately claims more
control, or if it is just a case of “with a special OS just for this application it could
be made more efficient”, which violates the aims of a general purpose OS.

2.8.1 Layered Systems
The very first approach to tackle the software engineering problem was to use
a layered design. Conceptually every layer provides an abstract machine that is
(hopefully) more powerful and/or easier to use than the lower layer. The base machine is determined by the available processor hardware, and the target machine
is the complete application (see Figure 2.13). This favours a bottom-up design
method, as the details of the application are typically changing. The design starts
with generally useful low-level functions, which are combined into more and more
powerful, application-specific functions.
The Target Machine (Mn )
Layer Mn-1
..
.
Layer M2
Layer M1
The Base Machine (M0 )
Figure 2.13: Layered virtual machine design
This approach was proposed by Dijkstra [62, 63], who used it to design the T.H.E.
operating system [61]. The OS itself consisted of six layers (process scheduler,
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segment controller, message controller, peripheral controllers, user programs and
finally the operator was also considered a separate layer).
The benefits of this design approach are:
• Each layer becomes easier to implement because it can take advantage of the
facilities and abstractions provided by the previous layers.
• The resulting system is easier to understand, since the interaction between
the different parts of the system is greatly reduced, especially that the dependency between layers is unidirectional.
• Testing the system can be done incrementally, starting from the innermost
layer and progressing towards the target machine. If an error is discovered
then the source of the error is likely in the layer currently being tested.
If this method is applied strictly (every layer may only use the next lower layer)
to programs structured into subroutines, then sooner or later problems are encountered because the application design often requires non-layered interactions
between functions. The only solution with this approach is to put all these functions in a single layer, caused by the pressure to reduce the number of layers. The
approach can be used with a fairly large number of layers (PSOS [204, 205], the
Provably Secure Operating System, where the OS alone consists of 17 layers), but
it is not generally feasible. The layered approach is too limited for many systems.
As a reaction, other designers tried to impose a tree structure on the software
structure. This eliminates many restrictions that makes the layered approach cumbersome, e.g. the decision whether a particular layer may use all lower layers or
only the layer immediately below itself.
Limiting software structures to a strict hierarchy is at a first glance more flexible
than simple layered systems. Layering is a special case of a hierarchy. But hierarchical systems still have a structural problem: common subroutine libraries used by
all parts of the system cannot be adequately represented, as this would result in a
general graph structure. Parnas [218] criticised the omnipresent (positive) use of
hierarchical description and its use as a cure-all software structure.
Also one can draw many different hierarchical diagrams of a software system,
depending on what aspect of a software system should be represented. One can
draw a component hierarchy, an interaction hierarchy, and a function dependency
hierarchy, just to mention a few. These diagrams are potentially very different
in their structure even for the same software system. Hierarchical structures in
software systems are not well defined (just as with layered systems), e.g. sometimes
it is useful to allow non-hierarchical elements or different depths.
Brinch Hansen [33] proposed a system design that allows several operating systems to be run on a single processor, in a hierarchical fashion. Resources are allocated also in a hierarchy. Nested processes can only get a subset of the resources
of the parent. This simplifies the scheduler, but is not flexible enough to adapt to
heavily changing workloads. This nested scheduling approach has been recently
revived [86, 87], without solving the problems of nested scheduling.
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2.8.2 Abstraction
A very powerful way to increase the flexibility of a software system is to concentrate on the important properties of the objects that need to be represented. This
information-hiding aspect simplifies the dependencies between software units. Abstract interfaces focus on the relevant properties and preserve variations in auxiliary functions. This kind of abstraction is very useful in the OS context, where e.g.
peripherals are available in countless variations with slightly different properties.
It would be a nightmare if every application would have to be modified just
because a slightly larger disc is installed in the system. This does not mean of
course that everything has to be made uniform, it means that only as few pieces of
software as possible should need to know the details. The remaining parts of the
system should use the abstract interface to a certain resource.
There is no general rule for the selection of abstract classes, defining how different the interfaces for classes should be. Treating resources (e.g. discs, tapes,
printers or pointing devices) uniformly reduces system complexity. On the other
hand e.g. a disc and a pointing device should probably have a different interface.

2.8.3 Client-Server System Structure
This is by far the most popular structure for applications (and increasingly for operating systems). The idea is simple: a client of a service sends messages to a
server providing this service and gets suitable replies (following the out-of-process
model). This message-passing model assumes that objects capable of receiving messages are active entities, i.e. that some thread is executing in them.
This model is the basis of many distributed application frameworks such as
CORBA or DCE RPC. Often the framework optimises the creation of threads to
keep the number of threads within the system limit and to avoid efficiency problems of the CPU scheduler. Many CPU scheduler implementations show degraded
performance even if most threads are inactive.
As with all message based approaches, thread switches occur very frequently.
Sending a message usually unblocks a waiting thread, and even if this does not
cause an immediate thread switch, the sending client thread then usually waits
for a response from the server, which forces a thread switch. This easily becomes a
performance issue, especially if the server uses multithreading explicitly to decrease
the answering time for clients by using concurrent processing of several requests.
Debugging complex client-server applications is very hard due to this high level
of concurrency. Small errors with synchronisation or other temporal aspects of the
application lead to “sporadic” errors which are almost impossible to trace. This is
one of the reasons why the GNU Hurd [39] OS (started in 1990, after CMU published Mach with acceptable licensing conditions) turned out to be exceptionally
hard to design and test. One of the design properties of GNU Hurd is the sweeping use of multithreading to avoid processing bottlenecks resulting from successive
requests being executed sequentially.
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Client-server application structures are from time to time suggested as candidates for inclusion into high level languages (the Ada [15] rendezvous mechanism is
the prime example, but other languages such as Active C [67] have been proposed),
but never gained wide acceptance. Several programming languages support multithreading (e.g. Java [97]), but usually only explicitly.
Various microkernel systems have problems with their message passing implementation, which gives applications the opportunity for a denial-of-service attack.
This comes from the details of the message passing semantics implemented in the
particular kernel, which often have arbitrary limitations (see [260]).

2.8.4 Module-Based System Structure
The alternative approach to client-server systems is to focus on synchronous activity
as in the in-process model. The objects (called modules in this context, to indicate
the relationship to information-hiding modules [215, 216]) are passive.
The modules are executed by processes which often directly represent users.
Several processes may be concurrently active within one module. The benefit is that
there are typically less process switches than in message-passing designs. This also
simplifies accounting and avoids costly process creation and deletion operations.
If a certain application wants to implement a client-server system, it is free to
do so. It can usually create threads on demand, and implement its own message
handling system. The interface for such an application-provided messaging system
may be tailored to specific needs of the application, providing e.g. buffering and
reliable group communication. This degree of control over details relevant for
individual applications is not generally available with kernel level implementations.
Module-based systems define the addressing environment of a module currently
executed by a process mainly in terms of the active module. Modules should be
strictly separated from each other, as demanded by the information-hiding principle. Therefore associating the address space with the process executing the module is not ideal, as a single process may switch between modules, and the addressing environment and protection domain must always be adjusted properly.
This difference relates to the in-process approach, where processes fulfil a slightly
different task, compared with the conventional out-of-process approach.
Using a module-based system design has the advantage that it allows a uniform
software structure for all software in the system. Modules can be the foundation for
protection, based on the permission to call individual semantic interface methods.

2.8.5 Operating System – Kernel Boundary
Conventionally, operating systems are implemented in two parts, the kernel and
a set of utilities. Only the kernel runs in the privileged mode, available in many
processor architectures, which gives full access to all processor features. The remaining OS functionality is implemented in more or less standard user-level code.
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Designing an appropriate interface to the OS kernel is not just a question of
providing an interface to applications, it also plays a pivotal role in both the overall
system efficiency and in the structuring of the OS kernel and the applications.
Until the early 1980s the OS kernels soaked up functionality like a sponge. Almost every piece of code that more than one user needed ended up in the kernel—
partly for convenience, partly for efficiency reasons. The interface provided to
application programs however needed to be simple, which sometimes meant that
a complex sequence of calls was required to achieve a certain functionality. The
result was a large, complex OS kernel with an interface that left a lot to be desired (even the still relatively simple UNIX kernel was not immune to bloated and
inappropriate interfaces, see the sundry functionality under the ioctl interface).
Applications also had to use an interface that was not quite what they needed.
Another problem is the security of large kernels. To prove the security of an
OS, the first step is to verify the OS kernel. This is impossible if the kernel code
exceeds a certain code size (Linux 2.4.26 has more than 3.3 million lines of C
code, determined with the SLOCCount tool [299]). To make things worse, the
code comes from a variety of authors and suppliers (frequently device drivers are
written by the designer of the hardware), and uses all sorts of programming tricks.
But the intractability of verification is just one aspect, the more important one is
that a small error in any part of the kernel (such as in a badly implemented device
driver) can compromise the security of the whole system. All of the kernel runs
in privileged mode (sometimes called supervisor mode) of the processor, giving
full access to memory and I/O. Every part of the kernel can potentially overwrite
(erroneously or maliciously) the state of the kernel—changing the access rights of
a certain process or just producing a hard to trace system crash.
This supports the argument for putting the device drivers outside the kernel12 .
Monolithic kernels are delicate “animals”, which means that if their size becomes
“too large” (there is no precise figure, it depends on many factors including the
readability and general design of the code), both the number of known (but not
easily fixable) and unknown errors start to increase non-linearly. As a result it
becomes inaccessible to current software engineering practices such as refactoring.
Only a well-understood software unit can be refactored, as potentially many other
pieces of code depending on it have to be updated accordingly.
Having a lot of functionality running in privileged mode increases performance,
but also decreases flexibility. The kernel itself usually is much more restricted in
what it can call than applications, because there is no linking protocol to user-level
libraries and applications. However the current hardware trend is to tunnel every
hardware access protocol through almost any other protocol available. The newest and most general approach is to tunnel everything through a TCP/IP network
connection (e.g. iSCSI [245] defines a network protocol transport layer for SCSI
device accesses). This complexity of layers is very hard to handle within the kernel
12 Which

is what Nooks [272] tries to achieve for Linux, without truly separating kernel and device
drivers, but still creating a separation strong enough to catch errors or malicious kernel modules.
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itself, and frequently requires a lot of duplicated code because the layered protocol
design cannot be represented properly. Even if it could be handled—why should
it? Doing it outside the kernel with proper flexible software structures removes a
lot of the arbitrary complexity that comes with a kernel-mode implementation.
Kernels typically have no access to user-level libraries, which encourages code
duplication. The duplication occurs usually in “slightly modified” source code form,
magnifying the risk of errors and the work needed to fix them. An example is the
ONC RPC code in the Linux kernel (used to implement the network file system
NFS). Its source code was modified substantially when it was included in the kernel.
Over the last two years a number of critical errors were found. Fixing the Linux
kernel version was not trivial, since the code was not identical any more.
Providing a flexible OS structure is hard for systems where the kernel monopolises all functionality. Applications often cannot assume responsibility over anything
the kernel provides, simply because there is no interface for it. This attitude still exists with the microkernel approach, which delegates almost everything to the “user
mode”. However the OS running on top of the kernel again keeps these powers,
and the applications get a traditional OS system interface only. It is definitely simpler to maintain protection this way, but this comes at a high price: inefficiency.
More efficient use of the available resources inevitably requires that the applications must get more control. Finding a solution that still allows a secure system
and that does not force every programmer to deal with low-level details is the goal.

2.8.6 Graphical User Interfaces
From the beginning the presentation of user interfaces was part of the application,
but this view has changed starting in the mid-1980s (when the results of the Xerox
PARC projects [281] found their way into commercial systems). User interfaces
became standardised, separate pieces of software. Some implementations only
provide a graphical user interface library, while others made it part of the OS kernel
and correspondingly the amount of kernel code was greatly increased.
All these developments have structural implications that go far beyond the scope
of an individual application. Initially the textual interfaces had a very simple sharing concept, where basically the currently running application had the sole control
over the display content. Consequently they can easily be included in a single
program. Graphical user interfaces have sophisticated sharing and cooperation
semantics, managing the drawing of overlapping windows from different applications. This involves communication between the applications (and typically a central window manager), which necessitates a more flexible input processing model.
Graphical user interfaces generally assume an event-based processing model (one
could also refer to it as message-passing, but in the GUI context the event notion is
more common). This forces a totally new structure on the applications, because the
traditional approach which just occasionally accepts input, separated by potentially
long computations, would make the proper sharing semantics impossible. This is
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an example where a seemingly unimportant implementation detail has far-reaching
consequences on the structure of the whole structure of the application.
It took a fairly long time to train the programmers to this new “paradigm”, but
now it is generally accepted and the quality of the applications is acceptable again.
Initially every program had to be redesigned to fit into the event framework, and
the long-running algorithms have been sliced up into (hopefully) short enough
pieces. This totally destroyed the application logic, and created a desire to get rid
of the “manual scheduling” done in the application design.
Today, long-running parts are off-loaded into a separate thread of execution, and
the main application controls and if necessary aborts this thread. This solves the
duplicated work with scheduling, but introduces a new problem that few application programmers have consciously dealt with so far: concurrency. Multithreaded
applications need to synchronise accesses to global state information, and like all
problems involving concurrent operations the probability of making hard-to-find
mistakes is high. This is exacerbated by moving parts of the GUI into the kernel.

2.8.7 Code Libraries
In a real-world system many pieces of code come from standard code libraries,
maintained separately from the OS. The code is often heavily OS dependent and
e.g. provides a convenient interface to kernel functions. The sheer number of applications depending on these standard libraries (typically every program for a particular system) places unique demands on its efficiency and maintenance.
Such libraries are currently the most commonly used and most successful form
of code reuse on a large scale. However, only general purpose functionality has
been provided in this form, so there is a lot more potential for reuse, which in turn
promises to decrease software development cost and to increase reliability.
Like any other substantial piece of software it contains errors which are corrected
from time to time. It would be convenient if replacing just the library would suffice
to include the fix in all programs using the library. Most systems today support this
and do not copy the library into every program, but implement dynamic linking and
keep libraries as separate files in the system. This way they can be easily replaced
and the fixed code becomes active when the programs are restarted.
Sharing libraries also helps with efficiency, since code (being read-only in most
cases) can be shared easily, eliminating redundant copies of the same code from
physical memory. On the other hand, sharing of code (in conjuction with software
updates) can lead to severe maintenance nightmares if e.g. a new library version is
not fully compatible with the previous version. There is no particular reason for it,
but this versioning problem occurs more frequently with Microsoft Windows than
with UNIX. It is common that applications for Windows use their private copy of
standard libraries, but this obviously nullifies all the advantages of sharing.
Because shared libraries are so useful, they deserve special OS support to make
their use as simple, efficient and secure as possible.
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2.9 Summary
This chapter contains an overview of the functionality commonly considered the
duty of an OS. The functionality of an OS, viewed from an abstract perspective,
is to provide an adequate virtual machine for the various application that are running on a computer system. The raw hardware details are irrelevant for almost
all applications. This code reuse aspect and the resource sharing between egoistic
applications justify the existence of operating systems.
While every OS needs to address these functionality requirements, it does not
mean that the various OS implementations agree on the mechanisms and structuring to achieve this. This illustrates the difficulty of devising an “ideal” OS. All operating systems that are based on a deliberate design (and not simply on an ad-hoc,
demand-driven collection of functions) are generally perceived by their designers
to be ideal. This is to be expected, as it is the norm to use the design philosophy
as a measure. This highlights that there is no agreed, objective metric for measuring the idealness of an OS. The design philosophy (which is often influenced by
software engineering standards) predetermines the structure of an OS.
A consequence from the lack of metrics is that many OS design philosophies
contain a large list of problems to avoid instead of defining the aims. This reflects
the experimental character of OS design, and each OS tries to be optimal. The
experience with the OS tells (subjectively) whether that aim was successful.
So what can be learnt from this chapter with its large collection of topics to address? Most of the variants are required and/or convenient in certain applications.
However addressing them all appropriately in a single OS design is a Herculean
task. Thus the focus should not be on catering for all variants, but on providing
a base implementation that is flexible and extensible, capable to support arbitrary
variations as demanded by applications.
Flexibility and extensibility play only a secondary role in many OS designs, as
we will see in chapter 3. The first systems that formulated these requirements as
design principles are HYDRA [306, 172] and Solo [34]. Both systems are quite
old and have therefore been designed with the scarce resources in mind, which
forced them to keep the design clean and simple. Since then memory and computing power have become almost unbelievably cheap, which allowed large, complex
operating systems to be developed, but often without fulfilling these aims.
Going back to the roots is essential for a new OS design that strives for maximum
flexibility and extensibility with minimum complexity, which is the prime design
principle selected for SPEEDOS. In chapter 3 a collection of operating systems will
be analysed in detail, to identify their strengths and weaknesses.
This of course creates the temptation to introduce individual, local modifications
to one of these designs only. This would violate the prime design principle, as the
design principles of most of the analysed systems are incompatible. A truly flexible
and extensible OS is not just a modification of one of the current, inflexible systems,
but must adopt new solutions.
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Chapter 3
Survey of Mechanisms in Existing
Operating System Designs
Selecting the appropriate system design for an OS (and in consequence also for
applications) is not as simple as it seems: over the last 40 years hundreds of approaches have been suggested. Every now and then a new idea was introduced
or a particularly good arrangement of “old” ideas was found. A small selection of
the important operating systems or OS kernels is described in more detail in this
chapter. The analysis is undertaken along the lines of chapter 2, which summarised
the most important properties of operating systems.
Learning from older systems to create better systems is important, yet often
suffers due to “religious wars” around particular concepts. Also the connection
between the OS structure and application structure is often neglected.
The following sections are arranged by the date development work began or by
the first publication (although for some systems it is hard to find out anything about
their early history because very few publications exist).

3.1 UNIX
In the late 1960s a project was started to develop a lean, stripped-down version of
MULTICS [212]. The aim was to focus on the basics only. It was the work of a few
researchers at Bell Labs, who found a little-used computer and decided to program
a usable operating system for it [233]. Dennis Ritchie explicitly rejected the urban
legend that UNIX started as a “skunk works” project [234].
It soon gathered a sizable user group. The operating system was distributed with
the source code, which made it possible for the customer to adapt it to its particular
requirements or to port it to a different platform. It turned out that UNIX was an
ideal system for universities. It had moderate resource requirements, could handle
many interactive users, and it provided a consistent interface to user-level programs
across vastly different computers. Applications typically only had to be recompiled.
UNIX reached a far better cross-platform compatibility than any competing OS.
UNIX triggered a revolution in computing, making the switch away from batch
processing to interactive usage feasible on relatively cheap computers. The greatly
simplified OS (compared to mainframes) made it easy to learn and program.
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3.1.1 History and Structure
The UNIX kernel originally was very small: it consisted of very simple memory
management (on the PDP-7 there was no virtual memory), very simple scheduling
(after the fork system call was implemented) and a simple file system along with
all device drivers. More “advanced” file system features (e.g. creating a directory)
were implemented with privileged user-level programs.
Initially it was written in assembly language, but later (on the PDP-11) it was
rewritten in the C programming language [156] that had been developed in parallel by Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie. Because of the simplicity of the kernel
and the compiler, it was fairly easy to port UNIX to a variety of machines that were
popular in the early 1970s. The uniform software interface to different computer
architectures was very appealing (a bit like the processor family approach in the
IBM System/360). UNIX became the answer to the burning desire to reduce the
work required to port an application to a different computer.
A key to its success was the small kernel, complemented by a set of small userlevel applications to implement user login, job scheduling and other system services. Ken Thompson defined the scope of UNIX in a paper [282]:
“The UNIX kernel is an I/O multiplexer more than a complete operating
system. This is as it should be.”
This characterises the first decade of UNIX development by the original authors
Ken Thompson, Dennis Ritchie and Brian Kernighan and others at Bell Labs. At the
end of that decade UNIX became a commercial success story for AT&T. Ironically
this marked the start of a decline, because AT&T decided to stop distributing the
source code under the previous, fairly liberal licensing conditions. The effect was
a split of UNIX into various “flavours”, which were derived from various UNIX
variants developed at universities or computer manufacturers. The ensuing years
can be described best by the incompatibilities1 of Babylonic extent.
How could UNIX turn into a monster in the course of less than a decade? Some
of the suppliers were not at all interested in portability, as this would mean that
their customers could easily switch to a different supplier. Another reason was that
AT&T itself continued to develop UNIX, changing the interfaces in incompatible
ways and offered the new versions to the suppliers. Some of them adopted them,
some did not, and others blended several of them. The incompatibilities continued
to flourish until the mid-1990s, when the UNIX competitors managed to gain a
substantial market share. UNIX was declared dead. It was not, because after several standardisation projects the initial compatibility across an almost uncountable
number of platforms was reestablished.
1A

much improved variant from the University of California at Berkeley had a sizable market
share. The Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) remains one of the major variants still available
today. When UCB stopped active development, it released the Net2 version, which was completely
free from code copyrighted by AT&T. It is the basis of further development in the NetBSD project
(founded 1993), from which the FreeBSD, OpenBSD and DragonFly projects were split off due to
different opinions and interests of the project leaders.
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The huge number of features accumulated into the kernel became a serious problem. It is impossible to prevent programming errors in such a large kernel, creating
loopholes in the protection system by unwanted kernel state modification.

3.1.2 Memory and Process Management
The UNIX kernel implements process isolation through a separate virtual memory
per process. The kernel uses a reserved portion of the disc to page out virtual
memory pages that do not currently fit into memory. The virtual memory loses its
content across reboots. Consequently processes do not survive a system reboot.
The address space of a process is typically structured into four “segments”, conveying appropriate protection settings for code, constants, data/heap and stack.
This is today implemented by mapping portions of a program file into virtual
memory. Memory mapped files provide an alternative interface for accessing the
file content (reading and writing are possible, depending on the access rights).
All modern UNIX versions also provide multiple threads of execution within a
single address space (either as a user-level or kernel-level implementation). The
C library, which implements the interface to the UNIX kernel, provides many nonthread-safe functions (due to its age). It is the responsibility of the programmer
that either only a single thread uses them or to select a thread-safe variant.
Processes are created on user login and are deleted (by default) on logout. Recreating the user environment on every login is a substantial cost factor in UNIX.
Every process executes under the identity of a particular user and belongs to a
set of groups (the kernel uses numeric user and group identifiers). All processes
created by a particular process (using the fork system call) inherit this identity.
Processes may delete other processes, provided that their user identifier is the same.
UNIX generally follows the out-of-process model to implement the user-level
part of the operating system. Many operating system services (such as the printer
spooler) execute in the context of the superuser. The actual kernel interface however follows the in-process model and all system calls (in a modern UNIX this exceeds 100 functions) execute in the context of the calling process.
Applications are typically structured into very few programs of substantial size,
which by convention have few communication dependencies on other processes.
The number of central services is fairly small, therefore the accounting error introduced by ignoring these services is typically negligible.
It would be possible to implement an in-process OS with a modern UNIX kernel,
but this would actually be a different OS, incompatible with the UNIX specification.

3.1.3 Resource Management
Resource management is one of the major shortcomings of UNIX. Since the kernel
manages the virtual memory completely on its own, the only choice is to delete
processes if the memory consumption of processes exceeds the available space.
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The CPU scheduler supports priorities, but they are automatically increased for
I/O-intensive processes, providing little control over which programs may run.
UNIX provides a mechanism to define per-process resource limits (on CPU time
and on memory consumption) and global resource limits (such as the number
of processes a user may create), but this only guards against runaway processes.
There is no suitable fine-grained control over the resources that prevents resource
hogs from monopolising resources, blocking other processes.

3.1.4 File System and Device Drivers
The central hub of UNIX is the file system, which stems from the design philosophy
“everything is a file”. All persistent data is stored in the file system. Files in UNIX
are a sequence of bytes with no further structuring. This simple interface is the
least common denominator of what other operating systems provided when UNIX
was designed. Since UNIX intended to implement only the simplest variant of every
concept in the kernel, more complex storage structures were left to the application
programs that needed them (e.g. database management systems).
The simple file interface was also used as an opportunity for abstraction: device
drivers and many communication mechanisms use the same (or slightly enhanced)
interface. Including the device drivers as objects in the file system makes them
subject to the protection system, which allows direct access from non-privileged
processes if the superuser has set up the access rights appropriately.

3.1.5 Protection Mechanisms
Every object in the file system has an owner, which is the creator of the file (unless
changed afterwards by the superuser). Every object is also assigned to a group.
The access rights to every file are specified as basic access rights (read, write and
execute) for each the owner, the group and all other users. This implements a very
restricted form of an access control list. The strict structuring of the ACL prevents
implementing arbitrary file protection, which is further exacerbated because managing groups is the sole responsibility of the superuser, preventing efficient group
management. Modern UNIX versions implement arbitrary ACLs (not limited to
owner, group and world, with the same access rights), but the utilities to manage
them are clumsy to use. Generally they are not widely used.
There are a few ancillary “access rights” that express specific properties of programs. The set user ID bit specifies that a program shall execute with the user ID of
the file owner. This is the basis for implementing privileged programs, which run
with the superuser ID and therefore have unrestricted access to the kernel operations. A further set group ID bit specifies that a program shall run with the group ID
of the file, which enforces that files only accessible by that group become accessible (and all files created by the program also belong to this group). These special
access rights may only be set by the superuser and the owner of the file.
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The byte-oriented interface to files in combination with the coarse-grained access
rights makes it impossible to control access to specific parts of the file (e.g. a user
should only be allowed to read and/or modify his own data). This creates pressure to separate information into many files, with matching access rights, owner
and group settings. This usually can only be set up with superuser privileges. Alternatively the access control system is delegated to the application system (e.g. a
database management system), which is hopefully non-circumventable.
The general object browsing problem in an ACL-based system is reduced in UNIX.
Object browsing requires read access to the directory. If this access right is unset,
then the content becomes invisible. Opening files and running programs in such a
directory is still possible, provided the execute access right is set.
The superuser (with the UID 0) may use the privileged kernel functions that normal users may not access for security reasons (e.g. terminating arbitrary processes).
Many attacks to a UNIX system therefore start as an attack against a program that
runs with UID 0, gaining complete control over the system. Having a user with
unlimited (and unlimitable) access rights is a security hazard.

3.1.6 Authentication
Authentication is purely a user-level service, performed in the context of the login
program. It runs with superuser privileges and may therefore create the user’s process and change the user identifier and the set of groups it belongs to appropriately.
That initial process is typically a shell.
All authentication data (including the encrypted password) was initially stored
in the passwd file, which every user could read. The password is today stored in
a separate file to which only the superuser (and therefore the login program and
any other program with superuser rights) has access. The list of valid user names
is still available to every user, giving hints on which accounts are worth cracking.
The authentication algorithm is centrally determined, usually based on password
verification. Some systems make the authentication algorithm configurable, nonetheless it is always the same for all users.

3.1.7 Communication and Synchronisation
Over the years UNIX accumulated an impressive range of communication and synchronisation schemes (besides using files). The mechanisms were fitted to the
kernel in more or less consistent ways (mostly into the file system code):
pipes: The most frequently used (and oldest) communication variant. A pipe is
a unidirectional communication link, initially between two file descriptors
within one process. By using fork and exec the connection can be passed
on to separate child processes that may use it to transfer a stream of bytes.
named pipes: A concept related to pipes, but it does not have to be set up by a
common parent process, because it exists as a visible object in the file system.
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signals: An interrupt-like construct that provides negligible data transfer possibilities. It is used by the kernel to e.g. signal arithmetic overflow or access to
an invalid memory location. Signals can also be sent by other processes to
convey event indications.
sockets: A socket is an abstraction that can represent network communication.
Different communication granularities are supported, such as datagrams, sequenced packet exchange or byte streams.
shared memory: There are a number of methods to set up a shared memory block
between separate processes. Some require associating the shared memory
block with a file, which then reflects all changes to the shared memory, and
some manipulate only the (non-persistent) virtual memory.
semaphores: Semaphores provide a means to control the concurrent execution of
processes without busy waiting, for use with shared memory.
This array of mechanisms is traditionally completely implemented in the kernel.
The side-effect is that all network communication protocols were also forced into
the kernel. This greatly increased the size of the kernel and introduced a major
security hazard: if the network protocols are incorrectly implemented then the
kernel state can be modified. Over the last decade, several such errors in network
protocols were discovered, which could cause system crashes or allowed arbitrary
code to be injected into the kernel.
Many UNIX programs assume that they receive a stream of bytes through the
standard input “file” and generate a stream of bytes on standard output. The shell
(the command-line interpreter) supports chaining program execution by running
them in concurrent processes and setting up pipes between them. This reflects the
out-of-process model used for UNIX user-level programs. Processes are created and
deleted frequently, which decreases efficiency. Yet the number of processes does not
mushroom, as the execution of a pipe is still fairly sequential.
This is totally different in the context of the central services provided by separate, long-running processes (in UNIX called daemon). The printer spooler and the
graphical user interface system [208, 206, 207] introduce services that are run by
a different user and expose more of the out-of-process drawbacks. Also in the mid1990s network communication using RPC [269] or similar middleware became
more and more popular.

3.1.8 Critical Discussion and Summary
The grandfather and model of many operating systems is still popular more than
30 years after its design. Over the years it has been extended and enhanced to keep
up with the technical development (e.g. to include support for network communication). Despite its conceptual weaknesses, the simplicity, usability and popularity
of UNIX surpasses that of MULTICS.
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The structure of the UNIX kernel became a problem in the 1980s, but only because its designers lost sight of the prime aim, namely to provide a simple kernel.
Featurism was deemed more important than adjusting the structure of the OS to
maintain the design philosophy. Ironically this problem was also present in the
MULTICS implementation, so this lesson was not yet learnt.
UNIX is an OS that has proven its usefulness in a large number of installations,
but it has certain structural deficiencies that limits its range:
a) The large number of different file system implementations, device drivers
and communication mechanisms accumulate to an enormous kernel, with
the accompanying risk of errors in fully privileged code.
b) No mechanism to delegate non-essential kernel functionality to user-level
code.
c) Simplistic file access rights system that is hard to manage in a secure fashion,
i.e. according to the principle of least privilege. SUID programs can lead to
protection evasion, as they run with a different identity.
d) Application programmers need to spend a substantial effort to make the results of programs persistent, by storing them in unstructured files.
e) No adequate resource management to control memory or CPU usage.
f) Many OS services run with superuser privileges. Some of them have a welldocumented history of remotely exploitable errors.
g) A central user table accessible to every user, and a centrally implemented
authentication mechanism make it easy to break into the system.
UNIX is (and will remain) popular for systems which require only moderate security measures2 . Its resource efficiency is good, but it suffers from the lack of a
suitable OS structure that can delegate the duties of the kernel which are not essential. This was attempted in the microkernel approach (see section 3.6), but was
not very successful initially. Delegation is expensive in an out-of-process OS, since
the cost of a process switch is added to the cost of a system call.
AT&T Bell Labs continued with OS research, independently of but inspired by
UNIX. Some of the UNIX developers are active in the follow-up projects. First
Plan 9 [219, 47] attempted to improve the application structure and make the
whole system more modular, then Inferno [65, 223], which is an attempt to produce a lightweight OS for distributed services. The latest project is Pebble [95, 38],
a component-based operating system design. Its main aim is to solve the structuring problems with large software systems. All projects have produced systems with
a substantial user base in the industry, but none of them is nearly as popular as
UNIX, despite their considerable improvements over UNIX.
2 However

it is still more secure than e.g. standard installations of Microsoft Windows XP. Windows
XP theoretically has a more secure design, but this has been foiled by the user-level parts of the OS,
where the developers preferred ease of use wherever it was in conflict with security.
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3.2 KeyKOS
An early attempt at a capability-based operating system with a philosophy similar to
MULTICS is KeyKOS [98], initially for IBM System/370 mainframes. Development
started in 1975 as a special-purpose OS called Gnosis [93] and later the scope was
widened to a general-purpose OS under the name KeyKOS. Its aims were to provide
a secure computing environment, high reliability and accurate accounting.
The initial application was part of British Telecom’s Tymnet service, and consequently the aims are related to the particular requirements for a computer facility in this context. The users do not necessarily trust each other, yet have to share
information and resources. Software upgrades that should improve the functionality of a telecommunication system frequently caused a system crash. A radically
reworked system structure should help overcoming this reliability problem.
Important parts of KeyKOS are covered by a patent [99], which effectively prevented other operating systems from following the KeyKOS design until the patent
expired. Recently a new attempt at implementing the main concepts on commodity
PC hardware was started by Jonathan S. Shapiro, a former member of the KeyKOS
team, with the name EROS [258, 256]. EROS has a slightly different protection
mechanism than KeyKOS, for which a formal proof of correctness for its solution to
the confinement problem [257, 259] exists.

3.2.1 Structure
KeyKOS consists of a kernel that implements virtual memory, processes, the protection system and low-level device drivers. The designers of KeyKOS refer to their
kernel as a “nanokernel architecture” [30], but provide no convincing distinction
to a microkernel architecture (especially “nano” does not seem to refer to a smaller
size than “micro”, since the KeyKOS kernel needs around 100 Kbyte main memory).
The kernel is stateless, which means that it only keeps cached information from
the authoritative source in persistent virtual memory. This gives the kernel the
freedom to represent data internally in a more efficient way. The content of the
cache may be discarded at any time and reconstructed from the persistent data.
Applications are implemented as a collection of services, each with an associated
server process. Communication between services works through RPCs.
Device drivers are separated into two parts. The hardware abstraction layer that
provides an abstract, message-oriented interface is part of the kernel. The upperlevel part of a device driver is implemented as a user-level object in KeyKOS, with
its own process to process the messages.
Several operating system emulations are provided as a user-level service, such as
VM/370, a subset of MVS and a subset of UNIX (and KeyKOS has been ported to
other processor architectures with only small modifications). The provision of OS
emulations is facilitated by the rigid approach to protection. Complete isolation is
the default, and only the possession of capabilities give access to anything.
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3.2.2 Memory and Process Management
Everything in a KeyKOS system is stored in a persistent virtual memory. The kernel
manages which pages are present in main memory and also guarantees persistence
of data by creating periodic system-wide checkpoints. All processes and I/O activities are suspended and all dirty pages are transferred to the current checkpoint area
on disk. Then the alternate checkpoint area is made current and the processes are
resumed. Checkpoint operations are not allowed to overlap, guaranteeing that a
consistent system state is always available in the persistent store.
Having a stateless kernel avoids the complexity of having to checkpoint the kernel itself. System crashes appear to the applications as jumps in the real time clock
only. The checkpointing guarantees that all processes and data are in a consistent
state in the persistent store, so that execution can resume as if the computation
between the last checkpoint and the crash never happened.
The stack and other data structures describing a process are also stored in virtual
memory and are subject to checkpointing. Together with the persistent data in the
system this implements a simple model of computation that is easy to program and
achieves a high level of reliability, without having to be concerned with persistence,
consistency and stability of virtual memory.
Each process has its own address space. Address spaces are a (not necessarily
contiguous) collection of pages. The pages can be shared between different address
spaces. There are no restrictions on where shared pages can be mapped. This rules
out storing absolute pointers in shared pages.
Processes are scheduled by the kernel. Every process has a fixed upper limit of
CPU time it may use. There is no guarantee that the allotted CPU time will be
assigned in a single contiguous unit, because the scheduler may switch to another
process, to achieve acceptable interactive behaviour or to execute a process with a
higher priority. The internal process structure of the kernel is not specified because
it is invisible to the user. The low-level device drivers and the checkpointing facility
are typically the only kernel services that may need their own processes.
Like many microkernels it has the tendency to have many processes, with the
vast majority being inactive. In the description of the UNIX emulation [30] (which
uses several processes per UNIX process) the developers state:
“Reactions to the KeyNIX design from UNIX developers range from
shocked to appalled at the profligate use of processes.”
Overall the memory and process management implementation is fairly elegant
(ignoring the properties that come from the out-of-process model), providing a very
abstract, processor-independent interface to the hardware. The kernel has been
ported to several processor architectures other than the IBM System/370 (including
the Motorola 68000). The kernel interface is hard to implement efficiently on many
processor architectures, however.
The usual accounting problems with out-of-process systems apply. The user of a
service (through an RPC) is not directly charged, a violation of the design aims.
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3.2.3 Protection Mechanism
Protection in KeyKOS is based exclusively on capabilities. A capability (in KeyKOS
called key for brevity) must be presented explicitly to access a service or object. A
capability is both necessary and sufficient to gain access. The KeyKOS kernel only
supports six fundamental object types. All of them are related to protection:
devices: Hardware-dependent parts of a device driver which coordinate the translation from messages to hardware register manipulations are included in the
kernel. A device driver is mainly implemented as user-level code unless the
performance penalty becomes unacceptably high.
pages: The simplest object in KeyKOS is a page. A page reacts to read and write
messages. The load and store operations performed by the processor are
equivalent to read and write messages to the respective page as defined by
the address space. If a page to be accessed is not in main memory when a
message is sent, then it is brought into memory before sending the message.
Each page is identified by a page key and has a persistent location on disk
called its home location.
nodes: KeyKOS stores capabilities segregated from normal data, in a special variant of a page called node. This prevents forging of capabilities. A node may
hold a fixed implementation-specific number of capabilities (in all implementations available it has 16 slots). A node key is required to gain access to the
capabilities in a node or to store a capability in a node.
segments: A segment is a collection of pages or other segments. Segments are
sparse and may define a non-contiguous area in memory. An address space is
defined by a single segment, which is implemented as a tree of nodes, with
pages as the leaves of the tree.
meters: The holder of a meter key is entitled to the amount of CPU time recorded
in the meter corresponding to the capability. New meters can be created,
but only as a submeter of another meter. This corresponds to a hierarchical
allocation of CPU time, which is less restrictive than hierarchical scheduling.
domains: A domain describes the environment of a process. It consists of 16 general key slots, a number of special-purpose key slots and all the non-privileged
state of the hardware (such as the register set). The domain is deemed to hold
the key when a slot is loaded with a capability. The most important special
slots for a domain are reserved for a segment which defines the address space
and for a meter key which provides execution time.
Creating a new capability is a privileged operation and reserved to the kernel.
The kernel ensures that capabilities have a unique identifier. The unique identifier
must be generated explicitly (e.g. with a counter stored in virtual memory) since
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the virtual memory address of an object is not unique. The right to copy a capability
and pass it to a third party is available to everyone.
Revoking capabilities is a problem, as the owner of the object has no control
over capability distribution or use of the segment. There is no general solution in
KeyKOS, but in the case of a capability to a process it is possible to avoid the drastic
measure of deleting the process. Several such capabilities to a single process can be
defined and distinguished later. Individual process capabilities may be invalidated,
revoking access of a certain set of clients.
The uniform, strong protection system is a suitable basis for the intended use
in a system with mutually suspicious users. On the other hand, it is impossible to
prevent capabilities from being passed on to other users, unless there are absolutely
no shared, writable objects. This is not possible in most application scenarios,
therefore information leaks cannot be completely prevented. Users can collaborate
to gain more access than the security policy allows, if the application refrains from
implementing another security layer.
KeyKOS includes an exception mechanism, which relays exception messages to
an associated domain, called the keeper. There is a separate keeper per domain,
segment and meter. Segment keepers are invoked if a protection violation occurs.
Meter keepers are invoked when the associated meter runs out.
Domain keepers are activated if the process that executes within the domain
causes an interrupt (system call, arithmetic error or invalid operations). They play
an important role in emulating an operating system.

3.2.4 Communication
A message consists of a parameter word, a string of up to 4096 bytes and four
capabilities. Only capabilities held by the sender may be included in the message.
KeyKOS supports only local message exchange. Remote message exchange can be
implemented as a user-level service with proxy processes.
The standard message send mechanism is call, which generates a resume capability and dispatches the message to the recipient (including the resume capability).
The sender is suspended and refuses messages until it receives a message sent with
the resume capability. A variant of the call mechanism is the fork mechanism, which
does not generate a resume capability and does not wait for a reply.
Messages are not buffered by the kernel. If the recipient is not ready to receive
a message immediately, then the sender of the message is suspended until the
receiver is ready. Buffering can be implemented through a proxy process.
This synchronous RPC mechanism can be described in the in-process model with
a subroutine call, since there is only a single process abstraction. As a consequence
of the message-based model, the accounting works per object and not per user.
The capability-based RPC mechanism avoids many authorisation problems. The
caller must provide a capability, which is defined to be sufficient proof of authorisation. If this is not enough for a special-purpose service then further access checks
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can be implemented in the server. Revising the access rules requires either distributing new capabilities or changing the server code.
Synchronisation between processes is only possible through call operations (or
busy waiting). Synchronous coroutines can be implemented through “creative use
of call operations” [30]. In KeyKOS synchronisation code consists mainly of programming tricks which rely on side-effects of message functions, which makes it
hard to understand and verify. Sometimes additional processes are the easiest solution to implement a particular synchronisation protocol.
Implementing standard synchronisation protocols (e.g. counter semaphores) is
complicated and error-prone. This is not acceptable for a system that defines secure
sharing of data as one of its features.

3.2.5 Critical Discussion and Summary
KeyKOS is a very early attempt at integrating effective protection into the kernel of
an OS, while still providing a versatile, flexible base for a variety of OS designs. It
is one of the few commercially successful capability-based operating systems.
KeyKOS tried to reduce kernel functionality to a minimum, without sacrificing
security or declaring minimal size to be a dogma. The most important properties
of KeyKOS affecting its usability and security are:
a) Low-level device drivers are fully privileged code. It would be more secure to
make it user-level code with only selected, minimal privileges.
b) The checkpointing logic in the kernel stops application execution at regular
intervals to write all dirty pages to the disc, causing long delays.
c) No efficient synchronisation mechanisms for shared memory segments (files).
d) Representation of data structures that are accessed by the kernel can be different in persistent and main memory, to increase efficiency. The authoritative
data is always stored in persistent memory.
e) Process scheduling can be supplemented by user-level code that manipulates
the information the scheduler bases its decisions on.
f) Operating system emulations with full binary compatibility are possible.
g) Out-of-process implementation causing the usual process number explosion.
User authentication and accounting are major problems.
h) Strong protection system based on capabilities, but little control over capability distribution. Confinement is hard to achieve.
The KeyKOS kernel is small enough to be understandable, yet provides many
useful functions required by applications. The only major deficiency is the lack of
efficient synchronisation mechanisms. This could be corrected with a redesign of
the process management, maintaining full compatibility with existing applications.
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3.3 MONADS
The project began in 1976 with the objective of investigating methods and techniques for the development of complex software systems [130, 131], against the
background of a growing awareness of the difficulties then being experienced in the
software industry [198, 226]. The term software crisis described the unexpected,
difficulties experienced with developing usable large software systems.
It was decided that the first stage of the project should be to develop an operating
system, because it was considered a good case study of a complex system and later
research would need a good OS as a basis for further investigations.
The following description focuses on the MONADS-PC system, the newest working version. A few planned, but unimplemented parts of of the MONADS system
design are also included. Later, more radical designs such as the MONADS-MM
massive memory supercomputer [241] never reached the prototype stage.

3.3.1 Aims of the MONADS Project
The primary aim was to investigate the impact of the information-hiding principle [215, 216, 217] on the development of large software systems. The applicability of information-hiding to large software systems was not universally accepted.
MONADS is not the first OS to be constructed from information-hiding modules
(cf. [187, 34]), but it takes the additional step of encouraging applications to be
decomposed into information-hiding modules. In fact, OS and application modules
follow the same structuring conventions, with no freestanding data segments.
The MONADS OS was designed to support strong protection, based on the right
to call an interface routine of a module. The process environment determines
the permitted call destinations. All communication is performed through shared
modules. This requires appropriate support for synchronising concurrent accesses.
The modules are kept in virtual memory, with appropriate addressing environment separation to prevent accesses that violate the information-hiding principle.
Three key structuring concepts were identified. Processes are the only abstraction of activity, modules are the only software building block and the basis for protection [230], and persistent virtual memory eliminates the arbitrary complexity
introduced by conventional file systems and database management systems.

3.3.2 Structure
As mentioned above, the whole system is decomposed into information-hiding
modules. All modules provide a certain well-defined interface to their clients. This
is similar to object-oriented programming [49], but OOP remained relatively unknown until the 1980s. Modules in MONADS [140] are typically much larger software units than programming-language objects. They are passive and can be called
in the context of any process, assuming the caller has appropriate permission.
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More specifically, in the context of the MONADS project, a module is a combination of code and (fully encapsulated) data. The callable interface routines comprise
the exported interface of the module. Internally there may be many more routines,
which can be used both by the exported and internal routines of the module.
Every software object (regardless if it is a part of the OS or an application) in
the MONADS system is a module. Programs (in which no persistent data is stored
beyond their execution and which have a single entry point), libraries and conventional files can all be easily represented as modules.
The MONADS OS is built as a flexible set of modules [284] above a kernel that
implements persistent virtual memory, processes, the protection system and device
drivers. This Hardware Kernel [236, 237] simulates the ideal hardware for the OS.
The kernel is partly implemented as microcode and partly as a special, privileged
module which provides the remaining functionality which would be too complicated for microcode (such as the CPU scheduler and virtual memory). The implementation treats the kernel as part of the persistent memory and thus its state is
generally persistent. On shutdown some kernel state that relates to non-persistent
parts of the system is intentionally destroyed, such as device drivers.
A large part of the kernel (especially the scheduler, the distributed persistent
virtual memory management and all device drivers) is implemented in assembly
language, which makes it hard to understand and debug. The complexity of the
code discourages modifications. This is a regression against earlier versions of the
MONADS system, which had simpler kernels and delegated more functionality to
OS modules, which could be implemented in a high-level language.

3.3.3 Memory Management
The basis of the whole design is a large persistent virtual memory (although the
first design for a modified Hewlett-Packard 2100A [293] included a separate file
system [96]). The MONADS-PC computer and OS implemented orthogonal segmentation and paging [134], which made it possible to have both efficient protection of variable-size data structures and efficient virtual memory management with
fixed-size pages. Compared with UNIX, it replaced the philosophy of “everything is
a file” with “everything is a module in virtual memory”.
The emphasis is that there is a uniform persistent virtual memory. There are
subtle differences to orthogonal persistence, the buzzword of the persistent programming community at the same time. Part of the definition of orthogonal persistence is that the programmer has absolutely no control over the persistence (i.e.
it is fully automatic). With uniform persistence it is controllable when and how a
certain module is made persistent. There are suitable default policies that apply in
case the programmer decided not to control persistence.
Segments are used to represent logical units [240] within a module or process,
such as subroutines, arrays and other data structures. There are segment registers
that hold the descriptors for a currently active segment to make address translation
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very efficient. The CPU implements bounds checking, which detects many errors
due to incorrect memory accesses. There is support for refining segments, giving
access to only a window within the segment.
All data can be classified into four different kinds, with varying lifetime (although
all of them are persistent):
a) Type-related data is associated with the code part of a module. All instances
of a module share the type-related data.
b) Instance data is associated with a particular instance of a module, representing its encapsulated data.
c) Retained data is associated with a particular client process using a particular
module. It can represent state information necessary across individual calls.
d) Local data is associated with a particular call to a routine. It represents information that is only required during an individual call.
The MONADS-PC [239] with its 60 bits wide virtual addresses implements distributed shared memory [106, 107]. It supports up to four nodes in a local area
network. DSM support introduces many features to improve the fault-tolerance
(e.g. handling disc crashes). There is support for migrating a module without having to change its identifier, e.g. to transparently transfer a module to the node
where it is accessed most frequently. The DSM implementation is included in the
kernel, with a few ancillary modules to manage migration. The complete in-kernel
DSM implementation increased the complexity of the kernel substantially.
It is envisaged to encrypt [94] the content of the persistent storage media and
the network communication, to prevent theft or modification of data. This protects
the system against attacks from outside, by making the data accessible only to the
MONADS OS. A public key infrastructure is required to handle the key distribution
in a distributed MONADS system. Every node may (and should) use a different set
of encryption keys for its own data and to exchange pages with other nodes.
The design allows for a hybrid public-key and symmetric encryption scheme, to
maximise security and efficiency. With public key encryption, the ciphertext may
become longer than the plaintext. This does not happen with symmetric encryption
algorithms3 , at least not for the page sized blocks used in virtual memory management. It is much simpler if the blocks on disc have the same size as in memory.
Modules generally consist of code and data. Each of the parts is stored in its
own address space, a fixed-size part 4 of the virtual memory. Since this definition of
an address space is different from the generally accepted notion, it will be called
container, the name used by a few other operating systems.
3 DES

was suggested at the time the secure paging scheme was designed. Today good candidates
with longer key length would be RC5 or AES.
4 In the MONADS-PC an address space has a capacity of 256 Mbytes, i.e. the offset within an
address space is 28 bits long.
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The virtual memory consumption of users and modules can be controlled. Limits
can be set for the number of pages that can be allocated in a container and the total
number of containers a user can create. Allocation of pages within a container is
implemented mainly in microcode and accounting therefore has limitations. The
container accounting is implemented as part of the OS modules and can be replaced by modules implementing other policies if necessary. Physical memory is
not subject to resource management, but is assigned purely on demand.

3.3.4 Process Management
The implementation follows strictly the in-process model. All modules and processes are stored in a single address space. Processes are stored in virtual memory,
each process in its own container. Therefore processes are persistent, as the table
of currently active processes in the kernel is persistent.
The stack representing the call nesting (both inter-module and internal calls)
is stored in a container. Every user can have one or more processes, which all
are associated with that user through a unique identifier that is assigned to every
user. Like most MONADS operations, creating a new process is an operation that
requires permission, allowing systems to be configured to treat this as a privileged
operation. The operation can e.g. be delegated to a process management module,
which can be the only module with the required permission.
The hardware processes implemented by the Hardware Kernel follow different
rules (out-of-process, processes are not associated with users). Conceptually they
are not part of the MONADS environment.
The scheduler (which controls execution of both hardware and user processes)
implements several policies. Generally all hardware processes are scheduled with a
fixed priority policy and user processes are scheduled round-robin. The scheduling
policy is part of the kernel and cannot easily be replaced.

3.3.5 Protection Mechanisms
In the MONADS system, segments and modules are protected by two kinds of capabilities (sometimes called two-level capability architecture). This ensures that an
appropriate protection mechanism for the respective software unit can be applied.
The unique identifiers in the capabilities are based on the container number, which
is never reused. The possession of a capability is sufficient to gain access.
Segments are typed (containing normal data, segment capabilities, semaphores,
module capabilities or a few other kinds of data). The microcode checks whether
the type of the accessed segment is compatible with the intended operation. There
is no operation that creates capabilities with arbitrary content. Access to segments
can be reduced to read-only, to prevent accidental or malicious modification of data
(e.g. constants or code). A segment can only be accessed if the process can provide
a segment capability for it. A segment capability may only be stored in another
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segment if this would not violate the information-hiding principle, generally only
in segments within the same container. There are some exceptions to this rule
(which maintain information hiding if used responsibly), e.g. to implement call-byreference parameters or the retained storage.
Modules are also protected by capabilities, however of a different kind. The
identifier for a module is the instance container (if there is no instance container
then the identifier of the type-related container is used, e.g. for programs). Access to individual interface routines can be granted, implementing semantic access
rights. This has security advantages, as fine-grained access rights based on interface routines can control the access to information much better than basic access
rights for freestanding data segments. However revocation is a severe problem,
and the only solution in MONADS is to copy and then delete a module if an unauthorised user gains access to a capability for it. The new capability then needs to
be distributed to the legitimate users to give them access to the module.
Module capabilities can only be stored in specially typed segments (i.e. segregated capabilities), but they are completely under user control. Users are free to
store capabilities in any container to which they have access. A common organisation is that capabilities are stored in directories (modules that manage a list
of capabilities with associated human-readable names). Directories are normal
user modules, giving maximum freedom to organise the information. For certain
security-sensitive module capabilities it can be useful not to store them in a directory (where it could potentially be retrieved by some other user), but directly in the
module that needs access, with no means to retrieve it again.
The kernel module that controls the scheduler requires a special process capability (a variant of a module capability that refers to a process container) if a process
other than the current process should be controlled. This ensures that only users
with appropriate privileges can suspend or activate processes.
Confining the flow of information between modules and between users is not
generally possible. Only very simple confinement problems can be adequately implemented by setting up the required module capabilities carefully and by preventing them from being copied (which is possible by unsetting the copy metaright).

3.3.6 Communication and Synchronisation
Communication in MONADS is only possible through sharing modules, resulting in
a communication structure that is ultimately based on sharing segments in virtual
memory. This communication model is simple to understand, and programmers are
used to it as it is the norm within a program. However access to shared memory
requires synchronisation, or inconsistencies could be created by concurrently executing processes that access and modify common segments.
Implementing synchronisation based on monitors was rejected because it creates
structural problems [129, 224] and potentially more mutual exclusion than strictly
necessary to keep the implementation understandable. Instead, the responsibility
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for synchronisation was delegated to the individual modules. It was envisaged that
advanced synchronisation primitives [133, 135], based on Dijkstra’s general semaphore, would be implemented in microcode. The aim was to reduce the complexity
of implementing popular synchronisation protocols. The entry and exit code for
critical regions should be easy to program and verify.
The hardware processes within the kernel are treated specially, and generally
they use an out-of-process communication model. This model is used e.g. for the
device drivers. However this is invisible outside the OS kernel and does not affect
the overall OS or application structure.

3.3.7 Authentication and Accounting
The CPU provides a set of instructions that query the current execution environment. The identifiers of the currently active user, stack, code and instance can be
retrieved, and also the code and instance of the calling module. This allows for
flexible per-user accounting. Additionally one can check for unauthorised accesses
or implement access auditing. The kernel guarantees the trustworthiness of all the
identifiers it returns. Note that the identifier itself cannot be used to call a module,
since there is no way to forge capabilities.
The support for persistent modules and processes also enables a very secure authentication scheme [141]. The system-defined login service only asks for the name
of the process to be activated (a user directory provides the necessary process capability), but does not ask for a password like many other operating systems would
do. Instead it directly activates the process. As processes are persistent, they continue right after the logout operation if they are reactivated. The user can arrange
that he only calls the logout operation in a module that verifies the user identity
after the process is reactivated. The module only returns if the check is successful.
If it is not, then the process is immediately logged out again, forming a loop.
This way the user is free to implement any authentication mechanism, including
challenge-response authentication. There is no central table of passwords (which
is frequently the first target that is attacked) or authentication mechanisms. An
attacker cannot guess what input is expected for the check to be passed. The more
diverse the authentication implementations are, the more secure is the system.
The custom output by the authentication itself can be set up so that it cannot be
forged, tricking a user into entering his credentials at a fake authenticator that has
been installed by an attacker to harvest the required authentication input.
A side-effect of this decentralised design is that it is impossible without further
measures to forcibly log out a user. The OS has no means of locating the required
module that implements the authentication. Forcibly logging out a process can only
suspend the process, but then no authentication would be required to reactivate
the process and gain access to the currently running program. This problem can be
solved by treating forcibly logged out processes specially, e.g. by requiring personal
authentication through a trusted person.
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Another kind of authentication problem is to ensure that the system itself has
the correct functionality and does not contain security flaws [94]. In general, users
are practically unable to check integrity and the OS producer cannot take any responsibility, as the system could have been modified. Ultimately, the integrity of
the processor also needs to be verified. But the manufacturer of the processor is
not in a position to certify the complete security kernel integrity, but can only take
the responsibility for his part of the system.
Therefore the task must be split between the involved parties. This is possible
by using encryption techniques, especially public-key cryptography [249]. Every
security-critical component of the whole system (i.e. the CPU, the bootstrap loader
and the security kernel) needs to be cryptographically signed, with the secret key
of the respective manufacturer. This ensures that only the manufacturer can be the
issuer of the signature.
The signatures (which must be checked at every bootstrap) certify that the processor and OS respectively are correct and have not been modified. The certificates
must be kept in a protected storage area, e.g. memory that can be made inaccessible by the kernel until the next hardware reset.
The OS provides a service to query the CPU and boot certificate, which are signed
by the secret key of the OS and protected against replay attacks. Otherwise a
modified OS could return a pre-recorded answer, pretending to be the genuine OS.
Encryption is used to improve security and trustworthiness.

3.3.8 User Interface
The OS provides an innovative command-line interpreter [109, 110, 76], which allows any interface of any module to be called (subject to the usual capability-based
access checks). The resulting command language interpreter is much more flexible
and versatile than e.g. a UNIX shell, which is restricted to programs with a single
entry point. Debugging of new module implementations and certain maintenance
work can be performed without writing custom programs.
A graphical user interface is also envisaged [29], but was never included in the
standard OS, because the MONADS-PC computer has only a restricted set of peripherals for communication. In the cited project the display hardware of an Apple
Macintosh computer was used, and communication with the MONADS-PC worked
over a RS-232 serial line. The research in this area only scratched the surface.
Both the textual and graphical UI had problems with the fact that the MONADSPC implemented a persistent system, while the outside world (what is displayed on
the terminal) lost its state much more quickly. When a user logged out, the display
content was overwritten by the system login procedure and possibly the actions of
other users that used the terminal in the mean time. If the original user logged in
again, the application was still in the state where he left it, but the display did not
revert to its previous state. This of course can be solved, but in the context of the
MONADS project it was not deemed important.
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3.3.9 Critical Discussion and Summary
The MONADS project produced a prototype that successfully implemented most of
its objectives. It can be used as a basis for a very secure system, but it also helped
identifying several weaknesses:
a) Capability revocation is not solved adequately. It would be desirable to specify
further conditions that must be fulfilled before an access is permitted.
b) It would be useful if dynamic access checks and access auditing could be
implemented as separate modules, to be dynamically bound to any module.
c) Implementing confinement is only possible for simple cases.
d) Many OS functions could be delegated to modules if there was a secure mechanism for integrating e.g. page fault handling in the module without having
to reimplement this for every module type.
e) Too much of the implementation is in assembly language. The kernel is too
big to be easily verifiable, as it includes all device drivers and the complete
distributed shared memory implementation.
f) DSM implementation needs to be enhanced to be usable for communication
links with larger latency, e.g. by replicating containers.
g) Resource management only applies to certain resources, and is generally not
well-integrated into the system design.
h) Persistent user interfaces need more research, as the properties of the affected
peripherals is unlikely to be changed.
i) Custom processor architecture proved to be a major problem, because it made
it difficult for other researchers to adopt the system.
The system proved the applicability of information hiding to large software systems, especially operating systems. It also proved that an in-process implementation with powerful module protection through capabilities is a viable, secure alternative to the traditional OS designs, without making sharing a problem. The overall
efficiency and flexibility of the system compares favourably with many well-known
systems, and much higher security can be achieved, e.g. with the decentralised
authentication method. Encryption is used only against external attacks.
Many of the features can today (with the wide availability of 64 bit processor
architectures) be implemented on commercially available systems. However this
requires scrapping a large number of nice-to-have features, such as proper segmentation. This mainly leads to a reduction in resilience, but does not affect security.
Applying microkernel and RISC principles to the design can reduce the complexity
of the kernel without sacrificing security or efficiency.
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3.4 Amoeba
One of the first radical attempts to move away from large monolithic OS kernels is
the Amoeba microkernel based distributed operating system designed by Andrew S.
Tanenbaum et al. in 1981 [274, 278, 279]. Its main aim was to support distributed
systems (including supercomputers with hundreds of loosely coupled nodes).
Together with Mach (see section 3.6) it was the foundation of research in the
area of both microkernels and distributed operating systems. Unlike Mach it was
not adopted as the basis for commercially available operating systems. Other systems closely related to Amoeba are Globe [270] and Paramecium [64].

3.4.1 Memory Management
Each process defines a separate address space consisting of a number of active
segments, which are mapped in at arbitrary addresses within the address space.
Memory is managed by the memory server. It issues capabilities for segments,
which can then be used to access the contents or to pass the access rights to other
processes. The memory server is part of the kernel, but looks like user code.
Segments are always present in physical memory, until explicitly deleted, even if
the segment is no longer mapped into any process address space5 . They are never
swapped or paged to the virtual memory backing store, in fact there is no virtual
memory at all. This simplifies the kernel and makes sure that RPC operations never
block due to virtual memory operations. This is claimed to increase performance
and to be economic due to the decreasing cost of memory. It is also argued that
supercomputers tend not to support virtual memory6 .
The very simple memory management scheme implemented in the Amoeba kernel leaves little opportunity for user-level enhancements. All active segments used
within all currently active processes are permanently present in memory. If memory
is tight then a process which wants to allocate a segment exceeding the size of the
available physical memory has to wait until enough space is available.
Such a simplistic resource management would be acceptable if all application behaviour could be predicted, which is not even attempted in most general-purpose
operating systems. The resource management facilities in Amoeba are inferior to
those in UNIX. Amoeba is unable to handle temporary resource shortages gracefully. A single misbehaving application which only allocates memory and never
releases it threatens the availability of the whole system.
The true cause of the simplistic management seems to be that the memory server
is implemented in the kernel, as the implementation of a usable virtual memory
system is certainly beyond the scope of a microkernel.
5 Garbage

collection cannot help much, as there might still be capabilities for the segment.
argument has become obsolete over the last years, because now even supercomputers have
been enhanced to make better use of the available resources and implement virtual memory. Even
those systems are under pressure to make good use of the available resources.
6 This
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The whole issue of resource allocation deadlocks is effectively unanswered if the
“memory is cheap” assumption is considered an oversimplification.

3.4.2 Process Management
Processes in Amoeba are similar to UNIX processes, as they initially include a single
thread of execution, an address space and some resources. Amoeba is based on the
message-passing paradigm and implements the out-of-process model.
Later the initial thread can create further threads, which execute in the same
address space. All threads within one process share a single processor, which means
that they execute in a quasi-parallel way only. The behaviour is as if threads were
implemented as a user-level concept without kernel support. Threads are scheduled
by the kernel, in the sense that another thread is activated when a currently active
thread blocks due to an I/O operation. The limitations of the scheduler are an
integral part of the kernel and cannot be enhanced by user-level code.
The Amoeba kernel itself consists of several threads that offer services to user
processes. One example was mentioned in the previous section, the memory server.
Process creation is also managed by the memory server. All segments to which
the newly created process should have access are passed to the create process operation of the memory server, which sets up the process descriptor. The operation
returns a process capability, which can be used to control the scheduling of the
process or to get access to its data (e.g. to debug it).
A process is created on the node7 on which all the segments it consists of are
stored. This makes it possible to create a process immediately on another node,
and avoid migrating all newly created processes from the node of their creator to
the node they should execute on. It is not possible to have some segments of a
process on one node and some on another.
Synchronisation between threads can be performed using signals (which are like
UNIX signals, except that they can be sent between threads), mutexes and counting
semaphores. These are efficient low-level synchronisation operations, but are hard
to use to achieve a high level of parallelism with minimal exclusion.

3.4.3 Structure
The system is structured into services, each with an associated server process,
which provide an abstract interface to users (e.g. file storage services, memory
server). This structuring mechanism can be used to decompose the OS code into
services that each provide only a single abstraction. Amoeba avoids the large
amorphous masses of code typical for monolithic kernels.
A service can contain several objects (identifiable using capabilities). Invocation
of objects is possible only through a remote procedure call, which transfers execu7 All

processors together constitute the processor pool, some of which may provide special services.
A complete computer system is called node.
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tion to the process of the service. The thread which called the service is suspended
until the response is sent back by the invoked service thread.
This fairly complex, non-orthogonal service organisation into objects and threads
limits the OS flexibility. Remote procedure calls always switch to a different (heavyweight) process, but the execution is defined to be synchronous. The multitude of
processes and threads are therefore not a suitable base for true concurrent activity,
as most services only operate on demand. The demand is limited by the number of
users in the system. The large number of threads within a service is necessary just
to avoid bottlenecks due to concurrent user activity within a service.
Device drivers are implemented as user-level services. The Amoeba kernel depends on very few device drivers, which minimises the assumptions made about
the interface of device drivers. The interface to most device drivers can be freely
designed to optimally match the remaining system design.
File systems are also purely user-level services. Several implementations have
been developed, ranging from very simple file systems to file systems capable of
simulating full UNIX semantics. The interface is fully user-defined, as the kernel
itself does not need to access files.
Many papers focus on the bullet server (e.g. [277]), which is a high-performance
file system optimised for caching. It only supports creating new files (immediately
providing all the data), reading files and deleting files. Files are identified with
RPC capabilities, which are returned by the create operation. Every file is stored
in a single contiguous area on disc. The bullet server reads the currently accessed
files completely into memory. The assumption is that the file server has enough
memory to fit all concurrently accessed files and a number of the most recently and
frequently accessed files entirely into main memory.
This special-purpose (for most applications totally inadequate) file system has
been compared (see [229]) with Sun’s network file system NFS. The bullet server
achieved much better performance measurements (both for latency and throughput) than NFS. The relevance of this result is questionable, because it ignores the
different functionality provided by the bullet server and NFS. NFS already provides
modifiable files and a hierarchical name system, which is implemented in Amoeba
with other services not included in the measurements.
Of course Amoeba also provides a file system with modifiable files, but this works
by copying the content that has not been modified, causing many more write accesses than for usual file system implementations. The semantics of immutable
files matches write-once, read-many (WORM) media, but today directly overwritable media are still the norm, providing higher speed and capacity.
Included in the higher-level file systems (and also in other services not discussed
here) is a mechanism for charging for file operations or storage consumption. A
bank server provides different (convertible or non-convertible) currencies in the
form of capabilities. The file system server charges certain fees (up front) per file
operation or block allocation. This is different from the Monash Password Capability System (see section 3.5) approach of charging a rent for the allocated space,
which provides liveness information for objects in the context of garbage collection.
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3.4.4 Communication
Amoeba uses a client-server style distributed processing model implemented with
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) to communicate between threads in the distributed system. Shared memory is exploited to improve the performance of message
passing, if the processor architecture supports it. Amoeba RPC supports at-mostonce semantics, which guarantees that an RPC is never executed more than once,
regardless of potential server crashes and restarts.
The RPC communication scheme is supplemented by a reliable totally-ordered
group communication mechanism, which guarantees delivery to all members of
the group, unless the user-level sequencer service crashes (single point of failure).
To communicate with a server thread, the client thread needs to know the destination, identified by a 48 bit number called a port. Different threads in a process
may use different port addresses. Amoeba allows several servers to listen on the
same port to implement service fail-over or load sharing.
The port is only a logical, location-independent thread identifier. There is no
buffer associated with a port. A thread cannot “accept” a new RPC while it is
processing the previous one. An error is signalled to the sender in this case, which
must repeat the request until the receiving service is available again. Since there is
no indication of this fact to the sender, it can only periodically retry, wasting CPU
time and communication bandwidth.

3.4.5 Protection Mechanisms
Tanenbaum emphasises that the capability-based protection is solely managed by
user code (see [276]) and that the kernel is not involved (consequently the kernel
is not directly part of the protection system). This avoids problems with centralised
capability verification services in a distributed system.
Access to almost all resources in Amoeba is controlled by the use of cryptographically protected capabilities [275, 276, 196]. These have the disadvantage that
they are only probabilistically secure.
Capabilities for memory segments specify the basic access rights (read, write, execute) for the content of the segment. The semantics of these segment capabilities
is comparable to segment descriptors in segmented processor architectures. Access
to I/O resources such as memory mapped I/O areas are controlled, like memory
resources, using capabilities.
Access control to communication ports (to perform an RPC) is based on a simplified variant of capabilities, which only contain the identifier, i.e. the port number.
The sparse port name space protects servers from unwanted access attempts (although for today’s standards the 48 bit name space is not sparse enough to preclude
brute-force attacks). If a service requires non-probabilistic protection, additional
client identity checks must be implemented by the programmer of the server.
Another possible attack to the RPC mechanism is that an intruder emulates servers by binding to the same port. This is solved in Amoeba by using a one-way
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function to transform port names. Servers use a secret port name S, from which
the port name P to be used by the clients is derived. P is publicly known, but S
must be known only to servers, which use it to advertise their service.
No attempt has been made to limit the operations that may be invoked by sending RPCs to a certain port, so no access rights are included. This means that everyone who knows the port number of a service may send arbitrary requests to it,
causing at least wasted CPU cycles for validating and authenticating an RPC.
On a higher level, Amoeba uses capabilities to identify objects within a service.
These RPC capabilities (see Figure 3.1) are interpreted solely by the server. The
very low number of access rights bits only allows coarse-grained access restrictions.

bits

Server Port

Object

Rights

Check Field

48

24

8

48

Figure 3.1: RPC capability fields in Amoeba
The capability itself is protected cryptographically against tampering and forging.
All access rights checks are (and have to be) implemented in the server. This is
inflexible and requires utmost care when distributing capabilities. The revocation
problem is in principle easy to solve (since every RPC capability is validated by the
server), but in practice every service either contains a lot of code “just in case” or it
is impossible to modify the access conditions without taking drastic measures such
as replacing the implementation of the server.
The RPC capability protection system looks like an afterthought, to establish a
generic mechanism for service-internal object references and to somewhat unify
the access checks. But still every service must implement the access checks on its
own (to implement capability revocation). This part of every service is implicitly
nearly identical code, slightly adapted to suit the particular service. Replicated
and subsequently modified source code between services results in inconsistent
access rights checks, varying flexibility and functionality of an important part of
the protection system. This is a software structuring nightmare.
Amoeba also provides an UNIX emulation, however unlike Mach, this is not a
design aim. Tanenbaum expects that the UNIX utilities used to reach a usable
system to be gradually replaced by native Amoeba tools.

3.4.6 Critical Discussion and Summary
After many years of development, Amoeba is a collection of inconsistent design
choices. It first rejected the idea of capabilities, then adopted it half-heartedly at
the user level. The protection mechanism could be more powerful if it had been
implemented in the kernel. Supporting object invocations is an essential part of
Amoeba, and the kernel message exchange functions only shift the code to what is
typically generated by the interface definition language compiler.
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The main design decisions and features of Amoeba can be summarised as follows:
a) Virtual memory is rejected as being too expensive and complicated, but the
suggested alternative, namely using lots of main memory, is less flexible and
inferior under high resource utilisation.
b) Memory and process management is actually implemented in the kernel, although it looks as if it is a normal service. This impedes flexibility, making it
a fixed, non-improvable part of the design.
c) User-level implementation of a capability system, to avoid a central capability
manager. No predefined capability semantics.
d) No control over capability distribution. Revocation is only possible through
modifying the code of a server, adding further custom access checks.
e) The RPC capability mechanism is not suitable for conveying tamper-proof
information to an untrusted user because of the limited signature length.
f) File services are based on immutable files. This makes the implementation of
more advanced semantics very expensive. Sharing of files in the UNIX sense
is impossible, since the capability for the modified file is different.
g) Oversimplification is declared a feature, which results in a design that is just
as flexible as required for the current system structure, and not extensible to
new, more powerful abstractions.
The Amoeba kernel is without doubt very small, but this comes at a very high
cost. In many areas the kernel code was minimised without allowing user code to
add the omitted functionality. The prime example is the simplistic memory management, which cannot be enhanced by user-level code to provide a reasonable
virtual memory implementation. As a result, it is very easy to sabotage the whole
system by allocating all available physical space. The attacker only needs access
to the kernel memory server, which is trivial as it has a publicly known port. It is
impossible to get control over memory allocation except by replacing the memory
server with an enhanced version, but unfortunately this is part of the kernel.
What is missing is a general facility to delegate kernel operations (e.g. memory
allocation) to user-level code, removing the limitations of the simplistic kernel implementations. Ideally, this facility could also provide a general framework for
flexible access rights checks, with the option to define arbitrary access rules at run
time of the system, without changing both the client and server code.
The claim of increased performance by not using virtual memory is only true
if contrasted to a badly implemented virtual memory system that pages out data
that will soon be needed again. Otherwise there is no gain. On the other hand,
even with the allegedly cheap memory it would be preferable to handle temporary
memory shortages gracefully. Many other systems actually implement this and
continue until the working set no longer fits in physical memory.
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3.5 Monash Password Capability System
The Monash Password Capability System (abbreviated as MPCS, as there is no wellknown short name for it) consists of a custom multi-processor system (the Monash
Multiprocessor [221]) and an operating system based on protection through password capabilities [14, 13]. The project was inspired by the MONADS project, and
has similar basic ideas but uses a different implementation approach. The problems
that needed to be solved were dissimilar, but the ultimate goal was the same as with
MONADS: to provide a secure basis suitable for large software systems. There are
similarities to the MONADS-I implementation, but as the MONADS project revised
and clarified its strategy, the two projects developed in different directions. The
hardware aspects will be mostly ignored in the following description, although the
Monash Multiprocessor design contains many interesting, unusual concepts.
The impact the MPCS has had on other research operating systems is surprising,
given the small number of publications on it. Several other operating systems
incorporated the password capability concept, such as Opal [42] and Mungi [105].
Recently, at Monash University, a successor has been developed, called Walnut [40], which runs on conventional hardware. Its architecture is very similar
to the MPCS, but a few architectural adjustments were required due to hardware
shortcomings of the Intel IA-32 processor architecture, especially in the area of
virtual memory management. A comparison with the MPCS can be found in [222].

3.5.1 Structure
The philosophy behind the MPCS is to provide mechanisms suitable for building
large software systems, without restricting the design in any way. Therefore only
simple abstractions are provided, with a single, consistent protection mechanism.
Every software unit in the system is decomposed into separately protected segments (containing code, data or a process). These may refer to each other through
capabilities, which serve as cross-segment references and the basis for protection.
The kernel implements these abstractions by providing a single address space for
all segments and by providing a flexible capability management mechanism.
The MPCS does not enforce the use of information-hiding modules, although it is
possible to implement modules. Encapsulation can be guaranteed, by making the
data segment accessible only by the code that created it.

3.5.2 Memory and Process Management
The kernel implements persistent virtual memory and processes. The persistent
virtual memory comprises all processes, files, programs, stacks and other resources
which processes may use, independent of their longevity. Each of these memory
resources is regarded as an object. Every object spans a consecutive area in virtual
memory, in a single address space.
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Device drivers can be implemented completely at the user level. The memorymapped hardware control registers are visible in the virtual memory. Access to such
segments is controlled through capabilities.
The kernel does not specify the process model to be used by the OS or the applications, and supports both the out-of-process model (through providing message exchange facilities to transmit messages between processes) and the in-process model
(by providing a subroutine call facility). It is unknown whether the OS is actually
in-process or out-of-process, as this is not mentioned in the available literature.

3.5.3 Protection Mechanism
The MPCS introduced the concept of password capabilities [12]. The special property of password capabilities (in contrast to capabilities protected through segregation or encryption) is that capabilities can be logically stored as completely unprotected data. This simplifies memory management, compared to segregated or
tagged capabilities and simplifies capability access, compared to encrypted capabilities. Password capabilities are compact and can be stored everywhere, including
outside the system, using arbitrary representations, e.g. written on a piece of paper.
Of course, the actual content of a capability, especially the access rights, still
needs to be protected. In a password capability system this is achieved by managing
the access rights separately from the capability representation (see Figure 3.2).
Unique Identifier

Password

64

64

bits

Figure 3.2: Capability representation in the Monash Password Capability System
The unique identifier is actually split into a unique volume identifier and a serial
number (unique within its volume). The volume identifier specifies on which storage media the object with a given capability is stored. The password is generated
randomly (implemented with a hardware-based random number generator [294]).
Associated with each volume is a table of valid capabilities for objects in this
volume, called the catalogue. The catalogue contains one tree of valid capabilities
(see Figure 3.3) for each object stored on the volume.
Unique Identifier

Password

Access Rights

Offset

Length

Figure 3.3: Catalogue entry in the Monash Password Capability System
The root of each tree is the master capability returned when the object has been
created. Nodes in the tree are capabilities with the same or reduced access privileges (i.e. access rights and/or addressable area within the object). On deletion of
a capability the whole subtree attached to it is deleted.
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The catalogue is not an object itself, but instead is managed completely by the
kernel for security reasons. Getting access (even read-only access) to the catalogue
would reveal all valid capabilities. Catalogues are the most security-sensitive data
structure in a password-capability-based system.
The top bit of the password field is used to indicate whether a capability may
be used to write to the object (a so called alter capability). The access rights in a
capability can be classified into three categories (the first two classes are mutually
exclusive, as an object cannot be both a process and a data object):
Process rights: These include the rights to control execution of a process, such as
the right to send a message to the process, to suspend or resume execution
and to lock a process (see section 3.5.4 for details on locking).
Data object rights: These include basic access rights, such as read, write and execute, and the right to extend or reduce the visible part of the object.
General rights: These represent rights on the capability itself, such as the right to
derive another capability with equal or lesser rights (the derived capability
becoming a child of the original), the right to destroy the capability (along
with its derivatives), the right to rename the capability (which destroys all
capabilities for the object and creates a new master capability), the right to
deposit and withdraw money (a concept described in section 3.5.5).
Structuring software into information-hiding modules (consisting of code that
implements an abstract data type and the data only accessible by the implementation code) is possible, through a mechanism called sealing.
Sealing is in the first place a user-level operation. The type-manager code of the
abstract data type creates a new instance object, containing the data. But the kernel
does not return the capability as-is, instead one half of the password is encrypted
by computing the exclusive-or of the capability half and the seal. The seal is only
known to the code (stored in an execute-only object), therefore the content of the
object cannot be accessed by the user of the information-hiding module.
The pair consisting of a code and a data capability is roughly equivalent to a
module capability in the MONADS system, neglecting the semantic access rights
system, which cannot be represented in the MPCS. The MPCS has no notion of
entry points and cannot restrict call destinations to defined interface routine entry
points. This is potentially a breach of the information-hiding principle (and of
protection), because calling arbitrary code in the module may cause modifications
to the instance data not intended by the designer of the code.
Without further measures, only the type manager code could perform management operations on sealed capabilities, but the kernel supports sealed capabilities
in capability management operations by looking up only one half of the password
in the catalogue. From the other half it determines the seal. The capability operations (such as derive, copy or delete) are performed with the unsealed capability,
and (if appropriate) the returned capability is sealed with the same seal.
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This seems to weaken the system by reducing the required password length for
capability operations. This is not the case, as these operations never return errors
due to non-matching passwords, but return a capability that will not work when
trying to get access (which checks the full password). It is not possible to use the
capability operations to determine one half of the password and then the other one.
The MPCS does not support migration of objects to another volume, keeping the
original identifier, but there is no technical reason that prevents an implementation.

3.5.4 Confinement
Information confinement can be implemented through locking of processes and
capabilities. Each process has a 63-bit lockword associated with it, which cannot
be read. Locking the process causes the lockword (L0 ) to be set to the exclusive-or
of the original lockword (L) and the argument for the operation that modifies the
lockword (V): L0 = L ⊕ V.
If a process uses an alter capability, the actual password (P0 ) to be searched for
in the catalogue is the exclusive-or of the password stored in the capability (P) and
the current lockword of the process (L): P0 = P ⊕ L.
Therefore a locked process may only use alter capabilities (the only kind of capabilities susceptible to information leakage to a third party) with a password that is
encrypted with the current lockword. This means that alter capabilities that could
be part of the (untrusted) code cannot be used while the process is executing with a
non-zero lockword, assuming that the untrusted code cannot derive the lockword.
Non-alter capabilities (relating to read-only and execute-only objects) may still be
used, e.g. constant tables and libraries.
Charging for locked services is much more complicated, as leaving the usual
charging regime in place would create the opportunity for covert channels to a
third party. This can be solved through a multi-step charging scheme based on
sealed capabilities, described in detail in [295].
Setting up the environment so that untrusted code is strictly confined is a substantial effort, as all usable alter capabilities need to be specially prepared. This
mechanism, however, cannot guarantee that the called code cannot arbitrarily overwrite the data in the objects for which it receives alter capabilities. With this protection granularity, only a subset of confinement problems can be solved.

3.5.5 Resource Management
The MPCS also introduced an interesting resource management mechanism for
the objects stored in virtual memory. Classical garbage collection schemes are not
applicable, as capabilities may be stored outside the system, making the determination of unreachable objects impossible. Relying solely on explicitly deleting objects
(by deleting the master capability) was deemed insufficient. To remedy this, a
financial approach has been chosen: each object has to “pay rent”[295].
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Associated with each capability (i.e. stored in the catalogue) is a quantity of
money (for derived capabilities the available money is the minimum of its own
value and that of all its ancestors). Money can be withdrawn (assuming there is
enough left) and deposited by anyone having a capability with these rights.
The kernel periodically charges every object a sum proportional to its size, representing the cost of storage. Bankrupt objects are deemed to be garbage and are
destroyed, and the capabilities are removed from the catalogue. Every user can
decide how to ensure that his important objects never run out of money.
Money indirectly plays an important role with protection. The password scheme
only guarantees probabilistic protection. It is theoretically possible to guess the
password. However this typically needs several guesses, and each access attempt
with an incorrect password incurs a fine, which is withdrawn from the money of
the currently running process. If the process runs out of money, it is deleted.
The money mechanism can also be used to form an economy within the MPCS,
where the use of a service requires payment of money. This works well for services
that are trustable and where the fee can be immediately computed and captured.
Money is created by the system administrator, who may create new objects containing arbitrary amounts of money. Generally the administrator would only do
this in return for some form of legal currency. The user will then get the capability
for the object which allows him to transfer money into other objects. The system
administrator may also convert system funds into real money, if a user passes him
a capability with withdrawal rights. The exchange rate between system funds and
real money is determined by the system administrator.

3.5.6 Critical Discussion and Summary
The Monash Password Capability System is an approach to create a secure environment based on a small set of comparably simple abstractions. However, the
abstractions are actually no longer truly simple, when all the details of the “simple”
abstractions are taken into account. The subtle details of many abstractions are the
key to the composability into more complex protection mechanisms.
Viewed from a different angle, this means that all high-level protection schemes
are directly supported by the kernel, although only in a very rudimentary form. It
is actually not possible to leave the bounds created by the base abstractions. This
means that the kernel in fact is not simple, it is only reduced to the minimum
functionality. The kernel is neither flexible nor extensible.
The key properties of the Monash Password Capability System are:
a) Persistent virtual memory and persistent processes in a single address space
provide a convenient application programming model. Everything is stored
in the persistent virtual memory, there is no separate file system.
b) A central capability table is a security hazard, even read-only access compromises the protection system completely. The central table is a bottleneck
in a distributed system (and also in a fast multi-processor system).
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c) Probabilistic protection, but due to the password length this is not critical,
assuming a reasonable number of different capabilities for an object.
d) Password capabilities are easy to handle for applications, as they are normal
data that can be stored along with other items in the same data structure.
e) Support for in-process and out-of-process requires duplication of mechanisms.
No kernel-defined synchronisation protocol for objects.
f) No defined entry points into a code segment. This potentially allows the client
of an abstract data type to jump to arbitrary locations in the code.
g) Money-based garbage collection is a useful mechanism for systems that cannot use reference-based garbage collection.
The main shortcoming is the problem with implementing protection based on
abstract data types. Using the confinement mechanism to enforce a trustable wrapper module for every module is too cumbersome, and using the out-of-process
approach is unnecessarily inefficient.

3.6 Mach
In 1985 researchers at the Carnegie Mellon University announced that they were
working on a system software kernel called Mach [21, 5, 228, 22] that can support
a variety of operating system environments. This triggered the most influential
change in OS software development in the last decades.
OS designers started thinking about the structure of their systems, putting more
emphasis on portability to different processor architectures and hardware platforms8 . The UNIX concept of a kernel that provides all the hardware abstractions
was carried over to other operating systems including Mach.
Mach initially was a quite conventional OS kernel, incorporating the experiences [227] made with the RIG operating system by the University of Rochester
and later with Accent at CMU. The aim was to structurally simplify operating systems, especially distributed operating systems. Later it was redesigned with the
microkernel9 approach in mind, reducing the kernel to a minimal set of functions.
Mach represents more than two decades of research by several different groups
(originally at CMU, but later also at the University of Utah and, more commercially
oriented, by the Open Software Foundation). This makes it hard to describe in absolute terms what Mach is and wants to achieve. The different groups had different
8 This

coincides with the rise of the RISC processors, which increased the number of processor
architectures on the market. Reducing or, even better, avoiding the development time and cost
of porting an operating system to a new processor architecture decreases the time-to-market and
increases the revenue.
9 The initial version of 4.3BSD UNIX on Mach was still implemented largely as kernel code. By
1989 the microkernel re-implementation of 4.3BSD UNIX purely as user-level services was finished.
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aims, and all of them released at least one “official” Mach version—which was at
least slightly different and therefore not fully exchangeable with any other version.
Note that there is no direct connection between Mach and UNIX, but UNIX
provided the impetus of its development. It was a strong design requirement in
the Mach project to implement UNIX, which consequently was the first OS ported
to it and the standard to be measured against.

3.6.1 Problems Identified in Previous Operating Systems
In the early 1980s the deficiencies of monolithic OS kernels became evident. The
size of the kernel grew beyond what the software engineering methods of the time
could handle easily (e.g. UNIX grew from a few kilobytes to several hundred kilobytes with no appropriate structuring mechanism).
Mach promised to make the overall system design cleaner and more modular,
by having only a small privileged kernel and a large collection of user-level services. It was also expected to improve the performance, as it was claimed that the
large monolithic OS kernels included a lot of overhead due to the large number of
features. This fine-grained system structure allows a high level of customisability
and run-time replacement of the services comprising the OS. This simplifies the
reaction to errors in the system, avoiding downtime due to system reboots when a
component is upgraded or replaced with a version working correctly.
Reducing the kernel size potentially increases the amount of memory which is
available to paging by decreasing the number of locked-down pages reserved by
the kernel. The largest part of traditional kernels (device drivers and file systems)
can easily be organised to be loaded on demand. Device drivers for devices not
included in the system do not consume space in main memory.
The Mach inter-process call mechanism (message passing, the basis of the structural flexibility) can cross node boundaries. This creates the opportunity to distribute an OS across several nodes. Mach is similar to Amoeba in this respect, although
the envisaged degree of distribution is distinctly lower than Amoeba. Conventional operating systems provide network communication mechanisms, but rarely
use them to implement an OS that itself spans nodes.
Porting UNIX (or any other operating system) to a new processor architecture
involved redesigning and rewriting a considerable portion of the OS code. Every OS
supplier designed the hardware part individually. Mach contains all the necessary
hardware dependent code, making the user-level OS hardware-independent.
The large number of different operating systems on the market also created the
desire for an easy, smooth transition path between them (of course opposed by the
OS suppliers). Ideally a single computer should be able to run several operating
systems, to reduce the hardware costs. This could also allow application software
to be chosen with little regard for the OS it runs on. Mach was designed to support
several independent OS environments on a single computer.
The developers of Mach observed that many parts of different operating sys-
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tems are functionally equivalent, and tried to separate the onerous “standard”
functionality from the OS-specific functionality. It provided an abstract, hardwareindependent interface to a computer system, relieving the OS developer from writing low-level code that is generally very difficult to debug. This transfers the invention of a kernel that provides a hardware-independent interface to the remainder
of the OS implementation that originated in the UNIX project into a general principle. This had also been the aim of John Rosenberg’s work [237] in the MONADS
context, which the Mach developers were aware of, but never acknowledged [108].

3.6.2 Memory Management
Mach follows the traditional model where every process (in Mach called task) has
its own, separate virtual memory address space (with an option to share memory
areas between tasks). This is very similar to the UNIX model. Single-address space
operating systems are possible, but not mentioned in the literature (probably because they were not particularly attractive on systems with 32 bit virtual addresses,
which were the norm when Mach was written).
Virtual memory is by default completely managed by the Mach kernel [280].
Mach provides paging only, even if the hardware also supports segmentation. The
paging mechanism is implemented in kernel space, as the IPC mechanism depends
heavily on virtual memory operations (such as copy-on-write message passing and
copy-on-reference network communication) to improve efficiency by avoiding copy
operations. This kernel pager is not very flexible (although adequate for operating
systems such as UNIX), and cannot be changed a run-time.
Optionally a so called external pager could be implemented, which manages virtual memory in a user-space service. This is considerably more flexible, but incurs
a high overhead due to the large number of message exchanges and task switches.
Also there is no way for the Mach kernel to force external pagers to free memory if
another pager needs space. The only choice for the kernel is “to ask nicely”.
The virtual memory is separated into regions, onto which memory objects can be
mapped. Memory objects correspond to files, and can be shared between tasks.
Much kernel code is required to implement address space copying (using copy-onwrite) when a new task is created, similar to what UNIX defined.

3.6.3 Process Management
As mentioned above, Mach uses a message passing paradigm as its basic communication mechanism. Consequently, its process model is out-of-process.
An essential part of the Mach process model is the support for multiple threads
of execution within a single address space. This is used e.g. by the OS emulation
library to implement OS activities running concurrently to the application. Not
having to switch to a different address space reduces the switching cost (if the next
thread to be activated is in the same address space).
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On the other hand, operating systems implementations using Mach generally
switch tasks or threads much more often, because threads frequently have to wait
for RPC replies. In fact all applications that frequently use the operating system
(which translates into messages sent to and from services) spend much time switching threads. A single message exchange requires 2 or 3 Mach system calls (each
with a cost comparable to a highly optimised UNIX system call) and typically also
switches to a different thread or task.
In the Mach context this statement from the Plan 9 overview [219] is interesting:
“Plan 9 does not implement lightweight processes explicitly. We are
uneasy about deciding where on the continuum from fine-grained hardware-supported parallelism to the usual timesharing notion of a process
we should provide support for user multiprocessing. Existing definitions of threads and lightweight processes seem arbitrary and raise more
questions than they resolve. [5] We prefer to have a single kind of process and to permit multiple processes to share their address space.”
Each thread has a certain priority and can be restricted to run only on a particular
processor set. A processor is part of exactly one processor set. This allows the
system designer to select appropriate constraints for threads. Thread priorities
and assignment to a certain processor set can be dynamically changed, in order to
reflect the system load. There is no explicit task migration support.
Priorities are handled similarly to UNIX, i.e. the kernel automatically decreases
the priority over time (if a different thread is scheduled then the decreased priority
is reset to the original value). This algorithm gives every thread a “fair” share of
the processor. Other applications that require scheduling based on fixed priorities
are not possible with an unmodified Mach kernel.
Explicit synchronisation (as opposed to waiting for a message) between threads
is based on mutexes and condition variables, which provide efficient low-level synchronisation operations, but are hard to use on a larger scale. The slightest error in
the (often non-trivial) synchronisation code can lead to deadlocks or other errors.

3.6.4 Communication
A novel way to tackle distribution was part of the Mach design: sending messages between local threads can easily be generalised to sending messages between
threads on different computers. More than a decade after the ARPA wide-area
networking project [188, 235, 48, 127] demonstrated the viability of large-scale
networking, it was attempted to implement distributed operating systems.
Data transmission is always in the form of a reliable, one-way communication.
Messages in Mach are typed. Messages are an arbitrarily long sequence of parts,
each of arbitrary size (stored in virtual memory). Buffering (of unspecified size)
is provided by the kernel. Lazy copying (copy-on-write) is used to ensure data
integrity after the send operation, avoiding the copy operation in many cases.
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The communication endpoint abstraction in Mach is called port. Ports use indirect addressing and are an location-independent task identifier. Communication is
synchronous by default (this includes only the delivery of a message, not that of a
reply, because of the one-way communication).
Communication is generally explicit, but the optimisations to avoid copy operations rely to some degree on implicit communication. Bulk data is only transmitted
to the receiving node if it is actually accessed.
The Mach interface generator MIG relieves the programmer of writing the marshaling/demarshaling code, but certain parts of the parameter lists and return values have to be copied into the message buffer to be sent. Managing the memory for
message structures is complex, since each part potentially has a different lifetime
and may be passed on as part of a message to another service.
Messages to a remote system actually go through a network message server, which
is a local proxy that handles the remote communication independently. This design
puts all the network protocol issues in user space. The performance of this however
proved to be unsatisfactory. Later versions of Mach included the networking code
in the kernel, which is yet another violation of the design goals.

3.6.5 Protection Mechanisms
Mach was designed to simplify the development of “standard” operating systems,
not to improve security. It includes a protection mechanism in the message transmit and receive functions, checking if the task (i.e. all threads within the same
environment have the same rights) has the right to access the port. Messages can
contain port rights, which are transferred to the receiver of the message.
Only a single task has read access rights to a certain port (i.e. if the read access right is sent to another task then this right is automatically removed from the
sender’s port rights). There is no such restriction for send rights. Later Mach versions added a “send once” right, which is a send right that is automatically revoked
after it has been used. The purpose is to limit the security risk of communicating
with untrusted RPC destinations, limiting them to just a single reply.
From the documentation [22] it seems that every thread can revoke every task’s
port access rights, which can easily lead to denial-of-service attacks (even if the
task’s port names are unknown one can just cover the whole port name space).
Port rights are essentially capabilities (although the majority of the Mach literature avoids this notion completely) with some special behaviour. The capabilities
are kept in the kernel data structure representing a task, so each thread in a task
can use the port right by just specifying the port name (an integer).
It is very difficult to manage port rights according to the principle of least privilege. Every thread running within a task has the same port rights, regardless which
user invoked the service. A possible solution is to artificially structure the system
into more tasks than normally required. This destroys the system structure.
There is no clear relationship between users and threads, which makes account-
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ing and access monitoring extremely hard to implement. Mach has no notion of
users, so this concept must be implemented in the operating system outside the
kernel. Extreme care must be taken to make the user management system noncircumventable, which generally introduces even more management overhead.
Several projects explored ways to make Mach more secure, or to allow more
secure operating systems to be implemented (such as Trusted Mach [31], a B3
certified variant of Mach). The majority of this research was done by the National
Security Agency (NSA) and Secure Computing Corporation (SCC), in cooperation
with the University of Utah (e.g. the DTOS project [193, 210, 251, 252]).

3.6.6 Structure
Structuring the operating system by service is a good idea. It helps decomposing the
overall system into manageable parts. Mixing structure (tasks providing a service)
with activity (threads within the task) however leads to an overall structure that is
again hard to control.
System services (such as file systems) are implemented in a client–server model,
with separate servers implementing things like different file systems or device
drivers. Removing these duties from the kernel means improved flexibility and
better maintainability for both the kernel and the “operating system” servers.
A device driver is conceptually also a user-level service [91], at least in later
Mach versions. Access to the I/O space is controlled by giving only certain tasks
the necessary credentials to access physical memory. This approach results in a very
flexible interface to device drivers. In a multi-server system all operating systems
can share a single set of device drivers and get access to all available hardware.
Mach depends on a considerable number of device drivers to bootstrap the system (disc drivers etc.) or for the kernel to work properly (a timing source is required for the scheduler). These drivers are included in the kernel, making them
special, with the effect that they are not dynamically replaceable or customisable.
Drivers included in the kernel code base are much more efficient than normal
device drivers. This unintended advantage created pressure to move many device
drivers into the kernel, which is clearly against the aims of Mach.
Implementing a certain security policy requires that all services must conform
to the rules defined by the different (higher-level) access rights of the users in the
system. All security-critical services must implement the user authentication on
their own, since every RPC may originate from a different user. This requires either
code duplication or a centralised authentication service. Both alternatives conflict
with aims of the Mach project and illustrate system structuring problems.
It also turned out that services which rely heavily on multithreading (e.g. the
GNU Hurd [39] operating system) are incredibly hard to debug. Often an error
is due to a wrong implementation of the synchronisation, which makes it nearly
impossible to recreate the error situation.
Support for several OS on a computer is part of the design of Mach, yet most op-
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erating systems are ported to Mach as a “single server”, which is a euphemism for
widely ignoring the basic aims of Mach. These operating systems generally assume
that they are the only “users” of a Mach kernel, either by making modifications and
feature enhancements to the kernel or by not cooperating with other systems, making resource sharing impossible. Device drivers often have proprietary interfaces,
making them unusable from other operating systems on the same computer.
Very few operating systems were adapted properly to Mach. Mainly the BSD
UNIX emulator and the MS-DOS emulator written by CMU researchers could cooperate properly. So the multi-server feature was a promising part of the theory, but
failed in practice simply because it requires large structural changes. For many existing operating systems this would effectively require rewriting them from scratch.

3.6.7 Critical Discussion and Summary
Looking at the performance of operating systems implemented on top of Mach
reveals catastrophic results: running UNIX applications in the emulation was very
inefficient if the microkernel was involved. Many system calls in UNIX do very little
actual work. The system call overhead dominates the cost10 . The UNIX emulation
converts most system calls into at least 2 messages (one request, one reply), which
typically need 4 message operations overall. The equivalent of a UNIX system call
in Mach is more than three times as expensive than in a standard UNIX system.
Many design and implementation decisions have been revised several times, frequently changing the operating system kernel interface. This thwarts system software maintenance, but it also creates barriers between operating systems using
Mach as their kernel—making it infeasible to run several different operating systems on a single computer.
Several operating systems (various UNIX variants and recently Apple MacOS X)
adopted Mach as their kernel. Often the supplier changed the Mach interface or
implementation. Even if Mach was left unmodified, most operating systems on top
of Mach assumed that they were in full control of the whole system. The name
Mach became a must-have for operating systems, regardless of technical merit.
Mach was misused as a buzzword and demoted to just a portability aid.
Mach wanted to be a fresh start in the spirit of UNIX, integrating many of the
newer concepts that have been developed in the context of distributed systems. In
the end it exhibited more weaknesses than its precursor. Its main properties and
features are:
a) Process or thread switching dominates overhead for every message send and
receive operation.
b) High frequency of kernel calls leads to high mode switching overhead.
10 The

transition between user and kernel mode is comparable in Mach and UNIX. The main cost
factors are saving and restoring the task state and changing the virtual memory environment.
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c) Distribution was a design aim, but not used except for research purposes.
d) Mach failed to reduce the kernel to only the messaging implementation, because of dependencies between the kernel and the device drivers.
e) The kernel interface changed frequently, which limits the opportunity of running more than one operating system on top of Mach.
f) Many operating systems ported to Mach assumed that they have exclusive
control over the entire system.
g) Out-of-process implementation creates artificial structural complexity.
h) Security was not a prime design goal, and the protection mechanisms are
limited in flexibility and power.
Mach is today widely considered a failure, or at least an example how not to
do it. In the 1990s when it was widely used, it proved far too expensive. Later
microkernels (e.g. L4 and Fluke) tried to decrease the cost and to avoid some of
the structural difficulties.

3.7 L4
This is a typical example of a second generation microkernel. The lessons from
earlier microkernels have been learnt and performance has improved substantially.
L4 reduced the functionality of the kernel even more, compared to Mach. On the
other hand, it managed to avoid the worst fallacy of many microkernels, namely to
reduce functionality without decreasing the performance overhead.
L4 [177, 180] (and its predecessors L3 and Eumel) are in fairly wide-spread
use today, both at Universities and in the industry. There are implementations
for a number of processor architectures and there are several complete operating
systems available on top of L4 (e.g. L4Linux [100, 101], a UNIX compatible OS).
Since L4 is only a kernel, it cannot be directly compared with full-featured operating systems. Only the functionality of the kernel can be analysed and the consequences for a complete operating system implementation must be estimated.

3.7.1 Aims of L4
The primary goal of L4 [182] is to create a high-speed microkernel that does not
suffer from the performance problem of older microkernels. The functionality of
the kernel is limited to the absolute minimum required for a microkernel.
The kernel avoids implementing services that are likely to be enhanced or reimplemented at the user level. This reduces the code size and complexity of the
kernel, which can therefore be optimised more aggressively (e.g. by writing the
performance-critical parts in assembly language).
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The details of the kernel interface are defined to be processor architecture specific [179]. Only the high-level language interface is precisely defined. The IDL
compiler uses architecture-specific kernel interfaces to generate optimised code.

3.7.2 Structure
L4 provides a small kernel (only 12KB code size for L4/486, conforming to an
older specification, see [181]) that provides 12 portable system calls (of which 4
are privileged) with a set of associated data structures that control execution and
memory usage of user-level tasks. All the functionality beyond execution control
and simple virtual memory management is delegated to user-level code. The only
concession is that the kernel defines a number of protocols that deliver interrupts,
page faults and scheduling decisions to the involved application threads.
Device drivers and file systems have to be implemented as user-level services.
Virtual memory management is used to provide limited access privileges to a driver.
Threads may be grouped into clans. Within the clans, all threads may communicate freely, and all communication with other clans is controlled by a specially
designated thread within the clan, called the chief.

3.7.3 Memory and Process Management
The virtual memory implementation supports only paging, although the grouping
of pages called fpage (flexpage) used in L4 bears a striking resemblance of segments
consisting of pages, as used in MULTICS.
An address space is a collection of fpages, with associated basic access rights
(read, write, execute). L4 does not enforce any relationship between tasks and
address spaces. It can be used to implement a single-address-space OS (the developers often refer to Angel [197], Nemesis [171] and Opal [42]). However the
security architecture described below depends on multiple address spaces.
Pages from one address space may be mapped or granted to another address
space. This creates a recursive mapping of fpages, because the map operation uses
virtual addresses to specify the mapping location in both the source and destination
address space. The initial address space σ0 consists of an idempotent mapping from
virtual addresses to physical addresses. Granting pages is a variation of mapping,
which removes the fpage from the source address space.
L4 implements the out-of-process model. The single abstraction of activity is
called thread, regardless whether this refers to activities within a single or multiple
address spaces. Each thread has an associated scheduler thread and a pager thread.
The scheduler thread controls execution of the threads for which it is responsible
(e.g. adjust the priorities dynamically). Likewise the pager thread implements page
fault handling for its associated threads, e.g. to implement checkpointing [265].
The default IPC mechanism is a general-purpose message send/receive operation. L4 implements only synchronous, unbuffered communication. Messages are
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sent to specific threads (which have exactly two identifiers, a globally unique one
and a locally unique one within an address space). The sender blocks until the
receiving thread accepts the message (or the operation is aborted with a timeout).
Messages consist of up to 64 words, which can contain either untyped data words
or typed data. The typed data elements can be references to variable-sized strings
or can map or grant fpages to the receiver. The receiver may refuse to accept any
typed data items. The IPC is the only kernel-provided synchronisation mechanism
(i.e. there is no predefined mechanism for synchronising shared memory).
The IPC mechanism makes no provisions for remote communication, but this can
be implemented at the user level. L4 provides two variants of the IPC operation.
A highly specialised variant reduces the cost for the common case, which can only
communicate within an address space and has further restrictions.
Threads can also communicate through shared memory, but this is implemented
as a user-level service by setting up threads that either share an address space or
by sharing fpages between separate address spaces.

3.7.4 Protection Mechanisms and Communication
In the previous section the general format of a message was described. L4 implements communication isolation between threads belonging to different clans by
relaying messages to the respective chief [175], both for incoming and outgoing
messages. The chief decides whether the communication is legitimate and either
relays or suppresses the message.
This communication architecture can control the flow of information between
different clans (the assumption is that within a clan no access checks are necessary). This design reduces the overhead due to access checks, but the strictly
hierarchical model cannot efficiently represent arbitrary communication patterns
without putting every thread under the control of a separate chief. Delegating control over communication to the chiefs creates a bottleneck, as the chief can handle
only one message at a time. Communication between different clans has to be the
norm in security-sensitive systems, which introduces more overhead than a simple
but effective general access control system would have required.
A few system calls are reserved for privileged threads which are allowed to control the state of the kernel. A privileged thread may use all system calls, violating
the principle of least privilege. The privileged system calls can of course be delegated to a trusted, privileged thread that implements fine-grained access checks, but
this level of indirection increases the cost.
The remaining system calls are usable by any thread at any time, without access
checks. This reduces the cost of the bulk of system calls, but also reduces control over the activities in the system. The implementation of protection concepts
exceeding those already included in L4 is very complicated.
L4 provides no further security systems that support identification of users, authentication or accounting.
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3.7.5 Critical Discussion and Summary
L4 is a very flexible kernel, which can be used to implement operating systems with
vastly different designs. Its main properties are:
a) Good IPC performance by making optimal use of the processor architecture.
b) The clans-and-chiefs communication architecture introduces a bottleneck, as
all messages between clans are redirected to the chief, which must decide
whether the message is legitimate.
c) The superior throughput and latency benchmark figures are applicable only
to insecure systems, which exert no control over the flow of information.
d) The allowed system calls a thread may use cannot be reduced. This limits the
security of a user-level OS implementation.
e) Not all software systems and resource management problems can be forced
into a hierarchy without adversely affecting design and efficiency.
L4 is certainly a vast improvement over traditional microkernels, in size, structure and efficiency. In fact the most notable property of L4 is the speed of IPC. On
the other hand its limitations affect directly the design and security of the OS implementation. While it is possible to implement very secure systems on top of L4,
this requires tailoring the design specifically to L4 and creates access check overheads that can easily outweigh the performance gain achieved by the efficient IPC.
Implementing a UNIX-like system however is possible in a very lightweight fashion,
because of its simple and limited protection model.

3.8 Grasshopper
Grasshopper is an attempt to bring the worlds of persistent programming languages
and operating systems together [51, 52, 53]. The design and aims are similar to,
but not identical with MONADS (some of the researchers were previously active in
the MONADS project). It is a joint project of several research groups in Australia,
initially at the Universities of Adelaide, Sydney and Newcastle.
It reconsiders many design and implementation decisions, making adjustments
to arrive at a more consistent design that incorporates many results from persistent
programming language and OS research. It intends to provide more functionality
with less effort, compared with MONADS.

3.8.1 Aims of Grasshopper
The most important aim is to construct an OS that supports orthogonal persistence.
The two most important principles behind orthogonal persistence are that any object may persist as long as it is required and that all objects may be manipulated
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in the same way, regardless of their longevity. Being designed as a distributed OS,
Grasshopper must also provide location independence. Objects may be accessed in
the same way, regardless of their actual storage location.
Grasshopper has been designed for conventional processor architectures, to overcome the single most annoying problem of MONADS, namely the custom computer
architecture. This became possible (providing a large enough virtual address space)
with the DEC Alpha processor, released 1991.
To make the system suitable for operation in the presence of hardware and software failures, emphasis was put on resilience. As a consequence of orthogonal
persistence, it was defined that the resilience mechanism that provides a stable
store should not be visible at the user level.
Protection of data must also be ensured, to protect data from accidental or malicious misuse. The OS is designed to be language-independent, allowing code to
be written in languages that are not type safe. The protection system therefore
cannot rely on type checks performed by the compiler. Instead the OS kernel is
responsible for checking access rights. It was decided that there should be only a
single protection mechanism for accesses to data and OS functions.

3.8.2 Structure
Grasshopper defines two main abstractions, which are the basis for all aspects of
the system (except the kernel): containers for storage and loci for execution.
Containers are the only storage abstraction. They are persistent and replace both
address spaces and file systems. Containers and loci are orthogonal concepts. The
system consists of a number of containers which may have loci executing within
them. A locus can only address the data in its current host container. Containers
are managed by the kernel under the control of user-level code.
Loci are the only abstraction of activity. In its simplest form, a locus is simply
the content of the registers of the virtual processor. Loci are closely related to
lightweight processes or threads in many other operating system. Loci are managed
by the kernel. The Grasshopper kernel is persistent [186]. This implicitly makes
loci persistent, a prerequisite for orthogonal persistence.
Device drivers are ultimately implemented in the kernel, yet most user-level modules access device drivers only through user-level modules which provide a more
secure and user-friendly interface [59] to device drivers.

3.8.3 Memory and Process Management
Because a locus can only access data stored in the container in which it executes,
there must be mechanisms to transfer data between containers and/or to transfer
the execution represented by a locus between containers.
Container mapping allows data to be shared between containers. A region of
one container is allowed to appear (either as read-only or read-write) in another
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container. This mechanism provides shared memory and shared libraries in a very
similar way to conventional operating systems.
However, in Grasshopper, the container mappings can be arbitrarily (this includes
recursively) composed. The only restriction is that mappings must not be circular,
to ensure that one container is always ultimately responsible for data. The source
and destination addresses of a mapping may differ. Having different addresses
for a single data structure visible in several containers makes it impossible to use
pointers directly (cf. MULTICS).
A locus may have private data visible only to it and invisible to other loci that
execute in the same container. This is called a private mapping and is generally
used to allow each locus to have its own stack space. This simplifies implementing
threads in a secure fashion, but makes memory management more complicated.
The second mechanism to transfer data between containers is container invocation. A locus may invoke a container, which means that it changes its host container. Every container has a single entry point, called invocation point. The single
invocation point is important for security.
The new host container controls the execution of the locus and provides the code
that will be executed. The locus may specify a parameter block with the invocation,
which is made available after invoking the container. However, this only allows
normal data to be passed. Capabilities may be passed through the capability table
which is associated with each locus (see section 3.8.4).
The kernel maintains a call chain of the invocations performed, for each locus. A
locus may specify that it will never return to its previous host container, and then
no entry is inserted in the call chain. Access to operating system functions is also
only possible through invocation. Even the kernel is represented by a container.
There is no visible distinction between system and user functions.
Emphasis is put on orthogonal persistence, which requires creating consistent
snapshots (or checkpoints). Creating consistent snapshots [289, 185, 54] of a distributed system is not trivial and involves determining causal relationships between
accesses to the distributed virtual memory.
Virtual memory management is partially implemented at the user level, outside
the kernel [183, 242], by containers that manage other containers. This separates
a particular paging policy from the underlying mechanism. However the code that
determines the relationship between accesses is part of the kernel, because only
the kernel knows the global dependencies. Overall, resolving a page fault is a very
expensive operation, involving several switches between kernel and user mode.
Coherency between the “virtual memory caches” (i.e. the main memory used
for paging) of the individual nodes is easily obtained by a multiple-reader/singlewriter protocol, where either multiple read-only copies or a single read-write page
exists in the entire system.
Grasshopper implements the in-process model. All operating system functions
are executed in the context of the caller. No message-based communication mechanisms are provided by the OS, but can be implemented at the user level, based on
a shared container that implements a message exchange service.
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3.8.4 Protection Mechanism
Protection in Grasshopper is based on capabilities. The capabilities in Grasshopper consist of five fields, as shown in Figure 3.4. The unique name specifies to
which entity this capability grants access. The category field indicates the “type”
of entity represented. This includes containers, loci and device drivers, but further
categories could be added if the need arises.
Unique Name

Category

Capability
Rights

Category
Rights

Entity
Rights

Figure 3.4: Capability structure in Grasshopper
The last three fields define the rights granted by the capability. The capability
rights specify rights relating to the capability itself and the category rights relate
to operations on a particular entity category (e.g. deleting a container). The entity
rights are uninterpreted by the system and are passed as an implicit parameter on
invocation. They may be used as tags to represent a simple type system, as an
identifier to distinguish between logical objects within a container or as semantic
access rights. For an in-depth discussion of the access rights system, see [53].
Grasshopper implements segregated capabilities. The main reason is that this
allows global garbage collection to be implemented, as the kernel may know how
many capabilities exist for an entity.
Associated with each container or locus are two tables, called the permission
group table and capability table. Both tables are protected from user access and
maintained by the kernel, providing only operations that guarantee integrity of the
capabilities. Capabilities (here represented as a pair comprised by the unique name
and a reference to the permission group table in the named container) are stored
in the capability table associated with a container or locus. The permission group
table contains the access rights.
Loci use the capabilities owned by themselves through the presentation of a capability reference. Capability references are not protected by the system. This does
not constitute a security risk since only the capabilities themselves need to be appropriately protected. Capability references are interpreted by looking up the selected entry in the capability table of the current locus or its host container and,
assuming there is a match, looking up the access rights in the permission group
table of the container named in the capability.
The kernel itself provides only this simple naming scheme for capabilities, but it
can be supplemented by more complex naming schemes at the user level, e.g. to implement a hierarchical naming scheme similar to that provided by UNIX. Additionally, storing permission groups with the object allows access rights to be changed
more easily, e.g. to implement capability revocation. Essentially, the Grasshopper
capability system is a blend of capability lists and access control lists. In fact, the
properties of ACLs are dominant.
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3.8.5 Synchronisation
Synchronisation between processes (loci) is not explicitly supported by the kernel. Synchronisation mechanisms must be implemented at the user level, based on
the block and unblock operations on loci. These low-level scheduler functions are
sufficient to implement arbitrary synchronisation protocols, e.g. semaphores.
Besides explicit synchronisation, the kernel implements a simplified variant of
transactions that is used in creating checkpoints. This is especially important in a
distributed system, where creating a consistent snapshot requires a 2-phase commit, as known from database management systems.

3.8.6 Critical Discussion and Summary
The basic structure of Grasshopper is simpler than MONADS, as it supports fewer
abstractions. The main problems in Grasshopper are:
a) Even larger and more complex kernel than MONADS due to the approach
that the whole virtual memory implementation is in the kernel.
b) Persistent kernel is hard to implement, since it maintains information representing the progress of a checkpoint. As this changes during checkpointing
and becomes irrelevant once it is completed, it makes the checkpointing implementation complicated.
c) The optional delegation of paging to user-level managers requires frequent
and multiple switches between kernel and user mode, increasing the overhead without structural benefits for the kernel.
d) Parameter passing works differently for capabilities and normal data.
e) Capabilities are actually ACLs with protected object identifiers, with associated management overhead for differing permission groups.
f) Garbage collection using reference counting only works reliably if all containers are accessible at all times. This excludes removable media.
Grasshopper is in many respects an improvement over MONADS. In others it
only illustrates the problems latently present in MONADS more clearly. Its design
favours placing much functionality in the kernel, which as a result became too
big to remain easily understandable and verifiable. It shares this problem with
many other operating systems that use a monolithic kernel approach. The software
structuring techniques that simplify the design are only applicable to user-level
modules, while the kernel is an amorphous mass of code.
This was criticised [114] by Hulse and Dearle, two of the Grasshopper researchers. Unfortunately the proposed successor project, Charm, only reached the stage
where a minimal, incomplete kernel was implemented, and was then abandoned.
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3.9 Mungi
A research group at the University of New South Wales began to explore the new
prospects of 64 bit processor architectures as they became commercially available.
Before the 1990s similarly large virtual memory spaces were only available with
custom hardware (e.g. IBM System/38 and MONADS).
They intended to create a new OS design [103, 291, 105] that matches the potential of improved standard processor architectures, instead of just implementing
a “scaled-up” version of one of the commodity operating systems. Mungi explicitly rejects the approach of having one address space per process, and follows the
single-address-space OS (SASOS) approach that has been made popular e.g. by
Angel [197], Nemesis [171] and Opal [42].
Mungi is based on the concepts of IBM System/38 [28, 112, 266], adapting and
extending them as required to fit their aims. There are also substantial differences
between the System/38 and widely available 64 bit processor architectures which
demanded changes. The Mungi researchers were aware of, but ignored most research papers from the MONADS project.

3.9.1 Aims of Mungi
The first aim is simplicity, providing a minimal interface for every abstraction (virtual memory, threads and protection) and keeping the structure of abstractions as
simple as possible. Complementary to this, but referring to the application programmer’s view of Mungi, is its usability.
Mungi aimed to provide a flexible, simple set of abstractions, which are suitable
to build arbitrary, more complex abstractions. Mechanisms and policies are kept
separate to allow for maximum freedom in defining the policy. A SASOS eliminates the address space isolation between processes, requiring special attention to
implementing secure, reliable and intuitive protection mechanisms.
The overall system should have adequate performance and should run on offthe-shelf hardware. Custom hardware is perceived to be an acceptance, cost and
reliability problem. Benchmarking systems on known hardware is easier.
However, comparing operating systems is much more complicated than running
a set of identical micro-benchmarks on identical hardware. An OS with a different
design approach has different strengths and weaknesses, which means that it is
either extremely difficult to compare realistic application scenarios (the benchmark
applications have to be completely reimplemented to match the different system
structure) or one reverts to comparing apples and oranges.

3.9.2 Memory and Process Management
Mungi provides persistent virtual memory and persistent processes. Temporary and
persistent data are treated uniformly. The virtual memory [70, 72] forms a single
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address space. Virtual memory addresses do not have to be unique, i.e. a page in
main memory may be accessible through different virtual memory addresses. All
processes share this single address space, possibly with different access rights. The
virtual address width is usually 64 bits11 .
The virtual memory can be distributed across several nodes, using a communication network to transfer the content of pages to the node which accesses the data.
It is expected to have thousands of nodes in a distributed Mungi system (“building sized” distributed system, i.e. in a LAN). Neither distribution nor persistence is
implemented in the prototype described in [291].
Virtual memory is structured into objects, which are consecutive pages of virtual
memory. Accesses to addresses outside the allocated objects are considered to be
invalid and cause exceptions. Objects are untyped data structures, similar to the
files in UNIX which consist of a sequence of bytes. Only the holder of a suitable
capability can get access to an object.
The single abstraction of activity is called thread in Mungi. Threads always
execute within a certain protection domain, which defines the part of the virtual
memory that is accessible to the thread. Protection domains may be shared by
more than one thread, and all modifications to a protection domain are visible immediately by all threads sharing this protection domain. Thread switches are very
cheap, because the addressing environment never changes (however the access
rights change if a switch to a different protection domain occurs).
All of the Mungi kernel functionality adheres strictly to the in-process model.
Information-hiding modules are possible, and calling them does not involve switching threads or message passing. Every application can implement its own message
passing system with an arbitrary semantics if required.
The process scheduler in the prototype is limited to what the scheduler of the
L4 microkernel provides. Storage management (finding out which objects are
garbage) is implemented with a scheme derived from the rent model used in the
Monash Password Capability System and the Amoeba bank accounts. To avoid accumulating many garbage objects, all objects created by a thread are by default
deleted when the thread is deleted. This is implemented with a kill list, from which
objects that shall outlive its creator can be deleted. Traditional garbage collection
is (rightfully) rejected as not applicable [104].

3.9.3 Structure
Mungi consists of a kernel that implements virtual memory, processes and protection. To obtain a complete system, a set of user-level objects is required, which e.g.
implement user authentication or a name service that maps from a symbolic name
of an object to its base address (interestingly not to a capability). The user-level
framework described in [291] is at an early stage of development.
11 There

is an implementation of the Mungi kernel for the Intel Pentium architecture, with only
32 bit virtual addresses.
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The Mungi kernel maintains a system-wide object table, which contains each object’s metadata, such as its base address, length and protection information12 in
the form of a list of <password, access rights> pairs. It is not specified whether
the object table is itself an object. In any case it must be also made persistent, and
it must be kept consistent with the persistent virtual memory.
An active protection domain (APD) is implemented with a special object13 . An
APD comprises mainly a list of capabilities, which refer to objects containing capabilities. This list of capability lists defines the objects which the threads running
within that APD may access. An APD is an abstract data type that enforces kernel
control over capabilities. This violates the definition of objects being untyped.
Virtual memory is implemented primarily as a kernel service. The pager (which
has access to the object table and is thus highly security sensitive) is part of the kernel. The actual page faults within the object are handled exclusively by a user-level
pager (ULP, per object) which runs in a separate protection domain from the thread
that caused the page fault. ULPs are responsible for implementing persistence.
Device drivers are user-level modules which have controlled access to the hardware interface (such as memory mapped I/O). Interrupts are mapped to a PDX
call (see below) to the associated interrupt handler. As of the Mungi design description [291] there was only one device driver operational, for the RS-232 serial
line interface (and the code excerpts contain synchronisation errors). Support for
further device drivers was planned, such as for the PCI bus and a disc controller,
which would make it possible to actually implement persistent virtual memory.

3.9.4 Protection Mechanisms and Communication
In a SASOS it is necessary to find a balance between protection and simplicity of
sharing. Mungi implements a password capability-based protection system (see
Figure 3.5), protecting each object with at least one capability. The (unique) address of every object is an obvious choice for the identifier part of a capability.

bits

Address

Password

64

64

Figure 3.5: Mungi password capability
There can be several valid capabilities with the same identifier, but a different
password. Each valid password conveys a set of access rights to the object. Mungi
supports only basic access rights, namely read, write, execute, destroy and PDX.
12 There

is also ancillary data such as the creation date, date of last access and modification, and
accounting information.
13 This object can only be modified by the kernel. This is enforced by allowing only capabilities for
it with the execute access right.
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A PDX capability (PDX means protection domain extension) refers to a special
object, containing a number and an associated capability list, which can form an
information-hiding module with an arbitrary interface (yet another typed object).
The associated PdxCall system call invokes the PDX module in a caller-defined
subset of the current protection domain, extended with the capability list provided
by the PDX object (see Figure 3.6). The protection domain state is restored on
return from the PDX. A PDX call gives access to data the caller cannot (and typically
must not) access directly, e.g. device drivers or other privileged system services.
current APD

APD during
PDX call

selected subset
of current APD

PD associated
with PDX object

PDX Call

Figure 3.6: Mungi protection domain extension call
A capability with RWXD access rights is called an owner capability. The holder of
such a capability can add or delete capabilities to the object. The password for a
capability is user-specified, which is a security hazard, as users are notoriously bad
in selecting secure passwords14 . However it is an integral part of the Mungi design.
Mungi provides an (optional) way to implement capability refinement, inspired
by a similar mechanism in Amoeba. The bearer of an owner capability defines the
full set of refined capabilities with passwords that are generated from the password
of the owner capability. A family of one-way functions is used, to make sure that the
owner password cannot be inferred from the passwords of the refined capabilities.
14 The

Monash Password Capability System avoided this by generating the passwords through a
secure random number generator [294].
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The one-way functions are applied so that e.g. the bearer of a RW-capability can
compute the password of a capability with read access. He can then pass this
computed capability to an APD that only needs read access to the object. The
original capability cannot be reconstructed from the restricted capability.
Capabilities are implicitly validated in Mungi. The kernel searches for the required capability when an access is made, in the capability lists associated with
the current APD. A cache of validations is maintained to reduce the cost of validating access rights. The cache is flushed at regular intervals to ensure that capability revocations become effective eventually. This can leave protection domains
temporarily in an inconsistent state, with access to pages that have been accessed
before, but without access to further pages of an object to which access has been
revoked. Applications are assumed to handle this case. It is planned to replace this
uncoordinated cache by an implementation that makes revocation immediate.
Every capability in an APD may have an associated capability handler. Its purpose
is to speed up searches in the capability lists. It is invoked if the capability list is
about to be searched. The job of the handler is to add a valid capability for the
access to the capability list it is associated with. This can be limited to optimising
the order of capabilities in the list or involve transferring a capability from an object
only the handler has access to. This can be used e.g. to embody the most general
way of implementing protection, a reference monitor [11].
Mungi provides a feature not commonly implemented in capability-based systems: it can express negative access rights in a capability, which explicitly deny
access to an object. To make this effective (in most capability-based system the use
of such a capability could not be enforced), there is a mechanism to deposit and
lock capabilities in a protection domain, where they are automatically found before
any other capability to the object.
Communication is possible exclusively through using a shared object (either directly, or indirectly through a PDX call). The design of Mungi contains no elements
that would suggest a message passing approach at the user level.
The caller of a PDX object can restrict the addressing environment of the target
object, implementing certain variants of confinement, but this is a voluntary action
of the caller. The only way to enforce confinement is through negative capabilities, but they apply only to specific objects. Ruling out unwanted (indirect) access
to objects is possible, but only through a capability handler that implements the
required policy. It is especially important for the capability handler to carefully
check the capability lists associated with PDX objects to prevent the thread from
deactivating the capability handler.

3.9.5 Authentication
User authentication is completely a user-level service. The login thread asks for
the login name and uses this name to locate the base address of the user’s APD in
the user table. It then asks for a password which is directly used as a password to
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form a full APD capability (a very strong hint that the security philosophy behind
Mungi deems user-provided passwords as sufficiently secure). The login thread
tries to start a new thread in this APD. This fails if the APD capability password is
incorrect, and the login thread asks for the correct password.
This authentication algorithm has almost all shortcomings of the UNIX authentication system, such as a central table which provides a list of all users and a
single authentication mechanism. The only improvement is that the password is
not stored in a central location. It is trivial for any program that has access to
the terminal to mimic the authentication dialog, recording the passwords for every
user. If the user table is publicly accessible, then the Trojan Horse can even perform
the full login operation for the user. Mungi has all the prerequisites to implement
a secure, per-user authentication scheme similar to the MONADS system, but it
unquestioningly follows the lead of conventional operating system.
The Mungi kernel does not have any notion of a user, hence it cannot provide a
trusted user identification to applications. Accounting for space usage is possible
through the rent collector. The accounting policy is defined by user-level objects.

3.9.6 Implementation Properties
The Mungi implementation runs on top of the L4 microkernel [71] on a MIPS
R4x00 processor, but this is not part of the architecture and just an implementation
aid. In fact the Mungi protection domain model is not trivial to represent with L4
primitives, because L4 follows the out-of-process model and uses message passing.
A few tricks are required to make sure that Mungi applications cannot circumvent
the protection mechanisms by directly using L4 kernel functions.
In the prototype every APD setup is represented with an L4 task. These tasks are
created when a PDX call is performed and are not destroyed on return. They are
kept in a cache that allows reuse of the task when the same APD is needed again.
This saves some of the cost of setting up the protection environment.
To avoid information leaks, the L4 clans-and-chiefs communication architecture
was modified so that all communication has to go through the chief. The other
option would have been to encapsulate each task in another task, but this would
require twice as many tasks to be set up (and L4 has a fixed upper limit of 2048
tasks) and double the IPC overhead.
L4 is deemed to be a close match to the needs of Mungi for lower level operations.
This view is strange, since apart from L4 being flexible enough to support any
address space setup, they have little in common. Mungi follows a different process
model, which is the main reason of the complexity in mapping between Mungi
threads and L4 tasks/threads. It would be interesting to compare the structure and
performance of the current kernel prototype with a reimplementation that uses the
in-process model also at the kernel level.
The developers criticise that current hardware does not support an orthogonal
implementation of protection and address translation. In a SASOS translation is
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independent of the access rights check, but the hardware forces a combined implementation, losing efficiency. In a simple MMU implementation without tagging, the
TLB entries have to be flushed on any thread switch to a different protection domain. The mapping information however would be still valid, only the protection
information needs to be adjusted. A separate address translation and protection
implementation would make the virtual memory implementation more efficient.

3.9.7 Critical Discussion and Summary
Since the current implementation of the persistent virtual memory does not support
distribution, there might be some subtle design flaws that might prevent it from being implemented efficiently. Mungi is sufficiently different to other systems providing distributed persistent virtual memory that the experience from other systems
may not be applicable. Maintaining consistency and persistence in a distributed
system is a much harder problem, and this will add to the consistency problems
that already occur in the local case.
The most important properties of Mungi can be summarised as follows:
a) Threads are the only abstraction of activity. Communication between threads
is only possible through using shared memory, and all functions and system
calls follow the in-process model.
b) All objects (including threads) are stored in a distributed persistent virtual
memory, with unique virtual addresses. All threads share a single address
space. The persistent virtual memory completely replaces the file system.
c) Strong protection based on password capabilities. The access rights are stored
in a central object table, which makes it easy to revoke capabilities, but it also
is a bottleneck in the distributed case and a security hazard.
d) Capabilities are implicitly validated by the kernel, i.e. a suitable capability is
automatically searched for in the protection domain. Explicit presenting of a
capability before an access is made is rejected as being too intrusive.
e) Information-hiding modules can be implemented, by enforcing that only certain entry points into the code are used and by making the encapsulated data
accessible only to the associated code.
f) Compatibility with other operating systems is not an aim of Mungi.
Mungi is a promising attempt at implementing an OS, with protection and security being an integral part of the design. Some design decisions (such as the strange
capability revocation semantics) put a high burden on every application.
This is in sharp contrast to the aim of Mungi, namely to be as easy to use as
possible to the application. The Mungi application programmer’s interface sometimes is very simple to use and is very abstract, while other aspects relate closely to
architecture-specific details an application programmer should not need to know.
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3.10 Exokernel
The exokernel OS architecture [73] is a radical attempt to simplify the kernel of an
OS by reducing its functionality. However this is done differently to the microkernel
approach, which focuses on message-passing. The exokernel reduces the functionality much further, adopting an even more extreme style than in the original UNIX
kernel (cf. section 3.1.1).
This reduced functionality results in improved flexibility and extensibility, but as
a side effect also somewhat increased application complexity (although this can
be alleviated by using libraries providing programmer-friendly abstractions). The
two systems implemented using the exokernel approach show excellent benchmark
figures, which proves that the overhead actually has been reduced.

3.10.1 Structure
An exokernel delegates resource management to user-level code, which is very
unusual. The only responsibility of the kernel is to multiplex hardware resources
among the user-level programs in a protected manner. The kernel provides no
memory or process abstraction, but provides only a protected resource multiplexer.
To achieve efficient and secure operation, the principles behind the design are:
Separate protection and management: Resource management provided by the
kernel is restricted to functions necessary for protection: allocation, revocation, sharing and tracking of ownership.
Expose hardware: Applications can get direct access to all resources usually only
available to a privileged OS. Applications e.g. may use privileged instructions
and get access to hardware DMA facilities and interrupts. The resources exported by the kernel are the resources provided by the hardware: physical
memory, CPU, disc, translation lookaside buffers and addressing contexts.
The kernel only exports resources at the lowest possible level required for
protection (e.g. disc blocks, memory pages).
Expose allocation: Applications allocate specific resource instances explicitly, giving them control over abstraction semantics and performance.
Expose revocation: Revocation of access to a resource is visible to the applications. The application that held the resource can choose which instance of a
resource to give up. A suitable abort protocol is required in case the application is not willing to give up resources.
Protect fine-grained units: To reduce the cost of resource management, the protection is fine-grained (e.g. at the page or disc block level). Protecting objects
that are meaningful to an application eliminates the need for intermediate
abstractions.
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Expose names: Physical names are used wherever possible, to avoid the overhead
of translation to virtual names. Physical names implicitly convey structural
information that may be used by management algorithms.
Expose information: Information about the system and information derived from
current allocations is exported to the applications. Data structures such as
lists of free resources and the current TLB content are made available to the
applications. This avoids having an application software layer that collects
global information. It was observed that the inclusion of application-specific
data in kernel data structures simplifies implementing resource management.
The policy decisions (and generally all resource management) are delegated to
(possibly multiple) library operating systems, which provide a user-friendly interface to their applications. The library operating system can be specifically tailored
for a particular application. This allows the overhead to be reduced to a minimum.
However the exokernel architecture does not directly specify what to protect,
how to protect it, what global system policies are nevertheless included in the
kernel, what level of protection is implemented or how the kernel is organised.
The following sections relate to the exokernel implementations described in [73].
The essence of the exokernel approach is allowing untrusted software to implement everything not needed for implementing protection.

3.10.2 Protection Mechanisms
Providing protection in the context of an exokernel means multiplexing resources
between mutually distrusting applications. Each resource must be individually protected, through secure bindings.
A secure binding is a protection mechanism that separates allocation from the
actual resource use. Protection checks are only performed at allocation time. A
secure binding is expressed in terms that the kernel can implement efficiently. The
implementation can be based on hardware (e.g. constructing an appropriate page
table or setting up TLBs) or based on software downloaded into the kernel. The
software-based protection approaches rely on type-safe languages [27], verification, interpretation of code or sandboxing [292].
It is suggested that the system should be optimised for the allegedly common case
of having mutual trust. It is claimed [73] that protection e.g. between processes
belonging to a single user is useless:
“For instance, any two UNIX programs run by the same user can arbitrarily modify each others’ memory through the debugger system call,
ptrace. When two exokernel processes can write each others’ memory,
their libOSes can clearly trust each other not to be malicious.” (p. 23)
While this argument applies mostly to library operating systems, it is actually part
of the latest exokernel implementation, Xok. Xok implements hierarchically-named
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capabilities [189], which are a misnomer for an extended permission specification
scheme, compared to the UNIX user/group/ACL scheme.
The protection mechanism can be used to provide higher-level schemes that can
be used to implement a secure system. However leaving all efforts to improve
protection to the library OS provides no direct incentive to improve security. It is
unclear how much overhead would be caused by the user-level implementation of
an enhanced scheme that is comparable to a refined capability-based system.

3.10.3 Persistent Store
Multiplexing physical memory and CPU has proven to be reasonably simple, and
is not really a novel concept, as several other systems have a user-level memory
management or CPU scheduler implementation.
However the implementation of a file system is based on resource allocation by
multiple library file systems. The base implementation in the Xok context is called
XN, and provides a low-level in-kernel storage system.
XN delegates the block management to the individual library file systems, based
on the observation that they need the block allocation (and access right) information15 anyway to implement the file system. However the kernel needs to be sure
that the structural information kept at the user level is consistent. This is possible
by requiring the ownership modifications to be represented in a type-safe language,
representing untrusted deterministic functions (UDF). UDF are assumed to be immutable code and protected data and are executed by a trustable interpreter. Thus
it can be verified that the ownership information is faithfully represented.
XN is the fourth design (very little is known about the three earlier designs), capable of implementing a file system with UNIX-like semantics. This is an indication
of the increased implementation complexity over a classical file system implementation. The separation of functionality between kernel (responsible for protection)
and user-level code (responsible for management) results in complex interdependencies and adversely affects code readability. Separating protection from management in the form implemented in the current exokernel systems leads to increased
complexity without improving protection.
The perception that multiplexing discs is harder than other resource management problems is specific to the Exokernel approach. In many other systems the
file system is a very simple piece of software. The main complexity in a UNIX file
system is usually caused by the highly optimised block allocation scheme.
The impressive benchmark figures provided in [73] for the Cheetah web server
(more than 14 times the throughput of a BSD UNIX based web server, although
decreasing with increasing request size) indicate the maximum gain that can be
achieved by aggressively optimising applications that are highly dependent on the
OS functions. The benefit results from the reduced number of switches to kernel
15 The

complete table with one entry per disc block is likely too large to fit in main memory. A
special mechanism for managing this persistent table in the kernel provides no advantages.
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mode and from the reduced copying overhead for data from and to kernel space.
In UNIX the overhead of reading files and immediately transmitting the data over
the network becomes dominant, as all the data is copied several times.
It is questionable whether the systems can be fairly compared in this way. The
general functionality of a BSD UNIX system is much higher than a custom-built OS
that is optimised for a single application. The abstractions provided by UNIX have
a certain overhead, and removing them would also make UNIX faster. UNIX aims
to provide a versatile system for a large variety of applications, while an exokernel
specifically focuses on optimisation for individual programs. It is not clear why
an exokernel system should perform substantially better in a general-purpose OS
environment where it cannot be effectively tuned for specific applications.
The cost of implementing application-specific optimisations is usually only acceptable in manageable projects, e.g. in embedded systems where the functionality
of both the application and OS is determined by the specification. Application programmers developing for a general-purpose OS with varying workload are usually
not interested in including partial operating systems in their code.
The other benchmarks based on popular UNIX utilities therefore show less performance difference. A mix of I/O-intensive and CPU-intensive programs executed
at approximately the same speed as under BSD UNIX, even in a system under
substantial load. This actually demonstrates the low overhead of the exokernel
approach much more clearly than the other benchmarks, as BSD UNIX is highly
optimised, while the Xok kernel is a prototype.

3.10.4 Synchronisation
The suggested basic synchronisation mechanism in an exokernel is disabling interrupts. Of course this is usable, either directly or through higher-level abstractions provided by a library OS, but it is unclear why the resulting implementation
should be more efficient or otherwise improved over a more user-friendly primitive
provided by the scheduler (which is user-level software in an exokernel system).
It is stated that avoiding locks in an exokernel environment eliminates the need
to trust other processes (which may or may not adhere to the entry or exit protocol
for a critical region). This objective can be achieved much more easily through
abstract data types which include the synchronisation.

3.10.5 Critical Discussion and Summary
In the last years the idea of checking protection by software instead of hardware
has gained momentum [170]. Trusting software is conceptually not different from
trusting hardware in the context of protection, yet protection based on software
is potentially less secure, because it is inherently modifiable. Therefore softwarebased protection is hampered by the need for verification, whether this is implemented by type-safe languages or run-time checks.
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The exokernel approach favours software-based protection, as it allows the kernel to be extended at run-time. This achieves flexible protection by integrating new
mechanisms on demand, but downloading code into the kernel is still error-prone
(especially on complex processor architectures such as the Intel Pentium).
The most critical aspects of exokernel systems are:
a) Protection is often sacrificed for efficiency, to achieve better performance than
conventional systems. The decision to base protection at a similar level to
UNIX is not a suitable model for ambitious security.
b) The approach provides no clear relationship to software engineering methods,
leading to an ad-hoc implementation of a complex software system.
c) Implementing a sensible file system proved to be very complicated, an indication of an inappropriate resource multiplexing granularity.
d) The suggested user-level synchronisation mechanism leads to very limited
concurrency and possibly to long scheduling latencies.
e) Portability of application code becomes a major problem if OS concepts are
moved into the application to achieve substantial performance improvements.
f) The performance comparison for exokernel systems is not convincing, it compares hand-optimised custom systems with a full-featured UNIX version.
While the exokernel approach can be used to construct a flexible and efficient
OS, the experiences so far have shown that building a fully functional OS is much
more complicated than one would expect. Especially persistent systems are hard
to implement, even simplified variants of a UNIX-style file system required several
attempts. It can be argued that these are the problems of the library OS, but this
would mean that the complexity of what is conventionally included in the kernel is
delegated to the user level, and made even more complicated. The lack of software
engineering hooks is the biggest problem for the wide applicability of exokernels.

3.11 Fluke with Flask
The Fluke microkernel [87], developed at the University of Utah, is a novel approach that blends a microkernel with virtual machine concepts (cf. Dijkstra [61]).
The design goal is to maintain maximum performance in the presence of deep virtual machine nesting. Fluke provides only very basic abstractions and can be used
as the basis for a variety of execution models [90]. Unlike Mach, it is not an aim of
Fluke to run existing programs unmodified, e.g. by simulating UNIX.
A special feature of the microkernel is the Flask security architecture, a successor
to the concepts developed in the context of the DTOS [193, 210] project (developing a security-enhanced Mach variant) at the University of Utah. Flask was de-
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veloped jointly with the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
and National Security Agency (NSA).
As with all microkernels, this description of Fluke concentrates on the aspects
which are direct consequences from the kernel design. In a few important areas
the user-level implementation is also included in the description.

3.11.1 Structure
The microkernel concept is a method for structuring a system horizontally into
services that cooperate to provide the OS and application functionality. Virtual
machines are a method for structuring a system and its services vertically. A certain virtual machine may use a lower-level virtual machine and provides a refined
service with further abstractions to the higher-level virtual machines.
The base virtual machine provides threads, mutexes, condition variables, IPC
and memory allocation. Higher-level services such as demand paging and process
management must be provided by application-level servers.
All processes may use a safe subset of the machine instructions that do not violate
the rules for virtual machines. Unfortunately some processor architectures define
unprivileged instructions that reveal global information.
Fluke implements this in a nested process architecture16 , where the entire state of
child processes is logically part of the state of the parent process. Whole process
hierarchies can therefore be moved, deleted etc. without detailed knowledge about
the process sub-hierarchy. All references within a process subtree must be relative,
to hide the global relationship between virtual machines.
The low-level API of the kernel is carefully designed so that it is never necessary
for a parent process to trap the kernel API calls made by child processes. Instead,
it is sufficient for the parent to retain control over the objects to which the system
calls refer. This makes deeply nested virtual machines possible without the exponentially growing overhead of nested “hypervisor” invocations. The nested process
architecture in the Fluke kernel supports the following abstractions:
Address spaces: An arbitrary number of address spaces is supported by the kernel. Multiple threads can run in each address space. The low-level API
provides no primitives to allocate or free memory. It however provides primitives to remap a virtual address range from one address space into another
address space, at arbitrary addresses and possibly with reduced access rights.
Kernel objects: Every object in memory must be created by using the kernel. Each
object has an associated type, resembling a tagged architecture. A process can
invoke kernel operations on kernel objects residing on pages mapped into its
address space by providing the virtual memory address of the object as a
parameter to a system call.
16 This

architecture is also used in the Java OS project [286, 19, 287, 20] at the University of Utah.
The recursive virtual machine approach is proposed as a cure-all resource management strategy.
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Thread objects contain the full thread state. Once a new thread object is
completely set up, it becomes an active, independent flow of control. Fluke
provides full state visibility. A parent process can stop and examine the
threads in a child process at any time, receiving all relevant child state.

Capabilities: All references between kernel objects are represented as capabilities
managed by the kernel. Processes can store and manipulate individual capabilities through reference objects, which are kernel objects that hold a single
capability. Other objects may also contain capabilities, e.g. each thread object
contains an address space slot.
Since only the kernel can access the actual content of a capability, they hide
the information whether they reference objects within or outside the virtual
machine of a client process. Capabilities define the communication channels
(shared memory or message passing) a process may use, giving the parent
complete control over all communication into or out of a child process.
Scheduling: The kernel provides only the most basic thread scheduling facilities.
Threads can act as schedulers for other threads, donating their CPU time
to these threads according to an arbitrary scheduling policy. These threads
can then further partition CPU time among another set of threads, forming a
scheduling hierarchy [86]. The scheduling hierarchy usually corresponds to
the nested process hierarchy, but is not required to do so.
The hierarchical nature of many abstractions is needed to provide a consistent
virtual machine model that can be arbitrarily nested.

3.11.2 Process and Memory Management
Like all microkernels based on message passing, Fluke implements the out-ofprocess model, using message passing to communicate between threads. Alternatively, threads may also communicate through shared memory.
The consistent out-of-process approach in Fluke is surprising, because a few years
earlier two of the main researchers published a paper [85] that strongly advocated
replacing the out-of-process approach with an in-process approach (although still
message-based). Their reasoning is consistent, and justifies the claimed performance improvement, reduced system complexity and increased functionality. They
identified the potential for accurate resource accounting, suitable for easy implementation of varying accounting policies, including per-user accounting.
None of this is reflected in Fluke. The authors never referred to this paper afterwards and never published anything that directly negated the previous claims.
The base virtual machine operates with physical memory, but the kernel supports
mapping physical memory to a different logical address within an address space.
One or more virtual machines may implement true virtual memory, such as demand
paging or distributed shared memory.
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The memory available to a process may be donated to one of its child processes,
remapping it at a different address in its address space. The remapping mechanism
is very similar to that of L4 and Grasshopper, and supports only page-sized units.
It is possible to implement checkpointing of the virtual memory without special
kernel support. The thread state is stored completely and visibly in the thread
object, if the thread is stopped. The thread objects for its children are normally
under the control of the parent process, and, due to the hierarchical scheduling,
stopping the children implies that all threads in the subtree are stopped. At least
one of the Fluke papers [87] suggests building the thread management on top of
the virtual memory management.
The usual layering problem with memory and process abstractions occurs, because of the strict hierarchy enforced by the kernel. Either the process management
is implemented “below” virtual memory so that the virtual memory implementation
can use it, but the process management cannot use virtual memory, or process management is implemented on top of the virtual memory layer, but then the virtual
memory has to use the primitive base thread model.
The resource management in Fluke is strictly hierarchical, as the kernel provides
all resources, which can then be donated to child processes. For different resources
(e.g. physical memory, CPU and network bandwidth) different hierarchies can be
used, but all resource allocation is forced into a tree-shaped donation scheme.

3.11.3 Protection Mechanisms
Fluke itself provides a simple, capability-based protection system for kernel objects.
The main reason is to hide information that must not be visible, namely whether
the capability refers to an object internal or external to the current virtual machine.
The protection aspect is a secondary issue, as any thread can always request the
kernel to create a new capability for any of the kernel objects it has access to.
The aim of the Flask security architecture [267] is to provide a framework to
represent and enforce diverse security policies. Its prototype implementation was
in the context of the Fluke microkernel.
The fundamental problem that Flask tries to solve is the inherent weakness
of simple capability-based (the article mentions HYDRA, KeyKOS and EROS) approaches: they allow the holder of a capability to control the direct propagation of
the capability. Using an extra layer to intercept accesses is considered inadequate,
as it exposes all abstractions and information flows that the security policy needs
to control. With many protection mechanisms this is either not possible or policy
flexibility would limit the design choices for the whole system.
In a system that supports policy flexibility [267, 253, 254, 255, 44], the propagation of access rights must be controllable at any time, to guarantee conformity with
a new policy. While many capability-based systems can be used to implement various security policies (cf. [128]), they cannot easily handle changes to the policy, as
the policy is usually an integral part of the system design.
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The Flask security architecture is based on the presence of a reference monitor
that can control every object invocation. The capability-based protection that is
present in Fluke is not in itself considered adequate.
The security architecture (see Figure 3.7) splits the responsibility for security into
an object manager part (which is the reference monitor that checks every object
request) and a security server part.
Client
Object Request
Query

Object Manager
Policy
Enforcement

Security Server
Security
Policy

Decision
Enforcement

Policy

Figure 3.7: The Flask security architecture
Multiple object managers (e.g. one per subsystem) are supported, but there is
only a single security server that contains a complete representation of the policy.
Having a single repository ensures consistency even when policies are changed.
To minimise the performance impact, the object managers may cache access decisions. The architecture ensures that the caches are invalidated on policy changes.
Object managers are responsible for identifying the objects they manage, assigning labels to them. The security context is a string, containing the attributes of the
security policy, such as a user identity, a classification level or a user role. Security
contexts are suitable for interpretation by an application or user with an understanding of the security policy.
Using solely security contexts for policy decision lookups would be inefficient
and would increase the likelihood of introducing policy-specific logic into the object
managers, which is not desired.
The security identifier (SID) is a fixed-size type that can be interpreted (and
mapped to a security context) only by the security server. Possession or knowledge
of a SID for a security context does not grant any authorisation for that context.
When an object is created, the security server determines a SID that represents
the security context in which the object is created, according to the security policy.
Usually (but this is subject to the rules representing the security policy) the security
context for the new object depends on the current client object.
In the Flask security architecture, the access rights available to any server object
may depend on the user that caused the request. The architecture provides the
flexibility needed for least privilege, anonymity or transparent interposition.
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Flask was taken by the NSA as the basis for the implementation of SecurityEnhanced Linux (SELinux), a UNIX variant with much improved protection and
security. It is distributed in source code form, although the distribution does not
contain a predefined, strong security policy. SELinux is expected to be used in
security-sensitive systems in various US government agencies.

3.11.4 Device Drivers and File Systems
To concentrate on the aims of the project, Fluke reused the device driver components from the OSKit [88, 89], a collection of drivers taken from various operating
systems integrated in a consistent framework.
The device drivers [288] are user-level objects, to minimise the impact of their
execution environment assumptions on the structure of the kernel and its abstractions. E.g. handling interrupts was translated into delivering interrupt notification
messages to the thread that registered for a particular interrupt. As long as an interrupt message has not been acknowledged, no further interrupt notifications are
sent, implementing interrupt mitigation.
As a side effect, the file system support from the OSKit was also made operational, giving access to several standard UNIX file systems. No attempts have been
made to improve the state of the art in persistent storage over the standard microkernel solution, providing a user-level file system service. It would be possible
to implement persistent virtual memory (even in a distributed system) with Fluke,
but this has not been tried.

3.11.5 Critical Discussion and Summary
The Flask security architecture raises a number of interesting questions and proposes a solution, which works in an object-oriented system with an access monitor.
Fluke provides the necessary infrastructure for this, and simplifies the implementation of Flask as there is no global state visible. It would be considerably more
complex to implement Flask in other operating system kernels.
The Fluke microkernel implements a fairly pure variant of virtual machines.
Every nested virtual machine may use the abstractions provided by the lower-level
virtual machines. The resources required by a virtual machine have to be donated
by the lower-level virtual machines.
The properties of the microkernel (including the Flask security architecture) are:
a) Protection is based more on the visibility of objects in the abstract machines
than on the possession of capabilities.
b) Flexible, but complicated and centralised security system.
c) Reuse of abstractions in disjoint virtual machines is not easily possible. The
consequence is code duplication and having several identical layers in disjoint
virtual machines.
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d) Basing resource management on recursive virtual machines does not support
many real-world allocation schemes efficiently, wasting resources.
e) Hierarchical CPU scheduling is less flexible than any global CPU scheduling
approach. Actually only recursive thread deactivation would be required.
f) Completely user-level device driver and file system support.
The Fluke microkernel approach is consistent and can be used to develop a highperformance system. However the restriction to the nested process architecture
severely limits the OS and application structure. If it were truly modular, as several
papers claim, one could implement arbitrary structures, as required by the problem
at hand. Obviously this limitation was not important in the system constructed so
far, which demonstrated good benchmark performance.
It is very inconsistent however, to publish a well-founded criticism of the outof-process approach used in many microkernels and then to develop a new microkernel with exactly the criticised properties. Either the statements in [85] are
all wrong or Fluke is intentionally based on an inferior architecture. But then the
scientific benefit of an in-depth examination of such an architecture is questionable.
In fact, the two most interesting aspects of Fluke and Flask are the design of the
kernel primitives and the approach to security and protection. Both these aspects
actually have little to do with microkernels and the nested process model.

3.12 Concluding Remarks
This chapter concludes the description of the state of the art in the field of operating
systems. The following sections therefore summarise the content of this chapter
and the implications for a new operating system design.

3.12.1 Summary
In this chapter several operating systems have been analysed for strong and weak
points, based loosely on the general classification of OS concepts and implementation principles given in chapter 2.
The systems analysed cover a wide range of designs, ranging from the wellknown UNIX system to research operating systems with sometimes very unusual
principles of operation, requiring a different approach to software development.
The UNIX family of operating systems (which includes Mach and to a certain degree Amoeba, L4 and Fluke) focuses on providing a general-purpose computing facility for a wide range of applications. Generally a discretionary access control system is assumed, providing only limited protection to users and applications. Conventionally these systems have a separate implementation for the virtual memory
and file store, which requires the duplication of protection and management mechanisms. Newer systems (such as L4 and Fluke) have the necessary prerequisites for
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integrating temporary and persistent storage, but this is not always used to achieve
the best results possible, due to architectural limitations or mental self-restraint.
KeyKOS on the other hand strongly emphasises protection, resource control and
persistent memory. It has a clean architectural model with some weaknesses, nevertheless this does not distract from the essential properties.
The other capability-based systems MONADS, Monash Password Capability System, Grasshopper and Mungi (and to a lesser degree Amoeba and Fluke) illustrate
the wide variability of this protection approach. Most systems provide a persistent
virtual memory implementation that replaces the use of separate file stores. This
simplifies the systems, but their complexity is still unexpectedly high.
The exokernel system design is an exotic approach inspired by the microkernel
approach, but reduces the functionality much more radically. So far it is not clear
whether it is suitable for large systems, as the difficulties of developing a fully featured operating system are high. Its protection system is based on an alternative
approach that has gained popularity in the last years, namely to provide a mechanism to enhance the kernel functionality, avoiding the transitions between user
mode and kernel mode. Often this is combined with code verification and type-safe
languages to ensure protection, but these are themselves complicated problems.
Over the years, a tendency towards small OS kernels is clearly visible, moving functionality to user-level software units. An example is the microkernel approach, which initially introduced major efficiency problems, caused by increased
frequency of kernel calls due to the reduced functionality. This was cured by more
careful kernel design and by focusing on the truly essential functions of a kernel.
However microkernels often have security deficiencies due to the out-of-process
approach, which makes it unnecessarily complicated to identify the actual user
attempting to exercise access rights. The out-of-process approach also introduces
the tradeoff between single-threaded servers that are simple to implement, but
are a performance bottleneck, and the multi-threaded servers that provide high
performance, but are hard to implement and debug.
Many software engineering techniques can be more easily applied to in-process
designs, as the in-process model is common in many programming languages. It
would be preferable to combine the microkernel philosophy with the in-process
model, but this has not yet been studied thoroughly so far.
Having a small kernel is beneficial for security, but is not strictly a precondition.
Some of the analysed systems have fairly large kernels, but only a small proportion
of them is related to security. This indicates the opportunity for delegating more
functionality to user-level parts of the OS or to the applications.

3.12.2 Implications
Many operating systems so far lack suitable structuring concepts for improving
reusability of OS modules, and for separating OS aspects from application aspects.
Applications should have more control over OS functionality, especially resource
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management. This also applies to protection, which should become more flexible.
It should be possible to transparently introduce access monitoring and revise access
decisions at any time.
Protection should play an important role in any OS, even if only a single user environment is envisaged (cf. the security disaster with Microsoft Windows). The protection system can be made more functional and less intrusive if it is more flexible,
creating the opportunity for user-controlled, automatic access rights management.
As a consequence of the analysis in this chapter, the working base for this thesis
is a module-based system design that roughly follows the concepts of the MONADS
and Grasshopper systems. These systems clearly distinguish between passive and
active objects, which many other systems using the message-passing model fail to
support. Implementing a system based on the in-process model easily supports the
large number of normally inactive objects in such a module-based design.
Persistent modules are used as the basis for the construction of both the OS and
applications. This unifies their structure and eliminates the semantic gap between
the OS and applications. There is only a single linking mechanism between all
modules, namely invoking the method of a module. Implementing protection as
part of the method invocation can achieve a much higher level of security than
protecting individual code and data segments. Semantic operations are a more
appropriate basis for sophisticated protection than basic access rights. It is useful to
distinguish e.g. between different update operations in the access rights assignment
for a particular method of a module to the appropriate subjects.
Processes are assumed to be generally persistent. Most processes represent user
activity. In combination with the in-process model, this allows the process identity
to be used as the basis for identifying users. Being able to determine which user is
responsible for a particular activity simplifies accounting and authentication. This
is a key element for establishing trust, in the sense that applications can rely on the
information provided by the security kernel.
The combination of the in-process model and persistent processes encourages the
responsible use of concurrent activity and minimises the cost of process handling.
The resource usage of processes in the form of memory and CPU time consumption
motivates economical use of the abstraction of activity in the computer system.
It has been mentioned that the size of the kernel correlates with its functionality.
Larger kernels generally provide more built-in functions, but the increased code
size adversely affects the quality and security of the kernel. In order to achieve a
small, simple kernel, the kernel functionality must be reduced to as few as possible
mechanisms, moving policy decisions and non-essential mechanisms to user-level
code, potentially to trusted OS modules. A flexible and extensible kernel design
supports the implementation of operating systems with different characteristics
purely by implementing the appropriate OS modules.
On this basis, new operating system structuring techniques will be developed in
chapters 4 and 5, combining existing and novel concepts.
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Chapter 4
Model for Bracketing Objects
Most systems described in chapter 3 (essentially all except Fluke/Flask and possibly
exokernels) lack the facility to define access rights using arbitrary rules, as can be
expressed in the access rule model (see section 2.7.3).
The centralised access monitor concept in Fluke/Flask reflects an institutionalised approach popular with military and governmental security policies, but using
arbitrary access rules is also useful in other contexts. While Fluke/Flask claims to
be policy flexible, it is actually tailored towards a centralised security model. The
only concession is that it supports several centralised policies per computer.
What is needed is a truly general-purpose, flexible, effective and efficient mechanism to check access permission, going beyond ACLs and capability lists.
Enhancing an existing access control implementation with support for the access
rule model only worsens the problem of managing access rights and requires a complicated condition evaluation, supporting arbitrary predicates including quantifiers.
An implementation that downloads code into the kernel is the most straightforward
solution and would fit the exokernel approach. However the number of different
conditions may be very high and thus the code would have to be downloaded on
demand. This is quite expensive, even with an exokernel.
A better solution is to have a mechanism that securely delegates access condition
checks to user-level code. This avoids the intrinsic limitations of ad-hoc enhancements to ACLs or capability lists. Additionally it allows security-related concepts
such as access monitoring to be integrated into a single mechanism.
The general access control mechanism (i.e. using ACLs or capability lists) of an
existing system does not have to be scrapped. The freely programmable access
checks can be used as a second line of access checks that are invoked only after the
kernel-based access checks determined that the access is “permissible”.
A suitable concept, called bracketing, was proposed in 1997 [142] and was elaborated in 2000 [143] as a programming language construct in the context of the
language L1. This concept has subsequently been further developed and refined in
the programming language Timor (cf. [145, 146, 149, 152, 153, 154]). The basic
idea, as it appears in Timor, is described in the first part of this chapter. Its relevance to security and its applicability to operating system design are then discussed
in sections 4.2 and 4.3. The adaption of this concept to the OS context is one of
the major topics of this thesis.
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4.1 Bracketing as a Language Concept
In this section the basic concept is presented, emphasising those features of the
language which are relevant to an operating system context.

4.1.1 Basic Bracketing Concept
To introduce behavioural changes in an object-oriented system design in a general
way (e.g. to synchronise objects), it must be possible to introduce change in the
normal execution of objects. Qualifying objects (like adjectives in many natural
languages) often provide additional context information and their methods create
well-controlled side effects to the base object. The methods of a qualifying object
may either be additional methods or may be bracket methods which modify the
behaviour of existing methods. The point where brackets and their target objects
interact is the method invocation (as implemented e.g. by the compiler).
Bracket methods are an extension to the method invocation in object-oriented
languages. Normally a client object invokes a method of the target object (see
Figure 4.1) and the target eventually returns to the client object.
method invocation

Client
object

method return

Target
object

Figure 4.1: A normal method invocation
If a qualifying object is associated with the target object, then the invocation of
the target method is redirected to the appropriate bracket method, as illustrated in
Figure 4.2. This redirection is fully integrated in the method invocation. Neither
the client nor the target need be modified or need use proxy objects.
Client
object

method
invocation

Bracket
method

Target
object

Qualifying
object
Figure 4.2: Activating a bracket method associated with a target method
Replacing a target object completely is straightforward, but only useful in very
special circumstances, such as during the debugging phase of a system, when the
target object contains valuable data that should not be destroyed1 .
1 The

qualifying object then contains replacement data that is used for testing purposes.
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In general the qualifying object adds a specific behaviour aspect to the target
and thus needs to invoke the target method. It is actually not practical to include
a normal call to the target method in the bracket method, as this would make
nesting of brackets and the use of a single qualifying object for different target
objects unnecessarily cumbersome. It would require explicit management of the
chaining sequence in the code of the qualifying object. This functionality is better
included in the method call primitive, where it needs to be implemented only once.
To manage the proper bracket nesting sequence, there is a special method call
primitive body (see Figure 4.3), which designates the nested invocation of the next
bracket, or the target method if body is called in the last qualifying object.
Client
object

method
invocation

prelude body
invocation
body
method
bracket postlude
return

Target
object

return

Qualifying
object
Figure 4.3: Augmenting a target method with a bracket method
The body invocation can be used anywhere in a bracket method, including in
conditional statements. If body is not called then the execution cannot proceed
towards the target object, effectively denying access. The return primitive is likewise modified so that it performs the appropriate return of control to the previous
qualifying object or ultimately the client object.
This is the basis required to implement a much more flexible access control system at the programming language level. This is useful within an application, but
as long as the OS provides only a less capable access control system it becomes a
relatively weak link of the overall system security chain. It is desirable to adapt the
bracket mechanism, to make it suitable as an OS protection mechanism.
Since the ordering of brackets is important, it is straightforward to record all
brackets associated with an object in a bracket list. This list may be updated at
run-time as needed to introduce or delete qualifying objects.
The bracket list object itself can of course be bracketed with objects that e.g.
control and monitor access, providing a uniform, secure and flexible management
of the access control system (or ancillary features such as synchronisation).
Qualifying objects are separate objects, which cannot directly access or modify
the information stored in other qualifying objects or the target object.

4.1.2 Bracket Definition Example
Building on the general bracket concept, the following example that implements
reader/writer synchronisation [46] illustrates how the concept is integrated into
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Timor. In Figure 4.4 the definition of a type2 is shown that defines no user-visible
methods, but instead two bracket methods, one for operations and one for enquiries.
type RWsync {
qualifies any:
op bracket op(...);
op bracket enq(...);
}

Figure 4.4: Type definition for reader/writer synchronisation
Every method in Timor is classified according to whether it modifies the object
state or if it queries the object state. All methods that may modify the state must
be declared with the op keyword, and correspondingly methods that exclusively
read the state are declared with the enq keyword. This includes bracket methods,
which in this example are both declared as op.
In the type definition it is possible to declare brackets for a particular method (by
specifying its name), for all methods (by using the keyword all) or for all methods
declared either as op or enq. The latter case is used in the example in Figure 4.4.
Timor supports a completely separate, reusable implementation, unlike many
other programming languages where the synchronisation must be an explicitly
coded part of every method or simplified to a language-provided mechanism such
as the monitor concept in Java, using the keyword synchronized.
The implementation in Figure 4.5 closely resembles the way Courtois et al. described the algorithm [46] for reader priority.
The keyword body denotes where the bracket will invoke the target method. The
try . . . finally construct ensures that exceptions cannot leave the qualifying
object in an inconsistent state and is also a trick to execute code after the return
statement, but before the bracket is finished. It is hard to find a sensible syntax for
returning data of an unknown type, without deviating arbitrarily from Java.
The ellipses in the bracket declaration and the body call serve as placeholders
for passing on an unknown and inaccessible parameter list.

4.1.3 Bracket Usage Example
How are qualifying objects used in programs, given their declaration and implementation? The sample in Figure 4.6 creates a synchronisation object3 . This object
is then included in the list of qualifying objects for a new instance of Thing. The
list object construction using curly bracket characters is a Timor extension, indicating a literal list, introduced to make collection construction less tedious [192, 77].
2 Timor

supports several implementations per type, which can all be used in a single program,
without misusing subtyping. Therefore an explicit type definition is mandatory.
3 Timor has explicit object references, similar to C++. As Timor supports both references to objects
and objects as sub-objects within another object, the use of the asterisk symbol is not optional, cf.
Figure 4.5 where the Semaphore objects are sub-objects.
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impl CourtoisEtAl of RWsync {
state:
int readcount = 0;
Semaphore readers = Semaphore.init(1);
Semaphore mutex = Semaphore.init(1);
qualifies any:
op bracket enq(...) { //the reader bracket
readers.p();
readcount++;
if (readcount == 1) mutex.p();
readers.v();
try {
return body(...);
} finally {
readers.p();
readcount--;
if (readcount == 0) mutex.v();
readers.v();
}
}
op bracket op(...) { //the writer bracket
mutex.p();
try {
return body(...);
} finally {
mutex.v();
}
}
}

Figure 4.5: Possible implementation of reader/writer synchronisation

...
{
RWsync* synchronised = new RWsync.init();
Thing* t = new {synchronised} Thing.init();
...
t.modifySomething();
i = t.queryInteger();
}
...

Figure 4.6: Using brackets to synchronise an object instance
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All calls to the object t will be redirected to the synchronisation bracket, which
executes the appropriate prelude, calls the original method using body and executes the postlude. The method modifySomething is assumed to be an operation, for which the bracket ensures exclusive execution of the critical region,
whereas queries such as queryInteger may be executed concurrently.
The same qualifying object can be used for controlling many target objects. Sharing a qualifying object for several target objects directly supports behaviour modifications that coordinate between the invocation of different target objects.
This static setup of a bracketed object is one of the simplest variants available
in Timor. The list of qualifying objects is a constant in the source code. The compiler can optimise the code by eliminating the bracket method invocations through
inlining, making the code as efficient as code that does not use bracketing.
Utilising the code structuring opportunity without incurring a run-time penalty
leaves only the positive effects of code reusability and readability. Some advanced
uses of bracketing require changes to the bracket list of existing objects at run-time.
In the context of programming languages this occurs infrequently, and generally
only for rather complicated uses of brackets. How this is supported in Timor is
described in [149].

4.1.4 Call-Out Brackets
For some applications the call-in brackets illustrated so far are not enough. It can
be useful also to provide call-out brackets, which control outgoing calls from a
target object (see Figure 4.7) [153].
Client
object

call-in
bracket

Target
object

call-out
bracket

Qualifying
object

bracket
list

Qualifying
object

Figure 4.7: Target object with both call-in and call-out brackets
To avoid cluttering the diagram, the bracket lists are not shown as separate objects and only a single call-in and call-out bracket is assumed. The dashed arrows
indicate that both brackets are associated with the target object shown. Call-in and
call-out bracket methods can be defined in a single qualifier.
Call-out brackets control other objects which the bracketed object itself uses.
Such brackets are e.g. suitable for controlling the behaviour of an untrusted object.
A reusable implementation of Hoare’s monitor synchronisation [111] using both
call-in and call-out brackets is straightforward, including deadlock avoidance by
freeing the monitor when the critical region is left by a call to a different object.
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The declaration of call-out bracket methods is analogous to call-in brackets, including bracketing of specific types. Call-out brackets are defined in a callout
section, as in Figure 4.8, where both a call-in and a call-out bracket is present.
type ReleasableMutex {
qualifies any:
op bracket all(...);
callout any:
op bracket all(...);
}

Figure 4.8: Type definition for a subset of Hoare’s monitor synchronisation
This particular interface is suitable for synchronisation based on releasable mutual exclusion, which is a subset of Hoare’s monitor concept. The removed features
are the condition variables, i.e. it is not possible to use signal and wait.
The current Timor definition requires that call-out brackets use the keyword
call to proceed with the next bracket, as shown in Figure 4.9.
impl ReleasableMutexImpl of ReleasableMutex {
state:
Semaphore mutex = Semaphore.init(1);
qualifies any:
op bracket all(...) {
mutex.p();
// claims mutual exclusion on entry
try {
return body(...)
} finally {
mutex.v(); // releases mutual exclusion on return
}
}
callout any:
op bracket all(...) {
mutex.v();
// releases mutual exclusion on call-out
try {
return call(...)
} finally {
mutex.p(); // reclaims mutual exclusion after call
}
}
}

Figure 4.9: Implementation for releasable mutual exclusion
A call-out bracket may not use body and a call-in bracket may not use call.
There seems to be no substantial difference between the body and call operations
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other than providing a textually different representation for the different kinds of
brackets. Both continue with the next bracket in the nesting order.
Call-out bracketing incurs a substantial run-time cost, as for every bracketed call
at least one further call to the bracket method is involved.
The compiler can of course optimise the code and eliminate these calls if the
bracket list is declared statically. The bracket code is included before and after
the appropriate method invocation. But the remaining cost (code size increase) is
typically considerably higher than in the call-in case.

4.1.5 Relationship between Qualifiers and Targets
So far it was outlined how bracketing has been integrated into Timor, but the whole
issue of what can be qualified has been mostly left unmentioned.
It has been found useful to classify all methods into operations and enquiries.
The prelude/postlude to operations and enquiries are often identical, independent
of the precise functionality of the method. The possibility to bracket a certain
class of operations therefore eliminates some further cases of code duplication. It
allows bracket implementations that can be applied to any object type, without
even knowing the names of the methods.
A qualifying type may define which object types (any number is permissible) it
may qualify, including the pseudo-type any. For each of these types there may
be an arbitrary number of bracket method definitions. Since the definitions may
overlap, the bracket method with the closest match will be used. This minimises
code duplication as only special cases need to be defined separately.
A qualifying type may also have normal methods, which can be invoked if one
has a reference to the qualifier. Bracket methods cannot be invoked directly. They
are activated only on a call to a target object which has the qualifying object in
its bracket list. A qualifier is a separate object which is independent of the target
object(s) it qualifies, both in its design and at run-time.
Brackets which are declared to qualify a specific object type may access the parameter list of the method in the bracket prelude, pass a modified parameter list to
the body invocation and may modify the return value in the postlude.
Modifying parameter lists and return values easily results in drastic behaviour
changes, violating the specification of the type (the pre- and postconditions are
part of the specification). Changes to the parameter list must be used judiciously,
as there is a risk of breaking other parts of the software system which are unaware
of the specification change. However in some situations having full access to the
parameter list can be used constructively.
Any object (including qualifiers, but this shall not be considered further here as it
distracts from the general principles) may be qualified by any number of qualifying
objects, as defined in its bracket list. Qualifiers are separate objects, i.e. they may
not access the private data of the target object or any other qualifier. This restricts
the interactions between objects and simplifies testing.
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4.1.6 Bracket Sequencing
The ordering of brackets is significant, as changing the ordering changes the semantics (e.g. whether synchronisation applies only to the target or to the target
and all further qualifiers). There is only a single bracket list per object, and the
type of the qualifying object determines whether they contain applicable call-in
brackets, call-out brackets or both.
The call-in brackets are activated in the bracket list order, but the call-out brackets in reverse bracket list order. The call-out brackets of the client object are executed before any call-in brackets of the target object (see Figure 4.10).
Client
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Figure 4.10: Bracket sequencing of call-out and call-in brackets
The invocation of the target object is redirected to the first bracket, which can
be either a call-out bracket of the client or a call-in bracket of the target. The
appropriate keyword call or body is used to proceed with the next qualifying
object in the list. If there are no further qualifying objects, then the target object is
invoked. All invocations are similar to nested method calls.
The call or body keyword may appear anywhere in the appropriate bracket
method code of the qualifying object, but may only be invoked at most once before
returning. The bracket invocation is analogous to a method invocation, i.e. the
invoked code will eventually return control to the qualifier.
Bracket invocation can be used conditionally (continuing only sometimes with
the next qualifier) or not at all (never reaching the target object). To avoid replay
attacks from within a qualifier, the body or call statement can be dynamically
called only once in a bracket method.

4.1.7 Qualifiers with their Own Instance Methods
Not only can a qualifier have its own state, which is separate from that of its target,
it can also have its own instance methods, which can be used e.g. to initialise,
modify and remove information held in the state variables. The following example
of a qualifier which protects method invocations of the target object through an
ACL (see Figure 4.11) illustrates this.
The bracket method of the ACL qualifier contains the check whether the access
is allowed or not, based on the state of the qualifier. Changing and querying the
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type ACLprotected {
instance:
op void setRights(UniqueId user, AccessRightsList rights);
enq AccessRightsList getRights(UniqueId user);
qualifies any:
enq bracket all(...) throws AccessViolation;
}

Figure 4.11: Type definition for a qualifier for ACL protection
ACL is possible through the setRights and getRights methods of the qualifier.
Associating a qualifier which includes instance methods with a target object does
not change the interface of the target object. The instance methods that are defined
in the qualifier may only be invoked if the caller uses a reference to the qualifier
object. Defining a qualifier for a target object deliberately does not change the type
of the target object at all.

4.1.8 Related Programming Language Concepts
This technique (together with other new techniques developed in Timor) allows
software components to be independently developed which can be mixed and
matched with other components to produce software systems. This new programming paradigm is therefore known as component oriented programming (COP).
Component-oriented programming has some similarities with aspect-oriented
programming [157] (AOP), which was developed independently and concurrently
by Kiczales et al. at Xerox PARC. The aim was to separate so called cross-cutting
concerns into reusable pieces of code, along with rules that define how such an
aspect must be integrated into the code to work properly.
The main difference is that AOP requires the white-box approach, whereas qualifiers can be added to code without changing it, treating objects as a black box.
AOP has its strengths in the design and implementation phase of software projects
(including operating systems, cf. [268]), but its base concepts cannot be easily
converted to operating system concepts. The variety of patterns (before-advice,
after-advice and pointcuts) in which the aspects are woven into the target object
is appropriate for individual, well-defined software systems. The relatively static
binding is not flexible enough for software systems in an OS context.
Some simplified variants of AOP are very similar to component-oriented programming, such as the AOP variant implemented in JBoss [83], based on the Enterprise Java Beans [271] framework included in Java2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE).
It is based on intercepting method invocations (although pointcuts can be defined
also), and is applicable for black-box objects and is also more dynamic than plain
AOP. In particular it supports the use of unmodified Java objects. On the other
hand it cannot support the large variety of ways to weave aspects into a program,
which are deemed essential by the AOP developers.
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The approach used in Opsis [78, 79, 80], a middleware for constructing distributed applications in Java, is more closely related to bracketing. However its main
aim is fine-grained information hiding within a software system.

4.2 Improving Security with Brackets
Current object-oriented programming languages are based on a simplified variant
of capability lists, since having a reference to an object is a required precondition
for invoking its methods. Brackets can supplement this arbitrarily, constructing a
user-implemented security system.

4.2.1 Examples of Uses of Bracketing
A large number of cases of code duplication in object-oriented designs have been
identified to be suitable for implementation in qualifying types and have been published as examples in the various Timor publications. Timor is still in the design
phase and no compiler exists yet. There are no experiences with large software
projects, but the well-structured component-oriented programming approach can
be expected to simplify development of software systems.
Qualifiers have been designed for many purposes, including:
debugging: dummy objects to protect valuable data or to partially simulate not
yet implemented objects to speed up testing of a large software system.
synchronisation: mutual exclusion, reader/writer exclusion, Hoare’s monitor and
bounded buffer management (see [147, 148]).
transactions: transparently managed shadow copies of objects [154].
Qualifiers are not limited to the small examples in this thesis or in the Timor
publications. They can constitute substantial, complex software building blocks
(cf. [191]). Their separate design and implementation encourages effective code
reuse, which can decrease the development cost of application software greatly.

4.2.2 Security via Bracketing
Some applications of bracket methods are especially relevant to the aim of achieving flexible security [144]. These include:
• capability revocation
• access control lists
• rule-based access control
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• access monitoring, decoys
• confining flow of information

• restricting allowable parameters, time-restricted demo versions
The significant advantage of bracketing compared with most other techniques
is that it provides a general purpose mechanism which enables normal users in
both mandatory and discretionary systems to program arbitrary protection rules
and security policies. Mandatory and discretionary access control policies may be
implemented on a single system.

4.2.3 Confining Flow of Information with Brackets
A class of problems that can generally be implemented with call-out brackets only is
confinement, where the flow of information must be confined to trusted methods.
Calls to any other method needs to be prevented, and thus potentially all outgoing
calls must be checked for unallowed destination methods or objects.
Other uses could be the prevention of damage by a Trojan Horse in the code
of one of the objects. Unintended calls to objects that could violate the system
integrity (e.g. file accesses by objects which should only work with their internal
data) can easily be detected without otherwise interfering with the objects.
Implementing some advanced access control schemes (including schemes that
control the flow of information) is possible without reverting to call-out brackets,
e.g. the Bell-LaPadula model can be implemented in Timor [151]. Here only an
excerpt is used to illustrate the implementation idea.
All incoming calls must be checked for potential information transfer to subjects
of an inappropriate clearance level and invalid calls have to be rejected. The type
definition in Figure 4.12 provides a maker (similar to a constructor in Java) that
defines the necessary properties of the object, including a reference to the object
that manages the subjects and records their clearance according to the model.
type BellLaPadula {
maker:
init(int methodCount, objectClassification;
boolean[] restrictedOps, restrictedEnqs;
int[] projectList; BellLaPadulaSubjects* subjectsFile);
instance:
enq int objectClassification();
qualifies any:
enq bracket all(...) throws ConfinementViolation;
}

Figure 4.12: Type declaration of a Bell-LaPadula qualifying type
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The information passed to the maker is stored in the private data of the qualifying object, and there is a sample method to query the classification of an object.
The bracket contains the key functionality, namely the access check, based on the
identity of the caller. To implement this check, the bracket must be able to find out
which user called the object.

4.2.4 SPEEDOS Basic Security Philosophy
In SPEEDOS, security is based on a combination of capabilities and brackets. The
possession of a capability giving access to the method of the target object is a
necessary precondition. This is similar to the module capabilities in the MONADS
system. The bracket mechanism allows users to implement any security policy they
deem appropriate. Using capabilities as the implementation basis for the protection
system avoids the problems with ACL-based approaches, e.g. the browsing problem
mentioned in section 2.7.2.1.
Access control lists and other protection checks can be implemented by qualifiers,
if necessary. The combination of early-bound access rights decisions represented by
capabilities and late-bound, arbitrarily programmable checks in bracket methods
combine the advantages of both capability lists and access control lists.
Qualifiers are not limited to access checks, but may also be used to implement
other security-related operations such as access monitoring. In many operating systems this is either a fixed part of the protection system or is not enforceable. Both
cases are less flexible than the bracketing concept, which is freely programmable
and supports dynamic changes to the list of qualifiers.

4.2.5 Compiler-Based Security
Providing qualifiers also at the operating system level potentially creates a duplication of mechanisms, because the programming language itself may provide the
same functionality. However the two approaches achieve a different security architecture. Qualifiers at the OS level are available for any module, independent of the
programming language used to implement it.
Relying solely on language-based mechanisms to implement protection requires
a carefully checked language design, a verified compiler and an appropriate design
in all parts of the application, preventing unwanted access. Finally it must be
guaranteed that no “unsafe” programming language may be used in the entire
system. While these conditions may all be fulfilled, the experiences with compilerbased security are not satisfying.
Programming languages are designed to be programmer-friendly tools to produce software systems. Putting the burden of ensuring protection solely on the
compiler inseparably adds complexity to the language and decreases the programmer efficiency. Some language/operating system combinations (e.g. Oberon [303])
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have tried to avoid the cost of an OS that provides its own protection system, but
as a consequence also failed at providing true protection.
In SPEEDOS the user decides whether he wants to use qualifiers at the OS level.
Even if the application module is implemented in a programming language that
provides brackets, the user may still decide to use qualifiers at the OS level, because
they can be applied without changing the application module. Compiler-based
security is considered to be insufficient in SPEEDOS.

4.3 Implementing Brackets in Operating Systems
So far brackets were described as a programming language concept that helps
structuring software in the light of reusability. Using brackets as an OS concept
has not been attempted so far in the literature or known operating systems. We
now consider how the benefits of bracketing might be achieved at the OS level, i.e.
is it feasible to support bracketing as an OS concept?
Reusable code is also useful in the OS context, but the main opportunity for improvements is the flexibility, especially the ability to reflect flexible security polices.
A qualifier at the OS level is also a first-class OS object (e.g. a module), which is
independent of the target(s).
Brackets as an OS mechanism for complementing the normal protection mechanisms provide control over access rights at run-time, which is especially useful when
breaches of a security policy are detected. Actually many basic protection mechanisms provide no opportunity to detect breaches, as monitoring is often either not
possible or not fine-grained enough to conclusively determine which user actually
caused the violation. Trustworthy authentication information must be available
during the execution of a bracket method, i.e. the identity of the user which is responsible for the current activity and the identity of the client and target modules.
Brackets in the OS context are not limited to security aspects. However other uses
also have to match the granularity of the OS bracket mechanism. The operating
system knows only about large objects (e.g. modules in the MONADS system).
Brackets at this level incur the overhead of any other OS object.
Small brackets can often be implemented much more efficiently at the programming language level (if the programming language provides bracketing) within an
object known to the OS. The various synchronisation mechanisms are an example.
The amount of code in the bracket is fairly small and does not warrant the overhead
of an additional OS object invocation. The situation is different for more complex
synchronisation schemes, such as transactions. Transactions at the OS object level
may guarantee atomic, consistent, isolated and durable updates to the large-scale
OS objects. The system designer decides which implementation strategy is used.
Also brackets do not have to replace the conventional OS protection mechanisms
entirely. They are useful in combination with capability lists or ACLs, to implement
access control conditions, such as arbitrary access rules, which cannot be defined
through the conventional protection mechanisms.

4.3 Implementing Brackets in Operating Systems
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4.3.1 Prerequisites
In an OS the requirement of having the source code of all objects that may need
to be qualified later is not realistically achievable. Bracketing works in a black-box
context, by intercepting method invocations. Assuming an OS design that knows
about objects with semantic interfaces, it is possible to modify the behaviour of
objects without having access to their source code. This is especially useful for
defining the security policy without changing the code of the objects, but may also
be used for arbitrary other behaviour modifications.
The bracket concept can only effectively improve OS flexibility if qualifiers can
be dynamically added and removed at run-time. Static brackets make little sense
and are better used at the programming language level. Brackets can remedy the
disadvantages of capabilities, by adding further, late-bound access conditions to the
invocation of target objects.
Brackets are an ideal match to an in-process implementation of the OS and applications, based on information-hiding modules. This environment is very similar to the concepts of the component-oriented programming language Timor. The
following description assumes an in-process design, but can be also applied with
appropriate modifications to out-of-process designs, e.g. based on message passing.
An unavoidable precondition for bracketing is that there is a notion of a semantic
interface, so that the OS can select the applicable brackets and organise the nested
invocation of bracket methods. This requires control over the method invocations,
but this is in any case an essential kernel functionality for an in-process system.
Selecting the applicable brackets for OS objects probably needs slightly different
rules, because most operating systems only have a weakly defined type system.
Basing the selection exclusively on the method signatures would force an otherwise
unneeded, distinct type system into the kernel. A more elaborate type system can
be implemented at the user level, e.g. in the context of a command-line interpreter
that allows the invocation of arbitrary methods of a module (cf. the description of
the command-line interpreter for the MONADS system in section 3.3.8).

4.3.2 Protection of Parameter Lists and Return Values
In Timor the management of parameter lists and return values has been given little
attention, as in a programming language it is seldom necessary to control the flow
of information. It was sufficient to provide a mechanism for passing on unknown
parameter lists and return values.
In an OS context access to the parameter list of an object invocation is much
more security sensitive, as parameter lists may contain security-sensitive information such as capabilities, object references or authentication information such as
passwords. These can be misused potentially by any bracket that can access parameter lists and/or return values.
Access to parameter information must be therefore tightly controlled. Most
brackets need no access to parameter list information, and this should be enforce-
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able by the OS by not giving the bracket access. Therefore the bracket list must
contain information about the parameter information access rights. The body
primitive must forward the parameter list and return values even if a bracket does
not have access to them. The brackets having access to parameter information
must be isolated against each other, i.e. the modifications to the parameter list by
an inner bracket must not be visible to an outer bracket. This requires saving of
the received parameter list and restoring it when the next inner bracket returns.
Information leaks through manipulated parameter lists must be prevented, e.g. by
marking parameter lists as read-only data once body has been invoked.
Handling of return values is slightly easier in this respect, as the flow of information is strictly from the target object (if it were ever reached) to the client, because
it is an error to invoke the body primitive more than once in a bracket method.
This restriction is enforced in the implementation of body.
The memory management required to achieve this structure is somewhat complicated, as the deallocation of parameter lists needs to be deferred to the creator
of a parameter list. The allocation does not follow the stack discipline directly if
the parameter list copying operation is avoided for brackets that have no access to
the parameter information.
Return values are often limited to simple types in order to simplify memory management, as only the target object knows the size of the information it needs to
return. As this is similar to the memory management for parameter list passing,
the restriction to simple types of fixed size can be dropped. This makes the handling of parameter lists symmetrical to the return values and eliminates passing of
references to “return value objects” constructed solely for this purpose.

4.3.3 Managing Bracket Lists
If brackets are used as a security mechanism in the OS context then the permission to manage brackets lists becomes a crucial point in system security. Access
to bracket lists must be carefully controlled to achieve a trustworthy management
system according to a certain security policy.
This could be perceived as a weakness of using brackets to control access, but the
prerequisite of trustworthiness of access rights management is actually a property
of all access control systems. The permission to change access rights is of pivotal
importance, and is usually very tightly controlled. The possibility to protect bracket
lists through brackets actually adds flexibility, as it does not enforce a single management policy, often “hard-wired” into the OS kernel.
The ability to modify a bracket list containing access restrictions is similar to the
right to extend access rights (up to the access rights defined in the ACL or capability
list). Even removing brackets that do not check access conditions can violate the
security policy, e.g. by evading access monitoring.
Not only removing brackets, but also adding brackets is security-sensitive, as
every bracket can easily cause denial of service to all clients. Brackets with access
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to parameter information might contain Trojan Horse functionality, as parameter
lists often contain valuable information.
These complications can all be solved by being careful with references to the
bracket list of any object. In a discretionary access control system often only the
owner of the object itself has access to the bracket list and no one else. In a mandatory access control system, bracket lists may be managed through a set of objects
which enforce a certain security policy.
Similarly to the Timor context, even read access to a bracket list may be a security
risk. The Timor approach of returning only identifiers of the qualifying objects
could also be used to guarantee the integrity of qualifiers, if the OS provides no
means of transforming identifiers into usable object references.
In a system with semantic access rights this can be adequately controlled by
providing suitable management functions that provide a more fine-grained control
than the usual insert or remove functions for standard lists.

4.3.4 Similar Operating System Concepts
Flask (the security architecture built on a modified Fluke microkernel) seems to
have very similar aims, but uses a totally different implementation approach to
achieve a flexible protection system. Brackets have a much wider application range,
since they are not limited to arbitrary access checks. Flask achieves a similar flexibility for expressing protection conditions, but it does not support adding functionality to objects, e.g. access monitoring.
Exokernels (cf. the XN file system in Xok, outlined in section 3.10.3) have attempted to increase the system flexibility by downloading code into the kernel.
This requires code verification to prevent malicious code from being introduced
into trusted code. This is a costly operation, and is only worth the effort if the rate
of downloads is low. This limits the scalability of exokernels, providing a higher
flexibility only for fairly static library OS designs.
Thus the rigid, simple concept behind brackets is a far superior candidate for
inclusion in a truly flexible OS. Brackets favour OS designs basing on the in-process
model and on object-oriented principles, but could be adapted even to systems
implementing the out-of-process model. The only prerequisite that cannot easily
be removed is the need for a sensible, information-hiding interface.
In a microkernel implementation (i.e. out-of-process), the messages to a server
have to be transparently redirected to the appropriate “qualifying server”. This corresponds to the redirection of method calls in the context of an in-process system.
The “lax” handling of nesting common in remote procedure call implementations
(when no return values are to be passed back to the client) causes problems with
the invocation of the postlude code of a bracket. This can be fixed by sending additional empty messages, which provide the synchronisation for continuing with the
postlude. Thus brackets in an out-of-process system are actually less efficient than
in an in-process system. This illustrates the structuring problems that are inherent
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with a system design based on message passing. Implementing method calls using
message passing is unnecessarily complicated and expensive, especially if a high
level of concurrent activity is desired.

4.4 Summary
The main topic of this chapter was the use of bracket methods in software systems,
which can greatly increase the flexibility, extensibility and security of the design.
Brackets are part of the component-oriented programming paradigm developed
with Timor, which intends to support a much more fine-grained component development style than earlier attempts (cf. [191, 273]. Reusable components reduce
the programming effort required to create a new application to the minimum and
as a consequence also decrease the amount of testing required.
Since brackets were invented as an extension to object-oriented programming
languages, it is not surprising that they also fit easily into operating systems based
on information-hiding modules and the in-process model. This will be further refined in the next chapters, leading to a new way to structure operating systems.
Having reusable OS components is very attractive, as they can be deployed
quickly, which is especially valuable in situations which require speedy reaction.
Being able to use off-the-shelf components to monitor accesses and for quickly reconfigurable access control checks helps greatly, given that no security system is
perfect. Additionally the wide applicability decreases the cost of such components.
Today software systems play an important role in all walks of life. The everchanging environment for such systems (in the sense of required conformance to
the human society) places challenges which so far very few operating systems have
tried to tackle. Bracket methods will play a key role in SPEEDOS, providing the
basis for a flexible, freely programmable protection and security system, and also
for other OS extensions such as transaction managers.
The ability of bracket methods to serve as their own flexible protection mechanism will avoid the need for special mechanisms for managing the metarights
for freely programmable permission checks. This keeps the OS design simple and
minimises the number of protection mechanisms. Compared to other OS designs,
brackets are the basis to implement a superior security system.
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In section 3.12.2 the decision was made to base the SPEEDOS architecture on the
general structural concepts supported by the MONADS and Grasshopper systems.
The main reason for this decision was the latter systems’ superior software engineering and protection support for application modules, compared with microkernel
designs. However, this decision was made in full awareness that neither MONADS
nor Grasshopper was designed with the explicit aim of reducing their kernels to a
minimal core necessary to support these ideas.
The need for a minimal kernel in SPEEDOS, in contrast, has become much more
important in the view of the decision, described in detail in chapter 4, to support
qualifying types with bracket methods in SPEEDOS systems. Simply to add the code
required to support bracket methods for each inter-module call would enormously
complicate a monolithic kernel—even when this is well-structured, as is the case
with both MONADS and Grasshopper.
Providing a minimal kernel which supports an architecture similar to MONADS
is an as yet unsolved problem. The purpose of this chapter is to present a new
technique which allows this aim to be realised in a flexible and extensible way.
The technique addresses the general problem of implementing operating system
functionality with user-level modules.
In section 5.1 the aims of minimal kernels are considered in more detail. First
these aims are analysed and then, on the basis of the description of microkernel
systems already presented in chapter 3, it is shown that these aims are only poorly
achieved in such systems. There are basically two problems. The first is related to
the out-of-process model adopted in microkernel systems. The SPEEDOS response
to this problem is a major theme in chapter 6 (which discusses the SPEEDOS kernel
in detail). The second problem, which is directly tackled in this chapter, is the lack
of flexibility which arises from the microkernel practice that kernel functionality is
always delegated to modules which provide centralised policies that are therefore
not tailored to the different requirements of individual applications.
A solution is presented in the form of a new OS structuring concept in section 5.2.
This concept allows application modules to be defined as composite modules. The
basic idea is presented in terms of a data structure (the Co-module Table) which
lists the individual co-modules of an application module and is managed by the
special co-module Co-module Manager. Each co-module is itself an information-
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hiding module, which can be independently invoked only by holders of a capability
for the appropriate co-module. The co-module concept can be combined with the
bracketing concept described in the previous chapter.
The chapter is concluded by returning to the general theme of how kernel functionality can be delegated to “user”-level modules. Depending on the functionality in question, this delegation can be to central (typically resource allocating)
modules—as occurs in microkernel delegation—or to co-modules of applications,
which are not envisaged in microkernels. The style is selected depending on the
nature of the functionality to be delegated. The result is a kernel, which
a) provides a defined interface to application modules, and
b) itself relies on the availability of user-level modules to carry out its tasks.
The implications for the design and structure of the SPEEDOS kernel are then discussed in chapter 6.

5.1 Aims behind Minimal Kernels
The size of an OS kernel correlates with its complexity. The primary aim behind
minimising the kernel size is the desire to reduce complexity. However there are
other factors that influence the feasibility of a kernel design. So far all designs
that attempted to minimise the kernel size (cf. chapter 3) actually increased the
structuring and protection problems instead of eliminating them.
Another motivation to minimise the functionality of the kernel is to achieve a
flexible and extensible OS design. Operating systems with different characteristics
may be implemented using a single kernel. This code reuse aspect however is
often hampered by the fact that most such kernels (e.g. Mach) implicitly favour a
particular OS design. It would be both complicated and inefficient to implement
e.g. the MONADS kernel based on Mach, because of the mismatch between the
process and memory models.

5.1.1 Relationship between Size and Complexity
Even the implementation of a simple kernel is already a relatively complicated task,
because of the complexity of current processor architectures. The entire kernel typically executes in a privileged mode, which gives unrestricted access to all resources
in the computer system. Large kernels have a higher risk of errors threatening
the security of the kernel and the entire system. As a consequence, newer kernel
designs attempt to reduce the complexity caused by their own design. Small code
size and a well-structured implementation are also prerequisites for the verification of the kernel functionality, irrespective whether this is performed by manual
inspection or through automated formal proofs.
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Another aspect is that kernels are (in comparison with application modules) relatively static software entities. It is not feasible to modify an OS kernel in a similar
way to application software, because replacing the kernel is usually not possible
while the OS and applications are running. This illustrates another motivation for
reducing the kernel functionality, namely the aim to increase the flexibility of the
kernel. Delegating most functionality to user-level code can eliminate the downtime that would be required for a kernel modification to become effective, assuming
that the user-level code can be replaced at run-time. The linking mechanism for
user-level programs is generally more versatile than for the kernel.
Minimising the kernel and delegating operating system functionality to user-level
code promise to make the benefits of current software engineering techniques available in the OS context. Especially the flexibility and extensibility improvements
available with information-hiding modules are attractive. However the attempts
at minimising the code of kernels—especially microkernels—are not satisfying, because their structural changes do not address the diverse requirements of current
application software. The fundamental problem is that there is no clear distinction
between the essence of kernel functionality, i.e. the mechanisms provided by the
kernel, and the accident, i.e. the policies required by individual applications.

5.1.2 Distinction between Mechanism and Policy
The problem was already identified in the HYDRA project [306, 307, 172]. The
following quote from [306] clearly formulates the problems with conventional systems and the potential improvements:
“2. Separation of mechanism and policy. Among the major causes of our
inability to experiment with, and adapt, existing operating systems is
their failure to properly separate mechanisms from policies. [. . . ] Such
separation contributes to the flexibility of the system, for it leaves the
complex decisions in the hands of the person who should make them—
the higher-level system designer.”
Many OS designs after HYDRA took over this principle, but departed from it
whenever there was the danger of a noticeable efficiency loss or when its use
caused kernel or OS structuring problems (sometimes the processor architecture
makes the delegation of certain parts of an OS kernel difficult). Therefore in most
operating systems the separation of policy and mechanism is sacrificed whenever
such difficulties are encountered, resulting in an inconsistent design.
In microkernels, the principle is interpreted in a very limited sense, namely that
all services—except the message-passing implementation—are delegated to userlevel servers. This decreases the size of the kernel, but does not provide a substantial flexibility improvement over monolithic kernels based on the out-of-process
model. Additionally the implementation of a message passing facility in the kernel
is itself a violation of the principle. Most microkernels implement the scheduler
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in the kernel, because in a system following the out-of-process model the ability
to switch to another process is crucial. As a consequence mechanisms and policies
are not clearly separated, which affects the structure of the user-level servers. The
flexibility, extensibility and security suffers from this fundamental design inconsistence. Mixing policies and mechanisms in a kernel should be avoided, because
it adversely affects the flexibility of the overall software system, consisting of the
kernel, the operating system and the applications.
Reducing the kernel size is not an end in itself. It is also possible that the number
of mechanisms in a kernel is reduced too much (e.g. in the exokernel approach or
in microkernels which fit in a few Kbytes of memory, such as L4). This leads to
functionality and flexibility decreases. Thus this extreme also has to be avoided.

5.1.3 Prerequisites for a Policy-Neutral Kernel
Kernel functionality reduction usually requires increased user-level functionality.
The user-level modules (both special OS modules and application modules) have to
assume more responsibility in order to retain the previous functionality. Depending
on the problem at hand the functionality is better delegated to a central module or
associated within each application module, as we shall now show.
The approach to associate policy decisions with individual applications is only
suitable for functionality aspects that relate to a particular application. Generally
an application is capable of managing its own resources, e.g. its own memory. An
application is often not interested in managing global resource allocation fairly.
In the following sections a new approach for delegation of OS functionality will
be described, which allows decentralisation of functionality. Such a structure facilitates flexibility and extensibility, as it allows specially tailored implementations to
be used where the application requires this.

5.2 New Operating System Structuring Approach
Separation of mechanism and policy is an aim claimed by many existing operating
systems. However generally it is interpreted in a limited way, focusing on the
relocation of code from the kernel to centralised user-level modules. This severely
restricts the flexibility and extensibility of the resulting system, as it favours using
a single policy for all situations due to the central implementation.
In this section a new module structuring mechanism is proposed, which supports
the delegation to the application module or to central modules, depending on the
OS functionality in question. An example for functionality that should be delegated to an application module is management of its own page table. This page
table management functionality is in principle independent of the module about
which it contains information, i.e. it resembles an independent module. However
it is desirable to associate the page table management module with the application module for which it is responsible. The kernel should only implement a set of
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virtual memory management mechanisms and the policy (such as an appropriate
prefetch strategy) should be implemented by the page table management module.
Such a page table module contains the mapping between virtual addresses within
a module and block numbers on disc, as required for a persistent virtual memory
implementation. This page table is different from the per-processor page table that
maps between page numbers and main memory page frames.
These structures cannot be represented directly by modules as supported in the
MONADS and Grasshopper systems. The underlying information-hiding module
concept proposed by Parnas [215] is a general software structuring approach and
does not attempt to solve the specific problems of OS structuring. This indicates
that the modules supported by MONADS and Grasshopper need to be enhanced,
forming composite modules.
In this description it is assumed that the kernel itself is not a module. It uses
the OS functionality aspects of composite modules to carry out its tasks, but is
not implemented in the form of a composite module. The kernel implements the
support for modules. The most important kernel operation in this context is the
inter-module call, which allows methods of other modules to be invoked, providing
the basis for protection.

5.2.1 Co-Module Structure
In the first place, modules (as supported in MONADS) were not designed to represent composite modules that must be separately protected. The OS functionality
delegated to co-modules of an application module typically has differing protection
requirements than the application module itself. However the MONADS module
structure (see Figure 5.1) is suitable to represent individual co-modules.
Module
private data
of module

Implementation
code

Figure 5.1: Conceptual structure of an information-hiding module
Such information-hiding modules prevent direct access to their private data. The
only way to access the encapsulated private data is through using the interface
methods. To represent this structure, there is a reference to the code implementing
the interface stored within the private data.
It is necessary to extend this module structure in order to support composite
modules, consisting of several co-modules.
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5.2.2 Composite Module Structure
A composite module is the aggregation of all co-modules belonging to a particular
application module. The application module itself is also considered a co-module.
The notion “module” is from now on used to refer to the application co-module
within a composite module. Of course such application co-modules imply the existence of co-modules implementing the OS-related functionality.
Co-modules are intended to represent OS functionality associated with an application, not as a structuring mechanism for the actual application functionality.
The representation of a composite module requires a more flexible representation than the modules available in MONADS and Grasshopper, because it has to
accommodate several co-modules. Each co-module needs to have a reference to
its implementation code and a reference to its private data (see Figure 5.2). The
references comprise the Co-module Table, which defines the association between
private data and implementation code for each co-module.
Composite Module
Co-Module Table
Page Table
code
private data
of application

Application
code

Debug
code

private data
of page table
Figure 5.2: Structure of a composite module consisting of several co-modules
Conceptually the private data of each co-module is separately protected and isolated from that of the other co-modules. However the use of references to the
private data of each co-module creates the opportunity to share the private data
between co-modules. This is only useful for certain special-purpose co-modules
which violate the information-hiding principle and is described in section 5.2.5.
The long lifetime of composite modules in the OS context favours dynamic construction of each composite module from its co-modules, and also creates the need
to treat individual application module instances differently. The Co-module Table
allows mixing and matching of implementations for different co-modules.
Using a special implementation for a co-module (e.g. a page table co-module that
implements a paging strategy tailored to the requirements of a composite module)
to improve the performance characteristics of the application co-module is an obvious, modular and flexible optimisation strategy. It is in principle possible to replace
one implementation of a co-module with another at run-time, provided that this is
carefully synchronised.
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5.2.3 Co-Module Management
The Co-module Table is not a freestanding data structure, but is itself managed
by a special co-module, the Co-module Manager (see Figure 5.3). The Co-module
Manager is responsible for all updates to the Co-module Table.
Composite Module
Co-Module Table

Co-Module Manager
code
Page Table
code

private data
of application

Application
code

Debug
code

private data
of page table
Figure 5.3: Composite module content including Co-module Manager
In fact when a new composite module is created, it initially contains only a Comodule Table with a reference to the Co-module Manager code. With this starting
point, it is possible to update the Co-module Table appropriately, by setting up
entries for the application and all other required co-modules. The Co-module Manager plays a key role in the security of the system, because it shapes the contents
of a composite module. The Co-module Manager is an information-hiding module like all other co-modules, thus the available modifications are subject to the
available interface methods and the possession of an appropriate capability.
The creation of a new composite module is ultimately the task of a central OS
module, which performs the necessary resource allocation. The details of this module are described in chapter 6.

5.2.4 Invocation of Co-Modules
Each co-module is an independent module in the MONADS sense and is separately
protected. In order to invoke a method of a co-module, a suitable capability (see
Figure 5.4) has to be presented.
Composite Module Identifier

Co-Module Number

Access Rights

Figure 5.4: Possible content of a capability to a co-module
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Co-modules belonging to a single composite module share a common composite
module identifier, and the distinction between co-modules is through an additional
field in the capability. The co-module numbers are assumed to be unique only
within the context of a composite module identifier.

5.2.5 White-Box Co-Module Functionality
The black-box model which is the basis for the information-hiding principle is useful for the construction of large software systems. However for certain tasks, such
as debugging1 , it is sensible and necessary to support the white-box model, in order
to be able to inspect the internal data structures of a co-module.
Actually the idea of deviating from the information-hiding principle in carefully controlled situations is not new, and was also envisaged by the MONADS
developers. A problem that was encountered in the MONADS system was that the
state of a persistent module could become inconsistent because of an error in the
implementation. The module could become completely unusable. Such errors in
the state of a module generally cannot be fixed in a strictly information-hiding system. To solve this, the repairman module concept2 has been proposed, postulating
a module that can fix consistency problems by directly modifying the encapsulated
data of another module. However this was never implemented in MONADS.
With the design of composite modules described by a Co-module Table, it is possible to share the private data of e.g. the application co-module with a debugging
co-module (cf. entries 2 and 4 in Figure 5.3). The application and the debugger
co-module operate on the same private data. In Figure 5.5 this is illustrated by
different “modules” that access a single piece of data.
Application Co-Module

Debug Co-Module

shared
private data

Figure 5.5: Several co-modules with access to common private data
Direct access to the private data without using the interface of a co-module is
still forbidden. The private data is only drawn separately to illustrate that all these
co-modules operate on a single private data area. The internal representation of
a co-module is invisible to the client of a particular co-module. The same method
invocation mechanism is used for both white-box and black-box co-modules.
1 Other

aspects of debugging, such as controlling the execution through breakpoints, are ignored
in this context.
2 This idea is actually quite old, but has never been published. The only written description is
in [150], which describes how to structure complex systems with the concepts of Timor.
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5.2.6 Co-Module Use by the Kernel
If the kernel needs to use a co-module of a composite module in order to carry
out delegated functionality, it may itself call methods of composite modules. For
example the kernel invokes methods of the page table co-module in order to initiate
the page fault resolution required to implement virtual memory.
The kernel defines the meaning of certain co-modules which the kernel needs for
all applications. Using well-known co-module numbers for this purpose allows the
correct co-module to be determined easily. Additionally the kernel defines (at least
partially) the interface of co-modules required by the kernel. The flexibility of this
structuring approach is based on the possibility of implementing the interface of
such co-modules with different data structures and different algorithms, depending
on the semantics and performance requirements of the application.
In order to implement inter-module calls, the kernel accesses the Co-module
Table directly, i.e. its structure is actually specified by the kernel. The kernel cannot
use a co-module to access this structure, because that would require another access
to the Co-module Table and would result in an endless loop of inter-module calls.

5.2.7 Bracketing Co-Modules
The composite module concept can be orthogonally combined with the bracketing
concept described in chapter 4. Each co-module can be individually qualified by
a list of qualifying modules. The Qualifier List Manager for a co-module is itself
usually a complete composite module. The capability for the qualifier list associated
with a co-module is stored in an additional field in the respective co-module entry,
as illustrated in Figure 5.6 for the application co-module.
Composite Module

Composite Module

Co-Module Table

Co-Module Table

Co-Module
Manager code
private data
of application

Application
code

Qualifier List
Manager code
list of brackets

Figure 5.6: Composite module content including bracket support
In the diagram many details that are not relevant in the context of bracketing
are left out, e.g. the existence of other co-modules. It is the task of the Co-module
Manager to insert the reference to the Qualifier List Manager, but the content of
the qualifier list is then controlled by the qualifier list module.
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The general bracketing principles apply to each co-module without change. Both
call-in and call-out bracket methods are possible. The invocation of the bracket
methods is coordinated by the inter-module call operation.
Brackets may be applied to any interface method of a co-module, providing a
fine-grained, freely programmable access control system. Other security-related
concepts which can be implemented using brackets, such as access monitoring,
time-restricted access or decoys, are readily applicable to co-modules.

5.3 Delegating Functionality to Modules
The delegation of OS functionality to co-modules associated with applications is
only sensible if this functionality relates to the application itself. This applies for
many functions that were traditionally the task of the kernel, such as the management of the virtual memory representation of a module or the management of
threads within a process. Co-modules may also be used for other purposes, e.g. for
managing the replication of a module in a distributed system.
However this structure is not suitable for resource allocation problems (e.g. main
memory allocation and CPU scheduling) and for device drivers. Separate, central
composite modules are the appropriate solution for such coordination problems.
Both central and decentral policies need to be supported by a truly flexible kernel, according to the problem to be solved. Accordingly it must be possible to
delegate both central and decentral policies to user-level modules, otherwise the
advantages of the separation between mechanism and policy is sacrificed.
Microkernels support only the delegation of central policies outside the kernel,
in the form of user-level services. The lack of support for decentral policies results
in the use of unsuitable implementation structures for the OS-related functionality implemented at the user level, which makes it hard to implement flexible and
extensible systems. Additionally the security and process management problems
caused by the use of the out-of-process model make the implementation unnecessarily complicated for both the implementor of a service and of an application.
The complete delegation of policy-related functionality from the kernel to the
appropriate user-level modules leaves only a small number of essential mechanisms
in the kernel. Most mechanisms are related to the management of the environment
of the current module or the invocation of another module, but the kernel is also
ultimately responsible for handling interrupts. No matter how the kernel is entered,
it often needs to rely on user-level modules to carry out its tasks, such as querying
the appropriate qualifier list modules in case of an inter-module call or loading a
page from disc in reaction to a page fault.
The small number of mechanisms implemented by the kernel greatly simplifies
the access checks in the kernel. The key protection mechanism is implemented in
the inter-module call operation, which plays a pivotal role in the entire design.
Delegation of kernel functionality to user-level modules has a great influence
on the overall OS structure. The kernel is simplified, but in return the user-level
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parts of the OS have to assume more responsibility. This shift is not simply a code
reorganisation, but an opportunity to provide precisely the functionality required
by the applications. The semantic gap between an application and the OS may be
greatly reduced by providing implementations of the OS-related co-modules that
are close to the requirements of the application. The uniform module structure
provides the necessary basis, including flexible protection via brackets.
Applications themselves do not have to change their structure if the default implementation of the various co-modules implementing the OS functionality is suitable. However the designer of a software system has the freedom to replace comodules (under the control of the Co-module Manager) if required. Such optimisations are not possible in most other OS designs.

5.4 Related Concepts
Although some apparently similar structuring techniques exist in the area of programming languages (e.g. attributes in Timor [142, 143]) and middleware (e.g.
bracket capabilities in Opsis [79] and interfaces in CORBA [209]), even a superficial analysis of these reveals that they are totally inadequate for structuring modules in such a way that OS kernel functionality can be delegated to them.

5.4.1 Microkernels
The most popular attempt to reduce the kernel functionality so far is the microkernel approach. The absolute code size of such a kernel may be tiny, but it has several
structural problems. One is caused by following the out-of-process model, which
introduces parallel activities which normally do not lead to higher parallelism.
However the most interesting problem in this context is the limitations caused by
the centralised delegation to a single server per function. While the delegation aims
to support the separation of mechanism and policy, it also severely limits the freedom of the policy implementation by supporting only delegation to central servers.
Thus the microkernel approach introduces structuring problems at the user level in
an attempt to solve the structuring problems encountered in monolithic kernels. In
contrast composite modules support different policies for different modules.

5.4.2 Exokernels
Based on the experience with microkernels, newer kernel designs have been developed that try to avoid certain disadvantages of the microkernel approach. One
of the most radical approaches is the exokernel design (cf. section 3.10), which
intends to reduce the kernel functionality further, providing only a resource multiplexing mechanism. This increases flexibility and also extensibility, but introduces
new structural problems, because the multiplexing mechanism does not easily support mixing global and local resource allocation. Implementing a file system has
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proven to be difficult, because even the mechanisms for cooperation have been almost eliminated. SPEEDOS supports such cooperation by treating co-modules as
first-class objects. The kernel uses either a co-module associated with the application or a central module in order to carry out its tasks.
The exokernel approach and the software-based protection model (e.g. as implemented in the Go! OS [170]) are part of an evolution ultimately triggered by the
microkernel model. The development direction is towards eliminating the kernel
entirely, replacing it with a purely user-level OS.
But effectively the opposite of this is true: the result is a system (above the almost
non-existent “kernel”) consisting of only a kernel at the user level, which includes
the OS and its applications. This becomes obvious in operating systems based on
the software-based protection model: everything runs in kernel mode. Because
this is too much privilege for most code, the actual accesses must be checked,
using code verification techniques. This kernel structure could be provocatively
characterised as monolithic (including even the applications) with a fine-grained
protection system. This tendency to eliminate all structural support from the kernel
will only make the implementation of both the OS and the applications harder
instead of simpler. The problems with the file system implementation and the
crude process scheduler implementation in exokernels illustrate this.
While the aims of microkernels and exokernels intend to separate mechanism
and policy, they follow a fundamentally different approach from that proposed
here. Composite modules are intended to be a software structure that helps achieving a flexible and extensible system, whereas such structural aspects are relatively
unimportant in microkernels and exokernels. Moreover the protection mechanisms
included in these kernel designs are weak and the protection for OS functionality
implemented at the user level usually requires additional checks which must be
explicitly programmed in the OS services. This often results in an inconsistent
approach to protection in systems based on microkernels or exokernels.

5.5 Summary
The introduction of a new structuring mechanism for defining composite modules
has created the opportunity to define co-modules which implement decentralised
functionality. In combination with delegation of resource allocation to central modules, this allows the kernel code to be reduced to the degree that it only implements
policy-neutral mechanisms, e.g. for process or memory management.
However the most important result in the SPEEDOS context is that it is possible
to delegate all policy-related kernel functionality to user-level modules without
sacrificing the flexibility, extensibility or security of the system. The support for
delegating application-specific policies effectively is the key to the improved flexibility of the kernel and of the applications.
While many systems (including microkernels) have embraced the principle of
separation of mechanism and policy, their limitation to a centralised implementa-
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tion strategy has limited the gain. Certain central coordination modules are nevertheless necessary to manage resources, such as CPU time, main memory and I/O
bandwidth. The co-modules access the central resource management modules as
required to implement the co-module functionality.
Co-modules are separate modules, which generally adhere to the information
hiding principle. It is also possible to create co-modules that have direct access
to the private data of another co-module. The existence of such co-modules is unusual and generally limited to support operations such as debugging, where the comodule having shared access to the private data of another co-module has complete
knowledge about implementation details, including the internal data structures.
The Co-module Manager is ultimately responsible for controlling the creation
of the co-modules belonging to a composite module. The Co-module Table can
be changed at run-time, assuming appropriate synchronisation by the Co-module
Manager and the client modules. This creates the opportunity to tune the performance of an application at run-time, by replacing the implementation of a comodule at run-time. The freedom to mix and match co-module implementations
for the different functionality delegated to a composite module greatly enhances
the flexibility and extensibility of the system.
Composite modules are an ideal complement to bracketing. Together they allow
both flexible module structuring and a high level of protection. This enhanced
module concept is the basis for the SPEEDOS design which consists of
a) a kernel that implements a small number of security-critical mechanisms and
b) user-level modules, which implement both the central and decentral policies
and the applications.
In the next two chapters we describe (a) the SPEEDOS kernel design and (b) an
outline of a possible set of OS modules, implemented as user-level modules, which
could together implement a SPEEDOS operating system.
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Chapter 6
Design of the SPEEDOS Kernel
Building on the results of the survey in chapter 3 two new OS structuring mechanisms have been proposed in chapter 4 and chapter 5. These mechanisms are used
in the design of the SPEEDOS kernel, which is presented in this chapter.
The basic kernel design philosophy is outlined in section 6.1. The individual
design decisions presented in this chapter are the consequences of the chosen
design philosophy. There is however still much room for shaping the appearance
of the resulting complete system, because the kernel focuses on providing flexible
and extensible mechanisms instead of dictating a fixed OS functionality.
Section 6.2 describes the role of the kernel in terms of its approach to persistence, its interface style and its use of module interfaces provided by user-level software. Section 6.3 introduces the main kinds of objects of which the kernel is aware.
Section 6.4 explains how the kernel supports a persistent virtual memory and outlines the virtual memory structure and implementation principles. Section 6.5
explains the organisation and invocation of modules. In section 6.6 the kernel
design approach with respect to process and interrupt management is described.
Section 6.7 explains how code is organised into code modules and how libraries providing generally useful functionality to modules are integrated. Protection
mechanisms are presented in section 6.8. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of device drivers and how the system can be bootstrapped and closed down.
Since most OS functionality is delegated to composite modules and co-modules,
it is impossible to describe the kernel without outlining the tasks of the user-level
modules. Many detailed implementation issues are ignored in this chapter, since
they are often due to limitations of the current processor architectures. Some of
these details will be treated in the following chapters.

6.1 Design Philosophy
In the overview of OS concepts in chapter 2 it was mentioned that in the design
of an OS there are numerous choices to be made, which all indirectly affect the
properties of the resulting system. The design should be consistent, which requires
well-matched decisions in various parts of the design, not a large number of individual independent implementation decisions.
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The usual approach is to formulate a design philosophy that provides a guideline
for making the detail decisions. By their nature, such design philosophies are very
general, since it should not itself be just a summary of all decisions.
The design philosophy behind SPEEDOS contains the following key points:
• It should be possible to achieve a very high level of security, which means that
it should be possible to solve the protection problems encountered in other
operating systems (cf. chapter 3).
• Security is more important than efficiency. While an OS should be efficient, a
certain overhead is intrinsically part of a highly secure system.
• The kernel should not implement specific security or resource control policies.
This is the duty of OS modules that are in principle indistinguishable from application modules. The kernel should provide as few mechanisms as possible.
There should be only one flexible protection mechanism that applies to all
modules, regardless whether they implement OS or application functionality.
• The kernel should be capable of supporting different security and resource
control policies concurrently in a single system. This should not require compromises that favour a certain policy.
• The entire OS should be as extensible and flexible as possible, supporting replacement of OS functionality while the system is running, without requiring
a system reboot or other similar service disruption.
• A uniform, persistent virtual memory should replace the separate file store
and virtual memory implementation. Processes are represented in persistent
virtual memory and thus are also persistent.
• The information-hiding principle applies to the modules which comprise the
user-level part of the OS and the applications. This eliminates the dependency
on special data structures and mechanisms in the various parts of the OS.
• The design should be adaptable, such that functionality currently only found
in specialised operating systems may be implemented (e.g. the scheduling
algorithms for a real-time OS).
The design philosophy focuses on the key issues of protection, security, uniformity, flexibility and extensibility. These are all important aspects required for an OS
which can meet the challenges posed by the widespread use of software systems.
Today security is an important issue, given the security threats caused by conventional operating systems and applications used for the everyday work (including
Web browsers, which transform many previously local protection problems or software errors into security holes that may be exploited over the Internet).
A kernel following these design principles can be used to implement a broad
range of operating systems. In effect the design of the user-level part of the OS
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determines the precise properties of the complete OS. This addresses the general criticism of operating system structure formulated by Wulf et al. in [306] (cf.
section 5.1.2), which is still applicable to contemporary operating systems.

6.2 Role of the Kernel
So far very little experience exists how to structure a minimal kernel following the
in-process model. In the survey, the only systems which follow the in-process model
and support persistent memory are MONADS (see section 3.3) and Grasshopper
(see section 3.8), from which some design principles for SPEEDOS were taken1 .
Both MONADS and Grasshopper are implemented with a monolithic kernel,
which includes all core OS services, such as scheduling, virtual memory support
and device drivers. In Grasshopper there is an optional mechanism for handling
page faults by user-level code, but the kernel is still large and complex. An abandoned successor project of Grasshopper, Charm [114], attempted to implement a
microkernel for a Grasshopper-like OS and provided some inspiration for SPEEDOS,
but the solutions in this thesis are fundamentally different.

6.2.1 Kernel Persistence
A difference to many other kernels for persistent systems is that the SPEEDOS kernel itself is not persistent. The reason is that the state of all objects (modules and
processes) is assumed to be part of the persistent virtual memory. All additional
state information maintained in the kernel is either a copy of data from the persistent virtual memory or can be derived from data stored in the persistent virtual
memory. This aspect of the SPEEDOS kernel is similar to KeyKOS (cf. section 3.2).
This eliminates the problem of representing the kernel in virtual memory. The
kernel simply exists while a SPEEDOS system is running. Correspondingly the interface presented by the kernel is different to the interface presented by a module.
The behaviour of the kernel may not be controlled or modified by adding brackets
to it. The most fundamental difference is that all objects in SPEEDOS have a globally unique identifier, whereas the kernel has no identifier. A currently executing
module always uses the kernel of the node on which it executes.
Persistent kernels in a distributed system would need to communicate with each
other in order to exchange information e.g. about modules and processes migrating
between nodes. For a small kernel this would need to be delegated to user-level
modules anyway. The better solution is to leave such communication completely to
user-level modules and let the kernel work only on locally available information.
1 Large

parts of the module terminology have been taken from Grasshopper, since the notions
used in MONADS are today often misleading. The reason for this is that MONADS is a quite old
system, and the currently well-accepted notions have been re-invented independently. This led to a
terminology mismatch as the definitions often differ subtly or completely.
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6.2.2 Kernel Instructions
The kernel interface presented to the modules is in the form of kernel instructions.
They comprise an extension of the instruction set defined by the processor architecture. In other kernels these are often referred to as system calls, but for SPEEDOS
the instruction metaphor is considered to be clearer.
In this interpretation the kernel (as seen by a module) implements an augmented
virtual machine that defines the environment of the current processes. The kernel
instructions generally either modify or query the state of this virtual machine or the
content of virtual memory. Most kernel instructions are quite simple, but critical
for protection (i.e. they resemble the microcode of a MONADS processor [3, 4]).
Similarly to normal processor instructions there is the chance that a kernel instruction may cause an interrupt, e.g. because it accesses a word of the virtual
memory that is not currently present in main memory. The solution in SPEEDOS
is similar to the solution for processor instructions: the state of the current process is not modified at all, so that interrupts are handled logically before the kernel
instruction. The kernel instruction is re-tried after the interrupt has been handled.
There are no privileged kernel instructions that are only available in a special
“mode”. All kernel instructions may be called by any process and within any module. However some kernel instructions are protected, in the sense that their use
requires passing a capability with access rights which determine whether the kernel
instruction may be performed at all. The metarights in a capability and the current
state of the virtual machine influence the precise meaning of a kernel instruction.
Some security-sensitive kernel instructions must be presented a special kernel
capability. The access rights represent the permission to invoke particular instructions, but otherwise the capability plays no role in the performed operation.
Each kernel instruction represents an elementary, atomic operation, which means
that intermediate results are not visible to user-level modules and processes. This is
important for instructions that access and/or modify protected data structures such
as capabilities, which must be always consistent. A summary of all instructions
described in this chapter can be found in appendix A. The kernel design avoids
using human-readable names (e.g. text strings) as operands for kernel instructions.
The only names that are supported by the kernel are identifiers in capabilities. The
management of human-readable names is left completely to user-level modules.

6.2.3 Use of Module Interfaces and Data Structures
The SPEEDOS kernel expects certain modules to exist which provide methods that
the kernel can invoke. This allows the kernel to delegate policy decisions to userlevel OS modules. Such modules may also carry out complex operations that are
unsuitable in the context of a minimal kernel. The invocation of methods by the
kernel is called forced method call, since the current module does not directly take
part and the return values are interpreted by the kernel. A forced method call does
not alter the state of the current user module, but side-effects may be visible.
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In order to implement the basic support for modules and processes, the kernel
directly accesses certain well-defined data structures stored in the persistent virtual
memory. This allows the kernel to work on persistent data without itself needing to
be persistent. It is not possible to encapsulate the accesses to these data structures
in a co-module, since these data structures describe kernel-supported objects.
The specification of both method interfaces which implement OS functionality
and data structures accessed directly by the kernel are part of the kernel specification. The description how the methods to which OS functionality is delegated
achieve their task is deliberately kept general in this chapter, in order to allow a
large implementation variety in actual method implementations.

6.3 Module Capabilities and Object Types
The kernel distinguishes between three kinds of major software objects: file modules, processes and code modules. All these objects are potentially persistent and
are stored in containers in the virtual memory.
A module capability (sometimes abbreviated as ModCap) is a protected data structure which provides access to the content of a container. Its full structure is described later. It contains (see Figure 6.1) the unique virtual address of the container, an index field, a type field which determines how the kernel should interpret
the container’s contents, access rights and other protection related fields.
Container #

Index

Type

Access Rights . . .

Figure 6.1: Simplified structure of a module capability
A container is a very large fixed-length storage area with contiguous virtual addresses. Containers can be compared to files in conventional systems.
Each kind of object is described by a data structure which is directly accessible
to the kernel (cf. section 6.2.3):
• A file module (i.e. an individual co-module) is defined in the Co-module Table
(see chapter 5). It can be accessed via a file capability, in which the unique
identifier consists of its unique container number and its index in the Comodule Table.
• A process begins its life as a file module in which a special application comodule is loaded, the Thread Manager. The Thread Manager creates and
maintains a Thread Table, which is directly accessible to the kernel. It defines
the threads associated with a process and allows the kernel to locate the stack
of each thread. The stacks of related threads are held in a single container. A
thread can be accessed via a thread capability, in which the unique identifier
consists of the unique container number and an index into the Thread Table.
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• A code module also begins its life as a file module, in which the data structure
is executable object code that is generated by a compiler or composed by
a linker. The Code Manager co-module is responsible for updating the Code
Table, which defines the content of a composite code module. When the Code
Manager creates a new Code Table entry, it returns a code capability in which
the container number is extended by an index into the Code Table. The index
selects a particular method list from the Code Table, as will be described later.
These three kernel-supported object types are the core building blocks for constructing software systems in SPEEDOS. For such software systems it is also helpful
to provide libraries of universally useful functions (cf. section 2.8.7). Libraries in
SPEEDOS are variants of file and code modules to which the private data of their
client module is made accessible. The difference to ordinary file or code modules
is indicated by a bit in the respective Code Table entry.
When a process executes code in the context of a file module, both the code and
the encapsulated data structures are accessed directly.

6.4 Persistent Virtual Memory
In SPEEDOS the virtual memory support includes the functionality of both the
computational memory and the persistent memory, eliminating the duplication of
memory protection mechanisms [238, 1] found in most other operating systems.
Although the kernel is not itself persistent, in provides basic support for a very
large persistent virtual memory. The kernel supports the orthogonal segmentation
and paging model (cf. section 2.2.8 and [134]). Segments are completely independent of page boundaries, and may be either smaller or larger than a page.
In practice this may degenerate to a paged segmentation model if the underlying
hardware provides inadequate virtual memory management support.
For certain parts of the SPEEDOS description the support of variable-sized segments (with access rights relating to the whole segment) is relevant and for other
parts the interpretation of the virtual memory as a collection of pages with fixed
size (and less emphasis on access rights) is more appropriate.

6.4.1 Containers
The basic unit to which the orthogonal segmentation and paging model is applied
is the container. Containers can be located on different SPEEDOS nodes (e.g. connected to the Internet) and have world-wide unique addresses. A container is
fundamentally persistent, i.e. it exists until it is explicitly deleted. Each container
has an owner, which is generally the unique user identifier of its creator.
A container is a large fixed-size storage area on a persistent medium. Space on
disc need only be allocated for pages which actually contain data. Large containers
need an efficient representation of their Virtual Memory Page Table (VMPT) which
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describes the allocated pages in a container. The various containers in a SPEEDOS
system have diverse requirements. The management of a VMPT is therefore organised via a co-module, which implements an appropriate page table organisation for
their individual container. The structure of a VMPT is not known to the kernel.
In this description the size of a container is assumed to be 264 bytes, which
should be large enough to store the private data of a rather huge module, even if
features such as sparse data structures are used. It relies on an implementation of
the virtual memory management that can efficiently represent the required VMPT.
The virtual memory can hold a large number of containers.

6.4.2 Paging
A virtual address consists of a unique container number and an offset within this
container, as shown in Figure 6.2. Effectively containers are placed consecutively
in virtual memory, and are aligned with the 264 byte virtual address boundaries.
Container Number

Offset in Container

Figure 6.2: Logical structure of the paged virtual memory address
The kernel manages the subset of the virtual memory that is currently present
in main memory, described by the Main Memory Page Table (MMPT). The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) miss handler is implemented directly by the kernel
without using co-modules, because the TLBs in current processor implementations
are too small to be managed effectively by user-level code. Additionally the cost of
a TLB miss resolution by user-level code would severely limit the performance of a
SPEEDOS system, without noticeably improving protection or policy-neutrality.
If the TLB miss handler detects a page fault, it invokes a fixed method of a central policy module, the Container Directory. The Container Directory is one of the
standard modules known to the kernel (cf. section 6.2.3) and has the responsibility
of resolving the page fault in cooperation with the Page Table Manager co-module
(for which the kernel passes a module capability to the Container Directory) of the
container in which the fault occurred and the device drivers for the storage media.
The MMPT is a global resource for all processors on a node. It must be updated (indirectly) only by trustworthy modules implementing the virtual memory.
Adding or updating an entry in the MMPT is possible by using the kernel instruction map_page. Similarly existing entries from the MMPT can be removed with
the instruction unmap_page. These instructions are protected by a kernel capability. Decisions affecting the MMPT are usually delegated to a per-node Main
Memory Directory module, which is responsible for the main memory allocation
policy including the page discard strategy.
Page-based protection plays a relatively minor role and is generally used only for
implementing the multiple reader/single writer consistency protocol.
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6.4.3 Segmentation
Segments fulfil a different role. They group variable-sized, related information into
a contiguous data structure. The size of the information in a segment can range
from a single byte to almost 264 bytes (allowing for administrative overheads).
Segments may not span containers.
Each segment in principle consists of three parts:
Normal data: The representation of the data structures in a container. The data
that can be represented by the usual programming language types (integers,
floating point values, characters or more complicated data structures) other
than references to other data structures.
Pointers: An abbreviated form of references to other segments in the same container. Within a container it is sufficient to use (protected) references to a
segment capability which describes the segment (cf. section 6.4.4), including
the access rights. Pointers are references to segments as a whole. Offsets
within a segment are unprotected and may be stored in the normal data part.
Module capabilities: References to other containers. The interpretation of module capabilities enforces the information-hiding principle, i.e. they actually
refer to a module and not directly to the segments stored in its container. The
details are described in section 6.8.1.

offset

This form of a segregated segment is a variation of the usual segregated segment [126] that distinguishes between data and pointers. SPEEDOS supports two
fundamentally different types of references and thus uses three such areas in a
segment. Each area consists of an arbitrary number of the respective fixed-size
elements. Only the normal data part is accessible by the normal processor instructions. The contents of the pointer and module capability parts can only be accessed
and/or modified by certain kernel instructions. In Figure 6.3 a segment is shown
that contains all three areas. In this thesis, module capabilities and the module
capability area of a segment are generally drawn in dark grey.

normal data
pointers
module capabilities

Figure 6.3: Structure of a segregated segment
For addressing purposes the boundaries between the different areas are ignored,
and the individual entries are identified by their offset in the segment. This does
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not violate the information-hiding principle, because only the size of the elements is
known, but their content is not directly accessible. Pointers and module capabilities
are regarded as elementary, opaque data structures with fixed size, which allows
efficient space allocation and access.
SPEEDOS enforces no particular segment structuring for the private module data
within a container2 . The programmer is free to use any number of segments to
represent the private data of a module, from a single segment to a highly structured
collection of segments that refer to each other through pointers.
The reason why pointers may only reference data in the same container is that
this isolates containers from each other, making them independent, closed entities.
This forces data which belong together to be placed in a single container, which
accords with the information-hiding principle. Furthermore it is encouraged to
group information with similar protection requirements.
It has also practical aspects. Limiting the place where direct memory references
may be stored makes garbage collection in a distributed shared memory system
feasible. Garbage collection needs to determine whether a certain segment is still
reachable, and this would be practically impossible for unconstrained references.
However garbage collection problems are avoided not only in distributed systems, but also with removable media, assuming that these are also part of the
persistent virtual memory. Simply ignoring removable media or demoting them to
second-class persistent storage media negates the advantages of uniform persistent
virtual memory. The dichotomy of computational and persistent memory would be
simply replaced by a distinction between fixed and removable media.
The decision to store module capabilities in a separate, protected area of a segment avoids the disadvantages of other module capability representations. Tagged
capabilities would require a special memory design that includes tag bits ideally
with each word of memory. However computer architectures supporting such a
memory design are now extinct.
Password capabilities are ruled out since their implementation relies on a central capability table, which is a security hazard (cf. [136]). This table would also
require special treatment (e.g. in order to make it persistent) as it cannot be represented as a module. Encrypted capabilities are not considered secure enough, since
the key management is a problem that so far has not been solved fully satisfactorily
(the encryption keys may be disclosed or broken). The management problems of
the key table are similar to those with a central capability table.

6.4.4 Segment Capabilities and Pointers
References between segments are represented by pointers. Pointers allow arbitrary
data structures to be constructed based on segments, e.g. linked lists and other
structures that can be described with graphs.
2 This

ignores the data structures which describe the general contents of a container and are accessed directly by the kernel, cf. section 6.2.3.
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Pointers contain a reference (i.e. an offset within the same container) to a segment capability that describes a particular segment. A segment capability describes
a single segment and consists of several fields, as shown in Figure 6.4. The offset
of the segment within the container serves as the identifier in a segment capability.
Therefore segment capabilities are only unique within a single container and may
only refer to segments in the container in which they are stored. It is assumed that
the segments within a container do not overlap.
Offset in
Container

Length of
Data

Number of
Pointers

Number of
ModCaps

Access Rights

Figure 6.4: Representation of a segment capability
The next three fields specify the length of data, the number of pointers and the
number of module capabilities in the segment. Effectively these determine the
overall length of the segment and the boundaries between the different parts. The
pointer and module capability areas are never directly accessible by a program.
Only the kernel may access and modify their content, to prevent forgery.
The access rights field3 determines the access rights for each of the three parts
independently. The access rights to segment areas are basic access rights, allowing
reading, writing and execution of the normal data to be controlled. For the other
parts only read and write access rights can be specified.
Pointers may not be directly modified by user code, because this would allow
users to set up segment capabilities in the data part of a segment and use pointers to refer to such forged segment capabilities. Apart from the special treatment
necessary to enforce the protection of segments, the pointers are very similar to
references used in programming languages. Their size is not unusually large, i.e.
the higher level of protection only introduces a small storage overhead.
The segment capabilities for all currently active segments are held in segment
registers. There is a fixed number of such registers and the module code may only
access segments for which a segment capability is loaded. Memory references are
expressed as a pair <segment register #, offset in segment>.
Segment registers are loaded by the load_pointer instruction, which loads
the target segment register into the segment capability identified by the pointer
specified as a memory operand. The effective segment access rights are potentially
reduced, depending on the maximum access rights available to the current module,
as specified in the Thread Security Register (see section 6.8.3).
Similarly there is a store_pointer instruction, which however writes to the
pointer area only. The segment capability is not updated, because it cannot be
3 A particular kernel implementation could also include the access rights field in the least significant

bits of a pointer. A few bits of a pointer are always zero, because segment capabilities are usually
aligned to multiples (powers of two) of the word size. This would allow enforcing different access
rights per reference, e.g. references to constant data structures, as supported in some programming
languages. So far no examples have been found that really require this granularity of access rights.
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changed with the generally available instructions. The store_pointer operands
are the source segment register number and the target pointer reference.
The instructions for loading and storing pointers may be used by any module.
Their operation is subject to the access rights defined in the source or target segments. No special permission (i.e. the possession of a special capability) is required.
Because pointers may only refer to segments in the same container, it is impossible
to store a segment register as a pointer in a segment in a different container.
Creating a new segment is the task of the create_segment instruction. It always creates a segment in the container holding the private data of the currently
executing module by setting up a segment capability for it. The required information, such as the offset in the container, the length fields and access rights of the
new segment are completely defined by the operands to the create_segment instruction. In order to make this newly created segment accessible, the kernel loads
a segment register with the new segment capability. Initially the segment is not
reachable by any pointer and thus it is completely private.
This segment creation operation is not suitable for direct use by arbitrary modules, because the kernel cannot check the plausibility of the segment allocation and
prevent the creation of overlapping segments4 . Thus the instruction also requires
presenting a kernel capability that allows the use of this instruction.
The possession of such a kernel capability determines which co-modules may
create segments. Usually the creation of segments is delegated to a (trustworthy)
Segment Manager co-module. Each co-module which belongs to the same composite module and which should be able to create new segments must possess a
module capability for its Segment Manager. This capability can be distributed as
part of the co-module creation implemented by the Co-module Manager.

6.5 Composite Modules
The representation of modules and the appropriate method invocation mechanism
are the core of the SPEEDOS kernel, which follows the in-process model and implements modules. This section focuses on composite modules (see chapter 5), which
encapsulate private persistent data and are also the foundation for the process and
code management in SPEEDOS.
There is a further kind of module in SPEEDOS, code modules, which (when used
as a separate module) cannot have private data that persists across method calls,
similar to programs in conventional systems. This use and the precise content and
structure of code modules are discussed in detail later.
In the context of composite modules the code modules provide the implementation code for a particular co-module. At a first approximation, the representation
of a co-module consists of its private data and the reference to the code module im4 Which

could be used to circumvent the protection of capabilities, by creating a segment with only
a data part that overlaps the pointer and/or the module capability part.
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plementing its interface5 . The simplified content of the container F for a co-module
is illustrated in Figure 6.5.
ModCap
Co-Module
Code ModCap
Root Pointer

Code Module

data
segments
Container F

Container C

Figure 6.5: Simplified data structures describing a single co-module
The complete private data of an entire composite module is stored in a single
container. An alternative representation that would allow arbitrary placement of
the private data of different co-modules in different containers was also evaluated,
but was not selected because of its greater complexity. The difference to using a
number of separate composite modules was too small to justify the effort.
A co-module is created by setting up the root pointer and the code capability in
the respective Co-module Table entry. This is the responsibility of the Co-module
Manager, which returns a module capability for the newly created co-module.
Each entry in the Co-module Table additionally contains a module capability for
a qualifier list module6 in order to support different qualifying modules for each
individual co-module. The use of this field is discussed in detail later. The complete
information held in the Co-module Table is illustrated in Figure 6.6.

0
1
2
..
.

Co-Module Table
Root Pointer Code ModCap Qualifier List ModCap
Root Pointer Code ModCap Qualifier List ModCap
Root Pointer Code ModCap Qualifier List ModCap
..
..
..
.
.
.

Figure 6.6: Co-module Table describing the content of a composite module
5 Sharing

the implementation code for different co-modules is a matter of using the same code
module capability. Code modules are assumed to be reentrant.
6 The qualifier list module capability field may contain an invalid module capability, which indicates
that there is no qualifier list module associated with a particular Co-module Table entry.
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The different co-modules store their private data in a single container, thus the
handling of the root segment determines whether a co-module has its own private
data or has access to the private data of another co-module (which was mentioned
in chapter 5 in the context of debugging support).
This data structure describing the structure of a composite module is simple
enough for direct use in the kernel, provided that the co-module numbers are small
integers. This allows a straightforward array representation. The kernel only reads
the Co-module Table and never modifies its content. The creation of containers
and consequently the initial setup of the Co-module Table is the task of user-level
modules and will be described in chapter 7.

6.6 Process and Interrupt Management
Processes are the abstraction of activity in SPEEDOS. The kernel provides basic
support for processes, but the organisation of processes is almost entirely delegated
to user-level modules.
There is only a single process concept in SPEEDOS and the kernel does not have
a special kernel process notion representing activities within the kernel. All kernel instructions are executed in-process. However some processes perform system
duties, which for various reasons cannot be implemented in the context of the processes representing particular users.
For each processor, the kernel maintains a set of registers (both processor registers and virtual registers implemented by the kernel) that represents the state of
the currently executing process. This process state includes the currently addressable part of the virtual memory, because there is a single, uniform persistent virtual
memory in which all information about processes and modules is stored.
Actually in SPEEDOS a single process supports several independent threads of
execution (from now on referred to as threads). The entire state of a process (including all threads defined within it) is stored in a single container. Processes are
intended to represent separate user activities and threads are intended to implement parallel activities within an application.
All threads within a process are associated with a single owner, since the owner
information is associated with a container. Whether to make use of one or more
processes and/or threads is ultimately subject to the decisions of the user, the application designer and the OS designer.

6.6.1 Application Threads
The kernel supports application threads which can be (and typically are) persistent.
From the kernel’s viewpoint these operate according to the in-process model. This
model is supported by the kernel’s inter-module call (IMC) and inter-module return
instruction (IMR), which transform the protection domain of a process from one
module environment to another without a process switch.
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Creation and general administration of the threads within a process, including
the allocation of a linkage stack for each thread, is organised by the Thread Manager
(see section 6.3 above), which is a normal co-module.
The Thread Manager constructs a Thread Table (see Figure 6.7), which is accessed directly by the kernel. The segments reachable via the root pointers in the
Thread Table comprise the global state of each thread, including the linkage stack,
the current register contents7 and the addressing environment of the current module. The scheduling parameters are not considered part of the thread state.
Process
0
Thread
Table 1
2
..
.

Root Pointer
Root Pointer
..
.
..
.

stack
segments
Container P
Figure 6.7: Thread Table and thread representation within a process
All threads within a process are completely independent of each other and in
principle do not share their addressing environment8 , i.e. they may execute different modules. Since the different threads stored in a container are isolated from
each other, there are generally no references between the representations of different threads, avoiding sharing problems with stack segments.
The co-module capability for the Thread Manager can be used to manage the
static aspects of the threads within a process. The thread corresponding to a newly
added entry in the Thread Table does not immediately start execution, unless the
Thread Manager also makes the thread known to the Thread Scheduler.
Every thread possesses a globally unique identifier, which consists of the unique
container number of its process and a thread number within the container. When
the kernel handles an IMC it can use the thread identifier of the current thread
(which is part of the current thread state) to find the linkage stack of the thread.
7 The

content of the state representation for a currently active thread may not be kept up-to-date
while the thread is executing in a module, but is updated when the scheduler switches to a different
thread or when a module is invoked.
8 Threads in SPEEDOS are more like processes in conventional systems and have only little similarity with the thread notion in conventional operating systems, which often refer to lightweight
processes which share their addressing environment.
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6.6.2 Stack Organisation and Parameter Passing
The linkage stack is stored in a single segment, which consists of the invocation
records. These contain the state of the module execution in the current thread
for either the current module (in case of the top-of-stack record) or for previous
modules in the call chain. The records store the register contents and other callrelated information such as pointers to the parameter and return value segments.
Generally parameters and return values are passed in registers, which are made
accessible to the called module (for parameters) or the calling module (for return
values). In principle there is a separate set of registers for each basic data type,
i.e. normal data, pointers and module capabilities. Normal data is passed in the
processor registers, pointers are passed in segment registers and module capabilities are passed in module capability registers. The number of each kind of registers
is defined by a particular kernel implementation and it is explicitly permitted by
the SPEEDOS kernel design to omit the module capability registers completely and
reference module capabilities with memory operands.
Since the number of registers is in some cases not sufficient to pass the parameters and/or return values, it is also possible to pass exactly one segment register
to the called module and/or to the calling module. This segment must be stored
in a container which is shared between the calling and the called module, i.e. the
container with the thread stack. For the creation of segments in this container the
responsible Segment Manager co-module must be used. It would be too restrictive
to require that all modules possess a suitable module capability, because it is different for each process and would effectively need to be passed in every parameter
list. This is too complicated in practice. Thus it is defined that the Thread Table
also contains a single module capability (which is not shown in Figure 6.7 above)
for the Segment Manager responsible for the process, which allows segments to be
allocated by the current module in the process container.
The linkage stack representing the method call chain is shown in Figure 6.8,
including parameter and return value segments.
Thread

invocation
record
invocation
record
linkage stack
segment

return value
segment

parameter
segment

Container P
Figure 6.8: Linkage stack with parameter and return value segments
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The diagram illustrates the situation when the current module (represented by
the topmost invocation record) is about to return a reference to a return value
segment. The return value segment then becomes accessible by the calling module,
which is indicated by the grey arrow. Effectively this means that the inter-module
return operation restores the content of all segment registers except one.
Segments allocated in a process container may not only be used to pass parameters and return values, they may also be used for storing local variables. The
compiler can use such segments to organise the internal method invocation mechanism within a module, for which no specific kernel support exists.
It is described later in the context of the inter-module call mechanism how the
deposited Segment Manager capability may be used without disclosing it.
Within each container there is only a single Segment Manager co-module, i.e.
the virtual memory segments belonging to one container are “centrally” managed,
regardless whether the memory is used to represent a module or a process.

6.6.3 Controlling Execution of Individual Threads
When a process is created, there are two entries added to its Co-module Table.
The Thread Manager (as described in section 6.6.1) is the application co-module
responsible for updating the thread table. The other co-module is the Thread Control Manager (TCM), which is responsible for controlling the dynamic aspects of the
threads within a process, i.e. their execution and scheduling parameters, in cooperation with the Thread Scheduler, which is described in the next section. The TCM
is a trusted co-module and possesses a module capability for the Thread Scheduler.
The Thread Manager issues a thread capability when a new thread is created. A
thread capability is a special type of a module capability (with the type thread and
the thread number stored in the index field).
The TCM uses the methods implemented by the Thread Scheduler to provide
operations which control the threads within a single process only. Thus the TCM
can be tailored towards the needs of the applications executed within a process
and can implement application-specific policies, e.g. the TCM can enforce that only
a single thread within a process is active, which can be used to implement coroutines. The kernel does not directly use the TCM, but only the Thread Scheduler.
If a thread capability is specified as the target of an inter-module call then the
kernel invokes the TCM associated with the process. The kernel additionally passes
the thread number (which is part of the thread capability) to the invoked TCM
method. Thus a thread capability gives control over a single thread only and is
suitable for distribution to other modules and threads which should be able to
control the execution of another thread, e.g. in order to manage parallel activities
within an application such as adding or removing a particular thread from the
Thread Scheduler. Direct access to the Thread Scheduler is limited to trusted comodules, which avoids may protection and availability problems that would arise
if applications would routinely possess a capability for the Thread Scheduler.
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The TCM and the Thread Scheduler primarily control the execution of individual
threads. Cooperation between different threads requires synchronisation, which
can be implemented by coordinated use of the scheduler operations. The necessary
synchronisation concepts are discussed in more detail in section 6.6.7.

6.6.4 Thread Scheduling
The scheduling of threads is the responsibility of a central policy module of the
operating system, the Thread Scheduler. Each node in a loosely coupled distributed SPEEDOS system has a separate Thread Scheduler, which is responsible for all
processors within a node. It is possible to implement a scheduler that cooperates
with the schedulers on other nodes. Each scheduler can have different scheduling
policies. The kernel is aware of only one thread per processor, i.e. the currently
active thread (which can of course be the idle thread).
The single thread per processor supported by the kernel is a necessary, but for a
usable OS not a sufficient basis. The Thread Scheduler fills this gap, since it knows
about all runnable threads and their scheduling parameters. It determines when
a thread switch should occur and instigates this by using the kernel instruction
thread_switch, specifying a unique thread identifier.
Using the latter the kernel can directly access the data structure describing the
state of a thread, which is held in the container of its Thread Manager. The kernel
effects the thread switch by storing the state of the current thread in the data
structure defined by its thread identifier and then loading the state of the new
thread. The new thread immediately begins execution. In a multi-processor system
the thread switch is always effected on the current processor.
The target thread identifier is simply an unprotected unique numeric identifier.
The thread_switch instruction requires the possession of a kernel capability that
allows to switch threads. Normal modules generally do not possess the required
kernel capability and may thus not interfere with the scheduling policy by switching
directly to another thread. The distribution of kernel capabilities allowing to switch
threads determines which modules may control the scheduling. It is even possible
to implement hierarchical scheduling, if desired.
For technical reasons there is an additional return_thread_switch instruction that performs the combination of an inter-module return instruction and a
thread switch to the specified thread. This is used in the scheduler to optimise the
use of thread_switch as the last instruction before returning from the method.
Its main purpose is to simplify the task of migrating a process to another node.
The methods of the Thread Scheduler must be executed indivisibly, otherwise the
scheduler implementation becomes very complicated and deadlock-prone. The adopted solution in the SPEEDOS kernel is to disable interrupts while a method of the
scheduler executes. This ensures that even interrupt handlers may use the scheduler without further precautions. The central scheduler module is responsible for
synchronising concurrent accesses on a multi-processor system as required, e.g. by
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using the basic synchronisation instructions provided by the processor architecture.
When a thread invokes the Thread Scheduler it is recognised by its unique identifier and for the scheduler module interrupts remain disabled while the method of
the scheduler module is executed. When the scheduler module returns to its client
module, interrupt processing is re-enabled on the current processor.
Apart from this special mechanism for the Thread Scheduler there are no means
to disable interrupt handling in SPEEDOS. Blocking interrupts (a popular ad-hoc
solution for kernels that do not care about scheduling precision) interferes with
the scheduling policy and is a threat to the availability of the system. The better
solution is to define the scheduling policy and the scheduling parameters correctly,
e.g. by marking the respective threads as not runnable by the Thread Scheduler.

6.6.5 Implementing Kernel Instructions
Kernel instructions are executed as atomic operations. The kernel does not block
the process in the middle of such an instruction, but (if necessary) arranges that
the process is blocked before the instruction. Thus the instruction is automatically re-tried9 when the cause of the blocking is removed. The persistent virtual
memory never contains information about a partially executed kernel instruction
and internal kernel implementation details are not invisible to modules.
This allows the kernel to be replaced (during a system shutdown) and avoids the
problems of some other persistent operating systems, which expose their internal
structure and state indirectly through the linkage information that e.g. contains
addresses of internal kernel functions. It is thus possible in SPEEDOS to replace
the kernel with a version with improved performance or in order to fix an implementation error. Replacing the kernel is an operation that on principle cannot be
performed on a running SPEEDOS system.
The atomicity of kernel instructions has an important consequence, namely that
only a single kernel stack per processor is required in SPEEDOS. The kernel stack
represents the temporary state required by a kernel instruction. Since the kernel
never blocks in the middle of an instruction, this stack may be reused for the next
kernel instruction, without limiting parallelism in any way. The same kernel stack
may be used for the interrupt handling implementation in the kernel (see next
section), since interrupts are in principle handled between kernel instructions only.
Reducing the number of kernel stacks was also attempted in the context of microkernels (i.e. the out-of-process model), because kernel stacks were identified to
be a performance bottleneck and a waste of main memory10 . The solution there
was to introduce “continuation objects” [66], which are much more complicated.
The design of the SPEEDOS kernel allows a simple, efficient solution, since it follows the in-process model and clearly separates between active and passive objects.
9 The

program counter and the further thread state are only modified on instruction completion.
a microkernel most threads are in the blocked state. All threads e.g. waiting for a message use
a separate kernel stack, because they invoked a kernel operation that blocked them while in kernel.
10 In
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6.6.6 Interrupt Handling
For each asynchronous (i.e. device-related) interrupt source the kernel maintains
a non-persistent list of interrupt handling threads. Depending on the hardware
the kernel distinguishes between interrupts signalled by individual devices or by
groups of devices.
There is a protected kernel instruction wait_interrupt which adds the thread
invoking the instruction to a particular list of interrupt handling threads (indicated
by an operand). This instruction suspends the current thread by invoking a method
of the Thread Scheduler. The kernel in effect manages a pool of interrupt handling
threads for each immediately distinguishable interrupt source. It is the decision
of the system designer to decide how many threads are required for a particular
interrupt source. The simplest case, eliminating the need for synchronisation, is
to have only a single thread for interrupts from a particular source. Handling
interrupts sequentially can however limit the performance of a SPEEDOS system.
Whenever an interrupt occurs, the kernel removes one thread identifier from
the list corresponding with the interrupt source and resumes the execution of this
thread by invoking a method of the Thread Scheduler. It is now the task of the
resumed thread to handle the interrupt. Note that the interrupt handling thread
is only resumed, but not immediately assigned a processor. The Thread Scheduler
still has complete control over the scheduling policy. This is important e.g. for
real-time systems which cannot tolerate deviations from the schedule.
After the thread has handled the interrupt, it usually adds itself again to the list
of interrupt handling threads by invoking the wait_interrupt instruction.
As a consequence of this design, asynchronous interrupts are handled following
the out-of-process model, similar to the description of hardware kernel processes
in [237]. However the hardware kernel processes are in SPEEDOS normal, persistent threads just like any application thread.
The wait_interrupt instruction is protected by a kernel capability. It would
be a threat to the availability of the system if normal user threads could register
themselves as interrupt handling threads, because this would interfere with the
interrupt handling threads, which are usually related to device drivers.
Synchronous interrupts (sometimes also called program-related interrupts or
traps) are handled differently. They are caused by the currently running program
(e.g. division by zero or page fault) and are handled in SPEEDOS primarily through
a forced method call to a co-module of the current module, i.e. strictly following the
in-process model. The kernel performs the complete interrupt analysis in this case
before invoking the responsible handler method. For most synchronous interrupts
the handler is a method of the Trap Manager co-module of the current module.
Handling page faults has already been mentioned in section 6.4.2 and works
in principle in the same way, except that the functionality is distributed between
the central Container Directory module and the Page Table Manager co-module.
However in the implementation of virtual memory it is possible that a page fault
occurs in the stack area. In this case it is in general impossible to handle the fault
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using the same linkage stack, as using the current stack may cause further page
faults. For this purpose the kernel also supports handling of page faults in the
context of a proxy thread, which is part of a different process.
The mechanism resembles a synchronous RPC invocation, i.e. the original thread
is suspended and the method call is performed in the context of a proxy thread.
After the page fault was handled, the original thread is resumed. This synchronous
RPC is implemented by the kernel, which invokes methods of the Thread Scheduler
module in order to temporarily replace the thread causing the fault with a substitute (using the scheduling parameters of the faulting thread). For this purpose the
kernel manages a pool of proxy threads just as for asynchronous interrupts, except
that the overall style of page fault handling follows the in-process model as closely
as possible. The handler is still invoked through a forced method call, although
for technical reasons in the context of another thread. The proxy threads register
themselves by using the wait_interrupt instruction, specifying a special interrupt source (e.g. -1) which stands for synchronous interrupt handling threads.
In order to control the execution of threads, the kernel uses a number of methods of the Thread Scheduler. The kernel implements synchronisation instructions
based on the Thread Scheduler’s methods and uses these synchronisation primitives to coordinate the thread execution, insofar as the kernel needs to influence it
in reaction to interrupts and in order to implement other kernel instructions.
Generally the scheduler module is locked into the main memory and cannot be
accessed from a remote node using distributed shared memory. Hence interrupt
handling (synchronous and asynchronous) cannot interfere with the scheduling.

6.6.7 Synchronisation
This theme can be considered in two parts. The first is the issue of synchronising the
kernel instructions with other activity. Such activity includes the synchronisation of
kernel instructions concurrently active in a multi-processor system. For this purpose
the available facilities of the processor hardware must be used in order to maintain
consistency, e.g. to implement atomic module capability updates. However this is
an internal issue for a particular kernel implementation.
The second and more important issue is how the kernel can synchronise with comodules which update or access the persistent data structures in a container that
are accessed directly by the kernel (see section 6.2.3). For this purpose the kernel provides primitive reader/writer semaphore operations which it uses internally
and which it also makes available to co-modules in the form of kernel instructions
(sem_read_p, sem_read_v, sem_write_p and sem_write_v with the usual
semantics, e.g. as described in [135]). The thread in which the kernel is active then
waits in the Thread Scheduler, if necessary.
The implementation of these semaphore instructions in the kernel uses methods of the Thread Scheduler which carry out the control over thread execution,
including the associated waiting list management. However the kernel invokes the
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Thread Scheduler only for semaphore operations that block or unblock a thread
(cf. the semaphore implementation described in [138], but with the roles of the
kernel and user-level code swapped).
All other state updates are implemented directly by the kernel. Effectively the
semaphore representation is split in two parts, the counters which are directly updated by the kernel and the waiting list which is maintained by the Thread Scheduler. The relationship between both is established through a unique semaphore
identifier, which consists of the full virtual memory address (the container number
and the offset within the container) of the semaphore. The Thread Scheduler only
needs to store information about non-empty waiting lists.
Of course the kernel and the co-modules accessing the same data structures have
to adhere to the same synchronisation protocol, otherwise the security of the system is at risk. The Thread Scheduler still has control over the scheduling policy,
because the kernel does not switch threads directly.
The kernel-provided instructions for synchronisation may be used by any module, but their use by normal applications is not enforced. Semaphores and other
synchronisation schemes may be implemented completely at the user level, in cooperation with the Thread Scheduler. Thus each module may freely select the appropriate synchronisation implementation. The implementation of such synchronisation primitives will be generally part of a library, which possesses a capability for
the Thread Scheduler. The library (if implemented as a file library) can even manage the waiting list since it can be given access to the low-level scheduler operations
that suspend or resume individual threads, identified by their unprotected numeric
thread identifier. This distributes the waiting list management to the applications
which implement their own synchronisation mechanisms.

6.7 Code and Library Modules
The information hiding principle determines the structure and organisation of code
modules. The persistent data structure of a file module refers to a code module
which understands the private data structures of the file module. The code module
offers a semantic interface which enforces information hiding. In addition code
modules can be developed which have no persistent data structures (e.g. as programs or subroutine libraries). Code modules are held in separate containers. They
begin their life as file modules in which the persistent data is code (and related constants, capabilities etc.), i.e. the data generated by a compiler or linker. File and
code modules are distinguished by the type field in a module capability.
The interface of a code module (its semantic interface) consists of a number
of methods which can be invoked either directly (in the case of a “program”) or
indirectly as the semantic methods of a file module. The kernel can locate these
interface methods (in order to execute an IMC) from the Entry Point List (EPL)
segment. Such a segment contains in its pointer section an array of pointers to the
individual code segments (several pointers may refer to the same code segment)
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and in its data section an array of integer offsets indicating the offset within the
segment where the code for the method begins. These arrays are indexed by the
method number, which is passed as a parameter to an inter-module call.
It is desirable to support code reuse between implementations of different types
(e.g. to reuse the implementation of a double-ended queue in the implementation
of a stack). This is only possible if several code modules can be defined within
a single container, since pointers cannot refer to segments in other containers.
Another use of such grouping of code modules is the support for several implementations of the same type (e.g. with different performance characteristics) in
one container. In this case it may be desirable to support an automatic selection
of a default implementation. A side-effect of storing several code modules in one
container is improved storage efficiency.
The general mechanism to distinguish between several implementations of one
code module is through the index field in a module capability, which together with
the container number forms the module identifier. The relationship between a
composite code module and a code module is analogous to the relationship between
a composite module and a co-module. The index selects an entry of the Code Table,
which contains a pointer to the Entry Point List, a module capability for a qualifier
list module and a flag that indicates whether this entry describes an actual code
module or a code library. The latter two fields are described later in detail. The
content of a code module is shown in Figure 6.9.
Code Module
0 Entry Point List Pointer
Code
Table 1 Entry Point List Pointer
2 Entry Point List Pointer
..
..
.
.

Qualifier List ModCap
Qualifier List ModCap
Qualifier List ModCap
..
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Library Flag
Library Flag
Library Flag
..
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Container C

Figure 6.9: Code Table representation within a code module
The diagram shows a code module with three entry point lists. The format of
the entry point lists is unchanged and each entry point contains a pointer to the
actual code segment (the black arrow) and the starting address (i.e. the relative
offset, drawn as a grey arrow) of the method in that segment. This allows arbitrary
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structures to be used to represent the code, ranging from a single segment (as used
in Code Table entry 2) to using multiple segments (as in Code Table entry 0 and 1).
Sharing of code segments between different interfaces is possible. The compiler or
linker is responsible for creating these structures, as mentioned in section 6.3.
The Code Table must not be confused with the Co-module Table of a code module, as these have very different purposes. The general structure and the indirection
is similar, but the information represented in both tables is fundamentally different.
Code segments can themselves contain pointers to further code segments (representing internal routines) and to data segments (e.g. for constants). Such segments
can also contain module capabilities. This internal structure is not determined by
the kernel, since it is not responsible for invoking internal routines11 .
The Code Table is not a constant data structure. It may be changed at runtime, adding new code modules and deleting no longer needed code modules.
Special care must be taken not to break existing persistent modules by replacing
the implementation they use (e.g. by overwriting the code segments with a new
implementation). The Code Manager may replace the Entry Point List pointer in an
entry safely with a pointer to a new implementation, provided that the new version
uses exactly the same internal data representation. Currently active modules using
the old implementation continue to work as expected, as the inter-module call
stores a reference to the EPL in the linkage.
The selection of a default implementation in cases where the user does want to
specify which of several implementations of the same type to use (e.g. to use the
latest corrected version of a code module) is not possible in a fully automatic way.
In the context of a file module it must be ensured that always the same implementation is used, i.e. the selection of a particular code module must be performed at
file creation time. How an implementation is selected is left to user-level code, e.g.
as part of the compiler run-time libraries. The code module capability determines
which implementation is used.
A normal code module is compiled in such a way that it can directly access the
segments of its associated file structure. The IMC instruction is responsible for setting up the addressing environment in such a way that the file segments associated
with the current file module can be loaded into segment registers.
A library is organised in a similar way to a normal file or code module with
one important difference. A library may address a segment of its client module
in addition to the code segments and (if applicable) private data segments of the
library module. In the case of a code library this means that the code has direct
access to the passed segment, which is usually part of the client’s file container.
Similarly for a file library the passed segment is addressable in addition to the root
segment of the library.
Libraries can only be invoked by a kernel instruction known as library call (LC).
11 The

linkage stack made available to the kernel by a Thread Manager is used only for IMC linkage.
Local call linkage is the responsibility of the compiler, which can, but need not, use the process
container for this purpose (see section 6.6.2).
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A LC is restricted to targets which have the library flag set in the Code Table entry
corresponding to the invoked co-module. Code libraries and file libraries are distinguished by the content of the type field of the capability presented to the LC.
The technique used to make the passed segment of the client module accessible
is that a segment register is pre-loaded with the segment capability. If the target
of an LC is a file module capability, then both the passed segment of the client file
module and the root segment of the file library are made accessible. In this case
the passed segment must be stored either in the container of the current thread or
in the same container as the private data of the file library, otherwise the LC fails.
One way of viewing the difference between the IMC and a LC is that the former
establishes a tightly bound relationship between code and file data by means of
entries in the co-module table, while the latter can be bound to any persistent
data segments as parameters. The reason why both are supported is that the tight
binding is appropriate with an information-hiding file, while libraries allow the use
of library routines in the context of a client module.
Libraries support efficient implementation of small objects (e.g. strings, stacks,
trees, object-oriented objects etc.) even in an OS context, where placing information in separate modules would be prohibitively expensive and unnecessary from
the viewpoint of protection. If the information-hiding principle were strictly followed without libraries, such standard code modules could not be shared but their
code would have to be repeated in each module.

6.8 Protection Mechanisms
The key protection feature of SPEEDOS is the module capability. These are discussed in section 6.8.1. Section 6.8.2 describes how bracket methods are integrated into the kernel design. Finally section 6.8.3 describes another important protection feature, the Thread Security Register.

6.8.1 Module Capabilities
The complete content of a module capability in SPEEDOS is shown in Figure 6.10.
The basic fields from the general capability definition are the module identifier and
the access rights.
Module Identifier

Container #

Type

Confinement and Access Rights
Metarights Environment
Rights

Index
Figure 6.10: Representation of a module capability
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The module identifier (which is both globally unique and unique over time) has
already been discussed in detail. The main part of the module identifier is the
container number, which means that a container number must never be reused.
Reusing a module identifier for which module capabilities still exist would make
them valid again, giving the holders of these capabilities access to a module which
should not be accessible to them. The index field is only unique within a container
and for a particular module capability type.
The next three fields are not part of the general capability model, but represent further structuring and protection possibilities. The type field distinguishes
between different kinds of module capabilities for file modules, code modules or
threads. There are also other types of capabilities for special purposes such as
kernel capabilities, which are generally used only in the context of OS modules.
The same container may be used in module capabilities with different type. The
interpretation of the container content thus depends on the type of the module capability presented to the kernel. Capabilities with different types may exist concurrently for a single container, i.e. it is possible to create singleton modules (modules
for which only a single instance exists) in a single container. The design supports
even placing code, persistent data and threads in a single container, which can be
used for certain out-of-process modules, e.g. device drivers. However this is not
considered standard usage of the module and process concepts. Using a container
for several purposes saves some management overhead, but this is not the primary
motivation for the flexibility of the module/thread design in SPEEDOS, which aims
for security by using a consistent structuring approach.
Since all objects in SPEEDOS start as composite modules, there is usually a file
module capability for each container which is in use. Optionally there are also
code module capabilities or thread capabilities referring to the same container.
The data structures (Co-module Table, Thread Table and Code Table) for which no
capabilities exist may be left empty.
The description of the metarights appears in the next section. Metarights play a
key role in controlling capability distribution. These rights can be used indirectly
to implement certain confinement schemes, but their meaning is to define what
operations may be used on the capability itself.
The confinement and environment rights in the module capability augment the
module confinement possibilities which can be implemented through brackets. This
concept will be described in detail in section 6.8.3.
The semantic access rights determine which interface methods may be called
using this module capability. Since there may be a considerable number of interface
methods, an efficient representation is required, e.g. a bit list. The access rights are
defined as a bit pattern which indicates (by bit position) which of the methods in
the associated code module can be invoked by the possessor of the capability.
Capabilities are usually created with all rights set, and during the distribution to
actual client modules these access rights can be restricted, but not increased using kernel calls. In SPEEDOS a module capability is a necessary but not sufficient
prerequisite for gaining access to a module, since brackets may also prevent the
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execution of the target method, according to rules in the bracket code. This represents a fundamentally different philosophy than formulated by Needham in [203].
Providing module capabilities as user-visible entities makes it possible to implement user-level module capability lists, e.g. in directory modules. Such directory
modules are similar to directories in conventional file systems, but like other modules are freely programmable.
6.8.1.1 Metarights
Access to an individual module capability is controlled through its metarights,
which may restrict those operations possible on capabilities provided by the kernel. Since there are only very few operations on module capabilities, it is simple
to control what each operation may do, although the operations have many facets.
There are two essential functions on module capabilities:
inter_module_call: Uses the specified module capability (along with a numeric method identifier) to invoke an interface method of the specified module, subject to the various right fields in the module capability.
copy_modcap: Generally copies a module capability from a given source location to a given destination, subject to the metarights in the source module
capability. The source location must be in the module capability area and
the destination may be either in the module capability area or the normal
data area of a segment. In the latter case the value of the capability can be
examined and modified, but cannot be used as a module capability.
The following metarights define which operations on a particular module capability are allowed. Generally a module capability for a newly created module has
all rights set, including the metarights. Thus it is often more interesting what is no
longer possible on a capability if a particular metaright is unset:
permit_copy: If set, the module capability may be copied to any other segment.
Prohibits copy_modcap if unset (i.e. only inter-module calls are possible).
Such capabilities cannot be moved or copied in any form whatsoever.
permit_duplicate: If unset the source module capability is invalidated when
being copied, changing the behaviour of the copy_modcap instruction from
copy to destructive move.
permit_read: The capability may be copied to the normal data part of any other
segment. This allows the content of a module capability to be examined. If
unset, it is not possible to store the content of a module capability in the data
area of a segment.
permit_normal: If unset then inter-module calls cannot be made, and the capability cannot be passed to another module as an input parameter. This is
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meant to prevent invocation of module capabilities by directory modules in
which they are stored, as these are only supposed to store capabilities, but
should not use them.
To allow normal use of such capabilities after they have been returned from
the directory module, this right is automatically set again in a copy of the
capability passed back as a return value of an inter-module call.
permit_distribution: If unset then this capability may only be copied to modules with the same owner as the currently executing process. This ensures
that the module capability is not disclosed to a third party.
permit_transfer: The previous metaright is sometimes too restrictive. It is not
possible to pass a capability to another user and at the same time prevent him
from passing it on, because to pass it requires permit_distribution to
be set, but then the capability is outside the control of the caller, so that he
cannot unset permit_distribution.
If this metaright is set, then permit_distribution is ignored until the
condition for copying a capability with permit_distribution unset is
violated once, causing permit_transfer to be unset by the kernel.
Metarights exclusively control operations on the actual module capability, and
not on the module itself. Operations such as creating, copying, renaming and deleting modules are the task of other modules that relate to the implementation of
the virtual memory, and may thus be controlled by the semantic access rights to
these management modules. However renaming and deleting a module implicitly
makes the module capabilities associated with the original module unusable, as the
container associated with the module will no longer exist.
Module capabilities are protected in SPEEDOS, as we saw in section 6.4.3, in that
they are segregated into a special section of a segment which can only be accessed
using kernel instructions. There are a number of operations on module capabilities,
which are described in the following sections.
6.8.1.2 Copying Module Capabilities
Copying capabilities with copy_modcap does not need much further comment.
Both the source and destination module capability are specified by memory references (consisting of a segment register number and the offset within the segment).
The copy_modcap operation has a few additional parameters that allow the various access rights fields to be restricted.
The actual copying operation is trivial, however the precise meaning of the
copy_modcap instruction is also subject to the metarights in the source capability (which will be described in section 6.8.1.1) and the current confinement state
(described in section 6.8.3).
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6.8.1.3 Creating Module Capabilities
The kernel instruction create_modcap creates a new module capability. This
instruction is protected by a kernel capability. The software that creates new capabilities must be trustworthy and is the basis for the security of the entire system.
The number of modules that possess a capability that permits capability creation
should be limited, as the misuse is a threat to the security of the entire system.
Generally only one module on a node has the right to create new module capabilities, the Container Directory. All other co-modules that need to create module
capabilities should use appropriate interface methods of the Container Directory in
order to obtain the necessary capabilities (but this is an OS design decision).
6.8.1.4 Inter-Module Call and Return
In order to invoke a method of a module with the inter_module_call instruction, the caller needs to present a module capability for the target module and the
entry point number of the desired method. The entry point number allows the kernel to check whether the method call is permitted and to locate the target method.
Depending on the type of the module capability, the root segment of a file module
is made accessible in addition to the code segment implementing the target.
The inter_module_call instruction keeps track of method invocations by
placing invocation records on the linkage stack of the current thread. These records contain linkage information that allows the state of the calling module to be
restored with the inter_module_return instruction. The information associated with individual invocation records (e.g. parameter lists) must be separately
protected, in order to prevent unwanted and uncontrollable information disclosure. The linkage information itself must be protected against arbitrary modifications, otherwise protection is rendered ineffective (e.g. the return address may
be changed). This is implemented by not making the content of the linkage stack
segment (cf. section 6.6.2) directly accessible to the current module.
The access to the segments containing the Entry Point List and the code segment
implementing the target method is synchronised via reader/writer semaphores.
The kernel starts a “read” operation during the inter_module_call instruction
and ends this critical region in the inter_module_return instruction that leaves
the code module. Thus multiple invocations of the same code module are possible
without limiting concurrent execution of threads. This also enables the Code Manager to prevent the invocation of code that is currently being updated. The Code
Manager synchronises the critical region which updates the code segments with
“write” operations, which guarantee that no thread is active in the code module.
Kernel instructions concerned with the method invocation do not need to allocate new segments on the stack. The stack of invocation records for a thread is
represented by one preexisting segment (allocated by the Thread Manager when
the thread is created) that contain all sensitive information that must not be visible
to the client or target module.
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The parameter and return value segments are managed separately (as described
in section 6.6.2), but there are references from the invocation records to the corresponding parameter and return value segments. As long as the number of registers
suffices to pass all information to and from a method, it is not necessary to allocate parameter and return value segments via the Segment Manager of the current
stack container, i.e. null pointers may be passed and returned.
Both the inter-module call and return instructions allow the contents of the processor registers (and of module capability registers if supported by the kernel implementation) to be passed. If this is not sufficient to pass the required amount of
information, it is also possible to specify one segment (which must be in the same
container as the thread stack) to be passed. This allows a symmetrical implementation of parameter lists and return values, i.e. the return values are not limited to
a single elementary data item as it is the case in many programming languages.
The parameter segment is passed to the target module with read-only access,
which prevents the target from making modifications to the parameter segment.
The only information channel from the target module to the client is the return
value segment (besides the content of the registers, but these are not critical since
they are always passed by value). For example if a modified version of the incoming
parameter list is to be passed to another module, a new parameter segment must
be allocated and set up.
Segments which are stored in the process container (e.g. parameter, return value
and local variable segments) may contain pointers, but this is not expected to
be frequently used except for managing the invocation stack for internal method
calls12 . The structure of the parameter lists and return values of the methods of
a well-designed module are generally simple and there is no need for pointers.
These pointers may only refer to segments in the same container (i.e. the container
in which the thread is stored) as the parameter list or return value. This enforces
the isolation of modules.
6.8.1.5 Library Call
The library_call instruction is very similar to an inter-module call. The main
difference is that the target of a library call has access to a segment of the client
module via a pre-loaded segment register. The remaining semantics are almost
completely the same, except that the parameter list segment must refer to the same
container as the segment passed by the client module (i.e. both are stored in the
container of the current thread or to the container of the private data of the client
module). The target code of a library call must have the library flag set, otherwise
the call fails (similarly an inter-module call requires the library flag to be unset).
There is no special return instruction for libraries. The inter_module_return
instruction has to be used in order to return to the caller. The linkage information
12 The

invocation stack for internal method calls may also be managed in the file container of a
module, but this is at the discretion of the OS designer and/or the designer of the internal method
invocation used by the compiler run-time support.
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stored by the library_call instruction contains all necessary information. The
rule for return value segments is analogously modified, i.e. the returned segment
must be stored in the same container as the passed object and the parameter list.
This ensures that information is not disclosed to other modules. The violation of
the information-hiding principle is limited to the client and the library.
A special variant of the library_call instruction is available that always invokes the module capability for the Segment Manager deposited in the current
process. This instruction is called stack_sm_call, and is meant to eliminate
the need to pass a module capability for the Segment Manager responsible for the
current process to every module. Apart from the implicit target capability, the semantics of this instruction is identical to the library_call instruction.

6.8.2 Integrating Bracket Methods into the Kernel Design
Qualifiers with bracket methods provide an important contribution to protection in
SPEEDOS (cf. chapter 4). The principle is that any module which can be invoked
can also be bracketed. This means that not only a composite module but also all its
co-modules (see chapter 5, section 6.5 and section 6.7) and code modules can be
bracketed. Hence both Co-module Table and Code Table entries contain a qualifier
list module capability which manages the bracket list for that entry. A standard
routine of this module can be invoked by the kernel in association with an IMC or
LC in order to determine whether the call in question should actually be bracketed
and which bracket methods need to be invoked.
The kernel neither defines a format for the qualifier list data structure nor accesses it directly, because a qualifier list is a relatively complicated data structure
that would also require complicated code in the kernel that determines the applicable brackets for a particular method invocation. Instead the management of a
qualifier list is delegated to a separate module.
It is the responsibility of the respective Co-module Manager or Code Manager to
insert a qualifier list module capability to a particular entry of the Co-module Table
or Code Table. This operation is different from changing the content of the qualifier
list itself, which must be made through the interface of the qualifier list module.
The mapping from the entry point number of the target module to the entry point
number for the bracket module must be managed explicitly by the qualifier list
module. In the programming language Timor the name of the method is matched
or its op/enq categorisation. This kind of information is not available in SPEEDOS
and must be defined explicitly by the qualifying list. The kernel is unaware whether
generalised or specialised brackets are used [149]. Support for these is the task of
the qualifier list module, which supplies the bracketing information to the kernel.
These qualifier lists represent both call-in and call-out brackets associated with
all methods of the corresponding module. The kernel needs to maintain further
information in the linkage on the thread stack, in order to represent the current
state of bracket execution, i.e. the current position in the bracket list.
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The kernel executes the brackets in the following order:
1) First the call-out brackets of the client code module, then
2) the call-out brackets of the client file module, then
3) the call-in brackets of the target file module, and
4) finally the call-in brackets of the target code module.
In the context of such a bracket method, the kernel’s body instruction continues
in the bracket list, i.e. the kernel queries the applicable qualifier list module for the
next bracket and then invokes the bracket method in a nested fashion. This effectively iterates through all qualifier lists and eventually the target module is invoked,
unless a bracket method returns without invoking body. It is forbidden (the kernel
checks this condition) to invoke body more than once during the execution of a
bracket method. Multiple invocation of a target method is usually a severe modification of the interface semantics and can be considered a threat to security (e.g.
repeated invocations from within a bracket method).
The invocation of bracket methods is very similar to a normal method invocation,
but the bracket method optionally has access to the parameter list passed to the
target module (which may not be the same as the parameter list passed by the
client module if an earlier bracket has replaced it). The information returned by a
qualifier list module includes this flag, i.e. it determines whether the bracket is a
specialised or a generalised bracket method (cf. [149]).
For brackets that are invoked due to a library call it is forbidden to access the
parameter lists and/or the segment in the private data of the client. This would be
both a security hazard and would violate the information-hiding principle.
Of course the bracket methods may themselves be bracketed. The module issuing
the body instruction is considered the client and the destination bracket for body
is the target module. Otherwise the situation is handled as if the invocation actually
was an invocation of the inter_module_call instruction.

6.8.3 The Thread Security Register
The state of a thread includes a set of security indicators expressed as bits in a
(pseudo-)system register, the Thread Security Register (TSR). The values in this
register are saved in the linkage of each inter-module call and are restored to their
former values on each inter-module return. The rights expressed in the TSR fall
into two categories: confinement rights and environment rights.
Whereas each thread has its own independent set of values in the TSR, the values relevant to a thread after an inter-module call remain valid. The rights which
they represent can be further reduced as the new module executes. The invocation of a module implicitly revokes the rights in the TSR that are not granted in
the Confinement and Environment Rights field in the target module capability (cf.
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section 6.8.1). The rights in the TSR can never be increased except by restoration
on an inter-module return.
The kernel provides an instruction query_tsr that allows the state of the TSR
to be queried and an instruction refine_tsr that allows to reduce the rights
represented by the TSR, which can for example be used in bracket routines.
Actually these kernel instructions are considered a low-level mechanism (avoiding the implementation of a considerable number of trivial kernel instructions) that
violates the information hiding principle, since the proper solution would be to
provide individual query and refinement operations for each right. This deficiency
can be overcome by user-level code.
A forced method call is not affected by the current state of the Thread Security
Register, i.e. it starts with all rights, subject to the confinement rights in the module
capability used for the forced method call.
6.8.3.1 Confinement Rights
Generally module confinement can be achieved using call-out brackets, as described in chapter 4. Using brackets has the advantage that relatively straightforward confinement schemes can be implemented to prevent information from
leaking to modules which should not have access to this information.
Bracketing is not adequate to solve all confinement problems, in particular those
where a confined module actually needs to make call-outs in order to fulfil its task
or where individual users want to control confinement differently. The SPEEDOS
kernel provides some further, relatively simple mechanisms which can under some
circumstances provide confinement in a more flexible way than bracketing.
The structure of modules and processes in the SPEEDOS architecture provides
opportunities to confine the activities of modules in ways which are not possible
in conventional systems. The SPEEDOS kernel is aware of the nature of various
segments used when a thread is executing a particular module. It can distinguish,
for example, between persistent file segments, code segments and inter-module
parameter segments. Access to each of these different kinds of segments can be
separately controlled by the kernel, restricting the flow of information.
The confinement rights can express the following restrictions on a called module:
permit_enq: If set, then passing information out of a module as return values is
allowed. The return values are made inaccessible to the caller of the module
if this bit is unset, preventing information disclosure.
permit_op: If set, the methods of a module may modify the persistent file segments of a module. If unset, methods which modify its state are disallowed.
This can e.g. guarantee the integrity of a module.
permit_file: If set, the module may contain persistent file segments. Otherwise
only code modules may be called. This rules out that the module may secretly
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store information in its private data, disclosing information to other users
who have a capability for the module.
permit_nonparam_calls: If set, a called module may make calls to further
modules. If unset, modules may not be called, unless the module capabilities
for them have been passed as parameters and permit_param_calls is set.
permit_param_calls: If set, the called module may call modules for which
module capabilities have been explicitly passed as parameters. If unset, even
modules corresponding to module capabilities passed to it cannot be invoked.
These restrictions are e.g. sufficient to express that an editor program (which
does not have its own private data) may access and modify a text file, for which
a module capability is passed as a parameter. Other modules may not be called,
which guarantees that no secret file can be created by copying the text file content.
However this set of restrictions is not sufficient to implement more complicated
confinement rules that apply to the modules used by the target module (i.e. if calls
are permitted), e.g. if the primary module is a program. For further modules called
by the primary target module one of two sets of the following secondary confinement
rights apply, depending on whether the call to a further module uses a module
capability passed in the parameter list or a capability stored in the module itself.
Note that these are separate rights, despite the similar naming used as in the
description above. The restrictions available for secondary modules are:
permit_file: If unset, then further modules may not contain private data.
permit_op: If unset, then further modules may not be modified.
permit_enq: If unset, then the return values from further module calls are made
inaccessible. This prevents information disclosure through return values.
permit_calls: If unset, then further calls are not allowed (if they are allowed,
then the secondary confinement rights apply similarly to further modules).
The confinement restrictions that can be expressed using primary and secondary
confinement rights are quite complex. Note that different kinds of confinement conditions can be specified by the confinement rights and by using (call-out) brackets.
Confinement rights apply to the whole module, limiting calls to operations and/or
enquiries. However the confinement rights in different module capabilities may be
different. The secondary confinement restrictions possible using the confinement
rights cannot easily be implemented using brackets.
The fine-grained confinement restrictions using call-in and call-out brackets are
more flexible, as they can distinguish between different methods. The advantage
of the confinement bit mechanism is that it works on individual copies of module
capabilities and does not require the introduction of brackets, which needs control
over the qualifier list and has an effect on all users of a module. The implementation of the confinement rights is much cheaper than brackets and is based on the
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restriction of access rights to segments, a mechanism which in any case is required
to enforce isolation between modules.
Confinement based on brackets and confinement rights in module capabilities
have each strengths and weaknesses. Note that both mechanisms can be combined, because it is possible to reduce the rights in the TSR explicitly in a bracket
method and additionally a bracket might reduce the confinement rights of module
capabilities passed as parameters and return values.
6.8.3.2 Environment Rights
The kernel provides a number of (unprotected) instructions that allow the currently
active thread/module to discover information about the environment in which it
is working. These instructions all return numerical values (not capabilities) which
can be particularly useful for checking security requirements. Therefore these instructions are often used in bracket methods. In particular, the following basic
environmental query instructions are always meaningful:
current_file returns the module identifier (including the co-module number)
for the current co-module,
current_code returns the module identifier (including the code number) for the
current code module,
current_thread returns the process identifier (including the thread number)
for the current thread,
current_ep returns the entry point number of the currently executing method,
calling_file returns the container number for the calling file module and the
index value from the used module capability,
calling_code returns the container number for the calling code and the index
value of the code capability and,
calling_ep returns the entry point number of the calling method.
During the execution of bracket methods, a further set of environmental queries
becomes meaningful, which return similar information about the target module
(information about the client is available since it is the calling module). These
environmental queries can be used to parameterise the implementation of a call-in
or call-out bracket method appropriately:
target_file returns the module identifier for the target co-module,
target_code returns the module identifier for the target code module,
target_ep returns the entry point number of the target method.
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There is deliberately no environmental query that allows a bracket method to
discover information about the previous and/or next bracket method. The behavioural changes implemented by bracket methods should not vary depending on the
existence and identity of other brackets.
In addition to each environmental query described so far that returns container
numbers, there is an environmental query that returns the owner of a particular
container, e.g. current_file_owner. The owner of a file or code container
corresponds to the user who is responsible for it. Likewise the owner of a process
is the user to whom the process belongs. This information is especially useful for
security checks, access monitoring and for accounting of resource consumption.
The information returned by the environmental queries is part of the current
thread state, which corresponds to “registers” of the virtual machine that represent
the entire execution state of a thread. The environmental queries rely on information that is updated on an inter_module_call or on a thread_switch.
Like confinement rights all these environmental queries may be individually disabled, by unsetting the associated rights in capabilities or in the Thread Security
Register, since in some circumstances these queries can be used to circumvent security. For example a programmer in a banking system might use an environmental
right to establish whether his process is withdrawing money from an ATM and if
so to secretly pay out a bonus to himself! A disabled query always returns the
value zero, but never indicates an error. Querying the current state of the Thread
Security Register is considered an environmental query and can also be disabled.

6.9 Device Drivers
Device Drivers have not been mentioned explicitly in the above discussion, because
under the SPEEDOS kernel design they are in principle simply modules like any
other module. A device driver is special in two senses. First, it needs to be able to
handle interrupts. Section 6.6.6 has described how this is possible. Second, it needs
privileged access to the basic hardware controlling its device. How this can be
provided in detail depends on the hardware features and processor architecture of
a particular system. However, to harmonise this requirement for different systems
requires a general kernel strategy.
This is provided in the form of device capabilities, which represent the right to
access the hardware controlling a device. Such capabilities are stored in the module capability area of a segment (with the type device) and are subject to the same
metarights13 as module capabilities, but their meaning is actually closer to a segment capability. The container number in a device capability is replaced by a node
identifier, i.e. a device capability is meaningful only in the context of a particular node. The remaining fields (i.e. index, confinement rights and access rights)
13 Often

the permit_duplicate metaright is unset, to ensure that there is only a single device
capability giving access to a particular device controller in a SPEEDOS system.
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of a module capability also have a different meaning and represent the accessible
hardware control resources, e.g. the right to access a certain area of the physical memory space, which actually contains no memory but controls a device (an
implementation style generally called memory-mapped I/O).
In order to exercise the access rights associated with a device capability, it must
be loaded into a segment register. For this purpose there is a load_devcap instruction, which also performs the check whether a particular device capability is
valid on this node. The address specified in a particular access to a hardware device
consists in principle of the same pair <segment register #, offset in segment> as
for accesses to virtual memory.
There is no means to store device capabilities loaded into a segment register to
the pointer or module capability area of a segment. The only way to copy a device
capability is by using the copy_modcap instruction. Device capabilities are created using the create_modcap instruction, specifying the appropriate “module”
capability type along with the contents of the other fields.
Device drivers sometimes need to execute a critical region without switching to
another thread. This is a special scheduling policy that should be implemented by
the Thread Scheduler, by avoiding reschedules during such a critical region. A suitable module capability giving access only to these methods of the Thread Scheduler
can then be distributed to each device driver which requires this functionality.

6.10 Bootstrapping and Closing Down the System
A major difference to many other kernels for persistent systems is that the SPEEDOS
kernel itself is not persistent. The state of the SPEEDOS system is represented
entirely by the content of the virtual memory.
Thus bootstrapping a SPEEDOS system is not trivial. Both its state and the code
required to access it are represented in virtual memory. The kernel must be immediately able to use a number of modules and co-modules. The two central modules
that are directly used by the kernel are the Thread Scheduler and the Container
Directory. Unlike the module capabilities for the co-modules implementing OS
functionality, the kernel cannot compute module capabilities for these. They must
be either included in the kernel as constants or passed by the bootstrap loader.
The other central module (the Main Memory Directory) is generally not directly
used by the kernel and poses no special difficulty. The kernel normally does not
need to allocate main memory while the system is running.
It is the duty of the bootstrap loader to populate the main memory with the most
important containers and to construct the initial Main Memory Page Table. The
Container Directory, the Thread Scheduler and the Main Memory Directory are
vital modules that must be present from the beginning. The container(s) with the
implementation for the page table managers and device drivers that are required
for the initial modules and processes also need to be pre-loaded. This pre-loading
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must use the last state as represented in the virtual memory, as the state of the
pre-loaded modules contains essential structural information.
Depending on the complexity of the OS and how much care the OS designer
has taken in making the working set required for starting the system minimal, a
few dozen to several hundred pages need to be loaded before the SPEEDOS kernel can commence with normal operation. Generally the normal operation starts
by reinitialising the device drivers and other non-persistent aspects of the system.
This includes crash recovery operations that perhaps need to roll back the state of
the virtual memory into the last consistent state before the crash. This part of the
system initialisation is coordinated by programs that do not themselves have persistent data, before the state is reached that allows full functionality of the virtual
memory implementation.
Eventually the system processes will be started that e.g. allow users to activate
their persistent processes (cf. section 3.3.7). The entire state of modules and processes is stored in the persistent virtual memory and does not have to be recreated.
This avoids e.g. the overhead of creating new processes for the users, as is the case
for many conventional operating systems.
In order to terminate the execution of the kernel there is a kernel instruction
shutdown. Its use requires the possession of a kernel capability which contains the
right to use this instruction. This instruction is used as the last step in the shutdown
of a complete SPEEDOS operating system, after the state of the persistent virtual
memory has been brought up-to-date.

6.11 Summary
The SPEEDOS kernel enforces an overall operating system and application design
based on information-hiding modules, in contrast to the Monash Password Capability System and related capability-based operating systems, which stop at the
segment capability level. A SPEEDOS module may only access its own private data
directly, and access to data stored in other modules is possible only by calling one
of their interface methods. Modules replace the programs, libraries and files in
conventional systems with a single, uniform software entity. Processes and threads
represent activity in SPEEDOS, which implements the in-process model. Modules
and processes are stored in containers, which provide a uniform abstraction representing a substantial object in persistent virtual memory.
The key elements of the SPEEDOS kernel design are the support for bracketing
and composite modules. Bracketing supports the implementation of highly secure
systems, which are at the same time flexible and extensible. Composite modules
are the basis for reducing the kernel complexity, by delegating most functionality
(except security-related functions) to user modules.
Delegating functionality to modules and co-modules necessarily makes the description of the kernel more complicated, because the module interfaces used by
the kernel are an important part of the kernel specification. However delegation
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is the key to the separation between policy and mechanism and it reduces the
complexity of the kernel implementation greatly. Kernel instructions are short and
execute quickly, since delays, e.g. due to page fault handling, are not considered
part of a kernel instruction.
The OS designer is free to implement whatever is deemed appropriate for the
delegated functionality. The SPEEDOS kernel design does not enforce the design
of a secure system. The kernel may be used to deliberately construct an OS that is
insecure, but this is not assumed to be the typical case. Some elements of a secure,
persistent OS design using the SPEEDOS kernel will be described in chapter 7.
Special care has been taken that the kernel does not interfere unintentionally
with the resource management implemented at the user level, e.g. by the scheduler
and virtual memory implementation. While a completely non-blocking kernel is
slightly more difficult to implement, it has many properties that justify that effort.
The inter-module call operation is the most complicated part of the kernel and
is certainly more complex than most message passing service implementations in
a microkernel. This is exclusively due to the higher level of protection achievable,
not an indication of an inherently more complex operation.
Protection is implemented in several variants, from relatively static module capabilities to freely programmable bracket methods. This is necessary for software
designed for continuous, reliable operation. No designer has perfect foresight to
define all protection conditions correctly, taking future modifications into account.
The kernel supports replacing security-critical software elements and protection
definitions at run-time, in order to support the implementation of a corrected protection system without service disruptions. This is an ideal basis for a highly flexible, extensible and secure software system.
The SPEEDOS kernel implements a virtual machine that supports an orthogonal
implementation of segmentation and paging. All software in the system (except the
kernel that implements the virtual machine) is represented uniformly as modules
with semantic interfaces in the virtual memory. This avoids the software specification and structuring problems identified by Parnas.
The whole design of the SPEEDOS kernel emphasises structural uniformity, orthogonality and simplicity. While some elements of the SPEEDOS kernel design
have been used in other operating systems and kernels, the biggest improvements
are due to the introduction of brackets and co-modules. These structural changes
allow a high level of protection in combination with a high flexibility in the OS
implementation. The usually sharp distinction between OS and application is replaced by a controlled cooperation of both.
There is still plenty of room for different SPEEDOS kernel implementations with
different performance characteristics. It is not assumed that a single kernel implementation is applicable for all hardware platforms, ranging from small embedded
systems to powerful mainframe systems.
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Chapter 7
Significant Effects of the SPEEDOS
Kernel Design on an OS
The SPEEDOS kernel by itself deliberately does not suggest a particular OS functionality or application software structure. In this chapter some elements of an
OS built on the kernel are outlined, illustrating its flexibility and extensibility. Because the general OS design is similar to the MONADS [130, 131] and Grasshopper [51, 52, 53] operating systems, the discussed topics focus mainly on the structural modifications related to the bracket and co-module concepts.
Characteristic features of the OS are determined by the implementation of the
composite modules and co-modules to which the kernel delegates policy-related
functions. The most important modules from an infrastructural point of view are
the virtual memory implementation and the thread scheduler. However the management of the module structures represented e.g. by the Co-module Manager and
the qualifier lists play an important role in the security of the overall system.
For the programmer of a normal application these OS-related co-modules are
often not relevant. The designer may normally specify appropriate interfaces to
the modules that comprise his application software system without worrying about
the precise semantics of the OS-related co-modules. The standard implementation
of the OS abstractions usually will already provide the required functionality. If this
is not the case, the designer simply has to specify an alternative implementation of
e.g. the Page Table Manager.

7.1 Uniform Persistent Distributed Virtual Memory
The simple interfaces to the Container Directory module and the Page Table Manager are sufficient to implement a very powerful virtual memory abstraction. All
persistent storage (including removable media) is regarded as part of the virtual
memory. The persistent storage is structured uniformly, and may contain modules
and processes, represented by segments and pages in the virtual memory.
Computation takes place in the part of the virtual memory that is currently
present in main memory on a particular node in a distributed SPEEDOS system.
Distributed persistent virtual memory (cf. [137, 139, 106, 107]) is implemented
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by transferring pages stored on remote discs to the requesting node. This is the
responsibility of the Container Directory module on each node.

7.1.1 Container Directory Modules
The purpose of the Container Directory is to maintain information about all currently existing containers in a SPEEDOS system. Of course it is unrealistic to assume
a completely centralised implementation. Generally the Container Directory delegates its functionality to modules which each manage the information required for
a single disc (see Figure 7.1). Such a Disc Directory is normally stored on the disc
for which it is responsible.

Disc 1

Container Directory

Disc Directory

#108
#111

#137 #128

Disc 2

Disc Directory

#202
#217
#243
#299 #268

Figure 7.1: Container Directory structure managing two discs
Such an organisation is suitable for both fixed and removable media, and guarantees that the management information is available as long as the managed containers are available. The Disc Directory is also a suitable place for managing the
page allocation on a particular disc, including the list of free pages.
The diagram focuses on the structural representation of the information about
the location of containers and neglects the structure of the management modules,
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which are themselves held in containers. There is a central Container Directory
module per node which contains module capabilities for the Disc Directory of each
disc currently on-line at that node. The grey arrows denote that the location information of the containers on the disc is stored in the Disc Directory module.
In a distributed virtual memory implementation the Container Directory module
provides a service to locate the node responsible for a particular container. This includes support for removable media that are currently accessible through a remote
node, i.e. a removable medium may be used regardless of its physical location,
provided that it is currently mounted.
The inspiration for the structure of the Container Directory came from the virtual
memory implementation in the MONADS-PC system. In the MONADS system there
is a (well-known) container 0 on each disc, which contains the “bootstrap” information for accessing a particular container. This is directly accessed by the virtual
memory implementation in the MONADS kernel, but is delegated in SPEEDOS.
Direct access to complicated data structures is considered a violation of the
information-hiding principle in SPEEDOS, thus the design uses modules rather than
raw containers. Container 0 is the storage location for the Disc Directory module,
which contains the information required by the kernel to find the containers in
the part of the persistent virtual memory stored on a particular disc. It contains
conceptually the same information as the container 0 in MONADS, but the actual
information representation is hidden.
Maintaining the Container Directory through a module on each disc limits the
impact of e.g. a disc crash, as only the containers on that disc are affected. Assuming an up-to-date backup copy, it is easy to recover from this situation.
The Container Directory hides from the kernel the details of the container number interpretation. The kernel does not need to know the precise meaning of a container number and its relation to the actual storage location. The OS designer can
decide which naming scheme is appropriate in a particular system. The nodes in
a distributed system have to agree on an unambiguous naming scheme, of course.
Due to the intrinsic complexity of a realistic DSM implementation, this is not analysed in detail in this thesis.
The Container Directory communicates with other Container Directories on remote nodes, in order to locate containers and to transfer pages that are stored
remotely. This must be implemented using explicit network communication. A
design along the lines proposed by Henskens is one possibility [106, 107, 289].
If a previously unused container is accessed for the first time, it is the task of the
Container Directory in cooperation with the respective Disc Directory to load the
pages of the container which allow locating the corresponding Page Table Manager.
It is generally sufficient if the Disc Directory knows the location of the pages comprising the Co-module Table. While the Co-module Table of a particular container
is being loaded it is not possible to use its Page Table Manager. The Disc Directory
determines the paging strategy for the pages of the Co-module Table. Generally
the Disc Directory only needs to know a small subset of the page table for each
container on a particular disc, since the Co-module Table is not particularly large.
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7.1.2 Page Table Manager
The kernel does not enforce any particular design for this co-module. While the
general design of the virtual memory is determined by the Container Directory,
the local details of the virtual memory organisation for a particular container are
defined by the Page Table Manager of that container. This may take into account
the typical access pattern for data held in its container, using this information for
page prefetch and discard decisions. This can improve the performance of the
virtual memory implementation.
A Page Table Manager could take into account that for some modules (e.g. device
drivers) it may be counterproductive to make all the private data persistent. Device
drivers often have to store a rather complicated representation of the state of the
supported hardware device. The state of a device is often not persistent (i.e. it
always starts up in the same state) and may be partially discarded at shutdown
without information loss1 .
In some situations this non-persistence could even be exposed to the client modules, e.g. a driver for a graphics card may not store the content of the frame buffer
across reboots, it may inform the client applications that they need to redraw their
windows. This shows that it makes sense to implement various levels of persistence
in different parts of a single software system.
Persistence does not have to be entirely automatic, and the precise semantics is
determined by the implementation of the individual Page Table Managers and the
resource management module which they use. It is e.g. possible that the old state
of a module is retained by storing modified pages separately until an explicit save
operation is invoked on the Page Table Manager.
Such a design would be rather similar to the explicit saving of files in a conventional system, except that the internal representation need not be transformed into
a file representation by the application.
It is even possible to implement a completely non-persistent system and revert to
an implementation with a separate persistent file store. Modules can by default be
temporary objects, requiring the programmer to explicitly make them persistent.
However there would be severe implications for the protection system and the
authentication of users, if it could not be assumed that processes are persistent.

7.1.3 Memory Allocation within a Container
The general principles, problems and solutions that arise from the implementation of segment creation at the user level have been described in section 6.4.4. In
this section a possible implementation is outlined, via a Segment Manager library
associated with each container.
1 This

non-persistent aspect of device drivers eliminates the circular dependency of the disc device
drivers, where it would be impossible to automatically make the entire state persistent. The state
of the disc driver is modified while it writes data to disc, which could potentially lead to an endless
loop flushing dirty pages.
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The Segment Manager is solely responsible for creating new segments in its container and it possesses the right to create segments. The kernel capability which
represents this right and the state of the allocator must be protected against unwanted access or modification, otherwise it would be impossible to guarantee that
segments do not overlap. The representation of the allocation implementation as
a library with its own private data fulfils all these requirements. It also has the
advantage that different allocation strategies can be used in different containers.
The Segment Manager can provide a method to trigger garbage collection within
a file container. The garbage collector uses the state of the Segment Manager and
the pointer areas of all reachable segments to determine the liveness of each currently allocated segment. Segments that are no longer accessible are deleted and
returned to the free space list. Complete pages that are no longer in use are marked
as free by returning them to the free list managed by the Container Directory. Similarly the Main Memory Page Table may need to be updated when a segment is
deleted, freeing the main memory page frames that used to hold the segment.
It must be taken into account that a currently active module may have references in the segment registers, referring to segments that are not reachable through
pointers. Additionally the garbage collector may be executed concurrently to the
memory allocation functions. Appropriate synchronisation is required.
A limited form of garbage collection is needed by any implementation of the
Segment Manager, because the space occupied by a deallocated segment must not
be reused until the last reference to it is also deleted. This applies even if explicit
deallocation of segments is supported, as otherwise overlapping segments may be
created temporarily. Overlapping segments would nullify the protection of pointers
and module capabilities.

7.1.4 Migrating Containers
It is unrealistic to assume that containers do not have to be migrated to a different disc or node in the lifetime of the system. Thus it must be possible to locate
migrated containers. The Container Directory is in principle the suitable place for
storing information about migrated containers (which can be used as a mechanism for migrating a module without changing its identifier), although in practice
it might delegate this to other modules. The Container Directory (or a related
module) thus needs to maintain hints where a migrated container can be actually
found. In the case of a distributed SPEEDOS system a global naming service could
identify the currently responsible node for a particular container. The possibilities are unlimited, as the implementation of the Container Directory is determined
freely by the OS designer.
Container migration is relevant not only when a distributed SPEEDOS system is
considered. It is equally important for an isolated system that has several discs. If a
container is moved from one disc to another the Container Directory on the original
disc can reflect this. To eliminate the unrealistic assumption that a particular disc
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remains in operation forever, there must be further mechanisms implemented in
the Container Directory, e.g. moving to another disc the Disc Directory of a disc
that is to be taken out of service.

7.1.5 Stability of the Persistent Store
Another aspect of the implementation of a persistent store is its stability. The system
may regularly create a snapshot of the persistent memory. This requires coordination [106, 125] between the Page Table Managers of all involved containers.
A problem could then arise for a system in which the user authentication approach described in section 3.3.7 is used: after a system crash (which may take
a while to fix) the involved processes would be reset to the state in a previous
snapshot. Hence a process which has been logged out after the snapshot would become active again, without requiring authentication—but the legitimate user may
no longer be at the terminal!
This problem can be rectified by automatically creating a snapshot for each
logout operation, only acknowledging the logout if the snapshot has been taken
successfully. This indicates how complex a secure, fully automatic virtual memory
stability scheme can become, but also illustrates that such a system may be implemented completely through user-level modules.
Stability may alternatively be implemented in combination with a transaction
manager that ensures that only a consistent module state is visible. This is not necessarily limited to small, fairly short-lived transactions as envisaged for example in
the Plurix [298] system, which use optimistic schemes to avoid conflicting updates
in most cases. Longer transactions have a higher probability of conflicting updates
and thus favour more pessimistic, lock-based schemes.

7.1.6 Replication of Modules in a Distributed System
In a distributed system based exclusively on a page-based virtual memory implementation the delays caused by the page transfers can become a bottleneck. For
performance-critical modules it is often desirable to have several copies on different nodes in the system. Using replicas can be much faster and more efficient than
the implicit consistency algorithm included in the DSM system, because copies may
be placed close to the nodes that use them. This of course introduces two problems,
consistency and naming. Updating all copies synchronously is out of question.
The designers of some modules are willing to accept the responsibility of managing consistency explicitly, as part of the application. In this case replicas are not
completely transparent to the user, since their consistency must be managed explicitly, according to a certain policy. In this section it is assumed that replicas are
explicitly managed by the application and that there is no magic OS mechanism
that guarantees consistency. The merging of the replica module states is solely the
duty of the application.
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What remains is the naming problem. In SPEEDOS solving the naming problem is the duty of the OS designer, who must implement this in the Container
Directory. For the purpose of naming a replicated container, location-independent
identifiers might be used which represent an entire group of containers. A locationindependent identifier must be immediately recognisable, e.g. by defining that its
most significant bit is always set, whereas normal container identifiers have it unset. This allows the container directory to distinguish between both cases.
The location-independent identifiers may then be used in a module capability.
Such a module capability could refer to one of the replicas. It then becomes the responsibility of the Container Directory on the local node to find an actual container
with the replicated content. For this purpose the Container Directory could use
a per-node Replica Manager module, which defines the properties of all available
replicas. This Replica Manager normally uses a distributed naming service to locate
the available copies of a replica container. It selects the appropriate copy, according
to locally defined preferences and knowledge about the network characteristics.
The kernel invokes the Container Directory as a normal side-effect of the intermodule call operation, because the pages that belong to the location-independent
container identifier are by definition not present. The Container Directory informs
the kernel which actual container number must be used to access the content of the
replica. This ensures that the execution of a replicated module does not inadvertently switch to a different copy while it is executing, if for any reason all pages of
the replicated module are discarded. The kernel itself does not know the difference
between location-independent and “normal” container identifiers.
Module capabilities for actual replicas remain usable. They still refer to a particular copy. Thus introducing replicas for a previously non-replicated module is an
explicit operation and requires distributing the module capability containing the
location-independent container identifier.
While the replication implementation is based on the replication of containers,
the effect is that modules are replicated. The copies comprising a replicated module do not have to be truly identical and may e.g. use different (but compatible)
implementations of the same interface. As a consequence the representation of the
private data of a replicated module may differ from “copy” to “copy”.
The implementation of the replicated module is then responsible for keeping a
consistent state, e.g. by merging the contents of the different replicas regularly.
Such an operation may be implemented at an arbitrary level, either through using
the interface of the replicated module or by selecting a Page Table Manager implementation that is capable of resolving colliding updates. The latter solution is
only feasible if all copies use the same implementation. The applications using a
replicated module have to define the required level of consistency.
Containers in which code modules are stored are ideal candidates for replication,
as they are normally read-only. Hence it is generally possible to replicate such
containers without implementing any consistency protocol. Using logical container
numbers in code module capabilities provides a simple way to avoid transferring
the code along with the data, using the locally installed copy of the code instead.
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Leaving aside the inevitable complexity of implementing replica updates, it is
trivial in SPEEDOS to implement the replica concept entirely at the user level. For
example code for different processor architectures could be organised as “replicas”.
This illustrates the flexibility and extensibility of the kernel. Other operating systems preclude such user-level implementations, since the kernel contains too many
assumptions about the structure of the user-level software.
The Replica Manager modules on each node (either implemented as co-modules
of the individual copies or as separate composite modules) are responsible for controlling the creation of replicas and for making the existence of replicas globally
known. Furthermore the local Replica Manager is responsible for selecting the
appropriate replica container when a location-independent container identifier is
encountered in a module capability presented for an inter-module call. Both the
creation of replica containers and the selection of a particular replica container
copy may influence the security of a SPEEDOS system and must be appropriately
protected. The SPEEDOS protection mechanism based on semantic access rights
and brackets may easily solve this protection problem.

7.2 Managing Processes
The creation of processes and threads has been already mentioned in chapter 6.
This section focuses on controlling the execution of threads and their cooperation,
and on the relationship between users and processes.
Modules and threads are orthogonal concepts, because SPEEDOS follows the inprocess model, as discussed in section 2.3. Only occasionally the out-of-process
model is simulated by associating a thread with a module. Threads persist independently of their current activity (see section 6.6). Their activity can be controlled
via thread capabilities which activate methods of their Thread Control Manager.
Threads are represented statically in containers which are directly addressable
in the virtual memory. The content of such a container is also structured into
segments, like other containers. This allows these containers to be treated very
similarly to containers in which file and code modules are stored.
A process is a collection of threads that are stored in a single process container.
Threads are intended to represent concurrent activity within an application module. The process container defines the owner of the threads in it. The kernel and
the Thread Scheduler module do not assume a particular relationship between a
process and its threads. Threads are scheduled independently and have their own
scheduling parameters, e.g. priority or timeslice length.

7.2.1 Controlling Thread Execution
The Thread Control Manager cooperates with the Thread Scheduler to implement
operations that generally affect only a single thread. The Thread Control Manager
stores the scheduling parameters of threads that are not currently known to the
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scheduler. The scheduler only needs to know about threads which are likely to be
scheduled in the near future.
Each Thread Control Manager co-module has in particular access to the interface methods of the scheduler module that make a thread known to the scheduler
and define the scheduling parameters for the thread. The implementation of the
Thread Control Manager must be trustworthy, as it plays an important mediating
role between applications and the core OS modules.
Client interfaces of Thread Control Managers are defined entirely by the OS designer and may provide arbitrary operations for controlling the execution of a particular process. Thus these co-modules play an important role in the synchronisation of processes and for inter-process communication.

7.2.2 Scheduling Threads
The Thread Scheduler is implemented as a central module for each node. The
kernel knows the identity of this module and guarantees that its methods execute without being interrupted. On a multi-processor system the scheduler module implementation is responsible for achieving the appropriate level of exclusion
between scheduler methods executed on different processors.
The scheduler module bases its scheduling decisions on the knowledge of the
scheduling parameters of all runnable threads on a particular node. The scheduling
parameters describe e.g. the priority of a thread and its timeslice length.
Of course the scheduler may update the scheduling parameters of threads dynamically, according to their characteristics and the processor utilisation in the
system. For example real-time scheduling policies such as Earliest Deadline First
may be implemented by dynamically adjusting the thread priority. The execution
characteristics (e.g. CPU-bound or I/O-bound) of a thread (e.g. whether it is CPUbound or I/O-bound) can be measured in absolute terms of CPU time used. Some
properties may be determined more easily, without complicated measurements, e.g.
a thread is I/O-bound if on average it does not use its complete timeslice length.
An aspect that has been completely ignored so far is how to implement the popular timeslice-based scheduling policies. For this the scheduler needs to be informed
when the time quantum of a particular thread expires. This can be easily implemented by giving the scheduler access to the device driver module that supports
the system timer. It must only be arranged that the timer device driver notifies
the scheduler by invoking the time_expired operation of the scheduler module
when the time quantum of the current thread has expired. The scheduler will then
switch to a different thread and (depending on the scheduling policy applicable to
this new thread) will select a different time quantum.
The freely programmable scheduler allows the OS designer to implement a suitable scheduling policy for the applications running on the system. The scheduling
policies for an embedded system, a time-sharing workstation or a mainframe computer specialised on database applications are probably quite different.
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7.2.3 Relationship between Processes and Users
In general, use of the in-process design allows a direct relationship to exist between
a particular process and the user to whom it belongs. A user can of course have
several processes if parallel execution of several independent computations is desired. This must be explicitly controlled by creating processes appropriately and
synchronising them explicitly. Within a process several threads may be created.
In a typical SPEEDOS system, following the MONADS pattern, when a user is
introduced into the system a single process (with a single thread) is created to
represent him. From that point on, the container number of that process can be
regarded as his identifier. He may create further processes, but all of them are
marked with the user identifier of their creator (“owner”), thus all such processes
can be traced to the user who created them. Each process and file container which
he subsequently creates is marked with his identifier.
It is important that the kernel provides a trustworthy mechanism for determining which user is responsible for a particular activity or file. This simplifies security
checks and accounting greatly. The environmental query that returns the owner
of the current process is the key to a straightforward implementation of all functions in the system that need to determine the identity of the user. Similarly the
ownership of a file container defines which files belong to a particular user.
A user process (including all threads in the associated process container) may
be activated and deactivated as a whole. This is important for controlling the
login and logout of a particular user. The node-wide login service is one of the
few elements of a SPEEDOS system that follows the out-of-process model. It is
responsible for asking the user sitting at a terminal for the name of the process
to be activated. The login service looks up a thread capability for the name. If
the process is not already active on any node the login service uses the login
operation of the Thread Control Manager reachable through the thread capability,
which will make the process known to the scheduler module. It is assumed that
the process is in a state that will immediately check the authenticity of the user
that intends to gain access (cf. section 3.3.7). This authentication scheme does not
require a central table of authentication schemes or authentication responses.
When a user who is currently logged in wants to logout, he invokes his Authentication Verifier module, which as the first operation invokes the logout operation
of the Thread Control Manager of the current thread. The Thread Control Manager
uses the scheduler to place all threads in the long_suspend state, as it is not expected that the process will continue in the near future. The Thread Scheduler may
notify the virtual memory implementation that the pages used by the now inactive
process are good candidates for page discard. In any case the scheduler informs
the login service that the process has been logged out.
This description has so far ignored the case of authentication failure. Actually
the logout method of the Thread Control Manager and the authentication are
executed as part of a loop in the Authentication Verifier that is only terminated if
the user provided the correct authentication response.
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However this does not mean that it is impossible to implement other authentication schemes. Since the process management operations (including the logout
operation) are delegated to the Thread Control Manager associated with the process, the OS designer may decide that certain processes use a totally different authentication approach. This is non-circumventable, because the user cannot directly access the Thread Scheduler.
When a process is deactivated with the logout operation of the Thread Control
Manager, the scheduler parameters of the threads within a process need to be made
persistent. It is left to the OS designer whether the Thread Control Manager queries
the scheduling parameters in the logout operation and saves them in its private
data or if the scheduler module saves them in its state.

7.2.4 Implementing User-Level Synchronisation Protocols
Communication using shared memory requires synchronisation, to prevent inconsistencies in the data structures accessed and modified by several threads. Synchronisation is a special communication variant that does not establish data exchange, as synchronisation protocols are usually directly related to invoking scheduler operations (e.g. suspending and resuming a particular thread). The SPEEDOS
kernel provides synchronisation instructions, but these instructions have the disadvantage that their semantics is simple and fixed. However these instructions can be
used to implement more sophisticated synchronisation protocols at the user level.
Since relatively few synchronisation protocols are used frequently, these are ideal
candidates for code reuse. Synchronisation protocols generally need access to a
shared state. This shared state is most commonly part of the file data of a module.
A synchronisation protocol may be implemented as a library module, because such
a module may access the content of the file data directly.
Such library modules may implement arbitrarily complex synchronisation protocols using the kernel synchronisation instructions to implement more sophisticated
synchronisation protocols, ranging from simple mutual exclusion or Hoare’s monitor concept to transactions. The use of these protocols will frequently be in the
context of brackets, often at the programming language level. This allows separating the application logic and the synchronisation, which would otherwise clutter
the implementation of the application. All pessimistic (i.e. lock-based) protocols
can be implemented on the basis of the kernel’s basic synchronisation instructions.
Inefficient complex synchronisation protocols can be avoided if a combination of
the kernel synchronisation instructions and direct invocation of Thread Scheduler
methods is used. This allows the waiting list management to be handled directly
in the context of a Waiting List Manager associated with the composite module to
which access must be synchronised. This co-module can implement complicated
synchronisation protocols directly, without using the kernel synchronisation instructions merely as a means of managing waiting lists appropriately. This removes
the burden of waiting list management from the Thread Scheduler and places it in
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the responsibility of the application. The state of the Waiting List Manager must be
protected from access by the application, since the waiting lists contain unprotected
thread identifiers. The Waiting List Manager may be implemented as a file library
module (i.e. it is instantiated and stored with the application module), which has
its own, separate root segment. The private data of the Waiting List Manager contains the module capability for the Thread Scheduler and the waiting lists. This
limits access to the scheduler module to a trusted co-module and avoids that the
application has direct access to the scheduler.
The management of the waiting list content is synchronised by using the kernel
synchronisation instructions. Suspending and resuming of threads is implemented directly by using the suspend and resume methods of the scheduler, which
identify the thread that is to be manipulated by its thread identifier. Thread identifiers are numeric identifiers only and should not be confused with a thread capability
(which among other information contains a thread identifier).
Effectively the Waiting List Manager library stores the waiting list along with the
synchronised data, in the sense that both are stored in the same container. The
Waiting List Manager is accessed via a library call.
The implementation of the suspend and resume methods of the scheduler must
be commutative, because the waiting list management and the suspending or resuming of a thread are not indivisible. This means that the invocation of suspend
and resume operations is not guaranteed to be in the order that guarantees that a
thread is actually suspended when the scheduler is requested to resume it.
The implementation of a synchronisation mechanism at the user-level must take
into account that threads can be deleted. This may e.g. leave stale thread identifiers
in a waiting list. If a thread is deleted that caused other threads to be blocked, it
must be arranged that one of them is resumed, otherwise a deadlock occurs.

7.2.5 Inter-Process Communication
Implementing inter-process communication (actually inter-thread communication,
but this notion is rather unusual and thus the standard “IPC” notion is used) may of
course use synchronisation to coordinate the (quasi-)concurrent activity of threads.
In SPEEDOS threads usually communicate through the use of shared memory2 .
Each module to which several threads have shared access by definition implements
an inter-process communication protocol.
Certain modules emphasise the inter-process communication aspect and implement a particular, generic communication variant, e.g. a mailbox. Even standard
modules such as directories can be used to implement a communication system,
e.g. the electronic mail system [141] designed for the MONADS system.
The advantage of using shared modules to implement communication is that the
programmer may freely design his own protocol (e.g. for message passing) or he
2 Explicit

network communication is ignored in this context, as it is considered a low-level communication mechanism, which is used to implement distributed shared memory.
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can of course use a protocol developed by others. In other systems the kernel or
the OS provides a fixed set of communication protocols, so that the programmers
are forced to adapt the application to the available communication mechanisms.
However the OS should provide appropriate basic communication mechanisms for
applications and should not limit the freedom of the application designer.

7.2.6 Distributed Thread Management
Process and thread management becomes more complicated if several nodes are
involved. The concepts remain unchanged, but the implementation needs to take
the potentially long delays of network communication (and the numerous error
sources such as broken links) into account.
An example is the use of a semaphore stored in a shared module by threads running on different nodes. If a thread e.g. invokes the V operation on a semaphore,
another thread on a different node may need to become runnable. This requires the
invocation of interface methods of a remote scheduler. The local Thread Scheduler
must have a way to find out the module capability for the required remote scheduler, e.g. by using a similar service to the naming service used to locate the node
responsible for a particular migrated container (cf. section 7.1.4).
The seemingly easiest solution is to rely on the usual DSM mechanisms for remote module invocation. Simply invoking a method of a remote scheduler module
causes the required pages to be transferred to the local node. This by itself should
work without problems. However the remote scheduler (now running on the local
CPU) may decide that the resumed thread should immediately be assigned to a
CPU. For this it would invoke the thread_switch instruction on the local kernel. The result would be temporarily inconsistent scheduling, since a scheduler
responsible for a remote node changed the local scheduling incorrectly.
This description actually ignored the side-effects caused by the DSM implementation. The remote node may not reschedule until all writable pages are returned to
it. Thus the execution of threads on the remote node may cease, waiting for pages
to be returned. Blocking the scheduler is undesirable, as it decreases the processor
utilisation unnecessarily.
Both the local and the remote system may be blocked for a considerable amount
of time. This can result in unacceptable delays for other threads that are waiting
for the CPU. Additionally the schedulers on both nodes have to trust each other, as
a malicious foreign scheduler is a threat to the availability of the entire distributed
system. There are at least two solutions for these and similar problems:
a) Extend the Container Directory module used by the inter_module_call
instruction so that the instruction supports remote procedure call semantics,
i.e. the current thread migrates to the node on which the data is stored.
b) Support remote accesses through explicit communication between the affected schedulers. Relaying operations to a remote scheduler needs to be
delegated to a local system thread that has been set up for this purpose.
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The former case is relatively straightforward to implement, as the underlying
problem is similar to the replication of modules. Remote IPC invocations have
to be detected by the Container Directory, which may then cause the thread to
be migrated to the remote node. Whether the thread is actually migrated or a
surrogate thread is created on the remote node is not relevant. An important detail
is that the migration must be delayed until all call-out brackets of the client module
are executed, because at this time the transition from the client module to the target
module is conceptually performed.
The common property is that the remote scheduler module is never invoked from
the local system, which is the ultimate cause of the problems. In fact the pages
of the scheduler module will usually be locked into the main memory of the node
which it controls, in order to prevent page faults in its file and code container.
Both solutions are based on the implementation of a remote procedure call service in different parts of the system, but only case (a) needs to migrate threads.
Case (b) includes the implementation of the RPC service in the scheduler implementation and does not migrate threads.
The migration of a thread is implemented by removing the thread from the local
scheduler and adding it to the remote scheduler. Removing a thread from the local
scheduler is trivial, and adding it to the remote scheduler must be implemented as
an RPC style method invocation. This is similar to the second case, where the RPC
functionality is implemented directly in the scheduler module. The RPC server is
generally executed by a system process.

7.3 Managing Containers and their Contents
In the course of its activities the kernel requires access to information stored in
containers, in particular the Co-module Table, Code Table and Thread Table of
each container. The relevant information depends on the type of module capability
provided to the kernel and on the kernel instruction. Setting up the content of a
container is delegated to modules and co-modules, which of course have to cooperate with the kernel to avoid inconsistencies (cf. section 6.6.7). In this section the
focus is on the user-level implementation of the container management.

7.3.1 The Co-Module Manager
The Co-module Table may contain both well-known co-modules used by the OS
kernel and co-modules that are used only by other modules. It is the responsibility
of the user-level parts of the OS to set up the co-modules of the module appropriately, according to the system’s security policy.
Typically the Co-module Manager is the only co-module of a composite module
that has access to the Co-module Table segment. The content of this securitysensitive data structure is protected through the semantic access rights in the module capability for the Co-module Manager and the generally very limited distribu-
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tion of Co-module Manager capabilities which allow to retrieve information (such
as the code module capabilities) from the Co-module Table.
When a container is created it must always contain a Co-module Manager. Creating a new container is the duty of the Container Directory. The Container Directory sets up the initial content of a container according to a template container
(cf. section 5.2.3). It is possible to avoid including other co-modules (even a Page
Table Manager) initially. Thus the Co-module Manager operations determine how
a complete application or OS module is constructed.
The Co-module Manager is responsible for creating further co-modules (e.g. the
application co-module) and file libraries, which means that it needs to be able to
issue file capabilities for new co-modules and file libraries. For this it uses the
Container Directory, which is usually the only module in a SPEEDOS system that
has the right to create module capabilities (cf. section 6.8.1.3).
Initially, when a new co-module is created, its root segment in the file container
is not allocated, i.e. its root segment pointer in the Co-module Table contains a
null reference. In this situation the Co-module Manager invokes a well-known
method of the new co-module, which exclusively returns the required lengths for
the normal data, pointer and module capability areas of the root segment3 . The
Co-module Manager then uses the Segment Manager to allocate a segment of the
requested size and enters it as the root segment for the new co-module in the Comodule Table. After the root segment is allocated, it is in principle possible to use
the new co-module. In many cases the first method invoked for a new co-module
initialises the content of the root segment, i.e. is similar to a constructor in many
object-oriented programming languages. Of course the Co-module Manager may
also immediately invoke such a method before it returns the module capability for
the new co-module to its client.
An actual Co-module Manager implementation will likely need to maintain more
information than the bare minimum required by the kernel, and will accordingly
have its own persistent data in the container. The Co-module Table is just a (special) segment reachable from the Co-module Manager’s root segment.
Although the idea of co-modules has so far been formulated primarily in terms
of a single main module (previously referred to as the “application module”), there
is no mechanism which would prevent the co-module manager from loading the
persistent data of several different (but possibly related) application modules into
a single container. This could be used e.g. to bundle small data structures together
and thus reduce the page table overhead.
A special case of this would be to have an application module such as a compiler
which in effect creates a code module via the Code Manager (see section 7.3.2) and
then creates an instance of this module as a separate application (co-)module in the
same container. Such a strategy could be especially useful for singleton modules
3 It

is not possible to allocate the root segment in this method of the co-module, since references
to segments in the current file container may not be returned from co-modules or passed as a
parameter to the Co-module Manager. Thus the Co-module Manager must invoke the Segment
Manager (which is a file library) directly.
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(e.g. central OS modules such as the Process Scheduler). Again the main advantage is that it could reduce the page table overheads. In systems which provide
full support for orthogonal segmentation and paging a further advantage of this
strategy, and some strategies to be described for the Code Manager in the next
section, would be that several segments could potentially be placed in the same
page(s). This reduces the remaining internal and external fragmentation within a
container even further.

7.3.2 The Code Manager
Code modules held in a container are managed primarily by a Code Manager, which
is installed by the Co-module Manager. The Code Manager is responsible for constructing and managing the Code Table which is accessed by the kernel. It (ora
further module with which it cooperates) is also responsible for constructing (or
checking) the appropriate segment structures within individual code modules and
for ensuring that these conform to the requirements for treating data as code, e.g.
that an Entry Point List is present. It also provides and distributes the initial code
capability for each code module or code library.
A single code container may contain several implementations. The SPEEDOS
kernel does not specify how these should be related to each other. However, several
strategies might be followed for bundling different code into a single container.
These are not mutually exclusive, and the OS designer or user is free to implement
any or none of these and/or combine them as appropriate:
a) The code of several loosely related types or modules which are typically used
together can be placed in a single container with the advantage that they
share a single page table. This increases the chance of reducing page faults
to access the code.
b) The code segments can be shared between several related types, e.g. the implementation of a double-ended queue can be used to implement a stack
simply by constructing an appropriate Entry Point List that only uses one
“half” of the double-ended queue.
c) Multiple implementations of the same type or module can be placed together
in a single container, providing the opportunity of allowing them to share
some of their methods.
Strategy (c) can be used in connection with creating a new Entry Point List when
code corrections have been made, overwriting the Entry Point List pointer in the
Code Table entry. This ensures that the threads that are already active in the code
module can continue using the old implementation, whereas new clients of the
module use the corrected code. Of course such a transparent approach is only possible if the correction is relatively small and the state of file modules using the code
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module is still in a consistent state (which is not guaranteed if the old implementation had severe errors). The garbage collector will eventually remove the unused
Entry Point List and the unused code segments of the old implementation when it
is no longer used by any thread.
Since code is merely the data of a module such as a compiler or linker it is
theoretically possible for it to be modified (as data) when it is already in use as
code. There is an obvious synchronisation problem—using the code and modifying
it in parallel must be avoided. Again, this is largely not the responsibility of the
kernel, but of the higher-level OS modules (cf. the synchronisation in the intermodule call instruction described in section 6.8.1.4), usually the Code Manager. If
this approach is used, it is possible to fix errors in the implementation transparently,
insofar as the data representation remains absolutely unchanged.
There is also a potential security problem, as malicious changes to a code module
open up the possibility of Trojan Horses being introduced. The solution to this
problem can of course be based on the usual SPEEDOS protection mechanisms,
capabilities and bracket methods.

7.3.3 Linkers
In conventional operating systems there are two main variants of dynamic linking.
A fairly static variant includes the implicit use of shared libraries in UNIX, where
the linker sets up a list of required libraries in the program. The loader uses this list
to set up an in-memory image of the program that looks as if it is statically linked.
The main advantage of this approach is that a single library may be shared by many
programs. In SPEEDOS this corresponds roughly to a list of library capabilities
stored in the code module that depends on them (as shown in Figure 7.2). This
list is completely determined at compile-time, usually by the linker which prepared
the code module in cooperation with the Code Manager.
Library 1

ModCap
Code Module
Entry Point List Pointer

Container L1
..
.

Library 2

Library 3

library
ModCaps
Container C

Container L3

Container L2

Figure 7.2: Dynamically linked program (semi-static linking)
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Library modules may themselves have module capabilities for libraries in their
code and use them to invoke library methods. The client of a library module does
not need to know on which further libraries a particular library implementation
depends. This strictly adheres to the information-hiding principle.
Libraries may be bracketed just like normal modules (however it is impossible to
access and/or modify the parameters and return values in order to avoid violating
the information-hiding principle, as discussed in section 6.8.2) and their capabilities also include the confinement bits, so arbitrary monitoring and confinement
conditions can be implemented. Untrusted libraries can be tightly controlled, e.g.
to eliminate the opportunity to disclose private information of a particular module.
The other use of dynamic linking to code in conventional operating systems is the
support for explicit dynamic linking, under control of the running program. The
program explicitly loads a particular library and invokes the library code. Such a
software structure occurs generally for extensible programs, which support plug-ins
that add functionality to the application. This way the functionality of an application can be extended without updating the code of the application program itself.
Since library module capabilities can also be placed in file modules, they can be
used to achieve the same effect in SPEEDOS. They allow software systems to be
constructed that remain extensible after their implementation has been compiled.
A module having access to library capabilities stored in its file data (cf. Figure 7.3)
or passed in the parameter list for an inter-module call can use libraries that did
not even exist when the module code was compiled.
ModCap

Code Module
File Module
Code ModCap
Root Pointer

Library 1
Container C

Container L1
library
ModCaps
Container F

Library 2

Library 3

Container L3

Container L2

Figure 7.3: Module using arbitrary, dynamically linked libraries
This can be used to implement e.g. software that supports future bitmap image
formats, assuming that a library with a known interface is implemented. This allows flexible and extensible software systems to be implemented. The code reuse
aspect of library modules plays only a secondary role in this context.
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7.3.4 The Thread Manager
The content of a Thread Table is managed analogously to the Co-module Table
and the Code Table by a Thread Manager, which can be considered an application co-module of the process container. The Thread Manager is responsible for
creating threads, in the sense of organising their virtual memory representation.
For example the Thread Manager allocates the segment for the linkage stack of a
thread. This co-module should not be confused with the Thread Control Manager
in the same container that is invoked by using a thread capability (cf. section 6.6.1),
which is responsible for controlling the execution of the threads within a process.
Threads are intended to represent parallel operation within an application, and
thus all threads within one container belong to the same user. Creating a new
thread is a relatively simple operation, as only a set of new segments in the container of the process has to be created. The most critical part is the creation of a
new capability for the thread (using the Container Directory) and the setting up of
the initial state of the process.
It is also possible to create a process in a container holding a file module (even a
singleton file module that stores both code and private data in one container). This
is especially relevant for modules following the out-of-process model, e.g. device
drivers, and reduces the page table overhead.
Generally the method that creates a new thread arranges that the thread starts
by executing an interface method of a nominated module, which is specified by
parameters to the thread creation method. However it is also possible to implement
other kinds of thread creation semantics, e.g. a fork operation that duplicates
the current thread. Thread creation semantics that create immediately runnable
threads require cooperation with the Thread Scheduler, either directly or through
the Thread Control Manager.
The ability to select the thread creation semantics freely is not generally available in other operating systems. The main reason for this limitation is that thread
and process creation are often tightly coupled with the process scheduler, which is
generally part of the kernel. The kernel designers generally have no inclination to
implement several thread or process creation variants. In SPEEDOS these structural
problems do not exist since the Thread Scheduler is not part of the kernel and the
OS designer is free to implement arbitrary thread creation semantics.

7.3.5 Managing Qualifier Lists
Bracket methods modify the behaviour of existing interface methods by intercepting method calls (see chapter 4). It is possible to define brackets that are activated
when a target module is invoked (call-in brackets) and/or brackets that are activated when the target module invokes another module (call-out brackets).
A target module can be qualified by multiple brackets (cf. section 6.8.2) which
are held in a list associated with each entry in the Co-module Table (cf. section 6.5)
and Code Table (cf. section 6.7). These qualifier list modules define the ordering of
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brackets for a particular method of the target co-module. The qualifier list module
defines which bracket method of a qualifier needs to be invoked for a particular
method of the target co-module. The kernel defines the ordering of call-in and
call-out brackets of the co-module and the implementation (cf. section 6.8.2). The
combination of both specifications defines the ordering of the bracket methods
associated with a method of the target co-module.
While the interface to the qualifier list module used by the kernel is straightforward, this does not necessarily apply to the implementation of the qualifier list
module. Defining an easily usable and appropriately protected interface is not
trivial. The qualifier list module needs to provide a flexible and powerful way
to define the relationship between the target module methods and the associated
bracket methods implemented by the qualifier modules.
Qualifier lists are represented by module capabilities in the Co-module Table and
the Code Table. Thus it is possible to implement them either as separate composite
modules or as co-modules of the modules for which they list qualifiers.
Implementing a qualifier list through a co-module is more efficient, as the storage
overhead introduced by the co-modules implementing the OS aspects is already
written off. A single qualifier list typically contains only a small amount of data.
However a qualifying list can be used to define qualifiers for several modules. In
this situation it is better to use a separate module, because it cannot be guaranteed
that the module that contains the qualifier list co-module is deleted last.
The designer of the application system has to select the appropriate representation of qualifier lists. The expected lifetime of the protected modules plays the key
role in selecting either a separate or integrated qualifier list representation.

7.3.6 Implementation Issues in Bracket Methods
The kernel restricts access to parameter segments by a client module or the brackets
that have access to parameters. The parameter segment can only be modified by
the caller, i.e. only read-only references are passed by the inter_module_call
operation. Bracket methods that need to modify these segments have to create a
new parameter segment. This prevents information leakage to bracket methods
invoked earlier in the bracketing sequence, as execution will eventually return to
those brackets. This problem does not apply to return value segments, as these may
only be passed in one direction, because the body instruction can only be invoked
once in a particular bracket method.
Recently a generalised variant of using body was found useful in the context
of implementing transactions using brackets [154] in Timor. This requires relaying a body invocation to a different target object (in the context of the transaction example to the shadow copy of an object) by using an invocation of the form
targetObject.body(...). This can be used to replace a module with a different instance specified by the bracket method explicitly and does not preclude the
invocation of the original target object using body.
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In SPEEDOS such method call relaying to a different module instance is handled
through the normal inter_module_call operation and not as a special variant
of the body kernel instruction. The module capability for the new target module
instance must be held by the bracket and the entry point number can be determined using the environmental query target_ep. Additionally the bracket that
implements this relay functionality must have access to the parameter list and return values (i.e. it must be a specialised bracket), otherwise it would not be able
to access the parameters and return values and thus could not forward them to or
from the “replacement” module.

7.3.7 Describing the Module Interface
In SPEEDOS the notion of a module interface is much coarser than the detailed
concept of a type as supported by many programming languages, which includes
the signatures of all methods. At the OS level, this level of detail would put too
much burden on the method invocation implementation in the kernel, without
achieving a substantially more secure system.
From the viewpoint of the SPEEDOS kernel, the only information required to
invoke a method of a module is a module capability and an entry point number.
The method call mechanism allows parameter lists and return values to be passed,
but the kernel does not check the content of these structures.
The consequence is that each module implementation must scrutinise the parameter list, as a malicious or faulty client may be passing invalid parameter values.
Likewise the return values should be checked for plausibility by the client module, in an effort to improve the overall system resilience. In security-sensitive code
this small overhead should be negligible. If an error in these checks is detected,
it can be temporarily fixed through adding custom-written brackets to the affected
modules. The long-term solution is of course to fix the error in the software.
It may be preferable for some parts of the (user-level) OS to use human-readable
names and to have knowledge of the structure of the parameter list and return
value list, supporting the essential programming language types which are used
to construct parameter lists and return values. Generally the command-line interpreter (CLI) needs such information to construct calls to arbitrary interface methods of a module. In order to prepare the parameter list the CLI needs to know at
least the types of the individual parameters. Similarly the CLI (which is very similar
to an interpreted object-oriented programming language) needs to know the types
of the return values in order to store the data for later processing.
All the required information may be entirely managed by the command-language
interpreter and its associated configuration modules [76]. Alternatively the directory modules may store an additional module capability in each entry for a module
containing the type description, which is used by the CLI.
The interface description may actually be stored in a co-module of the composite module itself, which has the advantage that it is less likely that an incorrect
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interface description is used. Whichever approach is used, a more detailed implementation of a type concept is possible entirely at the user level.
Some brackets may also need to know the details of the signature of the called
method, in order to perform appropriate security checks.
The programming language used to implement modules may also enforce stricter
type checking by making module capabilities a typed entity, distinguished by the
interface type of the module4 . This would prevent assignments to incompatible
module capability variables within modules and consequently the unintentional
use of a type-incompatible module capability.

7.4 Global Issues
So far in this chapter the use of individual mechanisms have been discussed in
relative isolation from each other. This in most cases reflects the way the OS and
its users will view them. However, some issues require designers to take a more
global view of a system. We now discuss two such themes: protection/security and
resource management.

7.4.1 Protection and Security
SPEEDOS provides a number of basic mechanisms which allow system administrators and/or users to protect their information and other resources. As we saw in
section 7.2.3, it can be arranged that users authenticate themselves on login using
their own authentication mechanisms (as in MONADS). Once logged in, they have
a variety of mechanisms at hand, including module capabilities, bracket methods,
environmental queries and the confinement techniques supported by the Thread
Security Register. These should be seen as complementing each other, as the following examples show.
The main weakness of most capability-based systems is the difficulty of revoking
capabilities. Direct revocation in the traditional sense is also difficult in SPEEDOS,
but this is not a major problem, because it is easy to develop qualifying modules
which in their brackets use environmental queries (e.g. process owner, calling module or calling code) to ascertain the identity of the user, the identity of the calling
module or the identify of the code module associated with the calling module to
establish whether any of these is not permitted to make the IMC or LC currently
being attempted. The qualifier module contains a list of identities which should no
longer have access. This is of course a much more flexible form of revocation than
what is traditionally understood as revocation, and it is achieved by combining the
use of capabilities, bracket methods and environmental queries. The latter provide
the trustworthy information required in the implementation of a protection policy.
4 This

is the approach implemented in the MONADS system, where the run-time system of the
MONADS-Pascal programming language (an object-oriented extension to ISO Pascal) also used the
type information [195, 246].
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Another problem area in many operating systems is the inability to provide adequate forms of information confinement. Here SPEEDOS users can decide between
(or even combine) two different approaches. One approach, which is certainly adequate for many simple applications, is to use call-out bracket methods (again potentially combined with environmental queries, e.g. target file and/or target code
module) to determine whether the caller is permitted to pass information to his intended target module. However, call-out brackets may not provide sufficient power
(alone) to handle more complex situations. For example if a user wishes to prevent a printer module from secretly storing a copy of the information which it is
supposed to print, he cannot achieve this simply by preventing a call to the printer
module—assuming that he actually wants to print his file. But he can set confinement restrictions (using his capability or a call-out bracket method, depending
on the situation) such as unsetting the permit_op permission (at both primary
and secondary levels). Thus he can prevent the printer module from writing to
persistent data or making calls to other modules which write to persistent data.
The use of encryption to prevent eavesdropping of communication between modules is also simplified by the use of bracket methods, for example. When two users
communicate using inter-module calls which from the user viewpoint appear to
be remote method invocations (however they are implemented in practice) they
can use a common qualifying module in which the call-out brackets of the sender
use an encryption key stored in the file of the qualifier to encode the parameters.
A call-in bracket of the same qualifier associated with the receiver uses the same
key to decode it. In this configuration the actual key is never sent explicitly as a
message across the communication line5 (see [153]). Similarly both senders and
receivers of messages in a SPEEDOS system can uniquely identify their partners by
using the environmental information current_thread_owner, which returns a
unique system-wide identifier. How this can be organised is described in [151].
There are in fact very many aspects to issues such as access rights and their
revocation, confining information, secure communication, etc. The SPEEDOS kernel provides an adequate armoury of mechanisms to solve these in such a way
that an OS designer can, for example, specify software components as modules
with bracket methods which perform functions in relation to capability revocation,
information confinement, access rights checking etc. Often several mechanisms
provided by the SPEEDOS kernel are used in combination.

7.4.2 Controlling Composite Resource Usage
So far only specific aspects of the problem to control the resource usage have been
analysed. The virtual memory implementation needs to allot a suitable amount
5 The

key itself is stored in the virtual memory. In order to protect the content of the virtual
memory, it is possible to implement a Page Table Manager for a container that encrypts pages as
they are written to disc and decrypt them again when they are loaded into memory. Similarly the
DSM implementation may transmit the content of pages in encrypted form. The problem of key
storage is very similar to the key management problem in conventional systems.
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of main memory to each process and module that is active. Similarly the process
scheduler assigns a specific proportion of the CPU time to each process that is
ready to run. However it is hard to control the resource scheduling parameters for
a large software system consisting of many modules and processes. In SPEEDOS,
schedulers are not a fixed part of the kernel but freely programmable modules.
The problem in certain systems (especially mainframes with high processor and
memory load) is that the overall resource allocation has to be considered in order to determine the correct allocation decisions. For this purpose a medium-term
scheduler may be introduced in a SPEEDOS system, if the OS designer decides that
this is necessary. The medium-term scheduler coordinates between the different
short-term schedulers. Especially CPU and memory scheduling are not completely
independent of each other, e.g. if the amount of main memory available to a particular application is reduced, this can decrease the CPU utilisation, as more disc
accesses may be required. Thus for a highly loaded system the overall workload
needs to be managed globally.
The prerequisite is that the individual schedulers for CPU, main memory and I/O
bandwidth are appropriately coordinated by a medium-term scheduler. Existing
mainframe operating systems include a similar workload manager service.
An example is the workload management system [243] in IBM mainframe computers, which however works relatively indirectly. It collects the individual scheduler load parameters every minute and uses the information about the last 10
minutes to define a new set of scheduling parameters for the processes. This fairly
coarse-grained information collection can be replaced in SPEEDOS by the mediumterm scheduler, which may be much more responsive than the indirect implementation in the IBM system.

7.5 Concluding Remarks
The description of important elements of a basic SPEEDOS system comprised of the
kernel and a matching user-level OS implementation has shown the flexibility and
extensibility of the relatively simple kernel described in chapter 6. The protection
and structuring models used in SPEEDOS are the foundation of a system which
combines protection, flexibility and extensibility. The description in this chapter
deliberately did not specify all aspects of the envisaged OS architecture, but highlighted topics that show the consequences of the kernel design.
It has been mentioned in various places that the correct management of module
structures is an essential prerequisite for obtaining a secure system. This seems
paradoxical, as a small kernel that focuses on security-related mechanisms is often
called a security kernel. However the SPEEDOS kernel alone cannot guarantee security unless complemented by a considerable number of user-level modules which
implement the actual security policy.
In SPEEDOS the kernel functionality is the basis for the implementation of a
secure OS, but is not sufficient to guarantee security. This is intentional and is
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caused by the strict separation of policy and mechanism. A security kernel that by
itself aims at guaranteeing a secure system implicitly contains a particular security
policy. Usually in such systems the kernel implements a rule-based mandatory
access control policy, because it is often perceived that the military approach to
system security is by definition appropriate.
It is interesting to observe that the changes required to the management data
structures in the containers are relatively small when compared to the modules and
processes in the MONADS system. The resulting kernel design however is totally
different and the OS structure is much more flexible. Many elements of the MONADS design can be carried over to a SPEEDOS system implementation unmodified.
Similarly some elements of the Grasshopper design (such as the structure of the
disc driver modules [59]). The other capability-based systems that were described
in chapter 3 had less influence on the SPEEDOS design, because their architecture
is in large parts incompatible with the design philosophy of the SPEEDOS kernel.
The MONADS system reached a high level of protection by relying on a uniform
module architecture, protected by capabilities representing semantic access rights.
Adding brackets in SPEEDOS allows a new level of protection to be attained. It is
possible to implement straightforward solutions for many confinement problems.
The co-module concept makes the OS structure more flexible and extensible. Applications benefit directly from these improvements, as they may use the improved
protection mechanisms and better software structuring mechanisms that reduce
the semantic gap between OS and applications.
Security and protection are part of a problem complex with many facets. The uniform approach to protection in SPEEDOS does not imply that there must be only
a single line of protection. Brackets in fact are an example of a of the protection
strategy known as security in depth, which is currently also popular in conventional
operating systems [290], where several layers of protection ensure that the damage is limited even if one element of protection can be circumvented. However
protection is an integral part of SPEEDOS, resulting in a simpler overall structure
of the protection software. Being able to confine the flow of information within a
software system helps dealing with untrustworthy software.
In many conventional systems protection and security are implemented by treating the symptoms instead of the causes. The proliferation of protection mechanisms such as network firewalls and anti-virus software indicates that the current
OS architecture needs to be changed.
If current systems try to address this, they often rely on encryption, signatures
and certificates, which themselves become a problem. Users need to understand
the precise meaning of signatures and certificates, otherwise they are lured to a
false sense of security. SPEEDOS tries to address the problem with protection and
security as directly as possible through supporting a software system structure that
regards protection as a crucial element of the data representation, not as an add-on
based on easily misunderstood encryption and signing techniques. The danger of
these techniques is that the user thinks that the system is secure, because many
users believe that encryption is the same as security.
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Chapter 8
Prototype for Intel x86 Architecture
The greatest remaining question is how easy it is to implement the SPEEDOS kernel on a conventional processor architecture. So far a very abstract memory model
that provides both segmentation and paging was assumed, but most commercially
available processors only support paging. This and other aspects of an actual implementation which have so far been ignored now need to be discussed.
The most important parts of the SPEEDOS kernel were selected for building a
prototype. The SPEEDOS kernel design described in chapter 6 was developed in
parallel with the prototype, which means that the latter corresponds in parts to an
older kernel design. The differences are comparably minor, but in some parts of
the prototype they are clearly visible.
Emphasis was placed on the implementation of the new protection and software structuring mechanisms, brackets and co-modules. The remaining parts of
the kernel are implemented in a fashion that simplified their implementation, at
the expense of deviating from the described model. This is mainly due to the fact
that the prototype does not include the user-level parts of the OS, because of time
constraints.
A consequence of this focus on a working implementation is that the delegated
functionality (e.g. paging and scheduling) was solved differently. For paging this
was relatively simple, as the bootstrap loader populates the initial virtual memory
content. Additionally it was necessary to modify the scheduler. Without the userlevel scheduler the prototype would have been restricted to a single process only.
This was deemed inappropriate even for a prototype that serves mainly as a proof
of concept. Thus a simple priority-based scheduler was included in the kernel.

8.1 Fundamental Implementation Decisions
Selecting an appropriate, typical hardware platform is probably the most fundamental decision for the implementation of an OS kernel. It was decided that
the prototype should be for an off-the-shelf, “IBM compatible” personal computer,
because using a cheap, popular hardware architecture avoids the problems encountered with the custom processor architecture in the MONADS project.
This implicitly determined the processor architecture. The architecture is today
officially called IA-32 (for 32 bit Intel Architecture) [120, 121, 122, 123], but is
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commonly referred to as the Intel x86 architecture. It was decided to ignore specific features of this architecture, in order to make the design of the prototype as
applicable as possible to other processor architectures. This means that the segmented virtual memory support provided in the x86 architecture is ignored deliberately,
because segmentation is not available in the other currently available architectures.
The prototype was implemented from scratch, without basing it on an existing
kernel. Even the libraries that facilitate the implementation of an OS kernel (such
as the OSKit [88, 89, 84] provided by the University of Utah) were deemed inappropriate, as their implementation contains too many assumptions about the virtual
memory design which were incompatible with SPEEDOS.
Furthermore the prototype kernel is implemented in the programming language
C, supplemented by a small amount of code in assembly language. The language C
was selected because of its simplicity, which means that it provides a comparably
low level of abstraction. Yet the powerful abstractions provided by more modern
programming languages interfere with the predictability of the generated code. In
a kernel it is vital that code is executed at the right time and in the right context.
Recent research (cf. PURE [268]) that intends to simplify the implementation of
operating systems is deliberately ignored, as it focuses on the construction of OS
families. It emphasises the code reuse aspect, which is irrelevant for a new OS
kernel design. The aims of PURE and SPEEDOS have a few similarities, since PURE
is based on aspect-oriented programming concepts. However PURE describes a
strategy for easily implementing families of operating systems, whereas SPEEDOS is
an actual design of an OS that provides structuring mechanisms to its applications.
Performance and size of the prototype are not considered to be typical for a complete implementation of the kernel and the associated OS modules. Nevertheless
the complexity reduction of the kernel due to the delegation of OS functionality to
co-modules is clearly visible.

8.2 Virtual Memory Implementation
The discrepancy between the virtual memory model used in the description of the
SPEEDOS kernel (cf. section 6.4) and the virtual memory support provided by the
commercially available processor architectures is considerable.
Assuming that SPEEDOS segments are reasonably large to make the effects of
internal fragmentation negligible, segmentation can be implemented efficiently using paging. It requires some trickery with the page access rights to represent the
potentially differing access rights to a single segment, but it is certainly possible.
The more severe problem is the size of the paged virtual memory. A realistic implementation of the virtual memory requires at least 2128 bytes of virtual memory
space, in order to support a sufficient number of container numbers (which must
be unique over time). If a wide-area network with a large number of nodes using
DSM is envisaged, then probably 2256 bytes of virtual memory space is required to
accommodate a unique node identifier in the container number.
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Such a large virtual memory space is currently not supported directly by any processor architecture. To avoid confusing the different layers of the virtual memory
implementation, the following notions will be used consistently:
Processor virtual address (PVA): This is the familiar 232 or 264 byte paged virtual memory space provided directly by the processor architecture.
SPEEDOS segmented virtual address (SSVA): This refers to the combination of
a segment capability (i.e. the register number of the segment register containing the intended segment capability) and a 64 bit offset within the segment.
Remember that a segment may cover almost an entire container.
SPEEDOS paged virtual address (SPVA): This is a 256 bit address that may address any byte in the huge virtual memory space mentioned above. It consists
of the container number (192 bits) and the 64 bit offset within the container.
The implementation of the orthogonal segmentation and paging scheme described below defines the relation between the different virtual addresses and the
required management steps required to maintain consistency of the different levels.

8.2.1 Segmentation in a Paged Virtual Memory Architecture
The first step of the virtual address translation in a system providing orthogonal
segmentation and paging is the translation of the address used by a program
(defined in terms of the PVA) into a SSVA. This first translation step to implement segmentation is required, because the current processor architectures neither
provide a means to specify the segment register which should be used for a particular reference, nor support arbitrary-sized memory objects. Thus the segments
must be aligned to page boundaries and the size of each area must be rounded up
to a multiple of the page size. Furthermore the segment register number must be
embedded in the PVA representation.
The most straightforward approach would be to use the top few bits of the PVA
to represent directly the segment register number. For a non-minimal number of
segment registers1 , this limits the size of a segment to 512 Mbytes or less.
An optimal solution would be to allow the programmer of a module to place
the currently accessible segments freely in the PVA space. In the prototype a compromise between these two extremes is implemented, which enforces that the two
top bits of the PVA contain a two-bit identifier of the current code, file and stack
container. The fourth possibility for this identifier is reserved, and in the x86 prototype is used for the kernel. This “convention” has the advantage that the code
segment is always placed at a well-known position by the kernel. This simplifies
1 The

least number of segment registers is 4. One segment register each is required to address
the code segment, the parameter segment and a segment in the file container. A further segment
register is required temporarily, e.g. when a new segment is allocated. If several segments in each
container are used frequently, at least 8 or 16 segment registers are required.
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code generation by the compiler, as the x86 processor architecture has difficulties
representing position-independent code efficiently.
The kernel then only needs to know the placement of each currently accessible
segment in relation to the PVA. This is easily achieved by adding a PVA entry to
each segment register. This is of course not part of the segment capability, but is
instead specified as a further parameter to the load_pointer instruction. The
size fields of the segment capability apply equally to the placement in the PVA
space, as overlapping segments must be prevented.
Thus in combination with the segment capability, the PVA can be translated to
a SSVA and using the normal segmentation translation (implemented in software)
to a SPVA, as shown in Figure 8.1. Note that the segment capability primarily
determines the access rights (AR) to a page. Since the segment boundaries always
coincide with the page boundaries, this is easy to implement.
PVA
Translation of
PVA to SSVA
SSVA
Segmentation using
current segment registers
SPVA

AR

Figure 8.1: Translation of a processor-supported virtual address to a SPVA
The separation into two steps is actually not necessary, but emphasises the difference between the different virtual addresses. The segmentation step is entirely
independent from paging because of problems with the limitations of the currently
available processor architectures.
Actually in the prototype the number of areas in a segment is reduced to two. The
prototype does not support the short pointer representation. Instead all references
to other segments are represented by segment capabilities, which are stored in the
“module capability” area, which in the prototype stores both segment and module
capabilities. Both kinds of capabilities are represented by data structures of the
same size. The distinction between module capabilities and segment capabilities
is implemented by using different values for the type field. The meaning of the
remaining content of a capability depends completely on the capability type, i.e.
segment capabilities and module capabilities do not share the interpretation of
fields other than for the capability type.
Each segment in the prototype implementation only contains either normal data
or capabilities, distinguished by a data/capability flag in the segment capability.
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The segment capability type determines whether the segment is directly accessible
by user-level code or accessible by the kernel only. To allow arbitrary data structures to be represented, there are always two segments that correspond to a single
segment in the SPEEDOS description. As a consequence each co-module has two
root segments and similarly the parameter list is represented by two segments.

8.2.2 Implementing a Huge Paged Virtual Memory
All currently available processor architectures have trouble supporting the envisaged size of the virtual memory. In fact very few operating systems have attempted
to implement such a large virtual memory space on off-the-shelf hardware.
While some processor architectures support a virtual memory with 64 bit addresses, this by far is not sufficient to implement the virtual memory space required
by SPEEDOS. The processor architecture of the prototype has even more severe limitations, as it only supports a 4 Gbyte virtual memory space.
The Main Memory Page Table maintained by the kernel (see section 6.4.2) contains all the required information to translate the SPVA to the page frame number.
The prototype implements this page table as a hashed page table of an appropriate size, handling hashing collisions within the hashed page table. The probing
follows a pseudo-random number sequence generated by the linear congruential
method (cf. [161]). This guarantees that eventually all slots of the hash table are
probed without checking a particular slot more than once, avoiding the problems
with clustering that would occur if a simpler probing sequence is used.
The hashed page table is not directly usable by the processor, as its entries use
SPVAs instead of PVAs. The processor cannot directly use the global information
stored in the hashed page table, as the address format is too large. Thus the TLB
miss handler needs to create a TLB entry for the PVA where the fault happened to
the appropriate page frame contained in the hashed page table, i.e. using both the
segment register contents and the hashed page table.
PVA

SPVA

AR

Paging
&
Page #

Page Frame #

AR

Figure 8.2: Determining the main memory address and constructing a TLB entry
The fact that only a small number of containers and segments are addressable at
any time is the key to an efficient implementation. However since the TLB contains
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only local information, it must be flushed2 whenever the addressing environment
changes. This includes each process switch and each inter-module call. In fact even
loading a new segment register may require some TLB entries to be deleted.
For processors that do not provide a software-loadable TLB, another solution has
to be found. The Intel x86 processor architecture is an example of such an architecture, where the processor directly accesses the page table. However a softwareloadable TLB can be simulated by initially marking all pages as not present in the
page table used by the processor. The page fault handler (which corresponds to
a TLB miss handler in a more advanced processor architecture) updates this page
table as required. The TLB flush operation mentioned above needs to clear this
page table in addition to the TLB of the processor. This ensures that the content of
the TLB is under complete control of the SPEEDOS kernel.
Interestingly the software-implemented SPEEDOS TLB on the x86 architecture
may be implemented in a large number of different ways. The implementation in
the prototype maintains a single page table per processor, which is fully present in
main memory. On a 32 bit architecture this is almost negligible, as it only requires
4 Mbytes of main memory. A more advanced implementation could use several
such page tables to avoid the “TLB flush” cost associated with a process switch.
If several page tables are maintained or if the page table of a 64 bit processor
architecture is to be represented, then probably a pool of pages locked in main
memory is a more suitable implementation strategy. If the kernel runs out of space
for the page table representation, it may discard another, not recently used portion
of the page table and reuse it for the new entries.
The TLB miss handler is the pivotal element in the virtual memory support by the
kernel. It is responsible for implementing both segmentation and paging, hiding
the huge virtual memory space of SPEEDOS. The TLB flush operations are obvious
performance bottlenecks, but this is not a serious difference to a conventional system. In a conventional OS the TLB is also flushed at every process switch, so the
only additional overhead is caused by the TLB flush on an inter-module call. If
SPEEDOS is compared to an out-of-process OS based on message passing, then it
becomes obvious that this perceived additional overhead corresponds to the process switch required for inter-process communication in an out-of-process OS. Thus
in fact the TLB flush frequency of SPEEDOS and other operating systems is comparable, usually slightly favouring SPEEDOS if a suitable module granularity is used.

8.3 Scheduler and Synchronisation
The scheduler implementation in the prototype deviates substantially from the
SPEEDOS kernel design, as mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. Thus
it is not considered an interesting part of the prototype. It implements a standard
2 This

may be optimised, deleting only TLB entries that refer to segments that are no longer addressable in the new addressing environment. However most processor architecture do not support
flushing only TLB entries within a certain PVA range.
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priority-based scheduler with arbitrarily modifiable process priorities, i.e. they are
not fixed for the lifetime of the process.
Synchronisation is more interesting, as it is used by the kernel and the comodules responsible for the Co-module Table, Thread Table and Code Table. The
kernel implements two semaphore variants, standard counter semaphores [60,
138] and reader/writer semaphores [46, 135]. Both variants associate the queue of
waiting processes with the SPVA of the initial semaphore state (see below), which
may be stored in any segment.
The waiting queues are managed by the scheduler and are held in kernel space.
Because the kernel is not persistent, it must be arranged that the state of the virtual memory consistently reflects the state of the processes after a reboot. The
usual atomicity properties of the kernel instructions are used for this purpose. A
process that blocked on a semaphore will restart the semaphore operation when it
is resumed, i.e. it is treated as if it never happened.
If the kernel were to update the content of the semaphore in the virtual memory,
reflecting the number of waiting processes, this would need to be rolled back on
a reboot. Thus the semaphore counter is only updated as long as it remains nonnegative. The kernel uses the information stored in the associated waiting list (in
the kernel) to determine the number of waiting processes. At a reboot, the waiting
list is deleted and the processes intending to enter the critical region will try again.
No special precautions have been taken to avoid the well-known problems with
semaphores in conjunction with a priority-based scheduler. One of the usual modified semaphore semantics (priority inheritance or priority ceiling) could easily be
implemented, but this was not considered important for the prototype.

8.4 Implementation of Kernel Instructions
The atomicity of kernel instructions on a single-processor computer is guaranteed
in SPEEDOS by disabling interrupts completely while a kernel instruction is processed. On multi-processor computers there is a fine-grained synchronisation that
implements reader/writer semaphores for each capability that is accessed by the
kernel. The semaphore is associated with the SPVA of the capability and the semaphore state is stored in the scheduler data structures in the kernel.
This low-level synchronisation mechanism used within the implementation of
kernel instructions is based on busy waiting, unlike the scheduler-based synchronisation mechanism described in the previous section. Busy waiting is acceptable if
the resource contention is low and the duration of the critical region is short. This
is the case, because processes executing on different processors rarely use the same
capabilities and kernel instructions execute fairly quickly.
Most kernel instructions access more than one capability, which can lead to deadlocks (circular wait) if the semaphores are acquired in the “natural” order. In the
prototype, deadlocks are avoided by sorting all semaphore requests for a single
kernel instruction by increasing SPVA.
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The programming style required for implementing kernel instructions somewhat
resembles microprogramming, since the problem is very similar. In every kernel
instruction implemented in SPEEDOS it is ensured first that the entire information
required for the instruction is available and consistent, before the actual operation
is performed. Because all instructions are executed indivisibly and with interrupts
disabled, the kernel only needs to maintain one stack representing the internal
state of a kernel instruction. The state of the currently executing module is left
unchanged (but the scheduling state may be modified) if an instruction cannot
be completed immediately, e.g. if a page fault occurred. Such instructions are
eventually re-executed from the beginning, when the fault handler returns.
It greatly simplifies the kernel that it does not have to support processes that are
blocked in the middle of a kernel instruction, since the entire state of user processes
is represented by the virtual memory contents. Once the software infrastructure for
this kind of kernel instruction design was implemented in the prototype, it became
much easier to continue from this point on. The major remaining difficulties were
the inherently complicated kernel instructions, such as the process switch and especially the inter-module call. However these difficulties are not a consequence of
the kernel structure or the atomicity of kernel instructions, but they are due to the
inevitable complexity of the instructions themselves.

8.5 Module Call Implementation
The module call implementation in the prototype focuses on the proof of concept
for bracket and co-module support. The other aspects of the inter-module call
semantics (e.g. supporting confinement based on the confinement bits in a module
capability) are ignored, but could be implemented without much effort.
Implementing the indirection to access the correct entry in the Co-module Table
or Code Table is trivial, because it only involves using the correct entry in one of
these tables. The implementation of brackets is more complicated, as the correct
order of bracket method invocation must be determined and the passing of parameters and return values to the target module must be organised.
For this reason the prototype does not implement the bracket sequencing in the
kernel, but it is delegated to a co-module of the current process, called the Bracket
Sequencer (BS). This co-module is responsible (in cooperation with the kernel) for
managing the state of bracket execution. The kernel only invokes a single method
of this co-module, and passes all required information to this method. This includes
in particular a pointer to the bracket execution state data structure created by the
BS when the processing of the inter-module call was set up. When setting up an
inter-module call, the kernel passes the module capabilities for the qualifier list
modules representing call-in and call-out brackets to the BS.
Since the BS must know about all call-related kernel instructions (especially the
body and return instructions) related to a particular method invocation, it was
decided that the kernel provides only a single such instruction, called call_op.
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This instruction requires an operand that is interpreted by the BS and distinguishes
between inter-module call, return and body. This allows experimentation with different bracket semantics.
The kernel still implements the inter-module call and return operations, but they
are invoked mainly in response to the information returned by the BS, in particular the target module capability and entry point (EP). Its return values indicate
whether the kernel should invoke another module or if it should return to the previous module. All information required to control the nesting of method calls in
the presence of brackets is passed to the kernel in the return value of the forced
method call to the BS. This is the core of the call_op instruction, as sketched in
Figure 8.3 (ignoring the bracket state representation). Many details are omitted,
because they would distract from the problems with delegating bracket sequencing.
call_op(int code, operands *o, param_list *p)
{
bs_opstate st;
set of ModCap qualifiers =
get_qualifiers(o.target, o.target_ep);
if (qualifiers == {}) {
switch (code) {
case 0: // invoke target method, no qualifiers
inter_module_call(o.target, o.target_ep, code, p);
break;
case 1: // return, no qualifiers
...
}
} else {
st = inter_module_call(bracket_sequencer, CALL_OP,
code, o, qualifiers, p);
switch (st.code) {
case 0: // invoke bracket method or target
inter_module_call(st.modcap, st.ep, p);
break;
case 1: // return from a qualified method or bracket
inter_module_return(st.ret_val);
break;
...
}
}
}

Figure 8.3: Partial pseudocode implementation for call_op instruction
The prototype delegates the responsibility for correct bracket sequencing to a
trusted co-module of each process. While this seems to be very attractive and was
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considered for the final definition of the kernel in chapter 6, it has also disadvantages. The implementation is very hard to understand, because the data structures
to pass the operands to the BS are actually defined mainly (but not exclusively)
by the BS. This requires relatively complicated data structures that are in part
defined by the kernel (linkage) and partially by the BS (e.g. position in bracket
list). However it violates the information-hiding principle to create such dual-use
data structures. While it would be possible to separate both aspects, this would
require duplicating some of the information between the two resulting data structures. These difficulties with the design of the appropriate data structures are a
strong hint that the delegation of bracket sequencing is actually in conflict with the
design philosophy of SPEEDOS, as described in section 6.1.
A particularly severe consequence of the delegation of bracket sequencing to
a co-module of the current process is that it interferes with interrupt handling,
in particular with page fault handling. As a result the prototype has to ignore
the potential presence of brackets for all forced method calls and instead directly
invokes the target method. This especially applies for brackets of the BS.
There is an inherent danger of creating endless loops switching back and forth
between the kernel and the BS. Ignoring brackets however weakens security and
makes the implementation of accounting and charging more complicated, as it
forces the bracket code to be included in the implementation of the module which is
the forced method call target. This violates the SPEEDOS kernel design philosophy.
Another, less severe problem is that the kernel would not know anything about
the existence and meaning of brackets. This creates a problem with the implementation of the environmental queries that return information about the client
and target module for a bracket. This can be solved either
a) by delegating these environmental queries to the BS or
b) by returning the required information from the BS to the kernel for every
call_op instruction.
Case (a) ignores the fact that access to such environmental queries can be controlled through the Thread Security Register and that inter-module calls are subject
to other confinement restrictions. Either the kernel would need to perform the associated forced method calls in the context of a kernel implementation of these
environmental queries or the qualifier modules would need access to a module
capability for the BS, which is not acceptable. Whichever implementation variant
is selected, querying information about the client or target module is much more
expensive than the other environmental queries.
The implementation of case (b) increases the amount of information that has
to be returned from each invocation of the BS. The amount of information that
can be passed efficiently to the kernel is limited by the number of processor registers, which is very limited in the case of prototype, as the Intel x86 architecture
provides only 7 usable general-purpose processor registers. The number of registers
available in the prototype suffices barely for an implementation that does not pass
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information about the client and target modules. This implementation possibility
also causes efficiency problems.
The implementation of call_op is relatively convoluted, since it must be prepared to handle non-bracketed method calls. It is anticipated that the implementation of the three core inter-module operations (call, return, body) described in
chapter 6 is actually less effort and easier to understand than the delegation to the
BS. Furthermore the implementation in Figure 8.3 does not work correctly if qualifier list modules are added or removed while the bracketed module is active. All the
problems caused by the delegation of bracket execution indicate that it is not advisable to delegate the bracket execution to user-level code in a production-quality
implementation of the kernel design.
The prototype implementation only serves as a proof of concept in this area and
was deliberately optimised for experimentation with different inter-module call
and bracket semantics. In a production-quality kernel it is not necessary that each
process potentially defines its own module call and bracket semantics through the
provision of a BS. As such the prototype design is different in this case from the
envisaged implementation of a SPEEDOS kernel.

8.6 Summary
In this chapter some implementation aspects of the prototype implementation have
been described. The SPEEDOS kernel description in chapter 6 based on an abstract
memory model that today creates some difficulty to implement it on the majority
of commercially available processor architectures. The resulting virtual memory
implementation is slightly more complicated than the implementation for many
conventional operating systems, which provides isolated virtual memory for each
process in the system. However SPEEDOS achieves more flexibility, extensibility
and protection by making processes and modules orthogonal concepts, following
the in-process model. Passive, separately protected modules are a better basis for
sharing information, as the semantic interface to a module supports both more
fine-grained protection and the information-hiding principle.
The benefits of the memory model in SPEEDOS outweigh the slightly more expensive TLB miss handling costs. The majority of the increased cost is due to the
support for a very large virtual memory space. In fact the SPEEDOS memory model
can be implemented efficiently on processor architectures that do not provide segmentation, even if the description in chapter 6 assumed a memory model providing
orthogonal segmentation and paging.
While the prototype design proved to be not completely ideal for the aims of
SPEEDOS, the problems helped identifying better solutions. It was possible to
identify weaknesses of the early SPEEDOS kernel design by trying to implement
a very ambitious and initially vague specification, which focused on the philosophy
“delegate everything to the appropriate user-level entity where possible”. The experiences with this attempt were valuable in chapter 6, which replaced the design
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philosophy “where possible” used in the prototype with “where reasonable”.
The purpose of the prototype is to provide the proof of concept and to create the
opportunity to experiment with different designs for the new bracket and composite module concepts. The prototype helped with the design of the final SPEEDOS
kernel. The kernel design reflects the experiences made with the prototype, thus
the implementation characteristics of the prototype deviates in some areas substantially from the kernel design described in chapter 6.
In the prototype several elements of the kernel specification were deliberately
excluded (e.g. the implementation of the confinement bits). They are in fact not
difficult to implement, but would have introduced even more complexity in already
non-trivial code. However the omitted aspects can be easily added later, as their
complexity when viewed in isolation is not very severe.
The experiences with the prototype described in this chapter are however expected to help with the implementation of a production-quality version of the SPEEDOS
kernel. Some difficulties can be avoided by selecting a more modern processor architecture than in this thesis, as these generally support a software-loadable TLB
directly, eliminating much implementation complexity that was not mentioned in
this chapter as it is specific to the Intel x86 processor architecture.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
If I have seen a little further it is by
standing on the shoulders of Giants.
(Sir Isaac Newton, 1643 – 1727)

This chapter concludes the main part of the thesis. It summarises the results of
the previous chapters. A short overview of the significant new contributions in this
thesis to the state of the art in operating system design follows. Finally this chapter
suggests possible future research directions which are enabled by the results of the
SPEEDOS kernel design.

9.1 Summary
In chapter 3, the analysis of existing operating system and kernel designs uncovered the deficiencies of current designs in respect to the OS structure and the
versatility of the protection system. Based on this result it was attempted to solve
both the protection and structuring problems.
The design of the SPEEDOS kernel includes the definition of a new OS kernel
structure and the functionality of essential OS modules. Its design addresses the
protection and structuring problems of other kernel and OS designs. Particular emphasis has been placed on uniformity, protection, extensibility and flexibility. This
by itself is not substantially different from the aims of a number of other kernels,
however the approach chosen in SPEEDOS leads to a rather different design than
in other systems.
Many OS designers have more or less explicitly used the quote “Make everything
as simple as possible, but no simpler” (attributed to Albert Einstein) and the separation between policy and mechanism as their design philosophy, and took over
too many design decisions from other operating system without sufficient checking
for alternatives. As a consequence they often ignored the software structuring and
protection issues and arrived at a design that is simple, but did not address the
software engineering problems.
Treating modules and processes as orthogonal (a concept that is also present in
the MONADS and Grasshopper systems) is the basis for developing a new kernel
architecture. The new possibility for protecting modules by programmable access
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checks in the form of brackets allows non-trivial security policies to be implemented
without changing the duty of the OS kernel. A key element of SPEEDOS is that it
strictly adheres to the in-process model and that it enforces the information-hiding
principle by not allowing direct access to the data of another module.
Confining the flow of information is easier to achieve when following the inprocess model than in the microkernel approach, which has many structuring and
protection problems because it does not attempt to address these issues directly.
The composite module structure supported by the kernel provides the opportunity to radically change the structure of the OS, delegating many aspects of the OS
functionality to co-modules of the affected application modules. Of course there
is OS functionality that must be implemented as separate, central modules in a
SPEEDOS system. These modules represent the core resource management functionality, which by definition must have global knowledge and thus should not be
implemented by decentral co-modules, associated with the application modules.
The SPEEDOS design supports the separation between policy (implemented by
co-modules) and mechanism (implemented by the kernel), which addresses the
criticism of operating system structure formulated by Wulf et al. in [306]. While
many other kernel designs (especially microkernels) also attempt to address this
criticism, they fail in practice due to software structuring and protection problems.
Many operating systems (including even many capability-based operating systems) do not provide a suitable, enforceable module concept at the kernel level,
which limits their security. If the module concept must be implemented with userlevel code, it is inherently less secure, because there is more software involved
than with a kernel implementation. This does not necessarily mean that all users
can trust the implementation of the module concept, especially its protection and
confinement aspect. Mistrust is not a suitable basis for a secure system design.
The clean separation between the implementation of mechanisms and policies
for both protection and OS structuring results in a very flexible and extensible OS
design. It is possible to implement a large variety of operating system designs based
on the SPEEDOS kernel. It is not considered advisable to implement conventional
OS designs using the described kernel, as this would ignore most improvements for
protection of individual modules. The increased overhead would not warrant the
small protection benefits for such a design.
Protection and security certainly do not come for free, but in the context of a
persistent system the reduced effort due to eliminating frequent costly operations
such as process creation can offset the cost of a sophisticated protection system
implementation. The better support for software engineering concepts such as
using off-the-shelf OS and application components provides further benefits.
The transition from conventional systems to SPEEDOS does not have to be an
abrupt switchover. It is possible to reuse code from applications implemented for
conventional systems, simulating their file system and OS semantics using code
and file modules. Porting existing operating systems such as UNIX to the SPEEDOS
kernel is not envisaged, but would be possible. The resulting OS however would
not use most of the improvements provided by SPEEDOS.

9.2 New Contributions
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9.2 New Contributions
The most important new contributions in this thesis to the research on protection
and structuring of operating systems are:
1) The support for bracketing greatly enhances the flexibility and extensibility of
the protection system. Brackets are freely programmable and may be dynamically associated with modules without modifying code and without recompilation. This promotes code reuse and swift reaction to security breaches.
2) Composite modules allow the straightforward representation of applicationspecific policies. This allows application-specific knowledge and properties to
be exploited, by tailoring data structures and algorithms towards the requirements of an application. The complexity of the kernel is reduced greatly by
delegating many functions to co-modules associated with an application.
The implementation of these mechanisms in SPEEDOS, which follows the inprocess model, has far-reaching consequences for the entire software system, consisting of the kernel, operating system modules and applications:
1) Fine-grained and freely programmable protection based on brackets allows
to represent arbitrary rule-based access control policies, which are not supported by most current operating systems. Neither the client module nor the
target module knows about the existence of bracket methods.
2) Solving many confinement problems is possible by controlling the flow of information between application modules using appropriate protection settings
for the segments that transfer information or by providing call-out brackets.
3) Monitoring which users access a particular module is possible through qualifying modules, because the kernel provides trustworthy identification. This is
not easily achievable in a microkernel-based design.
4) Separation between mechanism and policy is part of the kernel design. The
kernel does not encourage the use of particular security or resource allocation
policies. A single SPEEDOS system may be partitioned into several environments, which provide different policies.
5) The performance of the entire system may be improved by making use of
application-specific knowledge in the decentral policy implementations, compared with monolithic kernels or microkernels which generally support only
central policy implementations.
6) The kernel provides only a small number of security-related mechanisms, reducing its code size and complexity. This is essential in the context of secure
systems, as complex kernels are inherently untrustworthy. The kernel is more
complex than simple microkernels, but it provides superior security concepts
and improved efficiency (by avoiding unnecessary thread switches).
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9.3 Future Research Directions
The entire area of the design and implementation of operating systems has attracted a considerable attention in the past. However this does not mean that all interesting problems in this field have been solved adequately. Especially the efficient
implementation of persistent operating systems still poses difficulties. Supporting
a large, uniform virtual memory is today much harder than necessary and as a
consequence less efficient than it could be.
Providing appropriate software structuring support for application software systems also needs more research. So far the focus of many research projects was
either on the application development or OS development, but little progress has
been made in providing appropriate OS structures for today’s applications. This
thesis proposed some elements of an OS that is closer to the demands of applications. It needs to be re-evaluated which further demands would be worth including
in the SPEEDOS design, e.g. by making composite modules even more flexible.
Another area is the support for world-wide distributed systems. Implementing distributed shared memory on such a large scale requires reconsidering many
solutions for DSM implementations that work well in a local-area network. It is
likely that different processor architectures need to cooperate. In current DSM approaches this is not possible, since heterogeneous systems require several copies of
the implementation, each corresponding to a particular processor architecture.
More research is also needed to explore the relationship between graphical user
interfaces and persistent systems. It is not yet clear what consequences the introduction of persistent systems should have on the graphical interfaces to computers.
Finally the implementation of the SPEEDOS kernel on popular 64 bit processor
architectures such as AMD’s 64 bit extension to the Pentium architecture may also
eliminate some of the implementation problems of the current prototype.
These future research directions are described briefly in the following sections.

9.3.1 Improving the Processor Architectures
The currently available processor architectures provide very few TLB entries, compared with current main memory working set sizes. This decreases the efficiency
of executing a single process. In a conventional OS that supports multiprogramming, a process switch usually requires the TLB to be flushed, because processes
are isolated by separating their virtual memory.
In SPEEDOS, which can be classified as a Single-Address-Space Operating Systems (SASOS) this TLB flush would not be necessary, as all processes execute in
a single virtual memory. However this does not necessarily improve efficiency, as
the TLB of current processor architectures is too small to hold the working set of
several processes. The size of the TLB would need to be increased.
Because the size of a TLB is limited by current semiconductor technology, other
techniques to extend the size of the TLB should be exploited, e.g. implementing
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several TLBs, which are associated with the most frequently used processes. This
effectively increases the size of the TLB, eliminating efficiency losses due to TLB
miss handling. Discarding the TLB context on a process switch destroys valuable
data that often needs to be reconstructed when the process continues execution.
A colleague suggested a TLB management approach similar to the register windows in the SPARC processor to represent multiple MMU contexts [296]. Other
TLB structures that extend the effective size of the TLB are of course also possible.
This could provide performance improvements for both the SPEEDOS kernel and
other, more conventional OS designs.

9.3.2 Further Module Structuring Possibilities
So far all segments that belong either to the code and file data of a module must be
stored in a single code and file container. This includes all co-modules (even those
that do not share the private data of another co-module), forcing their private data
to be stored in a single file container. Because a particular container is usually
stored on a single disc, this limits data placement.
In some situations it may be desirable to separate the representation of the
private data of different co-modules of a composite module into several containers. This would allow placing the data on different discs (or even different nodes),
providing even more control over the representation and performance characteristics of a composite module.
It might be even possible to separate the private data of an application into several containers, e.g. to partition the actual data represented by a database module
into data record and index containers. However that creates the problem that
pointers then have to be able to cross the boundaries of certain containers. For this
reason such an approach was not attempted in SPEEDOS, but nevertheless the idea
is attractive and should be pursued further.

9.3.3 Heterogeneous Systems
The structure of modules can be easily extended to support heterogeneous systems,
i.e. different processor architectures. Assuming that the data representation is left
unchanged, completely compatible implementations that can share the content of
the file container must be provided. The efficiency loss due to the conversion into
a common data format should be negligible, because the main difference between
current processor architecture is the endianness of the data words.
Therefore the main modification required is to provide a code module which
implements the module interface on all processor architectures. Because there are a
large number of processor architectures and architecture variants, techniques such
as just-in-time compilation will certainly help making a module implementation
feasible. It is possible to use such an enhanced module representation transparently
on different processor architectures.
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9.3.4 User Interfaces for Persistent Systems
It is not immediately clear whether the user interface conventions that are currently
used in traditional, non-persistent applications are suitable for persistent systems.
The reason is that the application structure is changed because the programmer
may generally assume that everything stored in a module is persistent, without
further programming effort.
While a number of programming languages support persistent programming, it
has not been studied in detail how the improved software structure can provide the
basis for user interfaces that are easier to use than the common user interface concepts in conventional systems that need to convert the data elements that should
be kept persistent into a file representation.
Many problems with incompatible file formats etc. could be eliminated by providing persistent modules, which encapsulate the private data with an abstract interface. The abstract interface can hide many implementation details.

9.3.5 Implementation on 64 bit Processor Architectures
The 32 bit processor virtual address space provided by the IA-32 architecture is too
small for current applications that need to handle large amounts of data. Recently
AMD has published an extension to the IA-32 architecture, called AMD64 [6, 7, 8,
9, 10], which extends the basic processor architecture to 64 bit word and address
size. Intel has subsequently adopted the essential parts of this specification in its
current processors.
In 64 bit-mode these processors support only paging, using a 4-level page table
(in principle a linear page table with three directory levels). The maximum size
of the page table is approximately 512 Gbyte, which rules out keeping it entirely
in main memory (in contrast to the 4 Mbyte page table required for the IA-32
architecture). However the SPEEDOS kernel uses the processor-supported page
table only as a means to implement a software-loadable TLB. Only a subset of the
page table is required. Appropriate discard strategies for entries in this unusual
TLB architecture have to be developed that limit the main memory consumption of
the virtual memory management functions in the kernel.
Additionally it would be interesting to analyse the relative performance, compared with other 64 bit processor architectures, such as Intel Itanium [117, 118,
119], Sun SPARC [297] and Apple/IBM/Motorola PowerPC [262, 263, 264].
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Kernel Instruction Reference
In chapter 6 the kernel-supported data structures and kernel instructions have been
described. This chapter contains a short informal description of each kernel instruction and its operands.
It is assumed in the kernel instruction description in this chapter that the kernel
does not implement module capability registers, i.e. module capabilities are always
referenced by memory operands.
The instructions are written in a notation similar to function prototypes in C, i.e.
with a parameter list (which corresponds to the input operands) and a return value
(which often corresponds to the output operand).
The following types are used for parameters and return values:
ref_t: the combination of a segment register number and offset within a segment, i.e. a full segmented address of a memory operand,
container_id: a unique container number (192 bits),
unique_id: the combination of a container number and an index into either the
Co-module Table, Code Table or Thread Table, i.e. a “module” identifier, and
bitlist: a fixed-size bit set which represents rights.

A.1 Environmental Queries
There are a large number of environmental queries which return information about
the currently executing module and/or thread. These are described in this section
grouped by the type of information which they return.
The following instructions return the unique module identifier of the current
file module, the current code module, the current thread, the calling file module,
the calling code module, the target file module and target code module respectively. The returned module identifier does not include the module capability type.
However the type can be unambiguously derived from the environmental query
instruction, e.g. the calling_code instruction returns a code module identifier.
unique_id current_file()
unique_id current_code()
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unique_id
unique_id
unique_id
unique_id
unique_id

current_thread()
calling_file()
calling_code()
target_file()
target_code()

Each of the environmental queries above returns a container number and the
content of the index field in the module capability. In order to obtain the owner of
these containers, the following set of environmental queries can be used:
container_id
container_id
container_id
container_id
container_id
container_id
container_id

current_file_owner()
current_code_owner()
current_thread_owner()
calling_file_owner()
calling_code_owner()
target_file_owner()
target_code_owner()

The entry point number of the current module, the calling module and the target
module can be retrieved with the following environmental query instructions:
int current_ep()
int calling_ep()
int target_ep()

If an environmental query instruction is not applicable in the current context
(e.g. target_ep is used outside a bracket method) it returns 0. The same value
is returned if an environmental query is disabled via the Thread Security Register.

A.2 Thread Security Register
The Thread Security Register contains the current state of the confinement and
environment rights. The refine_tsr instruction can be used to remove rights
from the Thread Security Register. The new state of the TSR is the intersection of
the current set of rights and the specified set of rights.
refine_tsr(bitlist confinement_environment)

Additionally there is an instruction which allows the current state of the TSR to
be queried (which could be also interpreted as an environmental query):
bitlist query_tsr()

The two instructions for modifying and querying the state of the TSR violate the
information hiding principle, since their user generally does not need to know or
manipulate the entire state of the TSR but only a specific right. These instructions
are meant as a low-level mechanism for implementing a set of functions at the
programming language level, which each gives only access to a single right. They
are not implemented as separate kernel instructions since it is sufficient for the
kernel to protect the TSR as a whole.

A.3 Managing Segment Capabilities
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A.3 Managing Segment Capabilities
Segment capabilities can be loaded with the load_pointer instruction. It requires specifying a target segment register number (in dst_segreg) and a source
pointer (through a memory operand in src_pointer.
Similarly a pointer can be stored with the store_pointer instruction, which
requires specifying a target pointer (through a memory operand in dst_pointer)
and a source segment register number (in src_segreg).
Segment capabilities can be also stored to the data area of a segment using
store_pointer, which allows the content of a segment capability to be inspected. Such segment capabilities cannot be loaded into a segment register using the
load_pointer instruction.
load_pointer(int dst_segreg, ref_t src_pointer)
store_pointer(ref_t dst_pointer, int src_segreg)

Creation of segment capabilities is a protected kernel instruction. It sets up a
segment capability for a segment starting at offset_in_container with the
lengths of the data, pointer and module capability areas as specified in the operands data_length, pointer_length and modcap_length. The access rights
of the segment are set to access_rights. Finally the segment register specified
by dst_segreg is loaded with the segment capability. The kernel capability accessible through the memory operand kernel_cap is used to check whether this
kernel instruction may be used at all.
create_segment(int dst_segreg, int offset_in_container,
int data_length, int pointer_length,
int modcap_length, bitlist access_rights,
ref_t kernel_cap)

Device capabilities (which are a special kind of segment capability often used by
device drivers) can be loaded to a specified segment register (in dst_segreg) by
specifying the memory operand src_devcap, which must refer to a valid device
capability in the module capability area.
Device capabilities may not be stored to pointers, since they do not refer to segments within a container (which is part of the virtual memory) but to an I/O area
and enable the holder to control a particular hardware device. Only device capabilities which contain the identifier of the current node in the module identifier
field of the device capability can be loaded into a segment register. This prevents
accidental use of device capabilities created for another node.
load_devcap(int dst_segreg, ref_t src_devcap)

Segment capabilities are never accessible directly by user code without using the
kernel. This allows the kernel to use a different internal representation of segment
capabilities from the externally visible representation, which is used for example
when inspecting a segment capability.
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A.4 Managing Module Capabilities
Module capabilities can be copied from src_modcap to dst_modcap (and optionally be refined by reducing the included rights according to the metarights,
confinement_environment and access_rights operands) by using the instruction copy_modcap. The complete semantics of this instruction is described in
detail in section 6.8.1.2. A module capabilities can usually be inspected (subject to
its metarights) by storing it to the data area of a segment. Such module capabilities
cannot be used as the target of an inter-module call or library call.
copy_modcap(ref_t dst_modcap, ref_t src_modcap,
bitlist metarights, bitlist confinement_environment,
bitlist access_rights)

The creation of module capabilities is possible with the protected instruction
create_modcap, which writes the resulting module capability to the memory
operand dst_modcap. The content of the module capability is specified completely by the module_id, type, metarights, confinement_environment
and access_rights. The kernel capability accessible through the memory operand kernel_cap is used to check whether this instruction may be used at all.
create_modcap(ref_t dst_modcap, unique_id module_id,
int type, bitlist metarights,
bitlist confinement_environment,
bitlist access_rights, ref_t kernel_cap)

Module capabilities are never accessible directly by user code without using the
kernel. This allows the kernel to use a different internal representation of module
capabilities from the externally visible representation, which is used for example
when inspecting a module capability.

A.5 Method Invocation and Return
The inter_module_call instruction allows a method of another module to be
invoked. The target module capability is specified in target_mc and the entry
point number identifying the method is specified in target_ep. A segment in the
process container of the current thread can be passed by specifying the segment
register number in param_segreg. Additionally the current register contents are
passed to the called module. The returned value indicates the segment register
number through which the return value segment can be accessed.
int inter_module_call(ref_t target_mc, int target_ep,
int param_segreg)

Correspondingly the inter_module_return instruction returns to the previous method in the call chain, passing a return value segment by specifying the
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segment register number in return_segreg. Additionally the current register
contents are returned to the calling module.
inter_module_return(int return_segreg)

The body instruction is used in bracket methods. It invokes the next bracket
method of the target method or if there are no more brackets it invokes the target method. Specialised bracket methods can use the param_segreg operand
to specify a different parameter segment and/or use the segment register number
returned to access the return value segment. For generalised brackets these operands are ignored completely, i.e. neither parameter segments can be specified nor
return value segments can be inspected. The rules for bracket method invocation
are described in section 6.8.2.
int body(int param_segreg)

The library_call instruction is very similar to the inter_module_call
instruction, but allows passing of another segment (which is usually held in the
current file container, cf. section 6.8.1.5). This segment is specified by the segment
register number in the additional objref_segreg operand.
The rule for parameter segments is relaxed for the library_call. It is only
required that the segments specified by objref_segreg and param_segreg are
held in the same container. Additionally the return value segment (as specified as
an operand for the inter_module_call instruction, which is also used to return
from library calls) must be stored in the same container.
int library_call(ref_t target_mc, int target_ep,
int objref_segreg, int param_segreg)

The following stack_sm_call instruction is a variant of the library_call
instruction that implicitly uses the Segment Manager module capability deposited
in the thread table of a process, as described in section 6.8.1.5. Otherwise it behaves completely identical to the library_call instruction.
int stack_sm_call(int sa_ep, int objref_segreg, int param_segreg)

All instructions described in this section modify the state of the currently executing thread. Method invocation and return are synchronous operations. It is
possible to implement asynchronous method invocations indirectly by explicitly associating threads with modules, using the instructions which are described in the
next section either directly or indirectly.

A.6 Thread Management
The protected thread_switch instruction saves the state of the currently executing thread on the current CPU and loads the state of the thread identified by
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new_thread. The new thread immediately starts execution. The kernel does not
keep track of previous threads. Generally the Thread Scheduler module is responsible for selecting a new thread for a particular CPU. The kernel capability accessible
through the memory operand kernel_cap is used to check whether this kernel
instruction may be used at all.
thread_switch(unique_id new_thread, ref_t kernel_cap)

The following protected return_thread_switch instruction is a combination
of the inter_module_return instruction and the thread_switch instruction.
It is executed indivisibly. Its purpose is to avoid blocking threads in the context of the Thread Scheduler. Since each node has a different Thread Scheduler
and it is generally not possible to invoke methods of a particular Thread Scheduler on a node other than for which it is responsible, this would prevent the
straightforward migration of threads to another node. The operands of this instruction are a combination of the operands of the inter_module_return and
the thread_switch instructions.
return_thread_switch(unique_id new_thread, int return_segreg,
ref_t kernel_cap)

The protected instruction shutdown immediately terminates the kernel. The
persistent virtual memory must be written to a persistent medium before this instruction is used. The current content of the main memory will be lost. The kernel
capability accessible through the memory operand kernel_cap is used to check
whether this kernel instruction may be used at all.
shutdown(ref_t kernel_cap)

Control over the thread execution on the processors of a node is protected by
kernel capabilities. The protection is a necessary prerequisite for the availability
of the system. It is not possible to give all modules unrestricted access to these
instructions (in contrast to the instructions for module invocation).

A.7 Synchronisation
The kernel implements reader/writer synchronisation [135] as part of the consistency protocol for the accesses to the Co-module Table, Code Table and Thread
Table and provides a set of semaphore instructions available to any module. The
semantics of these instructions and the cooperation with the Thread Scheduler are
described in section 6.6.7.
sem_read_p(ref_t semaphore)
sem_read_v(ref_t semaphore)
sem_write_p(ref_t semaphore)
sem_write_v(ref_t semaphore)

A.8 Virtual Memory Management
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These instructions are also executed indivisibly, like all other kernel instructions.
If necessary the current thread is blocked logically before the instruction.

A.8 Virtual Memory Management
Page frames can be entered in the Main Memory Page table (cf. section 6.4.2) via
the protected instruction map_page. The page frame page_frame is mapped at
the virtual memory address specified by container and page. The access rights
of the pages are set according to the basic access rights in access_rights, which
potentially supports an orthogonal set of read, write and execute access rights. The
kernel capability accessible through the memory operand kernel_cap is used to
check whether this kernel instruction may be used at all.
map_page(int page_frame, container_id container, int page,
int access_rights, ref_t kernel_cap)

Likewise pages of the virtual memory (specified by container and page) can
be removed from the Main Memory Page Table with the protected unmap_page
instruction. It returns the page frame which was associated with the given page
in order to avoid information duplication in the Main Memory Page Table (MMPT)
and the Main Memory Directory module. The kernel capability accessible through
the memory operand kernel_cap is used to check whether this kernel instruction
may be used at all.
int unmap_page(container_id container, int page,
ref_t kernel_cap)

Updates to the MMPT are restricted to trustworthy modules, because if it could
be updated by a malicious module this would compromise the protection mechanisms. The module which can update the MMPT could construct arbitrary virtual
memory contents and thus manufacture module capabilities.

A.9 Device Driver Support
The last instruction described in this kernel instruction reference is the protected
instruction wait_interrupt. The operand source specifies in which list of
interrupt handling threads the current thread should be inserted (cf. section 6.6.6.
The kernel capability accessible through the memory operand kernel_cap is used
to check whether this kernel instruction may be used at all.
wait_interrupt(int source, ref_t kernel_cap)

Generally only hardware device drivers and the Container Directory register such
threads. A normal module will never use this instruction.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Entwurf aktueller Betriebssysteme und ihrer Kerne zeigt Mängel in Bezug auf
den Strukturierungsansatz und die Flexibilität ihrer Schutzsysteme. Die Betriebssysteme und Anwendungen leiden unter der fehlenden Erweiterbarkeit und Flexibilität. Das in vielen Betriebssystemen implementierte Schutzmodell ist nicht mächtig genug, um beliebige Schutzbedingungen mit einer feineren Granularität auszudrücken als die Vergabe von Lese- und/oder Schreibrechten auf ganze Objekte.
Aktuelle Betriebssysteme können den Informationsfluß zwischen Softwareeinheiten nicht wirksam kontrollieren. Einschränkungen können nicht direkt formuliert
werden und daher können Einschränkungsprobleme nur indirekt gelöst werden.
Weitere Erschwernisse mit dem Schutzsystem und besonders der Softwarestruktur werden vom Prozeßmodell in modernen Betriebssystemen verursacht, wie z.B.
der Einsatz der Mikrokern-Struktur. Es ist außerordentlich schwierig, die Zugriffsrechte passend zu formulieren, da der Klient/Server-Ansatz keine direkte Beziehung zwischen der Rolle des Klienten und den Zugriffsrechten des Servers festlegt.
Die Beschränkung auf Klient/Server-Strukturen bevorzugt eine zentrale ServerImplementierung. Die Spezifikation eines Softwareentwurfs und Kommunikationsmodells für Anwendungen durch das Betriebssystem verschlechtert ihre Struktur.
Als Folge dieser Beobachtung benutzt SPEEDOS das Alternativmodell. Prozesse sind die Abstraktion von Aktivität und sind orthogonal zu Objekten nach dem
Geheimnisprinzip. Dieses Modell wird in vielen objektorientierten Programmiersprachen und einigen Betriebssystemen eingesetzt. Der Methodenaufruf wechselt
nicht zu einem anderen Prozeß, sondern gibt die Ausführung an ein anderes Objekt
kontrolliert weiter. Dieses Modell ist beinahe äquivalent zum Klient/Server-Ansatz,
bietet jedoch Vorteile, weil der Prozeßbezeichner mit einem Subjekt korreliert. Das
vereinfacht den Schutz, verbessert aber nicht automatisch das Schutzsystem.
Die zwei wichtigsten Mängel, die von dieser Arbeit identifiziert und angegangen werden, sind die Anpaßbarkeit der Zugriffsrechtsspezifikation und die Struktur
des Betriebssystems und den Anwendungen. Der Entwurf von SPEEDOS betont das
Gleichgewicht zwischen den Aufgaben und dem Einfluß des Kerns und der Anwendungen, um ein flexibles und erweiterbares Gesamtsystem zu erhalten.
SPEEDOS unterstützt frei programmierbare Schutzabfragen für einzelne Methodenaufrufe. Diese Abfragen werden mit Bracket-Methoden implementiert, die andere Methodenaufrufe abfangen. Das Konzept stammt aus dem Kontext der komponentenorientierten Programmiersprachen, die das Ziel haben, die Softwarestruktur
über den Stand von objektorientierten Programmiersprachen hinaus zu verbessern.
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Im Betriebssystemumfeld ist der Einsatz dieses Konzepts neu und erlaubt die Implementierung von Schutzabfragen und ähnlichem außerhalb des Kerns. BracketMethoden können z.B. den Zugang zur Zielmethode basierend auf beliebigen Regeln verwehren oder Zugriffe protokollieren. In anderen Betriebssystemen kann so
etwas nicht komplett mit unprivilegierten Programmen implementiert werden.
Brackets können auch der Kontrolle des Informationsflusses dienen, indem die
Identität des Klient- und Zielmoduls und die weitergegebene Information überprüft
werden. In SPEEDOS gibt es einen weiteren Mechanismus, der es erlaubt Einschränkungsbedingungen durchzusetzen. Dieser zusätzliche Mechanismus, der über Bits
in der beim Aufruf angegebenen Capability des Zielmoduls gesteuert wird, ergänzt
Bracket-basierte Einschränkungen, die andere Stärken und Schwächen haben.
Ein weiterer wichtiger Gesichtspunkt des Entwurfs von SPEEDOS ist die Übertragung vieler Pflichten des Betriebssystems auf die einzelnen Anwendungen. Der
Entwurf des Kerns beschränkt die Aufgaben des Kerns ausdrücklich auf grundlegende Sicherheitsmechanismen. Alle Strategieentscheidungen werden in Modulen
außerhalb des Kerns getroffen. Die Übertragung der Aufgaben des Betriebssystems
an die einzelnen Anwendungen ist sinnvoll, wenn lokales lokales Anwendungswissen genutzt werden kann. Bestimmte Betriebsmittelverwaltungsaufgaben müssen
in zentralen Modulen implementiert werden, sonst würde die Zuteilungseffizienz
leiden. Viele strukturelle Probleme von Mikrokernen werden vermieden, wenn Entscheidungen so dezentral als möglich getroffen werden. Mikrokerne sind ebenfalls
ein Versuch, den Kern zu verkleinern, erreichen aber eine völlig andere und weniger flexible und erweiterbare Struktur des Betriebssystems und der Anwendungen.
Der Kern implementiert nur strategie-neutrale Mechanismen und delegiert die
Strategie an die Benutzermodule, um die Kerngröße zu minimieren. Das maximiert
als beabsichtigter Seiteneffekt die Flexibilität und Erweiterbarkeit des Betriebssystems und der Anwendungen. Dies ergibt ein Betriebssystem, dessen Eigenschaften
vollständig außerhalb des Kerns bestimmt sind. Der Betriebssystemkern implementiert nur wenige Mechanismen, welche die zugrundeliegende Prozessorarchitektur
im Sinne zusätzlicher Befehle erweitern. Der Großteil dieser Erweiterungen behandelt sicherheitskritische Aspekte. In SPEEDOS repräsentieren Prozesse Benutzer
und nicht Dienste, was viele Schutzprobleme vermeidet. Die orthogonale Struktur
basierend auf Prozessen und Modulen sind der Schlüssel zu einem frei programmierbaren Schutzsystem, basierend auf Capabilities und Bracket-Methoden.
Der Prototyp zeigt, daß das in der Beschreibung der Modulstruktur benutzte
Modell des virtuellen Speichers effizient auf die derzeitigen seitenbasierten Architekturen abgebildet werden kann. Es wird keine spezielle Prozessorarchitektur benötigt, jedoch wären kleine Erweiterungen an der Hardware-Implementierung des
virtuellen Speichers wünschenswert. Dies deckt sich mit den Beobachtungen der
Entwickler anderer Betriebssysteme mit ähnlichen Anforderungen.
Die Entwurfsbeschreibung in dieser Arbeit spiegelt die Erfahrungen bei der Implementierung des Prototyps wider. Der Prototyp half, den Entwurf von kleinen
Fehlern und Widersprüchen zu befreien, jedoch konnten die Änderungen aus Zeitgründen meist nicht in den Prototyp eingearbeitet werden.
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